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PREFACE 

liE T ITLE of this book, I find, seems to some not unlearned 
1 rrsons odd, and its subject unfamiliar. Yet the phrase which 
r have taken for the title was long one of the most famous in 
the vocabulary of Occidental philosophy, science, and reflec
, tve poetry; and the conception which in modern times came 
to be expressed by this or similar phrases has been one of the 
half-dozen most potent and persistent presuppositions in West
rrn thought. It was, in fact, until not much more than a cen
tury ago, probably the most widely familiar conception of the 
eneral scheme of things, of the constitutive pattern of the uni

verse; and as such it necessarily predetermined current ideas 
on many other matters. 

T he real oddity, then, is that its history has not previously 
been written and its meaning and implications analyzed. In 
now attempting this I shall be presenting what, I think, ought 
to be, but apparently are not, historical commonplaces; if 
they are not, I venture to hope that this book may help to 
make them such. Many separate parts of the history have, 
indeed, been told before, and are therefore presumably more 
or less familiar; it is their relation to a single pervasive com
plex of ideas- and thereby, often, to one another- that 
still seems to need to be set forth. That the use of the term 
"the chain of being" as the descriptive name for the universe 
was usually a way of predicating of the constitution of the 
world three specific, pregnant, and very curious characteris
tics; that these characteristics implied a certain conception of 
the nature of God; that this conception was for centuries con
joined with another to which it was in latent opposition- an 
opposition which eventually became overt; that most of the 
religious thought of the West has thus been profoundly at 
variance with itsclf; that with the same assumptions about the 
constitution of the world was associated an assumption about 
ultimate value, also in conflict with another and equally 
prevalent conception of the good - the former manifesting its 
full consequences only in the Romantic period; that this idea 
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of value, together with the belief that the universe is what the 
term "the chain of being" implied that it is, provided the chief 
basis for most of the more serious attempts to solve the problem 
of evil and to show that the scheme of things is an intelligible 
and rational one; and that the 1same belief about the structure 
of nature lay in the background of much early modern sci
ence, and therefore influenced the formation of scientific hy
potheses in various ways - these are some of the more general 
historical facts which I have attempted to exhibit and illustrate 
in some detail. This preliminary intimation of them may at 
Jeast help the possible reader to judge whether any of the 
themes of the volume are of interest to him, and to facilitate 
the task of the reviewer- though, as a prudent author should, 
I have tried to avoid disclosing in a prefatory summary too 
much of the plot of the story to be told. 

The history of this complex of ideas has seemed to me to 
suggest, if not to demonstrate, certain philosophical conclu
sions; and these I have tried to indicate in the "moral" ap
pended to the final lecture. But they are, I realize, very 
inadequately set forth; to have developed them fully would 
have inordinately lengthened the volume. 

The lectures are for the most part printed as they were 
orally delivered; but the liberality of the Syndics of the Har
vard University Press has made it possible to expand them 
considerably, chiefly by the addition of more citations of illus
trative passages. These last will, I dare say, seem to some 
readers too abundant. But in my own reading of works of 
this character I have often been exasperated by finding precis 
or paraphrases where I desiderated the actual language of the 
authors whose ideas were under consideration; and my rule 
has therefore been to give the words of relevant texts as fully 
as was consistent with reasonable brevity. On the other hand, 
no attempt has been made to include the whole mass of pos
sible illustr.ations; the volume makes no pretension to be, 
even approximately, a corpus of the texts in which the central 
and the related ideas dealt with occur. 

There is in the nature of the enterprise attempted a certain 
difficulty for which I hope the benevolent reader will make 
some allowance. The lectures were not designed for specialists 
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in a single field but for a mixed academic audience; and it is 
.m essential pa;t of the purpose of the book to ~:n~rsue the ~deas 
with which it is concerned into a number of d1stmct pr~vmces 
of the history of thought. It has in consequence occast?nally 
seemed advisable, when dealing with subje~ts belongmg to 
one province, to expl.ain certain ~atters .wh1ch, to those es
pecially conversant wtth that provmce, wtll need no ~x~lan~· 
tion- but which may not be equally known to spectahsts m 
other fields, or to the "general reader." 

Most of what is here printed as Lecture VI~ and. some 
sentences of Lecture X have previously been pubhshed m the 
Publications of the Modern Language Association of America, vol. 
XLII, 1927. . 

My thanks are due to several colleagues and fnends "':ho 
have generously read in manuscr~pt parts of the b~~k on whtch 
their learning made them espec1ally ~aluable . cntlcs and ad
visers. For such assistance I am particularly mdebted to Dr. 
George Boas, Dr. Harold Cherniss, Dr. Rober~ L. Pa.tters?n, 
and Dr. Alexander Weinstein, of Johns Hopkms Umverstty, 
and Dr. Marjorie Nicolson of Smith College. I ca~not refram 
from expressing to the Harvard Depart~:nt of Phtlosop~y my 
high appreciation of the honor and pnvllege of presentl.n~ at 
Harvard, upon a lectureship bearin.g th~ name ~f W1lh.am 
James some slight fruits of the years smce, m my ph1losoph1cal 
noviti~te I first heard him exemplify in his incomparable way 
the mea~ing of "pragmatic openness of mind" and the p~ssi
bility of fresh and revivifying approaches to man's anctent 
problems. 

joHNS HoPKINS UNIVERSITY 

March, 19J(i 

ARTHUR 0. LOVEJOY 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF IDEAS 

THESE lectures are primarily an attempt to offer a contribution 
to the history of ideas; and since the term is often used in a 
vaguer· sense than that which I have in mind, it seems neces
sary, before proceeding to the main business in hand, to give 
some brief account of the province, purpose, and method of the 
general sort of inquiry for which I should wish to reserve that 
designation. By the history of ideas I mean something at once 
more specific and less restricted than the history of philosophy. 
It is differentiated primarily by the character of the units with 
which it concerns itself. Though it deals in great part with the 
same material as the other branches of the history of thought 
and depends greatly upon their prior labors, it divides that 
material in a special way, brings the parts of it into new group
ings and relations, views it from the standpoint of a distinctive 
purpose. Its initial procedure may be said- though the 
parallel has its dangers- to be somewhat analogous to that of 
analytic chemistry. In dealing with the history of philosophi
cal doctrines, for example, it cuts into the hard-and-fast in
dividual systems and, for its own purposes, breaks them up into 
their component elements, into what may be called their unit
ideas. The total body of doctrine of any philosopher or school 
is almost always a complex and heterogeneous aggregate -
and often in ways which the philosopher himself does not sus
pect. It is not only a compound but an unstable compound, 
though, age after age, each new philosopher usually forgets 
this melancholy truth. One of the results of the quC''It of the
unit-ideas in such a compound is, I think, bound to 

livelier sense of the fact that most philosophi · y 1 rn 
original or distinctive rather in their patterm th n In th 
components. When the student reviews the v st 
arguments and opinions which fill our historic I te 
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is. like~y to feel bewildered by the multiplicity and seemin 
dlV:erst~y ~f th~ matters presented. Even if the array of rna~ 
ter1al 1s s1mph~ed s~mewhat by the aid of conventional -
and largely . rmsl~adt~g - classifications of philosophers by 
sc?ools or -zsms, 1t st1ll appears extremely various and com
phcated; ea~h age seems to evolve new species of reasonings 
and conclus10~, even though upon the same old problems. 
But ~he t~th 1s tha; the .number .of essentially distinct philo
sophtca~ 1?eas. or dtalect1Cal mot1ves is - as the number of 
really dlStmct Jokes is said to be - decidedly limited tho h 
no doubt, t.he pri~ary ideas are considerably more ~ume~~~ 
~han the pnmary JOkes. The seeming novelty of many a system 
lS due solely to the novelty of the application or arrangement of 
t~e old elements which enter into it. When this is realized, the 
htstory as a whole should look a much more manageable thing. 
I do no:, of course, mean to maintain that essentially novel 
conceptions, new problems and new modes of reasoning about 
them, do , not from time to time emerge in the history of 
thought. But such increments of absolute novelty seem to me 
~ good deal ~arer than is sometimes supposed. It is true that 
JUSt as chermcal compounds differ in their sensible qualitie~ 
from. the elem~nts ~om~osing them, so the elements of philo
sophical ~o~trmes, m .differing logical combinations, are not 
always readlly recogmzable; and, prior to analysis, even the 
same c~r:bplex may appear to be not the same in its differing 
express1o s, because of the diversity of the philosophers' tem
perame?ts and the consequent inequality in the distribution of 
em~h~s1~ among th~ several parts, or because of the drawin 
of dlSstnlilar con~lus1ons from partially identical premises. T~ 
the .common log~cal or pseudo-logical or affective ingredients 
?ehmd .the surface-dissimilarities the historian of individual 
1deas wtll seek to penetrate. 

These ~lements will not always, or usually, correspond to the 
ter~ whtch v:e are accustomed to use in naming the great his
tone conceptl~ns ~f m~nkind. There are those who have at
tempt~d to .wrtte htstones of the idea of God, and it is well that 
su~h .htstones sh~uld be written. But the idea of God is not a 
umt-1dea. By thlS I do not mean merely the truism that dif
ferent men have employed the one name to signify superhuman 
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beings of utterly diverse and incongruous kinds; I mean also 
that beneath any one of these beliefs you may usually discover 
something, or several things, more elemental an~ more ex
planatory, if not more significant, th~n i~self. It 1s tr~e that 
the God of Aristotle had almost nothmg m common wtth the 
God of the Sermon on the Mount- though, by one of the 
strangest and most momentous par~doxes in yvest~rn history, 
the philosophical theology of Chnstendom tdentlfied them, 
and defined the chief end of man as the imitation of both. But 
it is also true that Aristotle's conception of the being to whom 
he gave the most honorific name he knew was mt;rely one 
consequence of a certain more general way of thinkt~g, a 
species of dialectic (of which I shall later speak) not peculiar to 
him but highly characteristic of the Greek .and alm~st w.holly 
foreign to the ancient Jewish mind- whtch ~as h1stoncally 
manifested its influence in ethics and aesthettcs, and some
times even in astronomy, as well as in theology. And it would, 
in such a case, be to the prior idea, at once more fundamental 
and more variously operative, that the historian of ideas woul.d 
apply his method of inquiry. It is i~ the pe.rsistent dynannc 
factors the ideas that produce effects m the h1story of thought, 
that h~ is especially interested. Now a formulated doctrine is 
sometimes a relatively inert thing. The conclusion reached by 
a process of thought is also not infrequently the conclusion of 
the process of thought. The more significant factor in the mat
ter may be, not the dogma which certain persons procl~im -
be that single or manifold in its meaning - but the motlVeS or 
reasons which have led them to it. And motives and re;\ on!! 
partly identical may contribute to the productio~ of v t 

diverse conclusions, and the same substant1ve concluslons m ' , 
at different periods or in different minds, be generate-d I 
entirely distinct logical or other motives. 

It is not, perhaps, superfluous t? remark also t~ •• t the de • 
trines or tendencies that are des1gnated by fatmh. 1 

ending in -ism or -ity, though they occasionally n1 1 

are not, units of the sort which the historian of i I 
discriminate. They commonly constitute, rath 1 

to which his method of analysis needs to be appl i I 
romanticism, rationalism, transcend ntali!ltn 11 
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all these . trouble-breeding and usually thought-obscuring 
terms, which one so'?etimes wishes to see expunged from the 
vocabulary of the philosopher and the historian altogether are 
names of complexes, not of simples - and of complexes in' two 
senses. !~~y stand, as a rule, not for one doctrine, but for 
~ev:r~ distmct and often conflicting doctrines held by different 
I?d1v1duals or groups to whose way of thinking these appella
t~ons have ?een applied, either by themselves or in the tradi
tiOnal. te:mmology of historians; and each of these doctrines, in 
turn, Is hkely t~ be resolvable into simpler elements often very 
stra~gely combmed and derivative from a variety of dissimilar 
motives a~d historic influences. The term 'Christianity,' for 
ex~mple, IS. not. the name. for any single unit of the type for 
whtch the h1stonan of spec1fic ideas looks. I mean by this not 
merely the notorious fact that persons who have equally pro
f~ssed and called themselves Christians have, in the course of 
history, held all manner of distinct and conflicting beliefs un
der the one name, but also that any one of these persons and 
s~cts ha~, as a rule, held under that name a very mixed collec
tiOn .of 1de~s, the combination of which into a conglomerate 
beanng a smgle name and supposed to constitute a real unity 
was usually t~e result of historic processes of a highly compli
cated and .cur~ous s?rt .. It is, of course, proper and necessar 
that ecclestastical h1stonans should write books on the h" t y 
f Ch · · · . Is ory 

o ns~1amty; but m doing so they are writing of a series of 
facts wh1ch, taken as a whole, have almost nothing in common 
except the name; the part of the world in which they occurred . 
the reverence for a certain person, whose nature and teaching' 
ho~ever, have. been most variously conceived, so that th~ 
umty here too IS largely a unity of name· and the I"dent"t f 

t f h · h" · ' 1 y o a pa~ o t .e1r Is tone antecedents, of certain causes or influences 
which, d1versely combi':ed with other causes, have made each 
of these systems of behef what it is. In the whole series of 
creeds and movements going under the one name and in each 
of them separa~ely, it is needful to go behind the superficial 
appearance of smgleness and identity, to crack the shell which 
holds. the ma~s to.gether, i~ we. are to see the real units, the 
effecttve workmg Ideas, wh1ch, many given case, are present. 

These large movements and tendencies, then, these con-
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ventionally labelled -isms, are not as a rule the ultimate ob
jects of the interest of the historian of ideas; they are merely 
the initial materials. Of what sort, then, are the elements, the 
primary and persistent or recurrent dynamic units, of the his
tory of thought, of which he is in quest? They are rather 
heterogeneous; I shall not attempt a formal definition, but 
merely mention some of the principal types. 

(I) There are, first, implicit or incompletely explicit as
sumptions, or more or less unconscious mental habits, operating in 
the thought of an individual or a generation. It is the beliefs 
which are so much a matter of course that they are rather 
tacitly presupposed than formally expressed and argued for, 
the ways of thinking which seem so natural and inevitable 
that they are not scrutinized with the eye of logical self
consciousness, that often are most decisive of the character of a 
philosopher's doctrine, and still oftener of the dominant in
tellectual tendencies of an age. These implicit factors may be 
of various sorts. One sort is a disposition to think in terms of 
certain categories or of particular types of imagery. There is, 
for example, a practically very important difference between 
(we have no English term for them) esprits simplistes- minds 
which habitually tend to assume that simple solutions can be 
found for the problems they deal with- and those habitually 
sensible of the general complexity of things, or, in the extreme 
case, the Hamlet-like natures who are oppressed and terrified 
by the multiplicity of considerations probably pertinent to any 
situation with which they are confronted, and the probable 
intricacy of their interrelations. The representatives of the 
Enlightenment of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
for example, were manifestly-characterized to a peculiar de
gree by the presumption of simplicity. Though there were 
numerous exceptions, though there were powerful ideas in 
vogue which worked in the contrary direction, it was never
theless largely an age of esprits simp'tistes; and the fact had the 
most momentous practical consequences. The assumption of 
simplicity was, it is true, combined in some minch with t t ~"I · 
tain sense of the complexity of the universe and .t wu u nt 
disparagement of the powers of man's under. tandiu •, ' h h 
might at first seem entirely incongruous with it , but wh 
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in .reality was not so. The typical early-eighteenth-century 
wnt~r was well enough aware that the universe as a whole is 
physically an.extremel~ l~rge and complicated thing. One of 
the f~vonte J?Iece.s of edifymg rhetoric of the period was Pope's 
warmng agamst Intellectual presumptuousness: 

He who through vast immensity can pierce, 
See worlds on worlds compose one universe 
Observe how system into system runs, ' 
What other planets circle other suns 
What vary'd being peoples every sta~, 
May tell why Heaven has made us as we are. 
But ?f this frame, the bearing and the ties, 
The str~ng :onnections, nice dependencies, 
Gradations JUst, has thy pervading soul 
Look'd thro? Or can a part contain the whole? 

Yo.u may find this ~ort of t~ing in abundance in the popular 
philosophy of that t1me. Thts pose of intellectual modesty was, 
m ~act, an .almost universally prevalent characteristic of the 
penod, ~hich L~cke, perhaps, more than anyone else had 
brought mto fashion. Man must become habitually mindful 
of th~, limi~ations of his mental powers, must be content with 
that relative and practical understanding" which is the only 
?r~an of k~o.wledge that he possesses. "Men," as Locke puts 
It I~ a familiar passage, "may find matter sufficient to busy 
th~1r he~ds, ~nd emp.loy their minds with variety, delight and 
s~ttsf~ct10n, 1f they will not boldly quarrel with their own con
st~tut10n, and throw away the blessings their hands are filled 
With, because}hey are not big enough to grasp everything." 
We; must not loose our thoughts into the vast ocean of being, 
as 1f al~ that boundless extent were the natural and undoubted 
posse~s10n o~ ?ur understandings, wherein is nothing exempt 
from Its dec1s1ons or that escapes its comprehension. But we 
shall ~ot ha.ve mu~h reason to complain of the narrowness of 
our mmds, If we wdl but employ them about what may be of 
use to us, for of that they are very capable .... It will be no 
e~cuse ~o an idle and untoward servant, who would not attend 
hts b~smess by candle-light, to plead that he had not broad 
sunshine. The candle that is set up in us shines bright enough 
for all our purposes. The discoveries we can make with this 
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ought to satisfy us, and we sh~ll th~n use our understandi~gs 
right, when we entertain all ObJeCts m that way and proportion 
that they are suited to our faculties." 

But though this tone of becoming diffidence, this ostenta
tious modesty in the recognition of the disproportion between 
man's intellect and the universe, was one of the most prevalent 
intellectual fashions of a great part of the eighteenth century, it 
was frequently accompanied by an extreme presumption of the 
simplicity of the truths that are needful for man and within his 
reach by a confidence in the possibility of "short and easy 
meth~ds " not only with the deists, but with pretty much all 
matters 'or legitimate human concern. "Simplicity,, ~oblest 
ornament of truth," wrote John Toland, charactenstlcally; 
and one can see that to him, and to many of his time and tem
per simplicity was in fact, not merely an extrinsic ornament, 
but' almost a necessary attribute of any conception or doctrine 
which they were willing to accept as true, or even fairly to 
examine. When Pope, in his most familiar lines, exhorted his 
contemporaries: 

Know then thyself! Presume not God to scan! 
The proper study of mankind is man, 

he implied that the problems of theology and specula~ive 
metaphysics are too vast for human thought; but he also Im
plied to the contemporary ear, that man is a tolerably simple 
kind 'or entity, to plumb whose nature was well within the 
scope of the decidedly limited and simple intellectual powers 
with which he was endowed. Assuming human nature to be a 
simple thing, the Enlightenment also, as a rule, assumed 
political and social problc:ms to be simpl~, and therefore eas.y 
of solution. Rid man's mmd of a few ancient errors, purge hts 
beliefs of the artificial complications of metaphysical 'systems' 
and theological dogmas, restore to his social relati~ns some
thing like the simplicity of the state of nat~re, and h1s nat~ral 
excellence would, it was assumed, be reahzed,, and mankmcl 
would live happily ever after. The two tendenctes I h.wr: b~< n 
mentioning in short, may probably be traced to ' c omn1on 
root. The iimitation of the scope of activity of man' intr.1 r. t 
and even of the ranging of his imagination was WI If. m ui-
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festatlon of a preference for si I h . 
of intellectual modesty was mp t~ sc emes of Ideas; the temper 
sion for the incomprehensibfar { t?e expression of an aver
When, on the other hand ou e, t e Involved, the mysterious. 
you find the simple bee ' ~ pass o? to the Romantic Period 
detestation, and what 

0~~~ ~~object of suspicion and eve~ 
called et'ne romantische v; . nc Schlegel characteristically 
temperaments in poemserwra rrdu~g th~ quality most valued in 

( ) ' ' n In un1verses 
2 These endemic assumpf h · 

are often of so general and so v Ions, t ese int~ll~ctual habits, 
them to influence the course of ~e,a sort t~at It IS possible for 
subject. A class of ideas which isn s/efle~ttons on almost any 
termed dialectical motives y o a kmdred type may be 
the thinking of an individ~al ou z;:ay, namely, find much of 
?aminated and determined b' ~~c ool, or even a generation, 
mg, trick of logic methodol y . ~ or anoth~r turn of reason
plicit would amo~nt to a 1 ogica as~umptton, which if ex-
hig.hly debatable propositiona~~~oa~~ Important ~nd perhaps 
wh1ch constantly reappears f, gi or me~aphysics. A thing 
motive - the tendency, al~o~ri~x~mp.le, Is. the nominalistic 
reduce the meaning of all 1 stln~tive With some men, to 
of the concrete and sensiblege~;~: notwns .to an enumeration 
no~ions. This shows itself in ~eld~ul~rs which fall under those 
philosophy, and in philosoph 't quite remote from technical 
many other doctrines be ·J I a~pears as a determinant in 
nominalism. Much of W~lll' es tJ ose customarily labelled 

. l lam ames's p . 
Witness to the influence upo h' f . ragmattsm bears 
while in Dewey's pragmatism 7t ~~ 0 th~s way of thinking; 
part. Again, there is the or p. ys.' I thmk, a much smaller 
nied-wall motive the hab 't f gams~Ic or flower-in-the-cran-

1 ' 1 o assummg that wh h 
comp ex of one or another kind ' . ere you ave a 
can be understood, or can ind ' no elemen.t ~n that complex 
relations to all the other c~m eed, be what It IS apart from its 
belongs. This, too, you ma po::;,~ts of the. sys~em to which it 
characteristic modes of thinkfn e operative m s~me men's 
matters; while it also sho ~ vlfe~ upon non-philosophical 
th h , ' ws Itse m systems f h'l o er t an those which mak fi o P I osophy 

of the essentiality of relatione a ormal dogma of the principle 

(3) Another type of facto:~ in the h. . 
Istory of Ideas may be 
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described as susceptibilities to diverse kinds of metaphysical 
pathos. This influential cause in the determination of philo
sophical fashions and speculative tendencies has been so little 
considered that I find no recognized name for it, and have 
been compelled to invent one which is not, perhaps, wholly 
self-explanatory. 'Metaphysical pathos' is exemplified in any 
description of the nature of things, any characterization of the 
world to which one belongs, in terms which, like the words of a 
poem, awaken through their associations, and through a sort 
of empathy which they engender, a congenial mood or tone of 
feeling on the part of the philosopher or his readers. For many 
people- for most of the laity, I suspect- the reading of a 
philosophical book is usually nothing but a form of aesthetic 
experience, even in the case of writings which seem destitute 
of all outward aesthetic charms; voluminous emotional rever
berations, of one or another sort, are aroused in the reader 
without the intervention of any definite imagery. Now of 
metaphysical pathos there are a good many kinds; and people 
differ in their degree of susceptibility to any one kind. There 
is, in the first place, the pathos of sheer obscurity, the-loveliness 
of the incomprehensible, which has, I fear, stood many a phi
losopher in good stead with his public, even though he was 
innocent of intending any such effect. The phrase omne igno
tum pro mirifico concisely explains a considerable part of the 
vogue of a number of philosophies, including some which have 
enjoyed great popular reputation in our own time. The reader 
doesn't know exactly what they mean, but they have all the 
more on that account an air of sublimity; an agreeable feeling 
at once of awe and of exaltation comes over him as he con
templates thoughts of so immeasurable a profundity - their 
profundity being convincingly evidenced to him by the fact 
that he can see no bottom to them. Akin to this is the pathos 
of the esoteric . How exciting and how welcome is the sense of 
initiation into hidden mysteries ! And how effectively have 
certain philosophers - notably Schelling and Hegel a cen
tury ago, and Bergson in our own generation- satisfied the 
human craving for this experience, by representing the cen
tral insight of their philosophy as a thing to be reached, not 
through a consecutive progress of thought guided by the or-
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dinary logic availa.ble to every man, but through a sudden 
!eap :Vh~reby one nses to a plane of insight wholly different in 
1ts prmc1pl~s from the level of the mere understanding. There 
ar: expr~ss10ns of certain disciples of M. Bergson which ad
mlr~bly l~lustr.ate the place which the pathos of the esoteric 
has m th1s ph1losophy, or at least in the response to it. M. 
Rageot, ~or example, declares that unless one is in some sense 
?orn agam one cannot acquire that intuition philosophique which 
1s ~h~ secret of the new teaching; and M. LeRoy writes: "A 
vell mterp~sed between the real and ourselves, which falls of a 
sudden as 1f ~n enchantment were dissipated, and leaves 0 en 
~)efore the mmd depths of light hitherto unimagined, whe~in 
lS r~v~aled befo~e our ~ery .eyes, for the first time, reality itself: 
s~c 1s t~e fee~mg wh1ch 1s experienced at every page, with 
smgular mtens1ty, by the reader of M. Bergson." 

Thes~ two type~ of pat~os, however, inhere not so much in 
the attn.butes wh1~h a glVen philosophy ascribes to the uni
~erse as~~ the attnbutes which it ascribes to itself- or which 
1ts vota:1es ascri~e to it. Some examples of metaphysical 
pathos m .the ~tncter sense ought therefore to be given. A 
potent ':'anety 1s the eternalistic pathos - the aesthetic pleas
ure wh1ch the bare abstract idea of immutability gives us 
The ~reater philosophical poets know well how to evoke it 1~ 
En~hsh po~try it i~ illustrated by those familiar lines in Shel
ley s Adonau of wh1ch we have all at some time felt the magic: 

The On,e r~mains, the many· change and pass, 
Heavtn s hght forever shines, earth's shadows fly .... 

It is not self-evident that remaining forever unchanged should 
be regarded as an excellence; yet through the associations and 
the half-formed images which the mere conception of chan e
l.essness arouses -.for one .thing, the feeling of rest which gits 
tnnere Nacha~mung mduces m us in our tired moods- a phi
losophy wh1c~ t:Us us that at the heart of things there is a 
reah~y w~erem 1s no variableness nor shadow that is cast by 
t~[mng, ls.sure to ?nd its response in our emotional natures at 
a eve~ts 1.n certam ph.ases of individual or group experie~ce. 
Shelley s hnes exemphfy also another sort of metaphysical 
pathos, often conjoined with the last- the monistic or pan-
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theistic pathos. That it should afford so many people a pe
culiar satisfaction to say that All is One is, as William James 
once remarked, a rather puzzling thing. What is there more 
beautiful or more venerable about the numeral one than about 
any other number? But psychologically the force of the monis-
tic pathos is in some degree intelligible when one considers the 
nature of the implicit responses which talk about oneness pro
duces. It affords, for example, a welcome sense of freedom, 
arising from a triumph over, or an absolution from, the 
troublesome cleavages and disjunctions of things. To recog
nize that things which we have hitherto kept apart in our 
minds are somehow the same thing - that, of itself, is nor
mally an agreeable experience for human beings. (You will 
remember James's essay "On Some Hegelisms" and on Mr. 
B. P. Blood's book called The Anaesthetic Revelation.) So, again, 
when a monistic philosophy declares, or suggests, that one is 
oneself a part of the universal Oneness, a whole complex of 
obscure emotional responses is released. The deliquescence of 
the sense- the often so fatiguii\g sense- of separate per
sonality, for example, which comes in various ways (as in the 
so-called mob-spirit), is also capable of excitat10n, and of 
really powerful excitation, too, by a mere metaphysical 
theorem. Mr. Santayana's sonnet beginning "I would I 
might forget that I am I" almost perfectly expresses the mood 
in which conscious individuality, as such, becomes a burden. 
Just such escape for our imaginati.o~s fro~ the se.nse ofbei~g a 
limited, particular self the momst1c ph1losoph1es somet1mes 
give us. Distinct from the monistic patho~ is the vol';lntaristic 
- though Fichte and others have contnved to umte them. 
Here it is the response of our active and volitional nature, per
haps even, as the phrase goes, of our fighting blood, which is 
aroused by the character which is ascribed to the total uni
verse with which we feel ourselves consubstantial. Now all this 
has nothing to do with philosophy as a science ; but it has a 
great deal to do with philosophy as a factor in history, for thr: 
reason that it is not chiefly as a science that philosoph h' 
been a factor in history. The susceptibility to diflc-n·nt fl rl ' 

metaphysical pathos pl~ys, I a~ convinced, a grc.H p.ut ,. . h 
in the formation of ph1losophical systems by t;ubtly g ucll11 
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many a philosopher's logic and in . 
and influence of different ~h '1 K~tlally causing the vogue 
erations which they have a~ o:os tes among groups or gen
discovering these varying ec e :b .~~d the delicate task of 
they help to shape a system ~uscept~ thtle~ and showing how 
currency is a part of the wor{ ~~ ~~v~ .an 1~ea plausibility and 

(4) Another part of his busin t e. Istonan of ideas. 
zance of the genuinely operativess£ if he ~eans to take cogni
ments of thought is an i . e actors In the larger move
sophical semantic~ - a st~dmrfy hwhich may be called philo-
of · d Y 0 t e sacred word d hr a peno or a movement with . . s an p ases 
ambiguities, a listing of their a.vtew ~o a cleanng up ?ftheir 
~n examination of the wa . van?us s ades of meaning, and 
Ideas arising from these a~~~ ';.h~ch ~onfu.sed associations of 
velopment of doctrines or a · ~~Itles av~ _mfluenced the de
mation of one fashion of th cc~ ~rated the insensible transfor-
opposite. It is largely bec~~~e ~~~~e~nothe~, P.e~haps its very 
words are capable of this inde d a~bigulttes that mere 
tory. A term, a phrase, a fo!e~a ent ~ctlon ~ forces in his
acceptance because one of 't ' ~hi~h gams currency or 

h . h . -1 s meamngs or f th h w Ic 1t ·suggests, is con enial ' o e ~ oughts 
standards of value the tastg f to th.e prevalent beliefs, the 
b 1' l". ' es o a certam ag h 1 e te,s, standards of value d e, may e p to alter 
or suggested implications' ~~t ~~te~, b~~ause other meanings 
~h~ employ it, graduall becom ear y IS~nguished by those 
sigmfication. The word ~natu ~.the dommant elements of its 
mo~t extraordinary example ~~· t~~ need hardly be said, is the 
subJect for the investigations of ph 'Is, and. the most pregnant 

(5) The type of 'idea' with whi I osophical semantics. 
~owever, more definite and ex 1~~ we shall be concerned is, 
Isolate and identify with c fid p Cit, and therefore easier to 
been hitherto speaking ttn e~ce,, than those of which I have 
t' , . · consists m a single 'fi ton or prmciple' expressly enu . speci c proposi-
of early European philos h nciated by the most influential 
propositions which are or~ er~ together with some further 
laries. This propositi~n wa~vea een supposed to be, its coral
answer to a philosophical q~est~o:e sh.all ~ee, an attempted 
m~n to ask- which reflective tho:hich It was natural for 
fatled to ask, sooner or later It ght could hardly have 

. proved to have a naturallogi-
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cal affinity for certain other principles, originally advanced in 
the course of reflection upon certain quite different questions, 
which consequently became agglutinated with it. The char
acter of this type of ideas, and of the processes which constitute 
their history, need not be further described in general terms, 
since all that follows will illustrate it. 

Second, any unit-idea which the historian thus isolates he 
next seeks to trace through more than one- ultimately, in
deed, through all- of the provinces of history in which it 
figures in any important degree, whether those provinces are 
called philosophy, science, literature, art, religion, or politics. 
The postulate of such a study is that the working of a given con
ception, of an elC.plicit or tacit presupposition, of a type of 
mental habit, or of a specific thesis or argument, needs, if its 
nature and its historic n'He are to be fully understood, to be 
traced connectedly through all the phases of men's reflective 
life in which those workings manifest themselves, or through as 
many of them as the historian1s resources permit. It is inspired 
by the belief that there is a great deal more that is common to 
more than one of these provinces than is usually recognized, 
that the same idea often appears, sometimes considerably dis
guised, in the most diverse regions of the intellectual world. 
Landscape-gardening, for example, seems a topic fairly remote 
from philosophy; yet at one point, at least, the history of land
scape-gardening becomes a part of any truly philosophical 
history of modern thought. The vogue of the so-called "Eng
lish garden," which spread so rapidly in France and Germany 
after 1 730, was, as M. Mornet and others have shown, the thin 
end of the wedge of Romanticism, or of one kind of Roman
ticism. That vogue itself- partly, no doubt, the expression 
of a natural revulsion of taste from an over-dose of the formal 
gardening of the seventeenth century - was partly also an in
cident of the general craze for English fashions of all kinds, 
which Voltaire, Prevost, Diderot, and the Huguenot Jour
nalistes in Holland had introduced. But this change of tast~ in 
gardening was to be the beginning and - I do not, assuredly, 
say, the cause, but the foreshadowing, and one of the joint 
causes - of a change of taste in all the arts and, indeed, of a 
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c.hange of taste in universes I . 
std~d thing called Romanti~isr: one of Its .aspects that many
scrtbed as a conviction that the may. not Inaccurately be de
grand scale. The God of th world Is an englischer Gartm on a 
gar~eners, always geometrized~ :~ve~t~nth century, like its 
one m whose universe th' ' e. o of Romanticism was 
and in all the rich diversi:~~~ ~~e~ Wlld and without trimming 
~nee for irregularity the ~Ir natural shapes. The prefer
Intellectualized, the ~earn:;~siO~ !o~ ~at which is wholly 
-these, which were eventuallor ec. rppees mto misty distances 
of Europe at all points, made tifei~o~nvade the intellectual life 
a grand scale early in the eight th st modern appearance on 
new fashion in pleasure·garde~~~ a ce~tu~ in t~e form of the 
trace ~e successive phases of th ! nd tt IS not tmpossible to 

While the history of I'd . etr growth and diffusion 1 
. h eas-msof . . 
tnt e present tense and the . d' . ar as It may be spoken of 
tempt at historical synthesis tf: tcattve mood - is thus an at
conglomerate, still less tha~ it IS do.es not mean that it is a mere 
u~ification, of other historical d~tr:s to be .a comprehensive 
~th a certain group of factors in [.lmes. It Is c~ncerned only 
In so far as they can be s Istory, and Wtth these only 

'd een at work i h const ered separate divisio f . n w at are commonly 
especially interested t'n th ns o the Intellectual world. and it IS. 

~ e processes b h' h . ' 
~ver lrom one province to ano h y w lc mfl~ences pass 
tt.on of such a program would t er. Even the partial realiza. 
gtve a needed unifying back :::n much, I cannot but think, to 
and, consequently, poorly u~ers: to many now unconnected 
put gates through the fences whic:~ facts. It would help to 
worthy effort after specializa . , In t?~ ~ourse of a praise
come to be set up in most of~~~~ a~d di~siOn of labor, have 
~ents whose work ou ht to umversttles between depart
In mind especially th! de arbe constantly. correlated. I have 
mod~rn literatures. Most ~ea:ents or philosophy and of the 
readily enough admit that it is ~~s bof hte~ature would perhaps 
say, can solely be enjoyed- chiefle studz~d- I by no means 
and that the interest of the h' y ~or Its thought-content, 
record of the movement of .~story of hterature is largely as a 
affe?ted n;en's imaginations :m~a~- ~f the ideas which have 
the Ideas In serious reflecti 1' . motions and behavior. And 

ve tterature are, of course, in great 
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part philosophical ideas in dilution- to change the figure, 
growths from seed scattered by great philosophic systems 
which themselves, perhaps, have ceased to be. But, through a 
lack of adequate training in philosophy, students and even 
learned historians of literature often, I think, have not recog· 
nized such an idea when they met it- have not, at least, 
known its historic lineage, its logical import and implications, 
its other appearances in human thought. Happily, this con· 
clition is fast altering for the better. On the other hand, those 
who investigate or teach the history of philosophy sometimes 
take very little interest in an idea when it does not wear philo· 
sophical full dress - or war-paint - and are prone to disre· 
gard its ulterior workings in the minds of the non-philosophic 
world. But the historian of ideas, while he oftenest will seek 
for the initial emergence of a conception or presupposition in 
some philosophic or religious system or scientific theory, will 
seek for its most significant manifestations in art, and above all 
in literature. For, as Mr. Whitehead has said, "it is in litera· 
ture that the concrete outlook of humanity receives its expres· 
sion. Accordingly, it is to literature that we must look, par
ticularly in its more concrete forms, if we hope to discover the 
inward thoughts of a generation." 2 And, as I think- though 
there is not time to defend the opinion - it is by first distin
guishing and analyzing the major ideas which appear again 
and again, and by observing each of them as a recurrent unit 
in many contexts, that the philosophic background of litera· 
ture can best be illuminated. 

Third: in common with what is called the study of compara· 
tive literature, the history of ideas expresses a protest against 
the consequences which have often resulted from the conven· 
tional division of literary and some other historical studies by 
nationalities or languages. There are some good, and obvious, 
reasons why the history of political institutions and move
ments, since it must in some way be broken up into smaller 
units, should be divided upon national lines; yet even tht T 

branches of historical inquiry have in recent times gaim d 
greatly in accuracy and fruitfulness through an incrca ing 
realization of the necessity of investigating events or tendencies 
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or policies in one country in ord 
causes of many events t d . er to understand the real 
it is far from self-evide~~ t~n~l~s, o~ policies in another. And 
l~terature, not to speak of thataof mhi~o~o stud~ of t~e his~ory of 
tlce has been generall b d P d phy, m which th1s prac
languages is the best y a ;n one . ' . departmentalization by 
cializa tion. The exist7ni' s~h;:og~~~n.g. the. necessity for spe
cal accident, a survival of th ~·o lVlston lS partly a histori
foreign literatures were pri e 'lux;e when most professors of 
as the Historical study of lit:an Y ~nguag~-masters. As soon 
investigation of any causal rature lS concer\Zed as a thorough 
trivial one of the migratt'on porfocte~- ev:en the comparatively s ones - 1t m t · · b 
regard national and linguist' b d . us mevtta ly dis
mare certain than that a tc oun ary hnes; for nothing is 
be investigated disregard ~~eat roportion of the processes to 
teachers or the training of ~e me~ And if the function of 
mined by the affinity of cer:ai~an~e students ~ to be deter
certain types of thought t't . lmmds for certam subjects, or 

f 
' ts at east dubi h h · 

o professors of English or French G ous w ~t er, mstead 
ought not to have professors of the or e~man hterature, we 
Middle Ages of the E I' h Renaissance, of the later 
and the like.' For ther~ wtga tednmbenlt, of the Romantic Period, 

. s ou t ess on the h 1 . 
common, m fundamental idea d ' w o e, more m 
between a typical educated E s ~.n h tastes and moral temper, 
Italian of the later sixteen~h ng lS man and a Frenchman or 
man of that period and an c~nt~·rh than between an English-
r8so's or the r 930's -just as t~~:s .man ~f the I 730's or the 
mon between an average Ne E ells ~amfestly more in com
of I ggo than between a New ; ng an er and an Englishman 
posterity. If, then a special nglan~er of I63o and his present 
standing of that wi~h which h~daclty for .syrnpa.thetic under
cal specialist, a division of th ealsdl.s demable m the histori-

. h ' . ese stu tes by p · d Wlt m penods.- would it . h I . eno s, or groups 
appropriate than a di~isio~tt t p ausl?Iy be argued, be more 
I do not seriously urge such a y count:les, races, or languages. 
departments of universities. reorgamzatio~ of the humanistic 
culties in the way. -But the~e t~~~ ar~ obv10us yractical diffi
any real cleavages among the f:ct c~lt~~ ~ave httle to do with 
the facts have to do with th h' s 

5 
u le - least of all when e tstory of ruling categories, of 
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beliefs, of tastes, of intellectual fashions. As Friedrich Schlegel 
long ago said: "Wenn die regionellen Theile der modernen 
Poesie, aus ihrem Zusammenhang gerissen, und als einzelne 
fUr sich bestehende Ganze betrachtet werden, so sind sie uner
kHi.rlich. Sie bekommen erst durch einander Haltung und 

Bedeutung." 3 

Fourth: Another characteristic of the study of the history of 
ideas, as I should wish to define it, is that it is especially con
cerned with the manifestations of specific unit-ideas in the col
lective thought of large groups of persons, not merely in the 
doctrines or opinions of a small number of profound thinkers or 
eminent writers. It seeks to investigate the effects of the sort of 
fac tors which it has - in the bacteriologist's sense - isolated, 
in the beliefs, prejudices, pieties, tastes, aspirations, current 
among the educated classes through, it may be, a whole gen
eration, or many generations. It is, in short, most interested in 
ideas which attain a wide diffusion, which become a part of the 
stock of many minds. It is this characteristic of the study of 
the history of ideas in literature which often puzzles students 
- even advanced students- in the present-day literature 
departments in our universities. Some of them, at least, my 
colleagues in those departments often tell me, are repelled 
when called upon to study some writer whose work, as litera
ture, is now dead - or at best, of extremely slight value, ac
cording to our present aesthetic and intellectual standards. 
Why not stick to the masterpieces, such students exclaim- or 
at least to these plus the minor classics - the things that can be 
still read with pleasure, or with a feeling of the significance for 
men of the present age of the ideas or the moods of feeling 
which they express? This is a natural enough state of mind, if 
you don't regard the study of literary history as including 
wi thin its province the study of the ideas and feel ings which 
other men in past times have been moved by, and of the proc
esses by which what may be called literary and philosophical 
public opinion is formed . But if you do think the historian of 
literature ought to concern himself with these matters, your 
minor writer may be as important as- he may often, from 
this point of view, be more important than - the authors of 
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what are now regarded as th . 
has said, with equal truth an~ ~~~f;~I:~es. Professo~ Palmer 
age appear more distinctly i 't . Y · ~he t~ndencies of an 
those of commandin .n 1 s writers of inferiOr rank than in 
f~ture as well as of th~ a~:nii:~h'[~es~ la~ter tell of past and 
time. But on the sensitive c ~ ey hve. They are for all 

responsive souls of 1 . power, current ideals record th '. ess creative 
And it is of course . emselves With clearness " • 

d . ' ' m any case true that his . . 
stan mg even of the few gr . a torical under-
without an acquaintance wi;at WI_"Iters of an age is impossible 
intellectual life and com h theilr general background in the 
that age. and that th mh on mora and aesthetic valuations of 

' e c aracter of this b k 
~certained by actual historical i . ~c ground has to be 
Interrelations of the id th nqmry mto the nature and 

eas en generally prevalent. 

Finally, it is a part of the event I . 
to apply its own distinctive analy~~c task;~~e history of ideas 
understand how new belief: . met In the attempt to 
troduced and diffused to ~e~nd mtell.ectual fashions are in
~haracter of the proce~ses by ~~~;l~Idate ~e psychological 
Influence of ideas have com b c anges m the vogue and 
how conceptions dominant e ~ out; to. make clear, if possible, 
generation lose their hold ' r extensively prevalent, in one 

th T upon men's minds d · 0 ers. o this large and diffi 1t d . an giVe place to 
~orical interpretation the met~~d a; Importan.t branch of his
mg can make only one cont. .o studyofwhich I am speak
can't but th' k · nbutiOn among many· but it · I 
h m ' a necessary contributi F h ' IS, 
. ardly b~ made intelligible until th on. or t e process can 
Ideas Which enter as factors i . e ~at~re~ of the separate 
rately observed in their gen n /~ ~re ~hscnm~nated and sepa-

These lectures, then, are i:;~d:stonc work~ng: 
measure the sort of philosophical-h~ to ~xemphfy. m some small 
have been merely sketching th ISto{I~al InqUiry of which I 
shall first discriminate not . ~genera ?Ims and method. We 
but three ideas which hav ' ~ eed, a smgle and simple idea 
history of the West b e, t Iroughout the greater part ofth~ 
th h ' een so c osely and co t tl 

at t ey have often operated a . ns an y associated 
taken together, produced s a U~It, and have, when thus 
conceptions in Occidental ~h con~ptiOn ~ one of the major 

oug t - which came to be ex-
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pressed by a single term: "the Great Chain of Being"; and we 
shall observe the workings of these both separately and in con
junction. The example will necessarily be inadequate, even as 
a treatment of the special topic chosen, being restricted not 
only by limitations of time but by the insufficiency of the lec
turer's knowledge. Nevertheless, so far as these limitations 
permit, we shall try to trace these ideas to their historic sources 
in the minds of certain philosophers; to observe their fusion; 
to note some of the most important of their widely ramifying 
influences in many periods and in diverse fields - meta
physics, religion, certain phases of the history of modern 
science, the theory of the purpose of art and the criteria of 
excellence therein, moral valuations, and even, though to a 
relatively slight extent, in political tendencies; to see how later 
generations derived from them conclusions undesired and un
dreamed-of by their originators; to mark some of their effects 
upon men's emotions and upon the poetic imagination; and in 
the end, perhaps, to draw a philosophic moral from the tale. 

But I ought, I think, to close this preamble with three notes 
of warning. The first relates to the very program which I have 
outlined. The study of the history of ideas is full of dangers and 
pitfalls; it has its characteristic excess. Precisely because it 
aims at interpretation and unification and seeks to correlate 
things which often are not on the surface connected, it may 
easily degenerate into a species of merely imaginative historical 
generalization; and because the historian of an idea is com
pelled by the nature of his enterprise to gather material from 
several fields of knowledge, he is inevitably, in at l~ast some 
parts of his synthesis, liable to the errors which lie in wait for 
the non-specialist. I can only say that I am not unmindful of 
these dangers and have done what I could to avoid them; it 
would be too sanguine to suppose that I have in all cases suc
ceeded in doing so. In spite of the probability, or perhaps the 
certainty, of partial failure, the enterprise seems worth at
tempting. 

The other warnings are addressed to my hearers. Our plan 
of procedure requires that we deal only with a part of th 
thought of any one philosopher or any one age. Thl' P• rt, 
therefore, must never be mistaken for the whole. We shall not, 
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mdeed, confine our view solel which are the theme of th y to the three connected ideas 
significance and historic op;r~~urse. For their philosophical 
c~ntrast. The story to be told ~~~ncan be understood only by 
fhct, at first latent eventuall great part a story of con
series of antagonis~ic conce l overt, between these ideas and a 
their own offspring W p tons, some of the antagonists being 
· · e must then b m the light of their anti these 'B 'o s.erve them throughout 
to be construed as a com s.h u~ nothmg that is to be said is 

pre enstve expo 't' . 
system of doctrine or of the t d . st wn etther of any 
it is evident that when one etn. enCles of any period. Finally 
b · ' nes to r 1 t · h' ' IOgraphy of even one idea h e a e m t ts fashion the 
catholicity of the intellect' al .eavy demand is made upon the 
tracing the influence of thua mtere~ts of one's auditors. In 
· e conceptto h · h 
JeCt of this course we shall b bl' d ns w tc form the sub-
ta~e account of episodes ine t~e ~~~st~:s has been intimated, to 
phnes usually supposed to h l' 1 Y of a number of disci
~nd usually studied in com ave ~tt e. to d? with one another, 
td~as is therefore no subj~~:a~tve ~?latlon. The history of 
mmds; and it is pursued with s or .tghly d:partmentalized 
partmentalized minds It r ome dtfficulty m an age of de
workings of human thoug:t ~~ufteoses, also, an interest in the 
or seem to many of our g . past even when these are enerat10n to be · 'd , 
or even absurd. The histor of . , mtsgm ed, confused, 
man's reflection is in great y t pht~osophy and of all phases of 
and the chapter ~fit withparh~ ahhtstoryofconfusionsofideas· 
exception to this rule To w tc fwe ~hall be occupied is n~ 

d }' 1 1 ' some 0 US It is n t 1 ' an ttt e ess instructive o th o ess mteresting 
ter ~r worse, is by natur~, ~nd ~ account. Si.nc.e man, for bet: 
of hts nature, a reflective and Y the_ most.dtstmctive impulse 
see~ing rerum cognoscere causas t~n~:rd~eta~ve animal, always 
penence more than meets th' m t e bare data of ex
of his intellect upon the b e e~e, the rec.ord of the reactions 
constitutes, at the least an rute ~clts of hts sensible existence 
of th · ' essentta part of th · . e spectes, or sub-species whi h h e natural htstory 
mgly named itself homo sa ie~s· c as somewhat too flatter
see why what is distinctiv:in th and I have never been able to 
should al?pear- especially to ae ::::::~al his~ory of that species 
able subJect of :::tudy than th er of.tt- a less respect-e natural history of the para-
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1 wm or the white rat. No doubt man's quest of intelligibility 
n n.1ture and in himself, and of the kinds of emotional satis

llOn which are conditioned by a sense of intelligibility, 
1 r n, like the caged rat's quest of food, has found no end, in 
llldering mazes lost. But though the history of ideas is a his· 

,, y of trial-and-error, even the errors illuminate the peculiar 
n 1 t ure, the cravings, the endowments, and the limitations of the 

, C'J.ture that falls into them, as well as the logic of the prob· 
I ms in reflection upon which they have arisen; and they may 
fnrther serve to remind us that the ruling modes of thought of 
lttr own age, which some among us are prone to regard as clear 
.u\d coherent and firmly grounded and final, are unlikely to 
tppear in the eyes of posterity to have any of those attributes. 
I he adequate record of even the confusions of our forebears 
may help, not only to clarify those confusions, but to engender 
.1 salutary doubt whether we are wholly immune from different 
but equally great confusions. For though we have more em· 
pirical information at our disposal, we have not different or 
better minds; and it is, after all, the action of the mind upon 
facts that makes both philosophy and science - and, indeed, 
largely makes the 'facts.' Nevertheless, those who do not care 
for the natural history of man in his most characteristic ac
tivity, who have neither curiosity nor patience to follow the 
workings of other minds proceeding from premises which they 
do not share, or entangled in what seem to them, and often are, 
strange confusions, or engaged in speculative enterprises which 
they may regard as hopeless, ought in fairness to be warned 
that much of the story which I am to try to tell will be for them 
without interest. On the other hand, I think it only fair to 
warn those who, for such reasons, are indifferent to the storY 
here to be told, that without an acquaintance with it no under· 
standing of the movement of thought in the Occident, in most 

of its major provinces, is possible. 
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THE GENESIS OF THE IDEA IN GREEK PHILOSOPHY· 
THE THREE PRINCIPLES . 

THE most fundamental of th f · 
review the histor e gro.up 0 Ideas of which we are to 
foUows might the;e~~es~s first m ~lato; ~nd nearly all that 
remark of p l' W . rve as an lllustrafiOn of a celebrated 

ro,essor httehead's that "th a{! 
acterization of the E '. . e s est general char· 
consists in a se . l~opean philosophical tradition is that it 

. . . nes o ootnotes to Plato." But there ar 
~~~c::pge~aJt~r :~aidns in Plato and in the Platonic trad~ti~:~ 

e eepest and farthest reachi 1 · 
:f:e~~a!~~ r.hi!osfiophical or religious syste~ he st~~ co~a~~~~ 

' Ism uence upon later ge . 
opposite directions The cl ner~tlons worked in two 
tween what I shall. call oth~::age t? whtch I re.fer is that be. 
By otherworldliness I do no orldlme~s a.nd thiS-worldliness. 
tion of the mind with a fu~ meal~t b~xefm and a preoccupa· 
what will ha t ure 1 e. o be concerned about 
dwell much u~~:nth~ j~~~ :~:h deat~ or to. let your thought 
may obviously be th you ope wxH then await you 

e most extreme form of th · ldl' ' 
and it is essentially such if that }'{i . . Is-wor mess; 
foundly different in kind from thi~ e bxs t co~cetved, not as pro. 
the same sort f h · ' u 0 Y as more of much 
which we kn o. t hmg, a prolongation of the mode of being 

ow m t e world of change a d d 
and social fellowship with 1 h n. ~ense an plurality 
~ainful features of t~rrestri~e~:i~t~n~~n;~~~~~i;~~he .trivi~ ?r 
.ner pleasures, the compensation of s~ e~mg o Its 

tlons. The two most famil' . me of earth s frustra. 
the desire for a continua tar expressions by Victorian poets of 
illustrate this. In nothing :~e ;f :ersonal ~~ist,ence perfectly 
for the life that now . s o e~t Brownm~ s breezy gusto 
"fight f. Is more mamfest than m his hope to 

on, are ever, there as here" A d h T 
meditatio mortis ended with a · . n w en ennyson's 
going on, and not to die" he p~~~e~ sth~plly for "the. wages of 

' • In Is ess robustwus way, 
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was declaring the sufficient worth of the general conditions of 
existence with which common experience has already ac· 
quainted us. Both writers were, indeed, giving utterance to a 
special form of this feeling which had been somewhat excep· 
tiona! before the Romantic period - though our present his· 
torical survey will show us its earlier emergence - and was 
highly characteristic of their own age- an identification of 
the chief value of existence with process and struggle in time, 
an antipathy to satisfaction and finality, a sense of the "glory 
of the imperfect," in Professor Palmer's phrase. This is the 
complete negation of the otherworldliness of which I am speak· 
ing. For of that, even in its milder manifestations, a more or 
less sweeping contemptus mundi has been of the essence; it has 
had no necessary- though in most of its Occidental phases it 
has had an actual - connection with the craving for a sepa· 
rate personal immortality; and in its more thorough-going 
forms it has seen in that craving the last enemy to be overcome, 
the root of all the misery and vanity of existence. 

By 'otherworldliness,' then- in the sense in which the 
term, I suggest, is an indispensable one for distinguishing the 
primary antithesis in philosophical or religious tendencies - I 
mean the belief that both the genuinely 'real' and the truly 
good are radically antithetic in their essential characteristics to 
anything to be found in man's natural life, in the ordinary 
course of human experience, however normal, however in· 
telligent, and however fortunate. The world we now and here 
know- various, mutable, a perpetual flux of states and rela· 
tions of things, or an ever·shifting phantasmagoria of thoughts 
and sensations, each of them lapsing into nonentity in the very 
moment of its birth - seems to the otherworldly mind to have 
no substance in it; the objects of sense and even of empirical 
scientific knowledge are unstable, contingent, forever breaking 
down logically into mere relations to other things which when 
scrutinized prove equally relative and elusive. Our judgments 
concerning them have seemed to many philosophers of many 
races and ages to lead us inevitably into mere quagmires of 
confusion and contradiction. And - the theme is of th 
tritest - the joys of the. natural life are evanescent and delu
sive, as age if not youth discovers. But the human will, as con· 
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ceived by the ~therworldly philosophers, not only seeks but is 
capable o.f fi~dmg some final, fixed, immutable, intrinsic, per
fectly satisfymg good, as the human reason seeks and can 
find, some stab!e, definitive, coherent, self-contained, and self
~xpl~natory ~bJ~ct or objects of contemplation. Not, however 
m t~s wo~ld 1~ exther to be found, but only in a 'higher' real~ 
of bemg dxffer.mg in its essential nature, and not merely in de
gree and detail, ~rom the lower. That other realm, though to 
t~ose enmeshed m matter, occupied with things of sens b 
with plans of action, or absorbed in personal affections~'it ~;;. 
pears cold and tenuous and barren of interest and delight · t 
t~10se w~~ ha~e been emancipated through reflection or' ~0~ tiona! dxslllusxonment, the final goal of the philo h · 
and th I . . h' . sop tc quest 

e s~ e regxon ~n w xch exther the intellect or the heart of 
man, ceasmg, even m this present life, to pursue shadows can 
find rest. ' 

s~~h is the general creed of otherworldly philosophy· it is 
farmhar en~ugh, but we need to have it explicitly before 'us as 
the ~ontrastmg background for what is to follow. That this is a 
p~rsxste~t type, and that it has, in one form or another been 
t e d~rmnant official philo~ophy of the larger part of ci~ilized 
mankmd through most of Its history, I need not remind ou 
The gre~t~r number of the subtler speculative minds and oith~ 
~eat .rehgxous teachers have, in their several fashions and with 
differ!ng degr~es of rigor and thoroughness, been engaged in 
weanmg man s thougilt or his affections, or both, from his 
mother .Nature- many of them, indeed, in seeking to er-
suade hxm that he must in very truth be born · · p 
world wh d agam, mto a 

ose goo s are not Nature's goods and whose realities 
he cannot know through those processes of the mind by wh. h 
he becomes ac~ua.inted with his natural environment and w~~h 
the laws to which tts ever-changing states conrorm I h 'd 
" ffi · 1 h'l , 1

' • ave sat 
do cta p I osophy because nothing, I suppose, is more evi-

ent than that ~ost men, however much they may have ro
fessed to a.ccept. xt, and have even found in the reasonin ~or 
the rheto~xc of lts expositors a congenial and moving so~t of 
n;taphysical pathos -which is partly the pathos of the in
~ able bl have never quite believed it, since they have never 

een a e to deny to the things disclosed by the senses a 
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genuine and imposing and highly important kind of realness, 
and have never truly desired for themselves the end which 
otherworldliness held out to them. The great metaphysicians 
might seek to demonstrate its truth, the saints might in some 
measure fashion their lives in accordance with it, the mystics 
might return from their ecstasies and stammeringly report a 
direct experience of that contact with the absolute reality and 
the sole satisfying good which it proclaimed; but Nature in the 
main has been too potent for it. While the plain man might 
admit the metaphysician's demonstration, might humble him
$elf before the saint, and might credit, without professing to 
understand, the mystic's report, he has manifestly continued 
to tind something very solid and engrossing in the world in 
which his own constitution was so deeply rooted and with 
which it was so intimately interwoven; and even if experience 
defeated his hopes and in age the savor of life grew somewhat 
flat and insipid, he has sought comfort in some vision of a bet
ter ' this-world ' to come, in which no desire should lack fulfil
ment and his own zest for things should be permanently 
revitalized. These facts, it is incidentally to be observed, do not 
mean that the general character and tone of a society in which, 
at least nominally, an otherworldly philosophy is widely ac
cepted or officially dominant is little affected by that circum
stance. The spectacle of medieval Europe, or of India before, 
and even since, its infection with the Western plague of nation
alism, is sufficient evidence to the contrary. Where some form 
of otherworldliness is generally professed, the socially preva
lent scale of values is largely shaped by it and the principal 
themes and objectives of intellectual effort receive their char
acter from it. The' worldly' man in such a society commonly 
reveres- and is usually obliged to support- the minority 
who have more or less thoroughly and sincerely turned from 
the pursuit of temporal goods and detached themselves from 
the hurly-burly of the world in which he is not unpleasurably 
engrossed; and, by a familiar paradox, exemplified often in 
medieval Europe as it is in contemporary India, the chit'f 
power in the affairs of this world is not unlikely to fall, or to b 
forced, into the hands of those who have withdrawn from it , 
The otherworldly philosopher is made the ruler, or th . I t 
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ruler of the ruler, the mystic or the saint becomes the most 
powerful, and sometimes the shrewdest, of politicians. There 
is perhaps nothing so favorable to success in this world's busi
ness as a high degree of emotional detachment from it. 

But the social and political effects of otherworldliness, 
though a rich and interesting theme, do not here concern us, 
except as a reminder that otherworldliness has always been 
compelled in practice to make terms with this world and has 
often been instrumental to ends foreign to its principles. It is 
ofits own nature as a mode of human thought and feeling, and 
especially of the philosophic motives which provide its grounds 
or its 'rationalization,' that some further consideration is perti
nent to our topic. It manifestly may exist, and historically has 
existed, in diverse degrees; it may receive partial application in 
some provinces of thought and not in others; and strains of it 
may turn up in queer and incongruous contexts. There is a 
purely metaphysical otherworldliness which is sometimes to be 
found completely dissociated from any corresponding theory 
of the nature of the good, and therefore from any otherworldly 
moral and religious temper. Perhaps the oddest example of 
this is to be seen in those half-dozen irrelevant chapters about 
the Unknowable which Herbert Spencer, under the influence 
of Hamilton and Mansel, prefixed to the Synthetic Philosophy. 
There are, moreover, as I have intimated, several distinct 
features or categories of the world of common thought and ex
perience which may give rise to the denial of either its 'reality' 
or its value. It may be metaphysically condemned merely be
cause of its temporal character and perpetual incompleteness; 
or bf'cause of the seeming relativity of all its component mem
bers, the lack in each of them of any self-contained intelligi
bility in which thought can find its term; or because it seems to 
be merely a random collection of petty existences, ali of them 
fragmentary, imperfect, and without any obvious and neces
sary reason for being; or because our apprehension of it is 
through those deceitful organs, the senses, which neither in 
themselves nor even in any inferential constructions based 
upon them and defined in the terms which they provide, can 
be freed from the suspicion of subjectivity; or because of its 
mere multiplicity, its recalcitrance to that insatiable craving 
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. he s eculative reason; or - in th<; case 
for unity whtch bc;se~s t ·v: minds- simply because of mter-
of certain less. ratwc~natlh' h 't loses the feel of realitymittent expenences m w tc 1 

Failings from us, vanishings, 
Blank misgivings of a creature . 
Moving about in worlds not realized -

. . b mes to such minds overpowering 
so that the convtctwn 1~~ h' h the soul can feel itself at 
that true l;>eing, the wor h;~ t;a~c'all this.' Any one of these 
home, must be !ome~ow ot a enuinely otherworldly ontology 
motives may gtve ns~to g some one truly distinctive and 
because each of them ;~ ~p~n rld But when only one or 
constitutive character o t lS .wo th.ere does not result what 

1 ~ f them are operattve, h . l 
on y a ew o . 1 otherworldliness in the metap ystca 
may be called an mtegra f th world known to natural ex
sense; some ot~er charac~ers o thee impeachment. On the side 
Perience remam exempt romld be dt' •missed as evil or · 'h' ' wor may , 
of value, agam, t ls . or all of the familiar com-
worthless on the ground of anr ~ne~ther~orldly moralists and 
plaints which fill the pages oh e odd-process when the at-

1. . t chers· because t e w ' h . 
re 1g1ous ea · . 't a whole presents to t e tmag-
tempt is made to. concetve: a~ tediou; drama, full of sound 
ination only ~n •.nc?heren h'an _ either a pointless repetition 
and fury but Sl?mfymg no\:~gof endless change which beg~ns 
of the same eptsodes, or a t'on commensurate Wlth 

h ched no consumma 1 
now.here! a~ re~ 'chit has been going on, and v:rge~ to 
the mfimte ttme m wht 11 desires that arise m tlme . 11. 'bl oal· or because a . 
no mte tgt e g ' . h been found bv expenence fi d ends in ttme ave , . d 
and are xe on 1 ewal of dissatisfactwn, an . 1 an end ess ren m· 
to constttute on y . h e necessarily in the ba mg b by refiectwn to s ar d b 
can e seen . h' h they are immerse ; or e
transiency of the process m w IC en in some not themselves 

h . . not a few men, ev 1 
cause t ere ts, m . t a recurrent emotiona re-
capable of the true mysuc ecs as~!t f things and against the 
bellion against the mutuaflh ex~ernanl ~e~ng a craving to escape 

fi · ateness o t elr ow ' I I " con mng separ . s to "forget that am ' 
from the burden o~ se~f-co~~c~o~~~:~~e of division and all con
and be lost in a umty m w lCld be transcended. An integral sciousness of otherness wou 
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ot?erworldliness would combine all these motives, and indict 
thlS w?rld up~n all counts. It is best exemplified in some of the 
Upamshad~, m t~e system of the VedAnta, in the Ved!ntist 
and Buddh1st stram - so ironically alien to the actual life and 
personal tem~er.~f Schopenhauer- in Die Welt als Wille und 
Vorstellung; ?nrmt1ve Buddhism, which is a kind of pragmatic 
~therworldlmess, falls short of it only by its negativity its in
sistence ~pan the insubstantiality and worthlessness' of this 
wo~l~ w1tho~t any altogether unequivocal assertion of the 
pos1t1ve reahty and positive value of the alternative. Some 
modern observ~rs of otherworldliness will perhaps question 
whether Buddh1sm has not in this come nearer to disclosin 
~he. strange truth that many of the great philosophers and theo~ 
og1ans. have been occupied with teaching the worship of_ 
none~tlty; though of nonentity made to seem more' real • and 
emot10nally In:ore satisfying by an emphasis upon its freedom 
fro~ the part17ular defects and limitations- the relativi 
the.mternal ~og1cal conflicts, the lack of finality for thought a~ 
des1re - ~h1ch characterize all the concrete objects of which 
we can thmk at all .. It is not necessary for our purpose to at
tempt to ans_wer th1s large question here. What is certain is 
th~t such ~hllosophers have always believed themselves to be 
domg preciSely the reverse of this. 
. But any otherworldliness, whether integral or limited can 
1t would seem, make nothing of the fact that there is ; 't~ 
~orl~ '.to be escaped from; least of all can it justify or explain 
t e emg of such a world, or that of any particular feature 
or aspect of empirical existence which it negates. Its natural 
:eco~rs~, therefore, is, as in the VedAnta, to the device of 
~~lus1?msm. But to call the characters of actual experience 
lllus10n,' blank nonentity, though it is a kind of poetry which 
~~sa very P?tent metaphysical pathos, is, philosophically con-
51 ered, plamly the extremest kind of nonsense. ' Unreal • 
those char~cters may conceivably be in the sense that the 
~ave no ex1ste~ce or no counterparts in an objective order ou!. 
s1de the consc10usness of those who experience them. But to 
sp?ak of t.hem as absolutely unreal, while experiencing their 
ex1stence m .on:self and assuming it in other men, and while 
expressly pomtmg to them as imperfections to be transcended 
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and evils to be overcome, is obviously to deny and affirm the 
same proposition in the same breath. And a self-contradiction 
does not cease to be meaningless by seeming sublime. Thus 
any otherworldly philosophy which does not resor~ to this 
desperate subterfuge of illusionism seems to have th1s world, 
whatever its ontological deficiencies, on its hands as an un
accountable mystery, a thing unsatisfying, unintelligible, and 
evil, which seemingly ought not to be, yet somehow undeniably 
is. And this embarrassment is as evident in the partial forms 
of otherworldliness as in the integral variety. Even though it 
be only to the temporality, the successiveness and lapsingness, 
of the experiences we know, that you wish to deny the eulogis
tic epithet of' real,' it remains the fact that all the experienced 
existence that we have is successive and lapsing, and that such 
existence is, by initial hypothesis, antithetic to that which is 
eternal and forever at the goal. 

It is in the light of this primary antithesis of otherworldliness 
and this-worldliness that the dual role of Plato in Western 
thought can best be understood. Unhappily, when one at
tempts to set forth the essentials of Plato's philosophy today 
one is confronted at the outset with radical differences of 
opinion among -learned specialists concerning two distinct 
questions: first, whether the doctrines to be found in many, or 
even in any, of the Dialogues were held by Plato himself; 
second, what these doctrines- to whomever attributable
actually were. If nothing can be said to be 'known' upon 
which there is disagreement among specialists of high repute, 
we can hardly be said to know anything of the teaching of 
Plato himself about the profounder issues of philosophy. 
Plato's characteristics as a writer naturally make the Dialogues 
an even more fruitful field than the works of other philosophers 
for learned controversies. The dramatic form in which the 
reasoning is cast; his tendency to introduce avowedly 'mythi
cal' or figurative modes of expression precisely at the crucial 
or culminating points of an argument; the pervasive irony in 
the Socratic dialogues; the intrinsic logical difficulti s of the 
problems raised; the apparent irreconcilability of the argu
ments of some of the dialogues with those of others; the diflcr
ence between Aristotle's version of some of Plato's theories and 
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that .wh~ch might be gathered from his own writings - these 
all gxve Immense room for diversities of interpretation and in 
particu!ar, make it easy for modern exegetes to find in, him ~he 
expressiOn, or at least the adumbration, of doctrines to which 
they themselves incline. I wish, so far as possible in these lec
tures to a':oid entering ~pon controverted questio~s of exegesis, 
or of the Intellectual bxography of individual writers. But it 
~ould, no do~bt, seem an evasion of a relevant issue if, in speak
mg of Platomsm, no account were taken of these differences in 
t~e conclusions of scholars who have devoted much of their 
l~ves to th~ study of the Platonic writings. The disputed ques
~xon to whtch s~me brief reference must at this point be made 
Is that concernmg the attribution, not of the writings them
~elves, but of the doctrines (whatever they may be) contained 
m them. The long current view that, with the exception of 
some of the earlier dialogues in which the Theory of Ideas 
d~es not ~ppear, Plato was propounding a metaphysical doc
trm~ of ~Is own which went far beyond the teaching of Socra
tes, IS still affirmed by the most eminent of German Plato
scholars, Constantin Ritter, who, indeed, in his most recent 
work, assures his readers that "no one doubts this." 1 But in 
fact there has be~n. a marked, though not universal, tendency 
amo?g recent Bntxsh students of Plato to attribute the con
ceptions and arguments which are put into the mouth of 
Socrates ~r the other principal interlocutors in the dialogues to 
these philosophers, rather than to Plato himself. If Burnet's 
con~entions are right, the entire Theory of Ideas must be 
ascrxbed to Socrates, of the substance of whose final philosophy 
Plato, a s?rt of gr~ater Boswell, was, in the dialogues in which 
S?cra~es Is the chief speaker, merely giving an objective and 
h1sto~1cally trustworthy report. It is, according to Burnet, 
quest.xonable whether Plato ever accepted that theory; it is 
ce:t~m tha~ ~hen he began to set forth his own distinctive and 
orx~mal op~mons he had already rejected it, and that the Pia
tome teachmg, properly so called, was concerned not with the 
Idea~, b~t ma~nly ~i~h "two things which ha;dly play any 
part m hts earher wntmgs, or at least only in a mythical form 
~amely, God ~nd the Soul," these being now treated "quit~ 
sxmply and Without any touch of mythical imagery." 2 The 
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anthropomorphic God of the Timaeus and the Laws, in short, 
not the Idea of the Good, is the supreme theme of Plato's own 
philosophy; and the story of the creation in the former dia
logue is (it would seem to be implied) to be taken, in the main, 
literally, and not as a myth expressing in figurative and popu
lar language a far subtler metaphysical conception. And 
while one great authority thus regards as probably non
Platonic the theory most conspicuous in the dialogues of 
Plato's middle period, in which Socrates still sustains the bur
den of the argument, another, Professor A. E. Taylor, deals in 
a similar manner with the most important of the later ones. 
Agreeing substantially with Burnet that we "have no right to 
assume without proof" th~t, for example, "the doctrine of the 
Phaedo and the Republic was ever taught by Plato as his own," 
Taylor adds that it is equally "a mistake to look in the Timaeus 
for any revelation of distinctively Platonic doctrines." 3 The 
theories therein expounded are - or were by Plato conceived 
to be - those of the speaker whose name the dialogue bears, a 
South-Italian philosopher and medical man of an earlier gen
eration, a contemporary of Empedocles, who sought to amal
gamate the biological ideas of that philosopher "with the 
Pythagorean religion and mathematics." 4 This is "in fact 
the main thesis" of that work of vast learning which is Taylor's 
Commentary on the Timaeus. 5 If we accept both conclusions, a 
great part of what has usually been regarded as the philosophy 
of Plato is taken away from him and assigned to other and 
earlier thinkers; and most of the dialogues are to be understood 
mainb as contributions to the history of pre-Platonic specula
tion. 'From this it would follow that Plato himself (in his 
extant writings) must be regarded chiefly as a historian of other 
men's philosophies rather than as a great original philosopher. 

In spite of the admirable learning and force of argument 
with which these views have been defended, I find it, I confess, 
difficult to accept them; and the difficulty is especially great 
with respect to those dialogues which present various aspects of 
the Theory of Ideas. That Plato should, solely out of piety to 
his early teacher, have devoted a great part of his mature life 
as a writer to expounding, with apparent fervor and incom
parable eloquence (which was pretty certainly not that of 
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Socrates hi~elf), a doctrine which he did not desire to incul
~ate nor beheve to be true, seems to me psychologically very 
tmpro~able. Nor are we without better evidence than psy
cho~ogtcal pro,babilities. There are two weighty evidences 
aga1nst Burnet s theory. The first is the testimony of Aristotle 
who was extreme~y unlike}~ to be ignorant upon the matte; 
an~ had no concetvable mottve for misrepresenting it. And he 
plamly. and rep~atedly reports that Socrates occupied himself 
only wtth questlons of moral philosophy and not at all with 
"the general nature of things," and that Plato introduced the 
name and ~he conception of the" Ideas"- in short, that he 
wa~ responst~l~ for. the transformation of the Socratic ethics and 
logtc of.def~mtton ~~~o a metaphysics. e The other piece of evi
dence hes m a wntmg of Plato's which has been singularly 
neglected. Its authenticity, it is true, has sometimes been dis
puted; but . few recent Plato scholars question it. In the 
Seventh Eptstle, probably written near the end of his life 
Plato presents not only a vindication of his political activitie~ 
?ut a summary of.the _fundamentals of his philosophy. 7 There 
1s here no d~amatic dtalogue to render dubious the ascription 
of the ~oct~me set forth, no playful irony, no myth. Plato 
speaks m hts own person and with the utmost earnestness 
~nd the doctrine is essentially that of the Phaedrus and th~ 
s1xth and seventh books of the &public. It is the Thea f 
Ideas c l · ti · f ry 

0 

" u ~n.~ ng ~n . a rank mysticism. His deepest and 
most sen?us con~ctlon, Plato declares, is, "by reason of the 

wea~ess. mherent m language," incapable of adequate ex
pression .m words; and he therefore never has attempted, and 
never will attempt, really to convey it by mere writing or 
spe~ch t? other men. It can be gained only by a sudden illumi
n~tton, m a s?ul prepared for it by austerity of life and disci
phne of t~e m.tellect. Nevertheless, "there is a certain true 
~r~men.t whtch bo~h l.eads towards it and makes clear why, 
~n ttself, 1t must remam meffable. What that argument shows 
1s th.a~ the true o?jects of rational knowledge, the only genuine 
realtties, are the Immutable essences of things - of circles and 
all figures, of all bodies, of all living creatures, of all affections 
of the soul, .of th~ good .and the fair and the just. These essences 
are never tdenttcal wtth the fleeting objects which are their 
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sensible manifestations, nor even with our thoughts of them; 
nor can their nature be more than adumbrated in verbal defi
nitions. Thus Plato's philosophic testament is nothing other 
than a reaffirmation of the doctrine of Ideas in its most un
qualified and mystical form- and a declaration that it is this 
which he has "many times set forth" in his previous writings. 

8 

While, for these and other reasons, I find the view that Plato 
was not the author of Platonism unconvincing, it is incumbent 
upon any contemporary expositor to recognize that there is a 
formidable weight of scholarly opinion in favor of it. It may, 
then, be the case that what I have to say of Plato's part in 
the history of the ideas that here concern us is true, not of 
him, but of other men who were before him. But for our pur
pose the distinction is of minor importance. The Plato with 
whom we are here concerned is the author of the Dialogues, the 
Plato whose words, whether they expressed his own concep
tions or not, have profoundly influenced Western thought 
through all the subsequent centuries. The Neoplatonists, the 
Schoolmen, the philosophers and poets of the Renaissance, of 
the Enlightenment, and of the Romantic period, were, perhaps 
unfortunately, unacquainted with the theories of recent classi
cal scholars. To them, Platonism was the entire body of con
ceptions and reasonings contained in the dialogues which they 
knew; and it was to them a single and, in the main, coherent 
system of thought- as it still is in the eyes of some not less 
learned contemporary exegetes. 

Now this Plato, it need hardly be said, is the main historic 
source of the indigenous strain of otherworldliness in Occi
dental philosophy and religion, as distinguished from the im
ported Oriental varieties. It is through him, as Dean lnge has 
said, "that the conception of an unseen eternal world, of which 
the visible world is but a pale copy, gains a permanent foot
hold in the West. . . . The call, once heard, has never long been 
forgotten in Europe"; 9 and it is from his writings, it is to be 
added, that the belief that the highest good for man lies in 
somehow translocating himself into such a world has been 
perennially nourished. That the otherworldliness which his 
successors certainly learnedfrom Plato was ever taught by him 
-or is to be found in the Dialogues- is, indeed, another mat-
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te: about w?ich learned opinion differs. It is zealously main
tam~d by Rttter that there is in the Theory of Ideas in general 
nothmg of what he ~alls "a fantastic view -of reality." The 
fundamental contentiOn of that theory is merely that our judg
ments, b?th of fact and of value, when reached by due process 
of reflect10?, possess objective validity ("the Platonic Idea is 
the exp~ess10n ~f the ~impl<: thought that every rightly formed 
conception has Its solid basts in objective reality" 1o) and that 
we can therefore attain a knowledge of things as the; are inde
pendently o! o~r apprehension of them. It is, of course, true 
tha.t the ObJective counterparts of true "representations," of 
whtch Plato speaks, are universals, corresponding to class
names. But this does not imply a "doctrine of a transcendent 
re~lm of I~eas" 11 subsisting by themselves apart from the 
thi~gs of th1s world in which they are manifested. 'Ideas • are 
umversals ~ecause words ~!ways designate universals; and true 
knowl~dge ts of Ideas chtefly in the sense that "every repre
sentation as sue~ has a universal relation, not the individual 
phenomenon, as.Its c~ntent." 12 A general concept is the result 
of an act of cla~sifi~at10n; and a classification is correct if" it is 
not purely subjective, but has a basis in the objective relations 
of the t.hmgs ~lassified," if it presents together a complex of 
pro~ertles whtch actually occur together in nature in that 
particular col.lection of existing things to which we giv~ a single 
name, and "IS not a combination put together merely by our 
fancy out of elem:nts which experience, indeed, furnishes 
separately, but not m such association " u No doubt f 
" h PI · · some o 

t e . atomc m!'ths and the kindred poetic similes of the 
Symposz~m, Republzc and Phaedrus" suggest that Plato dr"d mean 
somethmg more than this by " Ideas " but th b t p,r. · 1 • ese passages are 

u rtant?szegemii de; they were not meant by their author to be 
take~ seriOusly, and the modern reader "cannot be too em
phat~cally warned against the common but gross fallacy of 
treatmg them as of equal significance with the results methodi
cally rea~hed" .by Plato "through scientific inquiry." 14 

But this v:rston of the Platonic teaching- or of what is 
most. emphastzed and most characteristic in it - seems to me 
desptte the great learning of its author, essentially wrong. 1~ 
rests partly upon the highly improbable assumption that Aris-
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totle's account of the Theory of Ideas is false, not merely in 
some degree, but in substance and upon the main point. Now 
Aristotle was not a philosophically unintelligent person; he was 
for twenty years a pupil and associate of Plato's in the Acad
emy; and when he wrote many other men were still living who 
could judge, from their own knowledge, of the general correct
ness of his interpretation. It is true that we have reason to 
think that he was disposed to make the most of the points of 
difference between his own philosophy and his master's; this is 
not uncommon with pupils. But that he completely misrepre
sented the nature of Plato's central doctrine it is hard to be
lieve. Nor can such a toning-down and simplification of the 
Platonic doctrine be reconciled without violence with certain 
of the Dialogues themselves; while it conflicts absolutely with 
the evidence of the Seventh Epistle. It can be held only upon 
the arbitrary assumption that what seems "fantastic" to a 
modern philosopher of a certain school cannot possibly have 
seemed true to a Greek philosopher of the fifth century B. C. It 
requires us, inter alia, to suppose that just those conclusions 
which Socrates and all the interlocutors in the Phaedo agree are 
logically demonstrable with the highest degree of certainty 16 

were for both Socrates and Plato mere flights of poetic 
fancy; and it requires us also to dismiss as little more than 
irrelevant rhetorical embellishments nearly all the myths and 
similitudes in Plato. It is true that he himself warns us that 
these are not to be taken literally; but this is not equivalent 
to saying that they are not to be taken seriously, that they 
are not figurative intimations of theses which Plato regards as 
both true and important, but difficult to convey "in matter
moulded forms of speech." It is- especially in the Republic 
- precisely when he reaches the height of his argument, the 
conceptions which for him are plainly the most certain and the 
most momentous, that he begins to speak in parables. He does 
so, as he there also explains, because in these ultimate reaches 
of his thought the terms of common language fail him ; the 
truth can only be shadowed forth through sensible analogues, 
as in a glass darkly. But that he insisted that philosophy, the 
highest knowledge, is concerned, not with things that change, 
not even with the constant general laws of concomitance and 
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succession whic? hold good of these things and their changes, 
nor yet solely Wlth the truths of mathematics, but with a tran
scenden~ realm o~ pure noumena of which the natural world is 
only a dt~ ~nd dtstorted shadow - this can be denied only if 
we are. "":Ilh~g to treat as negligible a whole series of Plato's 
most dtstmctive and most emphatic utterances B t · h" d · f · · u smce t ts 
t~sent o mme from the opinion of so eminent a specialist as 

Ritter may well seen: both rash and dogmatic, I am happy to 
be able to support It by the weighty judgment of Professor 
Shorey: "The hypostatized ideas are Plato's D · · h d l"b zng-an-stc , 

e I er~tely accepted with full perception of the apparent 
absurdtty of the doctrine from the point of view of common 
sense." :

6 
"Plato's fearless and consistent realism is so repug

nant to common sense' that modern critics either take it as a 
proof of the naivete, not to say childishness, of his thought, or 
~xte~uate the paradox by arguing that he cannot have meant 
~t se~10usly and must have abandoned or modified the doctrine 
m. hts maturer works. All such interpretations spring from a 
failure to ~asp the real character of the metaphysical problem 
and ~he htst.orical conditions that made Plato grasp and clin 
to thts solutton." 17 g 

So. lo?~· however, as Plato's metaphysics is occupied with a 
mu~ttphctty .of et:rnal Ideas, corresponding to all the natural 
vanety o~ tht~gs, tts otherworldliness is manifestly of a peculiar 
and P.arti~l kmd. The sensible world was never for Plato a 
m~re Illusion or ~ mere evil. And the other world, as well as 
thts, was a plurahty; and there was also a plurality of individ
ual souls, permanently separate from one another and distinct 
from the Ide?s, ev.en when translated into that higher region. 
The . s~stem m thts phase was thus relatively free from the 
momsttc sort of .metaphysical pathos, though perhaps richer 
than any ot~er m the eternalistic. The World of Ideas was 
rather a glo~tfied, .detemporalized replica of this world than a 
?lank nega:10n of 1~. The 'Idea' of an object of sense, though 
1t be co~cetved as Immutable and not apprehensible through 
~he phys!cal organs of perception, is still only a congealed and 
mefficact~u~ count.erpart of that object - with some of its 
charactensttcs left mdeterminate. Nothing of th · h 1· t · d" · · e nc quat-
attve 1verstty of nature is- or, at all events, should be_ 
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left out: simple sensible qualities; the non-temporal relations 
which subsist between natural objects; the complex groupings 
of such qualities and relations, which make up the 'what' of 
the things we experience; and with these, all the moral and 
aesthetic qualities, justice and temperance and beauty - all 
are simply projected into another realm of being, where each 
may be the better enjoyed aesthetically by virtue of its con
ceived exemption from passage and alteration and of the irrel
evance to it, in its eternal fixity, of all human planning and 
striving. It presents no objects to be achieved; there is nothing 
to be done about it; to contemplate it is, after all, to enjoy, in 
James's phrase, a" moral holiday." But what is contemplated 
consists of the ingredients of the world we know viewed sub 
quddam specie aeternitatis- with perhaps, for Plato at times, 
some illicit exclusions of the essences which, even when so 
viewed, are not pleasing matter for contemplation. It is true 
that Plato himself did not use his World of Ideas as a resort in 
which to take moral holidays. He was bent upon making it in
strumental to terrestrial ends, upon deriving concrete moral 
and political lessons from it; and he has been reproached for 
this by Mr. Santayana, who finds him ignorant of the nature 
of the "spiritual life," for which the disinterested contempla
tion of the essences is sufficient, which has no preferences and 
is "disintoxicated" from the values, moral as well as sensual, 
that engross our lives as temporal and active creatures. "Pure 
Being is infinite, its essence includes all essences; how then 
should it issue particular commands, or be an acrimonious 
moralist?" In this criticism Mr. Santayana has, I think, 
pointed out a real inconsistency in Plato; though I also think, 
as apparently Mr. Santayana does not, that it was a happy 
inconsistency. 

It is only when, in the Republic, Plato introduces an Idea of 
Ideas, from which the others seem to be conceived as in some 
obscure manner derivative, that he plainly appears as the 
father of otherworldliness in the West-though Parmenides, 
no doubt, was its Urgrossvater. Here, as elsewhere, there is no 
question as to the nature of Plato's historic influence ; the com
pletely 'other' and ineffable 'One,' the Absolute of the Neo
platonists, it is certain, was for those philosophers, and their 
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many later echoers, medieval and modern, Jewish, Moslem, 
and Christian, an interpretation of Plato's 'Idea of the Good.' 
But here also, as before, the contemporary specialists in Pla
tonic studies are not agreed that what came out of Plato's 
doctrine was contained in it. Ritter, in accordance withhis 
general eagerness to free the Theory of Ideas from any strain 
of" the fantastic or grossly non-natural," finds the" Idea of the 
Good" synonymous with "the state of good," and holds that 
both expressions signify only that the concept associated with 
the word 'good' is "no mere fanciful creation of our own 
thought, but has an independent, objective reality"; and this 
proposition, he thinks, can be otherwise expressed by saying 
that "the world of actuality is really so constituted that we 
have reason to call it good, to regard good as dominant in it." 
What, in short, Plato is affirming, in what he says about the 
Idea of the Good, is "the reign of a rational divine power in all 
that exists and all that comes to pass in the world" (das Walten 
einer verniinjtigen gottlichen Macht in allem Weltsein und Weltge
schehen).18 This reduces the meaning of the doctrine that the 
Good is the Idea of Ideas to an optimistic faith in the control of 
this world's temporal course by a benevolent providence -
this faith being at the same time curiously confused with, or 
regarded as .the basis of, the assertion of the objective validity 
of moral judgments. That Plato held both these beliefs, and 
that the latter was one of his most persistent and fundamental 
convictions, cannot be denied. But to suppose that this simple 
creed was all that Plato meant to convey by his strange and 
oracular utterances about the Idea of the Good is to leave out 
of account precisely what is most conspicuous and most dis
tinctive in them. Against all such tendencies (now much in the 
fashion) to, so to say, naturalize this part of Plato's teaching, 
his own words too loudly speak. 

For there are certain things which the Republic surely makes 
plain enough about Plato's conception of that Idea. First, that 
it is for him- or for the Platonic Socrates- the most in
dubitable of all realities. Second, that it is an Idea or essence 
- " Good itself," in distinction from the particular and chang
ing existences which in varying degrees participate in its na
ture; 19 and that it therefore has the properties common to all 
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the Ideas, of which the most fundamental are ~ternit~ ai?~ 
. t b"l"ty Third that it is the polar oppostte to thts unrnu a 11 • , 
world; to apprehend it, the faculty of knowledge, 

. whole soul must be wheeled round from that which is s~b-
j~~~~o w~~~o:~ng until it i~ able to endure the ~ontemt~tion _of~~a~:~~.;~ 
Is, and the most resplendent part thereof; and thls, we ec are, 15 

F th that its true nature is therefore ineffable in the forms 
o~~~di~ary speech; it is "an indescribable beaut?','' and can-

t be literally brought under even the most umversal of the 
~~tegories applicable to other obJects ?f thought; ".far f~?~ 
b . identical with reality" - 1. e., m any sense m V.: 1~ 

0~:e~ things have reality - "it actually transcendb ltd 1~ 
d' 't and potency." 21 Fifth, that the Form of the oo lS 
t~~~~iversal object of desire, that which draws ~11 s~ul: t~-

ds itself· and that the chief good for man even m thls hfe. 1~ 
:~;hin bu't the contemplation of this absolute or essentla 
Good. g It is true that those who have become c~p.able of the 

t m lative life must be compelled to forgo lt m order to 
~on_ ~:the rulers of the state; but this is for them a temporary 
ec~fice of their own highest felicity for the sake of ~thers. 

~:C:se who have caught some vision of ~he Good "Wlll :~~ 
'll'ngly busy themselves about the affalrs of men, but 

:~e; be eager to occupy the~elves with. the thing~ that are 
b " 22 In this world's busmess they wtll at first, mde~d, be 

a ove. h- so different is it from that contemplatwn of 
clumsy enoug h · knowl 
the divine which they once enjoyed. Fort e genume. -
d e of the Good is for Plato certainly no mere acquamtance 
:i~h natural laws, and no pragmatic wisdom, even of the 
h' hest degree. It is not possessed by those who merely have 
"

1
ihe keenest eye for the passing object and reme~~er ~e~~:~ 

that used to precede and follow and accompany lt, an , 23 

this "are best able to foresee what is going to happen next: 
The interpreters of Plato in both ancient and moder~ tlmes 

h ndlessly disputed over the question whether th:s con-
av;. e of the absolute Good was for him identical Wlth the 

cep lOn . f G d Stated thus simply the question is mt~an-
conceptlon o o · ' 1.· 
. 1 . the word 'God, is in the last degree amulguou<>. 
mg ess, smce S h 1 llcd the 
But if it be taken as standing for what the c oo men ca 
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ens _Perfectissimum, the summit of the hierarch . ~ltlmate and only completely satisfyin b. y of bemg, the 
tlOn and adoration, there can be littl ~ o ~ect of contempla
the Good was the God of Plat . d e oubt that the Idea of 
became the God of Aristotl o' an there can be none that it 
pects' of the God of e, and one of the elements or 'as
Middle Ages, and of X:~!~1;f :~et~hilos~phic theol~g~es of the 
and philosophers. And thou h i: mo ern P~ato~uzmg poets 
some vague notion of a subl' g Plato, as m hts followers, 
blissful feeling probabl rs~mated m~de of conscious life and 
otherworldly Absolute:2~ey~~~ ~~C:n 1~ the c?nception of this 
God were, in strictness ex res i lS t e ~ttnbutes of such a 
attri?utes of this world. 'voJ co~l~l;a~nly m negations of the 
quahty or relation or kind of ob'e e, one afte~ another, any 
perience, and say with the S ~ ct:resente.d m natural ex
:eality is not like ~his, it is no:~~~~~ e, Upams?ad: 'The true 
lS something far better. at - addmg only that it 

It was nevertheless by r . quite different for examplea fpecu thlar dlal~cti~ of his own -

h 
. ' , rom at which lS ex l'fi d . 

t e momsm of the Ved!nt _ h emp 1 e m 
of the otherworldly strain ~ his t p~~l:~~t~ _r~ached ~his climax 
was the Idea of the Good· and th P, tzmg. HlS Absolute 

G 
, e term good' for hi . 

most reek thought, connoted abo . m, as m 
though still essentially negative' ch ve all~ ~ certam definite, 
fest in nearly all the Greek sch~ols a~actenstlc .. This is mani
descended from Socrates - in th ~ moral phllosophy which 
Diogenes, who needed and wante; n~~per ~ the ideal Cynic, 
could give him, in the atarax ~ng t at a~y other man 
of the Stoics. The essence o[. ;~~~e ,Eplcu~eans, ~n the apathy 
experience, lay in self-containment , f eve; m :rdmary human 
ence upon that which is external ree om. ro~_all depend
when 'the Good' is hy st f d to the mdlvldual. And 
supre~~ reality, the t~m ah~~e th:nd made the ess.ence of the 
that lt lS now taken in an b 1 same connotation, except 
"The Good," says . Plato in t:e s~h~l~~ an~ '?nqu~lifi.ed sense. 
from everything else in that th b . us, differs m 1ts nature 
and in all respects has them te e~ng who l?ossesses it always 
in need of any other thing.,

0
: 6 ~~~~~t s~f?ctency and is never 

and mind to be the Good itself" ~ atmsh of both pleasure are, m t e argument of the 
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dialogue, "alike set aside" on the ground that " both of them 
lack self-sufficiency (ain·O.pKEta) and adequacy and complete
ness." 26 Such is the property in which all particular 'goods' 
in some degree participate; such in its fullness is the attribute 
which distinguishes the Absolute Being from all others. 

Now there was plainly implicit in this dialectic of the Idea of 
the Good a strange consequence, which was to dominate the 
religious thought of the West for more than two thousand 
years and is, though no longer dominant, still potent in it. If 
by 'God' you meant - among many other and seemingly in
compatible things- the Being who is, or eternally possesses, 
the good in the highest degree; and if" the good" meant abso
lute self-sufficiency; and if all imperfect and finite and tem
poral beings are, as such, not to be identified with the divine 
essence- then it manifestly followed that their existence
that is, the existence of the entire sensible world in time, and 
of all conscious beings who are not in any sense genuinely self
sufficient - can bring no addition of excellence to reality. 
The fullness of good is attained once for all in God; and "the 
creatures" add nothing to it. They have from the divine point 
of view no value; if they were not, the universe would be none 
the worse. Plato himself, it is true, does not explicitly draw out 
this consequence, and the fact that he does not is, no doubt, 
significant. But it is nevertheless in the clear implication of this 
part of his doctrine that we must recognize the primary source 
of that endlessly repeated theorem of the philosophic theo
logians that God has no need of a world and is indifferent to it 
and all that goes on in it. This implication of the Platonic 
Idea of the Good speedily became explicit in the theology of 
Aristotle. " One who is self-sufficient," he writes in the Eude
mian Ethics, "can have no need of the service of others, nor of 
their affectio.l, nor of social life, since he is capable of living 
alone. This is especially evident in the case of God. Clearly, 
since he is in need of nothing, God cannot have need of friends, 
nor will he have any." 27 It is- to cite, by way of anticipa· 
tion, only one or two out of a thousand later examples thi!! 
Platonic as well as Aristotelian strain that Jonathan Ec.lw ud 
may be heard echoing in Colonial America, when he c.lt"d:u · : 
" No notion of God's last end in creation of the worlc.l is a~n:c-
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~ble to .reason which would truly imply or infer any indigence 
Insufficiency and mutability in God; or any dependence of th; 
C:reator on the creature, for any part of his perfection or hap
pmess. B~c~use .it is evident, by both Scripture and reason, 
that God .1s mfimtely, eternally, unchangeably and independ
~ntly glonous and perfect; that he stands in no need of cannot 

e profited by, or receive anything from the creatur~ or be 
truly hurt, or. ~e the subject of any suffering or impai; of his 
glory and ~ehc1ty. from any other being." 2s This eternall· 
serene and m~pa~s1ble Absolute is, manifestly, somewhat dia{ 
~ult to recogmze m the sadistic deity of the sermon on" Sinners 
m the Hands of an Angry God"; but Edwards did not differ 
from most of the great theologians in having many Gods under 
one name: This. element in the Platonic tradition, no doubt, 
has owed Its pe~ststence to the fact that it corresponds to one of 
the natural vaneties of religious experience. There is pl · 1 
one typ~ or m?od of religious imagination and feeling, a~~ ~ 
~~~co~mtant ~md of theological dialectic, which can be satis-
h with nothm? less than an assurance of the utter isolation of 

t e s~preme obJect of contemplation from the natural world 
and It~ su~liz:r:e indiff~rence even to its worship ers. Th~ 
perenn~al Vlt~hty of this way of thinking may be s~en in the 
expre~siOn of lt by a writer in many respects extremely 'mod
ern,' m whom one would not have anticipated find' 't 
" Th f · d · mg 1 • e ar IStlc an Intellectual consciousness , Mr C E M 
Joad has recent~y de~lared, "are exalted, not degraded; by th~ 
otherness of th~1: ObJects .. The point applies with even greater 
force to the religious consciousness. A Deity who, conceived as 
per.mai?ent and perfect, yet enters into relation with a world 
which ls changin~ and imperfect, with the changing and im
~erfect hu~an be~n~s t~at. i-?habit it, or with the principle of 
hfe.that a~1mates 1t, IS d1m1mshed in respect of the qualities for 
wh~ch h~ IS venerated. Like Goodness and Beauty, Deity, if 
Deity exists, must be a non-human value whose . 'fi 

· · H' ' sigm cance 
consists m Is very u~likeness to the life that aspires to Him. 
He may be kno~n by l.Ife, and, as life evolves and develops He 
~ay b~ known mcr~asmgly, ... but God himself is unaffe~ted 
j1~uc contemp!at10n. · · . He is unaware of the movement 

o e towards Him. . . . God, it is obvious, if He is to be an. 
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object worthy of our adoration must be kept unspotted from 
the world that adores him." 29 That is a contemporary and 
quite precise phrasing of a characteristic note of the mode of 
otherworldliness which soon developed out of - if it was not 
quite unequivocally expressed in- the Platonic doctrine con
cerning the Idea of the Good. 

Now if Plato had stopped here, the subsequent history of 
Western thought would, it can hardly be doubted, have been 
profoundly different from what it has been. But the most no
table - and the less noted -fact about his historic influence 
is that he did not merely give to European otherworldliness its 
characteristic form and phraseology and dialectic, but that he 
also gave the characteristic form and phraseology and dialectic 
to precisely the contrary tendency - to a peculiarly exuberant 
kind of this-worldliness. For his own philosophy no sooner 
reaches its climax in what we may call the otherworldly direc
tion than it reverses its course. Having arrived at the concep
tion of an Idea of Ideas which is a pure perfection alien to all 
the categories of ordinary thought and in need of nothing ex
ternal to itself, he forthwith finds in just this transcendent and 
absolute Being the necessitating logical ground of the existence 
of this world; and he does not stop short of the assertion of the 
necessity and worth of the existence of all conceivable kinds of 
finite, temporal, imperfect, and corporeal beings. Plato clearly 
was dissatisfied with a philosophy in which no ground or 
explanation of the existence of mundane things, and of the 
number and diversity of their several modes and degrees of 
imperfection, was so much as suggested, and in which the flux 
was a wholly senseless and supererogatory addition to the 
Eternal. And if any reason for the being of the sensible world 
was to be found, it must necessarily, for Plato, be found in the 
Intellectual World, and in the very nature of the sole Self
Sufficing Being. The not-so-good, not to say the bad, must be 
apprehended as derivative from the Idea of the Good, as in· 
volved in the essence of Perfection. The self·same God who 
was the Goal of all desire must also be the Source of the crea
tures that desire it. 

This crucial turn in Plato's doctrine first becomes apparent 
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m the same passage of the Republ. . . 
the Idea of the Good is s . . zc m whxch the 'otherness' of 
"not only to all th' ko msxst~ntly declared.ao The Good is 
b . ' mgs nown [I e by ] h 

emg known, but also of their ·. ., us t e ~ause of their 
of the sort of reality they p exxsthe~ce and thexr reality" _ 
diffi ossess, w Ich as we ha . 

eren t for Pia to from that of" th G d" v~ seen, Is so 
to use the same term for both Thee oo .. that he Is unwilling 
too abrupt and oracular to b~ int ll~r~nsltxon here is, no doubt, 
its grounds in Plato's mi d eb xgxble; but its meaning and 
. n are to e found more f 11 . d' 
m a passage of that later dialo h. h u Y m 1cated 
said, it is to most modern rea~~e ';: ~c - though, as Jowett 
pulsive" - nevertheless h d fi rs t e most obscure and re-

. a or two mille · b f: 
greatest mftuence of all the PI t . . . nma Y ar the 
Plato definitely undertakes th a omc ':"ntmgs. In the Timaeus 
region of "absolute being" \retu~nJourney from that higher 
thought in certain moods and o the Io:-ver world which his 
eagerly outsoared 31 It i; t p~ aps man earlier phase, so 
expressly mythicai and thartu:t t. athmuch of this dialogue is 

· ' I Is t erefore ne . 
engage Its serious philosophic content f cess.ary to dis-
Where the lines are to be dra . . rom the poetiC Imagery. 
mine; there has been appare:~ It/s not :lways easy to deter
of the Academy to the resent y ro~ t e second generation 
learned on the questio! where d~y, disagreement among the 
losophy begins. Into most of th t e. poetry ends and the phi
fortunately, not essential that w es~ m~~lved controversies it is, 
solely with two closely related e s ou . enter .. Our concern is 
first. introduces, so far as we k~:~e~txons which the dialogue 
Occidental philosophical ide Th, xnfirto t?e general stock of 

• rAr as. e st 1s an an h question: rr 'hy is there any World of B . . swer to t e 
the eternal World of Idea . d ecommg, m addition to 
Idea? The second is an ans~e~~~ ~~ eed, t? the one supreme 
determines the number of k' d fe ~u.estwn: What principle 
sensible and temporal world ~n ~ ~ h emg that make up the 
question is for Plato- or at .11 n t e answer to the second 
holds forth in the dialogue :_ ~ve~~s .fo~ the philosopher who 
first. Imp IClt m the answer to the 

Both of these are questions of a sor h. 
philosophers no longer ask - th ~ w Ich, for the most part, 
who are perhaps the boldest sp~~gl s.ome ~odern physicists, 

u a tl ve mmds of our time 
' 
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have attempted a kind of answer to the second. It was re
marked more than half a century ago by T. H. Green that 
''every form of the question why the world as a whole should 
be what it is, ... is unanswerable." 82 There is scarcely any 
general contrast between the Platonic strain in European 
thought down to the late eighteenth century and the philoso
phy of more recent times which is more significant than this. 
For to acknowledge that such questions are necessarily in
soluble or meaningless is to imply that, so far as we can judge, 
the world is in final analysis non-rational, that its being at all, 
and its possessing the extent that it has and the range of di
versity which its components exhibit, and its conformity to the 
very curious set of primary laws which empirical science dis
covers - that these are just brute facts for which no intelligible 
reason can be given, and which might equally well have been 
other than they are. If that is the case, the constitution of the 
world is but a whim or an accident. But Plato transmitted to 
later Greek and medieval and early modern philosophy the 
vast assumption - which was, indeed, more than once chal
lenged - that these questions may and should be asked; and 
he provided, for those after him who asked them, the long 
accepted answer. The history we are to review is thus, among 
other things, a part of the history of Western man's long effort 
to make the world he lives in appear to his intellect a rational 
one. 

The answer to the first question is introduced in a simple and 
doubtless figurative phrase, which was to be reiterated by 
countless later philosophers and poets. Before beginning the 
story of the genesis of the world, "let us,'' says Timaeus, "state 
the cause wherefor he who constructed it did construct Becom
ing and the universe." The reason is that" he was good, and 
in one that is good no envy of anything else ever arises. Being 
devoid of envy, then, he desired that everything should be so 
far as possible like himself. This, then, we shall be wholly 
right in accepting from wise men as being above all the sover
eign originating principle of Becoming and of the cosmos." 13 

What did these sentences mean - or at all events, what were 
they understood to mean by later Platonists? The being to 
whom "goodness" is here ascribed is nominally the anthropo-
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morphic ~tificer .of the world who is the hero of the creation
myth wh~ch the d~alogue relates. But if we are to assume that 
the doctn~e of this d~alogue is at all reconcilable with that of 
the &publtc - to which the Timaeus is presented as a sort of 
supp~e~ent- the details of the myth, and most of the char
actenst.Ics and activities ascribed to the Demiurgus, cannot be 
taken hterally; nor have they been so taken by most ancient 
and modern fo~lowers of Plato. In the Republic the ground and 
sour~e of all bemg, we have seen, is the Idea of the Good itself; 
and It has therefore. been held by many interpreters that the 
Cr~ator who figures m the Timaeus is simply a poetic personifi
catiOn of t~at Idea, or - as the Neoplatonists construed it _ 
an emanatiOn.' or sub~rdinate divinity, through which the 
world-ge~eratmg functiOn of the Absolute and Perfect One 
was ex.e~ctsed. ~?re probable than either is the view that the 
two ongmally distmct strains in Plato's thought are here fused 
and th~ resultan~ conception then given a largely figurativ~ 
exp~ession. Plato had in his philosophy two classes of super
se~slble. and p~rmanent beings which were in other respects 
qu1.te ~tffe~ent !0. nature, as the conceptions of them were in 
th~tr htstonc ongms - 'Ideas' and 'souls.' Ideas were eternal 
ob~ec~ of p~re thought, souls were everlasting conscious and 
thmkmg bemgs; and since the former were universals or 
essences, and the latter were individuals, they could not easily 
be :educed to unity. But it is at least a probable conjecture _ 
which can be supported by specific passages - that Plato in 
the end c?ncei~ed of the highest members of both series as 
somehow 1dent1cal. If so, the Demiurgus of the Timaeu . 
"the be t I " b s, as s sou, may e regarded as possessing fully the attri-
butes of" that which is good in itself"- however figurative 
we may suppose the greater part of the characterization of it to 
be. On~ or another of these three interpretations must be 
ad?pted 1f we are to assume that the Platonic doctrine has any 
umty and coherency whatever. 

!n any case, ~he passage tells us that the supramundane 
~emg ~~ose reahty accounts for the existence of this world was 
go~d. And w~ must keep in mind that, for any Platonist, 

nothing partook m any degree of the nature or essence ex
pressed by the word 'good,' except in so far as it was self-
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ufficient. In the Timaeus itself, the excellence, after its own 

1.1shion, even of the created world, is made to consist in a sort 
of relative and physical self-sufficiency; the material universe 
was " so designed that all its active and all its passive processes 
occurred within itself and by its own agency, since he that con-
tructed it deemed that it would be better if it were self

,ufficient rather than in need of other things." 34 The "best 
'IOul" would clearly, upon this Platonic principle, not be the 
best if it had need, for its own existence or excellence or happi
ness, of anything other than itself. Yet when he sets about tell
mg us the reason for being of this world, Plato exactly reversc:s 
the essential meaning of "good." In part, no doubt, he 1s 
taking advantage of the double signification which the word 
had in Greek as in modern usage. But the metaphor which he 
employs in making the transition suggests that he was attempt
ing to reconcile the two senses, and, indeed, to derive the one 
from the other. A self-sufficient being who is eternally at the 
goal, whose perfection is beyond all possibility of enhancement 
or diminution, could not be "envious" of anything not itself. 
Its reality could be no impediment to the reality, in their own 
way, of beings other than it alike in existence and in kind and 
in excellence; on the contrary, unless it were somehow pro~uc
tive of them, it would lack a positive element of perfectiOn, 
would not be so complete as its very definition implies that it is. 
And thus Plato, tacitly making the crucial assumption that the 
existence of many entities not eternal, not supersensible, and 
far from perfect, was inherently desirable, finds in his other
worldly Absolute, in the Idea of the Good itself, the reason 
why that Absolute cannot exist alone. The concept of Self
Sufficing Perfection, by a bold logical inversion, was~ with
out losing any of its original implications - converted mto the 
concept of a Self-Transcending Fecundity. A timeless and in
corporeal One became the logical ground as well as t~e 
dynamic source of the existence of a temporal and matenal 
and extremely multiple and variegated universe. The proposi
tion that - as it was phrased in the Middle Ages omnt 
bonum est diffusiuum sui here makes its appearance as an axiom 
of metaphysics. With this reversal there was introduced into 
European philosophy and theology the combination of ideas 
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that for centuries was to give rise to 
acteristic internal conflicts th 1 . ~any of the most char-
posing strains, which mark its ~i ogica __:: and emotio~ally op
least) Two-Gods-in-One f ds~o;y the conception of (at 

' o a 1vme complet' h' h 
yet not complete in itself s' . lOn w lC was 
existence of beings othe; t~~~ei~l~ulddn_ot be itself.without the 
of an Immutability which . an mherently mcomplete; 
Change; of an Absolute wh' r~qmred, and expressed itself in, 
lute because it was related ~~t ;vas n~vertheles~ not truly abso
causation, to entities wh~se n::r Y way of ~~plication and 
whose existence and er etu 1 e was not tts nature and 
immutable subsistenc~. ~he ~i~l~ss~ge were. antithetic to its 
at this combination may ctlc by whtch Plato arrives 

. . seem to many mode 
vmcmg and essentially verbal d . rn ears uncon-
~ contradiction; but we shati ;~l lts outcome no better than 
Important part of the subse . t ~? understand a large and 
if we ignore the fact that jus{~~~ d lS1o~y of i?eas in. the West 
thought of many generation s d ua talecttc dommated the 
dieval and modern tha . s, ~n e~en more potently in me• 

T h n m anclent times 
o t e second question - How : 

imperfect beings must this world matry ~~~ds of temporal and 
lows by the same dialectic: all poss~n~.md- the ,~nswer fol
could begrudge existence to n t . e 

10 
s. The best soul" 

possess it, and" desired that 11 ~h~mg that could conceivably 
as they could be." "All thi: , mgs should be as like himself 
for Plato nothing less than t~s he~e could consistently mean 
one of the Ideas . and as p e se?dstbl~ counterparts of every 
his name ( 130C' e) ' . darmhem es m the dialogue bearing 
. h ' remm s t e young S h m t e World of Ideas thee f ocrates, t ere are 
things paltry or ridiculous s~~n~~s o ~11 manner of t~ings, even 
true, Plato speaks chi'efly of" 1' ~gusthi~g. In the Tzmaeus, it is 

· h 1vmg t mgs" " . 
Wlt respect to these at least h . . or ammals"; but 

C 1 
' , e 1ns1sts upon the il 

omp ete translation of all the ide 1 . . . . . necessar y 
It must not he says "be th h a posslbthtles mto actuality 
th l'k ' ' oug t that the w ld · e 1 eness of any Idea th t . . or was made in 
complete is beautiful W a ls merely partial; for nothing in-n . . e must suppose rathe th . . 
pe ect 1mage of the whole f h' h r at tt 1s the 
dividuals and species - are o w lC all animals - both in-
verse contains within itself thar~s. it?~ the pattern of the uni-e mte Iglble forms of all beings 
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i11 t as this world comprehends us and all other visible crea
lures. For the Deity, wishing to make this world like the fairest 
.Uld most perfect of intelligible beings, framed one visible living 
I' ·ing containing within itself all other living beings of like 
rt.lture," that is, temporal and sensible. There is a passage in 
1 he Timaeus which seems to imply that there are in the intelli
~rble world Ideas even of individuals, or at all events of the 
most nearly particularized universals, those which are, by 
' irtue of the number of their differentiating qualities, as like 
individuals as may be: of the perfect and eternal model, says 
Plato, "the other living beings [i. e., their "Forms"], in
dividually and generically, are parts; and to this model the 
cosmos is of all things most like." 36 It-is because the created 
nniverse is an exhaustive replica of the World of Ideas that 
Plato argues that there can be only one creation; it includes 
the copies "of all other intelligible creatures," and therefore 
there is, so to say, nothing left over in the model after which a 
·,econd world might be fashioned. So, in the form of a myth, 
the story of the successive creation of things is told. After all 
the grades of immortal beings have been generated, the 
Demiurgus notes that mortals still remain uncreated. This 
will not do; if it lack even these the universe will be faulty, 
"since it will not contain all sorts of living creatures, as it must 
do if it is to be complete." In order, then, that "the Whole 
may be really All," the Creator deputed to the lesser divinities 
who had already been brought into being the task of producing 
mortal creatures after their kinds. And thus "the universe was 
filled completely with living beings, mortal and immortal," 
and thereby became "a sensible God, which is the image of the 
intelligible -the greatest, the best, the fairest, the most per
fect." In short, Plato's Demiurgus acted literally upon the 
principle in which common speech is wont to express the tem
per not only of universal tolerance but of comprehensive ap
probation of diversity- that it takes all kinds to make a 

world. Even if Plato had not given this theological form to his 
answer to the question how many modes of being the univ r. e 
must contain, he could hardly have failed to reach the same 
conclusion on other grounds. For the alternative would have 
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been th~ a?mission ~hat, out of the whole range of the Ideas, 
only a hmlted. selection have sensible embodiment. But this, 
we may be fatrly sure, would have seemed to him a strange 
anomaly. If ~ny eternal essences have temporal counterparts, 
the presump~10n ~vas t~at all do so, that it is of the nature of an 
Idea to mamfest Itself m concrete existences. If it were not 
t~e connection ~f t~e two worlds would have seemed uninte:J~~ 
gible, t~e constitutiOn of the cosmos, indeed, of the realm of 
e~sence Itself, a haphazard and arbitrary thing. And it was 
""holly. ~ontrary to Plato's way of thinking to entertain such a 
supposition. 

I~. is t~is strange and pregnant theorem of the' fullness' of the 
:eali~at10n .of conceptual possibility in actuality, that, in con
JunctiOn With two other. ideas usually associated with it and 
con;unonly regarded as Implied by it, is to be the principal 
t?p1c .of these lectures. It has, so far as I know, never been dis
~mgu~sh~d by a~ appropriate name; 36 and for want of this, its 
ldentlty m varymg contexts and in different phrasings seems 
often t? ~ave escaped recognition by historians. I shall call it 
t~e prmctple o~ plenitude, but shall use the term to cover a 
Wider range of Inferences from premises identical with Plato's 
than ~e himself draws; i. e., not only the thesis that the uni
v~rse ~s a ple~um formarum in which the range of conceivable 
d1vers1ty of kznds of living things is exhaustively exemplified . 
but ~lso any o.th~r deduc.tions from the assumption that n~ 
genume potentiality of bemg can remain unfulfilled, that the 
exte~t. ~nd abu?dance of the creation must be as great as the 
possib.dtty of existence and commensurate with the productive 
capact~y of a 'perfect' and inexha!Jstible Source, and that the 
world IS the better, the more things it contains. Before we 
pr?ce.ed to sur:cr ~he .later adventures and alliances of this 
~rmc1p~e, h'r'o 1mphcat10ns latent in Plato's origiuai enuncia
tion of 1t ought to be noted. 

(I) In the duality of metaphysical tendencies which we 
have now s~en to be characteristic of Platonism was implicit a 
correspondmg reversal of the original Platonic scheme of 
~alues -. though of this also the full consequences were to be 

ut tardlly.worke? out. The Intellectual World was declared 
to be defictent Without the sensible. Since a God unsupple-
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,,1cnted by nature in all its diversity would not be" good," it 
! . 11lowed that he would not be divine. And with these proposi
' ,ons the simile of the Cave in the Republic was implicitly 
. nnulled - though Plato himself seems never to have realized 
, Ius. The world of sense could no longer, except by an incon-
t tency, be adequately described as an idle flickering of insub
t,mtial shadow-shapes, at two removes from both the good 
md the real. Not only did the sun itself produce cave, and 
hr • and moving shapes, and the shadows, and their beholders, 
but' in doing so it manifested a property of its own nature not 
lrss essential- and, as might well appear, even more excel
lent - than that pure radiance upon which no earthly eye 
rould steadfastly gaze. The shadows were as needful to the 
"iun of the intellectual heavens as the Sun to the shadows; and 
tl,ough opposite to it in kind and separ~te fro~ it in be~g, 
their existence was the very consummat10n of Its perfection. 
[he entire realm of essence, it was implied, lacked what was 
indispensable to its meaning and worth so long as it lacked 
t•mbodiment. And it was, logically, no far cry from this to that 
later conception in which the allegory of the Cave was pre
risely reversed- the World of Ideas now becoming an insub
stantial thing, a mere pattern, having, like all patterns, value 
only when given concrete realization, an order of" possibles" 
which had but tenuous and meagre being in a sort of ante
mundane Kingdom of the Shades until the boon of existence 
was conferred upon them. Why then, it could be asked, 
should the mind of man busy itself, either for contemplation or 
for delight, with, these bare, abstract, changeless !'arms of 
things, why should it dwell upon the shadows, when 1t. had ~e
fore it sensible realities in all their full-blooded partlculanty 
and was itself a participant in that same richer mode of being? 
But even where the inversion of the primary Platonic scheme 
of things was not carried so far ~s this, it was eve.ntually to 
prove easy to find in the logic of th1s passag.e of the T1maeus sup
port for the conviction that the prope~ busmess of a Troglodyte 
is with the shadows in his cave. For 1f he should seek to leave 
the dim region assigned him and turn to the sunlit fields with· 
out he would (it could be, and was to be, argued) be countei
wo:kirig the Universal Cause, leaving vacant a place in that 
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general or~er in which the principle of plenitude required that 
every posstble place should be filled. 

(2) This expansiveness or fecundity of the Good moreover 
as ~Jato clearly implies, is not the consequence of a~y free and 
~rbtt~ary a~t of choice of the personal Creator in the myth; it 
ts a _dtal~cttcal necessity. The Idea of the Good is a necessary 
reahty; It cannot be other than what its essence implies· and it 
therefore r;nust, by virtue of its own nature, necessa;ily en
gender fimte existents. And the number of kinds of these is 
equal~y .P~e~etermined logically; the Absolute would not be 
~vhat ~t ts tf tt gave rise to anything less than a complete world 
m wh~ch the' model,' i.e., the totality of ideal Forms, is trans
lated. m~o concrete ~ealities. It follows that every sensible thing 
that ts, ts becau~e 1t- or at all events, its sort- cannot but 
be, and be prectsely what it is. This implication, it is true, is 
~ot fully d:awn out by Plato himself; but since it is plainly 
Imm~nent m the Timaeus, he thus bequeathed to later meta
physics and theology one of their most persistent most vexing 
and . most contention-breeding problems. Th~ principle of 
pl~n.ttude h~~ latent in it a sort of absolute cosmical deter
mtms~ whtc~ a~tains its final systematic formulation and 
pracucal apphcau_on in the Ethics of Spinoza. The perfection 
?fthe Ab~olute Bemg must be an intrinsic attribute, a property 
mherent m t?e Idea of it; and since the being and attributes of 
all other th~ngs are derivative from this perfection because 
t?ey are logtcally implicit in it, there is no room for any con
~mgency anywhere in the universe. The goodness of God
m th~ lan~uage of religion - is a constraining goodness; he is 
not, m Mtlton's J?hrase_, "free to create or not," nor free to 
ch?~se some P?sstble kmds of beings as the recipients of the 
pnvilege of e~ts.tence, while denying it to others. And since 
the. c~ara~ter.tsttcs that each of these has are also, upon Pla
tomsttc pnnctples, inherent in the eternal Idea of it- · · t 
that d' t' · 'b'l' m JUS _1s mcttve posst 1 tty of being of which it is the realization 
- netther God nor the creatures could conceivably have been 
or done aught other than what they are and do. But thou h 
th~ fun~amental conceptions of the Timaeus were to beco!.e 
axt~mattc. f~r m?st _medieval and early modern philosophy, 
agamst thts tmphcat10n of them, it is notorious, there has been 
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in the Western mind a perennial recalcitrance. The reason
ings in which this recalcitrance manifested itself, and the mo
tives which prompted it, do not as yet concern us. 

The reverse process in Platonism finds no place in the system 
of Aristotle. There is, it is true, much less of the general temper 
of otherworldliness in him than in Plato. But his God gener
ates nothing. Except for a few lapses into the common fashions 
of speech, Aristotle adheres consistently to the notion of self
sufficiency as the essential attribute of deity; and he sees that it 
precludes that sort of dependence upon others which would be 
implied by an inner necessity of producing them. It is true 
that this Unmoved Perfection is for Aristotle the cause of all 
motion and, it would seem (though there is a duality in Aris
totle's ideas here), of all the activity of imperfect beings; but it 
is their final cause only.37 The bliss which God unchangingly 
enjoys in his never-ending self-contemplation is the Good after 
which all other things yearn and, in their various measures and 
manners, strive. But the Unmoved Mover is no world-ground; 
his nature and existence do not explain why the other things 
exist, why there are just so many of them, why the modes and 
degrees of their declension fr.om the divine perfection are so 
various. He therefore cannot provide a basis for the principle 
of plenitude. And that principle is, in fact, formally rejected 
by Aristotle in the Metaphysics: "it is not necessary that every· 
thing that is possible should exist in actuality"; and "it is 

. 1' . " 38 
possible for that whtch has a potency not to rea 1ze tt. 

On the other hand, it is in Aristotle that we find emerging 
another conception - that of continuity - which was des
tined to fuse with the Platonistic doctrine of the necessary 
'fullness' of the world, and to be regarded as logically implied 
by it. Aristotle did not, indeed, formulate the law of con
tinuity with any such generality as was afterwards given to it. 
But he furnished his successors, and especially his late medieval 
admirers, with a definition of the continuum:" Things are said 
to be continuous whenever there is one and the same limit of 
both wherein they overlap and which they possess in om· 
man." 39 That all quantities - lines, surfaces, solids, motions, 
and in general time and space - must be continuous, not 
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discrete, A:istotle mai_nt~ined. ' 0 That the qualitative differ
en~es of th~gs mus~ smularly constitute linear or continuous 
senes he ~1d not ~1th equal definiteness assert, still less that 
they co~stttute a st~gle continuous series. Nevertheless, he is 
~espons1ble for. the mtroduction of the principle of continuity 
mto natur~l history. That all organisms can be arranged in 
one ascendmg sequen~e of forms, he did not, indeed, hold. He 
sa~ clearly - what 1~ .requir~d, certainly, no great perspi
cacity t~ see - that hvmg bemgs differ from one another in 
ma~y kmds of ways - in habitat, in external form, in ana
toffilcal structure,. in the presence or absence or degree of de
~elop.ment of particular organs and functions, in sensibility and 
mtellige.nce; he apparently saw also that there is no regular 
cor:elat1on between these modes of diversity that a creature 
wh1ch may be considered 'superior' to another in respect to 
one type of character may be inferior to it in respect to -an
other. He t~erefore ma~e, it would appear, no attempt to 
fra~e any smgle exclus1ve scheme of classification even of 
ammals. Nevertheless, any division of creatures with reference 
t? some ?ne determinate attribute manifestly gave rise to a 
hnear senes of classes. And such a series Aristotle observed 
tends to show a shading-off of the proper~ies of one class int~ 
those of the next rather than a sharp-cut distinction between 
them. Natu:e refuses to conform to our craving for clear lines 
of ~em?Xcat1on; she loves twilight zones, where forms abide 
whtch, if they are to be c~as~ified ?tall, must be assigned to two 
classes at o?ce. A~d th1s ~nsenstbly minute gradation of dif
fer~ntness 1s espec1ally ev1dent at precisely those points at 
wh1ch common speech implies the presence of profound and 
well-defined contrasts. Nature, for example, 

passes so gradually from the inanim~te .to. the animate that their continuit 
r~nders the boundary between them md1stlnguishable; and there is a middl~ 
kmd th~t be.longs to both ?rders. For plants come immediately after inani
mate thmgs, a?~ pla~ts ~lffer from one another in the degree in which the 
appear to part1c1pate m hfe. For the class taken as a whole seems · y · · h h bo · , 1n com-
pariSon wlt. ot . er d1es, to be clearly animate; but compared with ani-
mals to be mammate. And the transition from plants to an· 1 · . ~ . . 1ma s 1s con-
tmuous; o~ one m1ght question whether some marine forms are animals 
or plants, smce ma?y of them are attached to the rock and perish if th 
are separated from 1t.u ey 
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The existence of 'zoophytes' continued for centuries to be the 
favorite, endlessly repeated, illustration of the truth of the 
principle of continuity in biology. But Aristotle found numer
ous further examples of such continuity, in classifications based 
upon other criteria. You may, for example, distinguish ani
mals by their habitat - which to the Middle Ages was to seem 
a highly significant distinction- into those of the land, the air, 
and the waters; but you cannot bring all real kinds within the 
limits of one or another of these divisions. "Seals are in some 
sen~e land · and water animals in one" and bats are "inter
mediate between animals that live on the ground and animals 
that fly, and may therefore be said to belong to both or 
neither." Of the mammals, again, it cannot be said that all are 
either quadrupeds or bipeds, the latter class solely represented 
by man; for "participating in the nature of both man and 
quadrupeds is the ape," belonging to neither class or to both. 

42 

It will be seen that there was an essential opposition between 
two aspects of Aristotle's influence upon subsequent thought, 
and especially upon the logical method not merely of science 
but of everyday reasoning. There are not many differences in 
mental habit more significant than that between the habit of 
thinking in discrete, well-defined class-concepts and that of 
thinking in terms of continuity, of infinitely delicate shadings
off of everything into something else, of the overlapping of 
essences, so that the whole notion of species comes to seem an 
artifice of thought not truly applicable to the fluency, the, so to 
say, universal overlappingness of the real world. Now just as 
the Platonic writings were the principal sources both of other
worldliness and of its opposite in Western philosophy, so the 
influence of Aristotle encouraged two diametrically opposed 
sorts of conscious or unc;onscious logic. He is oftenest regarded , 
I suppose, as the great representative of a logic which rests 
upon the assumption of the possibility of clear divisions and 
rigorous classification. Speaking of what he terms Aristotle's 
" doctrine of fixed genera and indivisible species," M r. W. D. 
R oss has remarked that this was a conclusion to which he was 
led mainly by his "close absorption in observed facts." Not 
only in biological species but in geometrical forms -" in the 
division of triangles, for example, into equiangular, isosceles, 
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and scalene.- he had evidence of rigid classifications in the 
nature of t~u:~gs." " . But this is only half the story about Aris
totle; and. 1~ Is questionable whether it is the more important 
half. For It Is equally true that he first suggested the limitations 
and dangers of classification, and the non-conformity of na
ture to those sharp divi~ions which are so indispensable for 
l~nguage and so convement for our ordinary mental opera
tiOns. ~nd the very terms and illustrations used by a hundred 
later wnters down to Locke and Leibniz, and beyond show 
that they are but repeati~g ~istotle's expressions of thi~ idea. 
F~om. the Platomc prmctple of plenitude the principle of 

c?ntmutty could ~e directly deduced. If there is between two 
gwen natural species a theoretically possible intermediate type 
t~at type must be realized - and so on ad indefinitum; other~ 
Wise, ther,c; wo~d ~e g~ps in the universe, the creation would 
n~t J:>e as full as It rmght be, and this would imply the inad
~ssibl~, .consequence t~at its Source or Author was not 

good, m the sense wh1ch that adjective has in the Timaeus. 

There are in the Platonic dialogues occasional intimations 
that the Ideas, and therefore their sensible counterparts are 
not ~II of equal metaphysical rank or excellence; but this 'con
ceptiOn not o~ly ~f existences but of essences as hierarchically 
o:dered remams m Plato only a vague tendency, not a defi
mtely form?l~t<:d doctrine. In spite of Aristotle's recognition 
?f the multiplicity of possible systems of natural classification 
1 ~ 7as he.who chie.fiy suggested to naturalists and philosophe~ 
~ ater ttmes the tdea of arranging (at least) all animals in a 
smgle graded scala naturae according to their degree of " 
fection " F h · · per-. or t e cntenon of rank in this scale he sometimes 
took the degree of development reached by the ffi · 
birth· th 1 d h o sprmg at 

, ere resu te , e conceived, eleven general grades with 
man ~t the top and the zoophytes at the bottom.« I~ the 
De Amma another hierarchical arrangement of all organisms · 
suggested, ~hich was destined to a greater influence upon su~~ 
~;quent phtloso~?Y and natural history. It is based on the 

P?wers of soul ~os~essed by them, from the nutritive, to 
whtc~ plants ~re hmtted, t~ the rational, characteristic of 
man and posstbly another kmd superior to his," each higher 
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order possessing all the powers of those below it in the scale, 
and an additional differentiating one of its own.46 Either 
scheme, as carried out by Aristotle himself, provided a series 
composed of only a small number of large classes, the sub
species of which were not necessarily capable of a similar 
ranking. But there were in the Aristotelian metaphysics and 
cosmology certain far less concrete conceptions which could 
be so applied as to permit an arrangement of all things in a 
single order of excellence. Everything, except God, has in it 
some measure of" privation." There are, in the first place, in 
its generic "nature" or essence, "potentialities" which, in a 
given state of its existence, are not realized; and there are su
perior levels of being, which, by virtue of the specific degree of 
privation characteristic of it, it is constitutionally incapable of 
attaining. Thus "all individual things may be graded accord
ing to the degree to which they are infected with [mere] 
potentiality." 48 This vague notion of an ontological scale was 
to be combined with the more intelligible conceptions of zoo
logical and psychological hierarchies which Aristotle had 
suggested; and in this way what I shall call the principle of 
unilinear gradation was added to the assumptions of the full
ness and the qualitative continuity of the series of forms of 
natural existence. 

The result was the conception of the plan and structure of the 
world which, through the Middle Ages and down to the late 
eighteenth century, many philosophers, most men of science, 
and, indeed, most educated men, were to accept without ques
tion - the conception of the universe as a "Great Chain of 
Being," composed of an immense, or - by the strict but sel
dom rigorously applied logic of the principle of continuity
of an infinite, number of links ranging in hierarchical order 
from the meagerest kind of existents, which barely escape non
existence, through "every possible, grade up to the ens per
fectissimum - or, in a somewhat more orthodox version, to the 
highest possible kind of creature, between which and the 
Absolute Being the disparity was assumed to be infinite 
every one of them differing from that immediately above and 
that immediately below it by the "least possible" degree of 
difference. Again by way of anticipation, let me quote, out of 
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~any, two or three modern poetic phrasings of these concep
tiOns. In the s~ve?teenth century the principles both of pleni
tude and contmmty find expression in the characteristically 
bold, and mixed, metaphors of George Herbert: 

The creatures leap not, but expresse a feast 
Where all thy guests sit close, and nothing wants. 

Frogs marry fish and flesh; bats, bird and beast; 
Sponges, non-sense and sense; mines, th' earth and plants. 47 

Pope in the next century in a passage which I trust every 
~choolboy knows, enunciates the chief premise ~f his ~which 
IS to s~y, ~he usual -.argument for optimism, by summing up 
the prmc1ples of plemtude and continuity in two neat coup
lets : 

then 

Of systems possible if 'tis confest 
That wisdom infinite must form the best 

' 

. . . all must full or not coherent be 
And all that rises, rise in due degree.' 

From the resultant pic.ture of the whole of things Pope deduces 
a mor?l - much chenshed by the eighteenth-century mind -
to whxch we shall have occasion to return. 

Vast chain of being! which from God began 
Natures.aethereal, human, angel, man, ' 
Beast, btrd, fish, insect, what no eye can see, 
No glass can reach; from Infinite to thee 
From thee to nothing.- On superior po~'rs 
Were we to press, inferior might on ours· 
Or in the full creation leave a void ' 
Where, one s~ep br~ken, the great ~ale's destroy'd; 
From Natures cham whatever link you strike 
Tenth, or ten thousandth, breaks the chain alfke. 

The c~nsequence of any such elimination of even one link in 
th~ senes, Pope go~s on to observe, would be a general disso
lution of the cosmxcal order; ceasing to be "full," the world 
would cease to be in any sense "coherent." I recall here pas
sages .so well _known chiefly to remind you that the Essay on 
Man lS als?, m part, one of the footnotes to Plato. James 
Thomson m The Seasons was less expansive on the theme: 
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" Has any seen," he inquires - somewhat redundantly, since 
every instructed person in that age was supposed to be ac
quainted with it -

Has any seen 
The mighty chain of being, lessening down 
From Infinite Perfection to the brink 
Of dreary nothing, desolate abyss l 
From which astonished thought, recoiling, turns? 

But the Chain of Being was not, of course, to become merely 
the occasion for poetic rhapsodies such as these. Not only in 
technical metaphysics but in the sciences, it - or the group of 
principles from which it was forged- was to have conse
quences of great historical moment. Thus, for example, a 
special student of the history of classificatory science has 
pointed out the decisive r6le of the principles of gradation and 
continuity in the biology of the Renaissance: 

By these assertions [of Aristotle] there was established, from the very be· 
ginning of natural history, a principle which was long to remain authori· 
tative: that according to which living beings are linked to one another by 
regularly graduated affinities. . . . Thus from Aristotelian science two 
ideas - very differently elaborated and, in truth, rather loosely connected 
with one another- were received as a legacy by natural history in the 
Renaissance. The one was the idea of a hierarchy of beings; a philosophi
cal dogma which Christian theology, following Neo-Platonism, had often 
made the theme of an essentially speculative interpretation of the universe. 
. . . The other was the postulate that between natural things the transi· 
tions are insensible and quasi-continuous. The latter, though it may ap· 
pear to be of less metaphysical significance, had, for the use of naturalists, 
the great advantage of permitting an at least apparently easy verification 
through the examination of actual sensible objects. This, moreover, did not 
make it impossible at the same time to draw from the Scholastic teaching an 
axiom which seemed to confer upon this principle a rational necessity: vi;::., 
that in the orderly arrangement of the world there can be no 'gap' or no 
'dispersion' between the 'forms.' 48 

Though the ingredients of this complex of ideas came from 
Plato and Aristotle, it is in Neoplatonism that they first appear 
as fully organized into a coherent general scheme of thing~ 
The dialectic of the theory of emanation is essentially \II 

elaboration and extension of the passages in the Tima.eus whif h 
have been cited; it is, in short, an attempt at a deduction of the 
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necessary validity of the principle of plenitude, with which the 
principles of continuity and gradation are definitely fused. In 
Plotinus still more clearly than in Plato, it is from the proper
t~es of a rigorously otherworldly, and a completely self-suffi
cient, Absolute, that the necessity of the existence of this world 
with all its manifoldness and its imperfection, is deduced. ' 

The One is perfe~t because i~ seeks for nothing, and possesses nothing, 
and has need of nothmg; and bemg perfect, it overflows, and thus its super
abundance produces an Other.4° . . . Whenever anything reaches its 
own perfection, we see that it cannot endure to remain in itself, but gener
ates. and produces some o~er thing. Not only beings having the power of 
chmce, but also those which are by nature incapable of choice and even 
ina~mate things, send forth as much of themselves as they cad: thus fire 
e!lllts heat and snow cold and drugs act upon other things. . . . How then 
should the !'-1ost Pc:fect Being. and the First Good remain shut up in itself, 
as though 1t ~ere Jealous or Impotent- itself the potency of all things? 
• . . Somethmg must therefore be begotten of it." 

And this generation of the Many from the One cannot come to 
~n end .so l_ong as any p~ssible variety of being in the descend
mg ser~es IS left unrea~Ized. Each hypostasis will "produce 
somethmg lower than Itself"; to the "ineffable" potency of 
gener~tion ."we cannot impute any halt, any limit of jealous 
grudgmg; It must move forever outward, until the ultimate 
confines of the possible are reached. All things have come to be 
by reason of the infinity of that power which gives forth from 
itse¥ to all things and cannot suffer any of them to be disin
hented. For there was nothing which prevented any one of 
them from participating in the nature of the Good in the 
measure in which each was capable of doing so." 61 ' 

~~e first stages of this descending process belong to the In
telligible World, and have nothing to do with time or sense· 
but ~he thi~d of the eternal hypostases, the Universal Soul, ~ 
the 1mmed1ate parent of nature; for it, too, is incapable of 
"remaining in itself," but, "first looking back upon that from 
which it proceeded, it is thereby filled full" - i. e., is, so to 
say, impregnated with all the Ideas, which make up the sub
stance of the next preceding hypostasis, or Reason - "and 
~hen going forward in the opposite direction, it generates an 
Image of itself," namely, "the sentient and the vegetative na-
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tures" (i. e., animals and plants). Thus" the world is a sort of 
Life stretched out to an immense span, in which each of the 
parts has its own place in the series, all of them different and 
yet the whole continuous, and that which precedes never 
wholly absorbed in that which comes after." 62 

The Scale of Being, then, as implied by the principle of the 
expansiveness and self-transcendence of "the Good," becomes 
the essential conception of the Neoplatonic cosmology. When, 
for example, Macrobius, in the early fifth century, gives, un
der the guise of a commentary on a work of Cicero's, a Latin 
abridgment of much of the doctrine of Plotinus, he sums up the 
conception in a concise passage which was probably one of the 
chief vehicles through which it was transmitted to medieval 
writers; and he employs two metaphors- of the chain and of 
the series of mirrors - which were to recur for centuries as 
figurative expressions of this conception. 

Since from the Supreme God Mind arises, and from Mind, Soul, and 
since thla in turn creates all subsequent things and. fills them all with life, 
and since this single radiance illumines all and is reflected in each, as a 
single face might be reflected in many mirrors placed in a series; and since 
all things follow in continuous succession, degenerating in sequence to the 
very bottom of the series, the attentive observer will discover a connection 
of parts, from the Supreme God down to the last dregs of things, mutually 
linked together and without a break. And this is Homer's golden chain, 
which God, he says, bade hang down from heaven to earth. 63 

The generation of the lower grades of being, or of all of them 
that are 'possible,' directly by the Soul of Nature, and ulti
mately by the Absolute, is, it will be seen, regarded by the 
Neoplatonist as a logical necessity. Plotinus, no doubt, is 
reluctant to apply the term 'necessity,' or, indeed, any other 
definite term, to the One; of the highest object of thought that 
predicate must be both affirmed and denied, as must its oppo· 
site, freedom or contingency. But, in spite of this characteristic 
quibbling, the whole tendency of the Neoplatonic dialectic is 
adverse to that conception of arbitrary volition and capri 
ciously limited selection from among the possibilities of b ·ing, 
which was to play a great part in the history of Christi.lll 
theology. Neither the Absolute nor the Cosmic Soul would, 
for our thought, be what, upon the Neoplatonist's most funda· 
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me?tal prin~iples, we m~st regard them as being, namely, in 
t?e1r respective de~~es ' good," unless they were also genera
tive, to a degree hmtted only by the logical character of the 
sys~em of Id~as eternally contemplated by the second hypos
tasiS, th.e Umversal. Reason. "Is it," Plotinus asks, "by the 
mere wtll of the bemg who meted out to all their several lots 
that inequalities exist among them?" "By no means" he 
answ~rs; "it was necessary according to the nature of {hings 
that 1t should be so." M 

In ~his assumption of the metaphysical necessity and the 
essential worth of the realization of all the conceivable forms 
of bein~, from hig~est to lowest, there was obviously implicit 
the bas1s of a theodtcy; and in the writings of Plotinus and Pro
d us w~ find already fully expressed the catchwords and the 
reasonm~ to which K~ng and Leibniz and Pope and a host of 
lesser wnters w.er~ t? giVe fresh .currency in the eighteenth cen
tury. The opt1m1st1c formula Itself, in which Voltaire was to 
find the theme of his irony in Candide, was Plotinian · and the 
r~ason which Plotinus gives for holding this to be the 'best pos
Sl?le ~orld is. t?at it is "full" - "the whole earth is full of a 
d1.vers1ty of hvmg things, mortal and immortal, and replete 
With them ~p to the very heavens." Those who suppose that 
th.e world mtght have been better fashioned do so because they 
fa1l t~ see that the. best world must contain all possible evil -
tha: 1s, all. concetvable finite degrees of privation of good, 
wh1ch Plotmus assumes to be the only meaning that can be 
attached to the term " evil." 

He who fin.ds faul~ with the nature of the universe does not know what he 
doell, nor wh1ther h1s arrogance is leading him. The reason is that men 
~now not t~e successive grades of being, first, second, third and so on con
tinually unt1l the last is reached. , , • We ought not to· demand that all 
shall be good, nor hastily complain because this is not possible. u 

Difference of kind is treated as necessarily equivalent to dif
ference of excellence, to diversity of rank in a hierarchy. 

How, .if there is to be a multiplicity of forms, can one thing be worse unless 
another 1~ ~tter, or one be better unless another is worse? , . . Those who 
~ould eli~~nate the worse from the universe would eliminate Providence 
Itself. , .. 

It is the [cosmic] Reason that in accordance with rationality produces 
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the things that are called evils, since it did not wish all things to be [equally] 
good. . . . Thus the Reason did not make gods only, but first gods, then 
spirits, the second nature, and then men, and then animals, in a continuous 
1eries -not through envy, but because its rational nature contains an in
tellectual variety. But we are like men who, knowing little of painting, 
blame the artist because the colors in his picture are not all beautiful - not 
seeing that he has given to each part what was appropriate to it. And the 
cities which have the best governments are not those in which all citizens 
are equal. Or we are like one who should complain of a tragedy because it 
includes among its characters, not heroes only, but also slaves and peasants 
who speak incorrectly. But to eliminate these low characters would be to 
spoil the beauty of the whole; and it is by means of them that it becomes 
complete [lit. "full "]Y 

A rational world, then - and the kind of world implied by 
the nature of the Absolute- must exhibit all degrees of the 
imperfection which arises from the specification of differences 
among creatures through distinctive limitations. It is there
fore absurd for man to claim more qualities than he has re
ceived; it is as if he should demand that since some animals 
have horns, all should have them. 55 Man simply happens to be 
the creature that occupies a particular place in the scaLe, a 
place which could not conceivably be left vacant. 

The same principles chiefly serve Plotinus when he deals 
with the problem of the suffering of the non-rational (and 
therefore sinless) animals. He is well aware that there rages 
"amongst animals and amongst men a perpetual war, without 
respite and without truce," n but he is serenely sure that this is 
" necessary" for the good of the Whole, since the good of the 
Whole consists chiefly in the" variety of its parts." "It is bet· 
ter that one animal should be eaten by another than that it 
should never have existed at all"; the tacit assumption here 
that it could have life only upon those terms obviously can re
late, not to a necessity pertinent to animals in general, but only 
to the specific class of logically possible animals whose " na
ture" it is to be eaten. They are needed to make up the set. 
The existence of the carnivora and of their victims is ind is
pensable to the abundance of that cosmic Life whose natur it 
is to "produce all things and to diversify all in the manner uf 
their existence." Conflict in general, adds Plotinus, is only .t 

special case and a necessary implicate of diversity ; " d ifference 
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carried to its maximum is opposition." And since to contain 
and to engender di~erence, "to produce otherness," is the very 
~ssence of t.he creattve World-Soul, "it will necessarily do this 
m the maxtmal degree, and therefore produce things opposed 
~o one another, and not merely things different to a degree fall
l~g short of opposition. Only so will its perfection be rea
hzed." 80 

yet Plotinus is unwilling to say that the number of temporal 
bemgs, or the number which corresponds to them in the In
telligible World, is literally infinite. Like most Greek phi
losophers, he feels an aesthetic aversion to the notion of in
finity, which he is unable to distinguish from the indefinite. 
To .say of th~ sum of things that it is infinite is equivalent to 
saym~ that 1t. has no clear-cut arithmetical character at all. 
~othi~g that IS perfect, or fully in possession of its own poten
tia~ bemg, can .lack determinate limits. The conception of in
fimte numb~r ts, moreover, self-contradictory; it is, Plotinus 
says, repeatmg an already trite argument, "contrary to the 
very nature of number." On the other hand, he cannot admit 
that the I~eal Numbe~, the archetype of the numerical aspect 
of the sensible world, Is any assignable finite number. For we 
can alwa.Y~ conceive o~ ~number g~e~te.r than any such num
ber, but m the Intelhgible World It Is Impossible to conceive 
o~ ~ number greater than that which is conceived" by the 
dlVme I~tellect,, for that number is already complete; "no 
n~mber ~~ wantmg or can ever be wanting to it, whereby it 
mtg~t be mcreased." 81 Thus Plotinus's position is essentially 
eqmvocal; t~e number of beings is at once finite and greater 
tha~ any fimte number can be. It is to precisely the same 
evas10n that we shall see many others resorting. But, finite or 
not, the world at all events is for Plotinus in his usual though 
not quite invariant, teaching so "full" that no possible kind 
of being is wanting in it. 

III 

THE CHAIN OF BEING AND SOME INTERNAL 
CONFLICTS IN MEDIEVAL THOUGHT 

FROM Neoplatonism the principle of plenitude, with the group 
of ideas presupposed by it or derivative from it, passed over 
into that complex of preconceptions which shaped the theology 
and the cosmology of medieval Christendom. Two men more 
than any others determined the formula for this new com
pound of old ingredients - Augustine and the unknown 
fifth-century author of that strange collection of misattributed 
writings or pious forgeries which passed for the work of 
Dionysius, the Athenian disciple of St. Paul. In the theology 
of both the influence of the principle is manifest. Thus Augus
tine, finding in it his answer to the old question, "Why, when 
God made all things, he did not make them all equal," reduces 
the Plotinian argument on the matter to an epigram of six 
words: non essent omnia, si essent aequa/ia: "if all things were 
equal, all things would not be; for the multiplicity of kinds of 
things of which the universe is constituted - first and second 
and so on, down to the creatures of the lowest grades - would 
not exist." The assumption implicit here, once more, is mani
festly that literally all - that is, all possible - things ought to 
be. Still more conspicuous is i the principle in the writings of 
the Pseudo-Dionysius. It constitutes the essence of his concep
tion of the divine attribute of" love" or "goodness," anthro
pomorphic terms which usually mean with him, as they appear 
frequently to mean in medieval theology, not compassion, nor 
the alleviation of human suffering, but the immeasurable and 
inexhaustible productive energy, the fecundity of an Absolute 
not conceived as truly possessing emotions similar to man's. 
God's "love," in other words, in medieval writers consists 
primarily rather in the creative or generative than in the re
demptive or providential office of deity: it is the attribute that 
(in a wholly Neoplatonic phrase which Thomas Aquinas bar-
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rowed from the Areopagite) non permisit manere Deum in seipso 
sine germine, id est sine productione creaturarum.1 It was a love of 
which the original beneficiaries, so to say, were not actual 
sentient creatures or already existing moral agents, but Pla
tonic Ideas, conceived figuratively as aspirants for the grace of 
actual existence. 

Love which works good to all things, pre-existing overtlowingly in the 
Good, ... moved itself to creation, as befits the superabundance by 
which all things are generated. . . . The Good by being extends its good
ness to all things. For as our sun, not by choosing or taking thought but by 
merely being, enlightens all things, so the Good ... by its mere existence 
sends forth upon all things the beams of its goodness.1 

Here the phraseology of the primitive Christian conception of 
a loving Father in Heaven has been converted into an expres
sion of the dialectic of emanationism; and it is to be noted that 
the inner necessity of generating finite beings thus attributed to 
the Absolute is represented as also necessarily commensurate 
with the Absolute's own infinite "superabundance," and by 
implication, therefore, as inevitably extending to all possible 
things. 

Dante, long after, echoes these passages of the Areopagite, as 
well as that of Macrobius, and repeats, as most of the theologi
ans had done, Plato's phrase in the Timaeus: the good cannot 
be subject to "envy," and therefore must be self-communica
tive: 

La divina bontA, che da se sperne 
Ogni livore, ardendo in se sfavilla, 
Sl che dispiega ]e bellezze eterne.1 

It is in his explanation of the existence of the angelic hier
archies that Dante chiefly elaborates the implications of this 
conception of the necessarily self-diffusive energy of r Eterno 
Valor. Even of this one order of odngs the number created is 
infinite, or, at all events, greater than any number of which a 
finite intellect can conceive. 

This nature doth so multiply itself 
ln numbers, that there never yet was speech 
Nor mortal fancy that can go so far. 
And if thou notest that which is revealed 
By Daniel, thou wilt see that in his thousands 
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Number determinate is kept concealed. . . 
The height behold now and the amplitude 
Of the eternal power, since it hath made 
Itself so many mirrors, where 'tis broken, 
One in itself remaining as before} 

But as is elsewhere expressly said, this necessity of prod~ction 
inh~rent in the divine goodness is not limited to ~he creat10n of 
an infinity of spiritual beings. It extends to thmg!: ~ortal as 
well as immortal; the emanation of existence fro~ 1~s fount 
descends by degrees through all the levels of potent1ahty. 

That which can die and that which dieth not 
Are nothing but the splendor o~ tha~ Idea . 
Which by His love our Lord brmgs mto bemg. 
. . . . . . . . . . . That living Light 
Through its own goodness reunites its rays 
In new subsistences as in a mirror, 
Itself eternally remaining One. . 
Thence it descends to the last potenc1es, 
Downward from act to act becoming such 
That only brief contingencies it makes. 1 

This is a fairly unequivocal expression of the principle of pleni
tude; for if even the ultime poten;:;e could not b.e ~~fuse~ the 
privilege of existence, still less could any potent.1aht1es h1gher 
in the scale. And, for the sort of philosophy wh1ch ~ante fol
lowed and is here assuming, the whole series of poss1bles was 
logically antecedent to the creation; it was an eternally fixed 
program for a "full" universe, which God's "goodness" made 
certain of realization. . . 

Yet in these passages, though they were but poet1c ve~10ns 
of what the Areopagite and many another respected, if less 
authoritative, philosopher had seemed to say, D~nte ver~ed 
upon a heresy; indeed, it wa~ impossible. for a ~ed1eval wr:ter 
to make any use of the principle of plemtude Without ver~mg 
upon heresies. For that conception, when tak~n over u~to 
Christianity, had to be accommodated to very dlffe~ent pnn
ciples, drawn from other sources, which forbade 1ts hte~al 
interpretation; to carry it through to what. see.med to b 1ts 
necessary implications was to be sure of falhng mto one theo
logical pitfall or another. This conflict ofideas did not, indeed, 
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arise fo~ those extreme anti-rationalists, represented in the 
later Middle Ages by the Scotists, William of Ockham, and 
others, who held the arbitrary and inscrutable will of the deity 
to be the sole ground of all distinctions of value. If you as
sumed .that a thing was ma~e good .n:erely by God's willing it, 
and evll, or .not good, by h1s not Willmg it, you were debarred 
from reasonmg at all about the implications of the attribute of 
"goodness." !he ':"'orld contained whatever it had pleased its 
Maker to put mto It; but what sort of creatures or how many 
of them, this might mean, no man had any me~ns of judging 
except by experience or revelation. But upon those who fel~ 
the need of mea~ing ~o~ething when. they called God "good;'' 
a.nd those who, mhentmg the Platomc tradition, had an aver
Sl~n ~rom the cr~ed o~ the ultimate irrationality of things, the 
prmciple of plemtu?e mevitably forced itself- only, however, 
to enc.ounter ~pposmg assumptions or needs even more potent 
than .Itself. Smce the divine "goodness" admittedly meant 
crea~lven.ess, the conferrin~ of t?e gift of ~ctuality upon things 
possible, 1t se~n;ed at. once IrratiOnal and Irreligious to say that 
the e~s Pe:Jectzsszmum 1s not thus "good" by its essence. Yet to 
adm1t th1s was .seemingly to fall into the extreme opposite to 
t?at of the Scot1sts, and regard all reality as a necessary deduc
tive co~seque·nce of the necessary nature of the primal Idea. 
H~nce 1t follow~d that God's freedom of choice must be main
tam.ed by. denymg what Dante came so perilously near to as
sertmg, VIZ., that the actual exercise of the creative potency 
extends of neces.sity thljough the entire range of possibility. 
Fro~ Augustme on, the internal strain resulting from the 

?PPOSlt~on of t~ese two dialectical motives is clearly apparent 
m medieval phllosophy. In the twelfth century the issue be
came overt and acute through the attempt made by Abelard 
to ca:ry out consistently th~ consequences of the principles of 
sufficient reason and of plemtude, as these were implicit in the 
accepted meaning of the doctrine of the "goodness" of deity. 
Ab:la:d saw clearly that these premises led to a necessitarian 
opt1m1sm. The world, if it is the temporal manifestation of a 
" d" d . w goo a~ rational orld-Ground, must be the best possible 
world~ th1s means that in it all genuine possibility must be 
actualized; and thus none of its characteristics or components 
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can be contingent, but all things must have been precisely 
what they are. That this consequence may appear shocking 
Abelard recognizes, and he at first professes to hesitate to adopt 
it; but in the end he leaves his reader in no doubt as to his 
position. 

We must inquire whether it was possible for God to make more things 
or better things than he has in fact made. . . . Whether we grant this or 
deny it, we shall fall into many difficulties because of the apparent unsuit
ability of the conclusions to which either alternative leads us. For if we as
sume that he could make either more or fewer things than he has, ... 
we shall say what is exceedingly derogatory to his supreme goodness. Good
ness, it is evident, can produce only what is good; but if there are things 
good which God fails to produce when he might have done so, or if he re
frains from producing some things fit to be produced (Jacienda), who would 
not infer that he is jealous or unjust - especially since it costs him no labor 
to make anything? . . . Hence is that most true argument of Plato's, 
whereby he proves that God could not in any wise have made a better 
world than he has made. [Quotes Timaeus 3oc] .. . God neither does 
nor omits to do anything except for some rational and supremely good 
reason, even though it be hidden from us; as that other sentence of Plato's 
says, Whatever is gentrated is gmerated by some necessary cause, for nothing comes 
into being except there be some due cause and reason antecedent to it. Hence also is 
that of Augustine's, where he shows that all things in the world are pro
duced or disposed by divine providence, and nothing by chance, nothing 
fortuitously. [Quotes Quaestiones LXXXIII, 26] To such a degree is God 
in all that he does mindful of the good, that he is said to be induced to make 
individual things rather by the value of the good there is in them than by 
the choice (libitum) of his own will. . . . This is in accord with what 
Jerome says, For God does not do this because he wills to do so, but he wills to do so 
because it is good. 

It is not to God, then, that the attitude hoc volo, sic jubeo, sit pro 
ratione voluntas is to be attributed, says Abelard, but only to men 
who are given over to the capricious desires of their own hearts. 
From all this- and much more which I omit- it is certain, 
Abelard concludes, that it is intrinsically impossible for God to 
do (or make) or to leave undone (or unmade) anything other 
than the things that he actually does at some time do or omit 
to do; or to do anything in any other manner or at any other 
time than that in which it actually is done: ea solummodo Deum 
posse factre vel dimittere, quae quandoque Jacit vel dimittit , et eo modo 
tantum vel eo tempore quo jacit, non alio. 6 

Thus Abelard had, some five centuries earlier, drawn from 
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~lato's pre~ise the most characteristic of Spinoza's conclu
SIOns; had, m other words, drawn from that premise its true 
consequence. 7 His doctrinal affinity with the seventeenth
century Jewish philosopher may be still further seen from the 
~haracter of his reply to an objection which, he says, had been 

very recently made," namely, 

tha~ no t~an~ would be due to God for what he has done, since he could not 
avotd do~ng 1t and acts rather by necessity than by will. This objection is 
"':holly fnvol~us. For here a certain necessity arising out of his nature, or 
h1s. goodness, IS not separate from his will, nor can we speak of a constraint 
as tf he were forced to do something against his will s· h' od' . . . . . mce 1s go -
ness .u.so great, his will so perfect, that he does what ought to be done, not 
unwtlhngly, but spontaneously, he is so much the more completely to be 
loved because. of his very na~ure, and the more to be glorified because this 
goodness of h1s belongs to h1m not by accident but substantially and im
mutably. 

From a}l this follows the usual argument for optimism of the. 
sort which w~s to become so universally familiar in the seven
teen~h and e1ghtee~th centuries: the goodness of this best of 
poss1b~e worlds conslSts, not in the absence of evils, but rather 
m the1r presence - consists, that is, in the actualization of 
what Abelard calls the rationabilis varz'etas which requires them 
1': favor of ~his view he could, as we already know, cite ver; 
h1gh authonty. 

It is not to be doubted that aU things, both good and bad, proceed from 
~ most perfectly ordered plan, that they occur and are fitted to one another 
I? such. a way th~t they could not possibly occur more fittingly. Thus Augus
tme: smce <?od 1s good, evils would not be, unless it were a good that there 
should ~e evds. For by the same reason for which he wills that good things 
s~all ex1st, n.ame~y, because their existence is befitting (conveniens), he also 
"':1lls that evil thmgs should exist, ... all of which as a whole tends to 
hts greater ~lory. For as a picture is often more beautiful and worthy of 
commend~tl~n 1f some colors in themselves ugly are included in it, than it 
w~uld be tf. It we~e uniform and of a single color, so from an admixture of 
evils the umverse u rendered more beautiful and worthy of commendation. s 

B;tt though the premises of the argument could scarcely be 
de~1ed by the ~ost orthodox theologian, the conclusion could 
as httle be admtt~e~; .Abelard had indiscreetly made manifest 
bo.th . the det~rrmmst1c and the antinomian implications of 
pnnc1ples wh1ch nearly everyone accepted. It was one of the 
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heresies charged against Abelard by Bernard of Clairvaux that 
he taught "that God ought not to prevent evils, since by his 
beneficence everything that happens does so in the best pos
sible manner." 9 And Peter Lombard, in the Liber Sententiarum, 
the famous compend which was for centuries to be the chief 
textbook of students of theology, condemned Abelard's reason
ing on these points, and offered a curious refutation of it. To 
maintain that the universe is so good tl-:!!t it could not be bet
ter is "to make the creature equal to the Creator," of whom 
alone perfection may legitimately be asserted; if, however, it is 
admitted that the world is imperfect, it follows that there are 
possibilities of being and of good that are unrealized, and that 
"God could have made other things and better things than he 
has made." 10 Henceforward it was recognized to be inad
missible to accept a literal optimism, or the principle .of pleni
tude, or the principle of sufficient reason which was the basis of 
both. 

Yet, though the dominant philosophy of the Middle Ages 
could not do with these principles, it could not do .without 
them; and the conflict between its characteristic presupposi
tions, which had in the time of Abelard taken the form of open 
controversy, continued to manifest itself in the form of an inner 
opposition of tendencies in the minds of individual thinkers. 
Nothing could better illustrate this than a review of some of the 
deliverances on these matters of the greatest of the Schoolmen; 
through it we shall see both the embarrassment which this in
ternal strain in the traditional doctrine caused him, a;nd the 
ingenious but futile logical shifts to which it compelled him to 
resort. 

Thomas Aquinas seems first of all to affirm the principle of 
plenitude quite unequivocally and unqualifiedly. 

Everyone desires the perfection of that which for its own sake he wills 
and loves: for the things we love for their own sakes, we wish . . . to be 
multiplied as much as possible. But God wills and loves His essence for ita 
own sake. Now that essence is not augmentable or multipliable in itarlf 
but can be multiplied only in its likeness, which is shared by many. (,od 
therefore wills things to be multiplied, inasmuch as he wills and lov~s hia 
own perfection. . . . Moreover, God in willing himself wills all the thing• 
which are in himself; but all things in a certain manner pre-exist in God by 
their types (rationes). God, therefore, in willing himself wills other thin 1. 
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· · · Again, the will follows the understanding But God · · 'l 
d d' h' · m pnman y un
. era~~ mg. llilSelf, understands all other things; therefore once more 
m Willing hunself primarily, he wills all other things.u ' ' 

Now this, as a recent Roman Catholic commentator on the 
Summa contra Gentiles observes, "taken by itself might seem t 
argue that God wills the existence of all things that He under~ 
s~an~s as poss~ble, ~nd that He necessarily wills the existence 
o thmgs o~tstde hunself, and so necessarily creates them." 12 

N~t only mtg~t the p~ssage mean this; it can, in consistency 
W1th. assumptions whtch Aquinas elsewhere accepts, mean 
~ot~,u~g els~. All possibles "fall under an infinite understand
Ing, m Spmoza's phrase, and, indeed, belong to its essence· 
and therefore n~thing less than the sum of all genuine possibl~ 
~ould be the obJect of the divine will, i. e., of the creative act. 

ut T_homas ca~ot, of course, admit this; he is under the 
nece~stty of affirming the freedom of the absolute will; necesse 
est dtcere voluntatem pei esse causam rerum, et Deum agere per volun
tatem, non Per neces.nt~tem naturae, ut quidam existimaverunt.1a Con
sequently the creation must be restricted to a selection from 
amo~g the Ideas. In order to exclude necessity without ex
clud1.ng "goodness'.' ~ron: the divine act of choice, Thomas 
first Introduces .a ?tstmctio? - which is almost certainly the 
source of the sxmllar .one m Leibniz and Wolff_ between 
absolute and hypothetxcal necessity: the will of God, though it 
al~ays chooses the good, nevertheless chooses it" as' becoming 
t~ 1? o~n go~ness, .not as necessary to its goodness." This is a 
dtstmctwn whtch wxll not bear scrutiny; to choose other than 
the ~eater good wo~ld be, upo? Thomistic principles, to con
tra?~ct both t~e notion of the dtvine essence and the notion of 
vohtion; ~nd m an~ case, the argument grants that the greater 
good, whtch here Implies the greatest sum of possibles is in 
fact ~h~sen.. Thomas therefore adds a further and highly' char
acteristic piece of reasoning of which the outcome is simply 
the negation of the conclusion which he had previously 
expressed. 

. Since good, understood to be such, is the proper object of the will th 
~ill=~ f~ttfinllon any object conceived by the intellect in which the n~tio; 
o g . 1s u ed. Hence, though the being of anythin as such is 
and 1ts not-being is evil; still, the very not-being of a th!~ may ~or!~ 
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object to the will, though not of necessity, by reason of some good which is 
attached to it· for it is good for a thing to be, even at the cost of the non
existence of s~mething else. The only good, then, which the will by its 
constitution cannot wish not to be is the good whose non-existence would 
destroy the notion of good altogether. Such a good is none other than G~. 
The will, then, by its constitution can will the non-existence of anythmg 
except God. But in God there is :Will accordin~ to t~e ~ullness of the power 
of willing, for in Him all things Without exceptiOn e~1st m a perfe.ct manner. 
He therefore can will the non-existence of any bemg except h1mself, and 
consequently does not of necessity will other things than himself.u 

Hence, though the divine intellect conceives of an infinity of 
possible things, the divine will does not choose them all; and 
the existence of finite things is therefore contingent .and the 
number of their kinds is arbitrary. 

But the argument by which the great Schoolman seeks to 
evade the dangerous consequences of his other, and equally 
definitely affirmed, premise is plainly at variance with itgelf as 
well as with some of the most fundamental principles of his 
system. It asserts that the existence of anything, in so far as it 
is possible, is intrinsically a good; that the divine will always 
chooses the good; and yet that its perfection permits (or re
quires) it to will the non-existence of some possible, and there
fore good, things. It is therefore not surprising that in a later 
passage Aquinas again reverts to the thesis that the Absolute, 
if good or rational, must generate variety in a measure pro
portional to his power- which could only mean, infinitely, 
though within the restrictions imposed by the logical impossi
bility of some things. Origen had, in connection with his doc
trine of the pre-existence of souls, declared that God's goodness 
had been shown at the first creation by making all creatures 
alike spiritual and rational, and that the existing inequalities 
among them were results of their differing use of their fre.edom 
of choice. This opinion Aquinas declares to be manifestly 
false. "The best thing in creation is the perfection of the uni
verse, which consists in the orderly variety of things .... 
Thus the diversity of creatures does not arise from diversity of 
merits, but was primarily intended by the prime agent." 'I h~ 
proof offered for this is the more striking because of th con
trast between its highly scholastic method and the r ·volu· 
tionary implications which were latent in it. 
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Since every agent intends to induce its own likeness in the effect 80 far 

as the effect can receive it, an agent will do this the more perfectly the more 
perfect it~elf is .. But Go~ is the most perfect of agents; therefore 'it will be
long to h1m to mduce H1s likeness in creation most perfectly, so far as befits 
created nature. But creatures cannot attain to any perfect likeness of God 
so long as they are confined to one species of creature; because since the 
cause ~xceeds the e~ect, what is in the cause simply, and as on~ thing, is 
found m the effec.t m a composite and manifold way. . . . Multiplicity, 
there:ore, and vanety, was needful in the creation, to the end that the per
fect hkene~ of ?od might be found in things according to their measure. 
· · · [Agam), 1f any agent whose power extends to various effects were to 
produce only one of those effects, his power would not be so completely re
duced to actuality as by making many. But by the reduction of active 
pow~r to actuality the effect attains to the likeness of the agent. Therefore 
the likeness of God would not ?e perfect in the universe if there were only 
one grade of effect. . . . (Agam) the goodness of the species transcends the 
g~od~ess of the ~nd~vidual, as form transcends matter; therefore the multi
phcauon of speCies 1s a greater addition to the good of the universe than the 
multiplication of in~ividuals of a single species. The perfection of the uni
verse therefore requires not only a multitude of individuab but also diverse 
kinds, and therefore diverse grades of things." ' 

It must be patent to the least critical reader of this passage 
th~t ~ere, once m.ore, t~e Angelic Doctor avoids embracing the 
pnnciple of plemtude m its unqualified form only by an in
conseque~c~, since he, like every orthodox theologian, held 
tha.t the. divine power extends not simply to "various" but to 
~n u~~mty of effe:ts. The s~bstitution of" many" for" all pos
Sible was a mamfest drawmg back from the conclusion which 
the J?remises not only J?ermitted but required. 

Here, then, o~ in p~ssages of the sam; sort in other writings 
of Thomas Aqumas, is probably the proximate source of the 
ar~ments .la.ter to be employed by King and by Leibniz in 
their theodicles, and of a species of theory of value which as 
taken over by eighteenth-century writers, was to have mom'en
tous conseq~ences -.the thesis of the inherent and supreme 
value of vanety of ex1stence as such, the assumption that the 
more essences, regardless of their rank in the scale there are 
realized in the universe, the better it is. If the world were not 
constituted of things good and things evil (in the sense of 
deficient in good), then, says Thomas~ 

All possibl~ grades o.f good?ess would not be filled up, nor would any 
creature be hke God m havmg pre-eminence over another. Thus the 
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supreme beauty (summus tkcor) would be lost to the creation, if there were 
lacking that order by which things are dissimilar and unequal. • . . If 
there were a dead level of equality in things, only one kind of created good 
would exist, which would be a manifest-derogation from the perfection of the 
creation. . . • It is no part of divine providence wholly to exclude from 
things the possibility of their falling short of good; but what can thus fall 
short, sometimes will do so; and the lack of good is evil. 

Thus the great Schoolman does not hesitate before the ob
viously perilous thesis that "a universe in which there was no 
evil would not be so good as the actual universe." Those rea
son falsely, he declares, who say that "since an angel is better 
than a stone, therefore two angels are better than one angel 
and a stone. . . . Although an angel, considered absolutely, is 
better than a stone, nevertheless two natures are better than 
one only; and therefore a universe containing angels and other 
things is better than one containing angels only; since the per
fection of the universe is attained essentially in proportion to 
the diversity of natures in it, whereby the divers grades of 
goodness are filled, and not in proportion to the multiplication 
of individuals of a single nature." i& 

It is evident from all this that one can hardly say, with the 
author of a recent admirable study of the Thomistic system, 
that Thomas holds the realization by man of "that supreme 
good which consists in assimilation to God" to be "the sole 
reason for being of the universe." i7 It is an equally essential 
part of the teaching of the great Dominican philosopher that 
•be universe is its own reason for being; that is to say, that the 

orderly variety of things," the actualization of Ideas, is an 
end in itself, an end which is not merely instrumental to man's 
salvation, and is essentially incompatible with the "assimila
tion" of the creatures to anything, in any sense which would 
imply a loss of the dissimilarity of things from one another or 
even from their source. 

It is, probably, 4lso here that we find the principal medium 
of transmission to various eighteenth-century writers of the 
Neoplatonic justification of the way of the lion with the ass 
and of the lion's Maker. .Non conservaretur vita leonis, nisi om'· 
deretur asinus. "It would be inconsistent with the rationality of 
the divine government not to allow creatures to act according 
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to the mode of their several natures. But by the very fact of 
creatures so acting there follows destruction and evil in the 
world, since things, through their mutual contrariety and op
position, are destructive of one another." This evil of conflict 
and of suffering on the part of those incapable of moral evil 
was, then, also one which "it did not befit providence alto
gether to exclude from the things it governs." 

All these attempts to explain evil away as necessary mani
festly imply optimism; a supposed proof of the logical inevita
bility of a given "evil" as an element in the best possible uni
verse could have no point unless it were assumed that the 
universe actually is and must be the best possible. Yet here, 
once more, Thomas, remembering, no doubt, the fate of 
Abelard, shifts his ground; and again we witness the painful 
spectacle of a great intellect endeavoring by spurious or 
irrelevant distinctions to evade the consequences of its own 
principles, only to achieve in the end an express self-contradic
tion. When he comes to confront directly Abelard's question 
utrum Deus possit meliora facere ea quae facit, Thomas first states 
honestly and vigorously the arguments (on the basis of ac
cepted doctrines or authorities) for the view he is to reject. To 
answer the question in the affirmative seemed to be plainly 
equivalent to denying that God does whatever he does potentis
sime et sapientissime - which it was, of course, not permissible 
to deny; and again we hear one of the endlessly repeated 
echoes of the argument of the Timaeus: "If God could have 
made things better than he did, and would not, he was en
vious; but envy is wholly foreign to God." But to these con
siderations Thomas replies by a series of distinctions. An 
individual thing of a given kind cannot be better than the 
"essence" of its ·Jdnd; thus the square Gf a number could not be 
greater than it is, for if it were it would not be the square but 
some other number. The irrelevance of this to the real issue is 
obvious. Of greater seeming relevance is the distinction be
tween "better" when used with reference to the manner of 
action of the agent (modus ex parte facientis) and when used with 
reference to the character of the thing done or produced 
(modus ex parte facti). In the former sense it must be maintained 
that "God could not do anything in a better manner than he 
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has done"; in the latter sense, the opposite _must be asserted: 
" God could give to the things made ?Y Him a better mod~; 
essendi than he has, so far as their accidents a~e conce~ned. 
But the distinction, though possible for a s_co~lst, ":'as. mc?n-

'th Thomas's most cherished convictiOns; lt lmphed 
gruous Wl - h f deity 
that the "goodness" of an act, at all events m t e case o . ' 
was wholly unrelated to the obj~ctive ~haracter of t~e thmg 
done or intended. Finally, the mgenulty even of thls subtle 
doctor was insufficient to save him from an ar~ment of three 
sentences of which the third is the formal negation of the first. 

It is to be maintained that, these things being suppos~d, the univ~.rs~ 
cannot be better than it is, because of the supremely be~ttmg orde~ w 1clf 
God has assigned to things, wherein the good of the umve~e con~ISts. 
any one of these things were [separately] better, the proportion wf1ch ~~ 
stitutes the order of the whole would be vitiated .. · - Neve~he ~~s, h 
could make other things than he has, or could add others to e t mgs e 
has made; and this other universe would be better.l8 

With his guarded and wavering but ·unmista~able. ~p-
roaches to the principle of plenitude Thomas Aquma~ J~ms 

~n entirely definite assertion of .the _Principle of contm~~t~. 
Albertus Magnus writing De ammalzhus, had already lal It 
d that "natu're does not make [animal} kinds separate 
~~~ut making something intermediate bet~~en the~;~~~~ 
nature does not pass from extreme to extreme m.n per m_edtum. f 
Thomas accordingly dwells upon the "wonderful lmkag~ o 
beings (connexio rerum), which nature "re.veals to our Vlew. 
The lowest member of the higher genus lS always found to 
border upon (contingere) the highest member of the lower 
en us." The stock example of the zoo~hyt~s, bor:owed from 

~ristotle, is cited; but the principal ap~hcat10n ~hlch Tho~as 
gives to the conception is to the relatiOn of mmd an~ bo y. 
The material, the genus corporum, at its high~st, ~a~el(., m m~n, 
passes over into the mental. Man's constitutiOn IS aequalzter 
complexionatum, has in equal degree the characters of both 
classes since it attains to the lowest member of the class a~ot' 
bodies: namely, the human soul, w~ich _is at the bottom o t ~ 
series of intellectual beings - and lS sald, therefore, to ~e tl 
horizon and boundary line of things corporeal and ~ncot 
poreal." 20 Thus the pressure of the principle of contmu1ty 
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tended, even in the Middle Ages, to soften, though it did not 
overcome, the traditional sharp dualism of body and spirit. 
The emphasis upon that principle is recurrent in later theo
logical writers of the highest reputation - for example, in 
Nicolaus Cusanus: 

All things, however different, are ·linked together. There is in the genera 
of things such a connection between the higher and the lower that they meet 
in a common point; such an order obtains among species that the highest 
species of one genus coincides with the lowest of the next higher genus, in 
order that the universe may be one, perfect, continuous.t1 

The accepted 'philosophical,' as distinct from the dog
matic, argument for the existence of angels rested upon these 
assumptions of the necessary plenitude and continuity of the 
chain of beings; there are manifestly possibilities of finite 
existence above the grade represented by man, and there 
would consequently be links wanting in the chain if such 
beings did not actl(ally exist. The reality of the. heavenly hosts 
could thus be known a priori by the natural reason, even if a 
supernatural revelation did not assure us ofit. 22 This-to an
ticipate- continued for many centuries to be the chief reason 
offered in justification of the belief in "spiritual creatures"; 
Sir Thomas Browne exclaims in Religio Medici," It is a riddle 
to me ... how so many learned heads should so far forget 
their metaphysics, and destroy the ladder and scale of crea
tures, as to question the existence of spirits." Even in the mid
dle of the eighteenth century the poet Young finds in the prin
ciple of continuity a proof of the immortality of the human 
soul, as well as of the existence of purely or permanently in
corporeal creatures: 

Look Nature through, 'tis neat gradation all. 
By what minute degrees her scale extends! 
Each middle nature join'd at each extreme, 
To that above it, join'd to that beneath . 
. . . . . . . But how preserv'd 
The chain unbroken upwards, to the realms 
Of Incorporeal life? those realms of bliss 
Where death hath no dominion? Grant a make 
Half-mortal, half-immortal; earthy part, 
And part ethereal; graQt the soul of Man 
Eternal; or in Man the series ends. 
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Wide yawns the gap; connection is no more; 
Check'd Reason halts; her next step wants support; 
Striving to climb, she tumbles from her scheme.ta 

But in Young's time the assumption tha~ there can, in a r~
tional order be no missing links was mamly to be turned m 
quite anoth~r direction, with very different .res~lts. Yet s~ 
persistent has been this inference from the prmc1ple of ~len~
tude that we find Victor Hugo still rhetorically elaboratmg 1t 
in the eighteen-fifties: 

Comme sur le versant d'un mont prodigieux, 
Vaste melee aux bruits confus, du fond de l'ombre, 
Tu vois monter a toi Ia creation sombre. 
Le rocher est plus loin, !'animal est plus pr~. 
Comme le fatte altier et vivant, tu parais! 
Mais dis crois-tu que J'etre illogique nous trompe? 

, , ' ll ~ L'echelle que tu vois, crois-tu qu e e se rompe. 
Crois-tu, toi dont les sens d'en haut sont eclaires, 
Que la creation qui, lente et par degr~s 
S'el~ve a la lumi~re, ... 
S'arrete sur l'ablme a l'homme? 

Such a supposition, implying the illogicality of being, is ~nad
missible; the scale continues through countless stages higher 
than man: 

Peuple le haut le bas, les bords et le milieu, 
, JL • D' IU Et dans les profondeurs s cvanoutt en 1eu. 

Returning to the author of the Surr:ma theologica, ~is ?osition 
with respect to the principles of plemtude and contmu~ty may 
now be summed up. He employs both freely as prem15es, we 
have seen, whenever they serve his purpose; ~ut he ~vades 
their consequences by means of subtle but spun?us or lrr:le
vant distinctions when they seem to be on the pomt of leadmg 
him into the heresy of admitting the complete c?rresponden~e 
of the realms of the possible and the actual, w1th the co.sm1c 
determinism which this implies. And all orthodox med1ev~l 
philosophy, except the radically anti-rationalist~c type, v.:as m 
the same position. There were only tw~ poss1ble cons1Stent 
views- that of Duns Scotus, on the one stde, that later r~pre
sented by Bruno and by Spinoza, on the other. The phlloso-
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phers who rejected the former horn of the dilemma - who 
~s t~e only alt~rnative to admitting that the creation was a~ 
IrratiOnal capnce, ~ser.ted the inh~rent "goodness" of deity, 
and accepted the pnnciple of plemtude as implied by this -
could e~cape the other horn only by a judicious inattention to 
the obvious consequences of their own premises. 

The sort o~ reason~ng from the principle of plenitude which 
I have been Illustratmg from the Christian Schoolmen was of 
~ourse, no monopoly of theirs; it has its parallels in the ~it
mgs of bot? Moslem and Jewish medieval philosophers. 
Averroes wntes, for example: 

Why did .God create ~ore than one sort of vegetative and animal souls? 
~he reason IS t~at the existence of most of these species rests upon the prin
ctple.ofperfectlon [or completeness]. Some animals and plants can be seen 
to exist only for the sake of man, or of one another; but of others this cannot 
be granted, e. g., of the wild animals which are harmful to men.u 

There was, ?~w~ver, a still more significant, though less 
frequently .exphcit, m.ner conflict in medieval thought, and in 
~eoplatomsm before It, which was likewise due to the associa
tiOn of the principle of plenitude with certain other elements in 
t~e accepted group of fundamental assumptions. It was a con
filet between two irreconcilable conceptions of the good. The 
final good for x:nan, .as almost all Western philosophers for 
m~re. th~n a mlllenmum agreed, consisted in some mode of 
assimilatiOn or approximation to the divine nature, whether 
that m?de were defin:d as imiqttion or contemplation or 
absorptiOn. The doctrme of the divine attributes was thus 
also, and far more significantly, a theory of the nature of ulti
mate val~~· and the conception of God was at the same time 
th: defimt10n of t?e objective of human life; the Absolute 
B~mg, utterly unh~e any creature in nature, was yet the 
prrmum e~emplar ommum. But the God in whom man was thus 
to find his own fulfilment was, as has been pointed out, not one 
God but two. He was the Idea of the Good, but he was also 
the ~dea of Goodness; and though the second attribute was 
nommally deduced dialectically from the first no two notions 
could be ~ore antithet~c. The one was an ap~theosis of unity, 
self-sufficiency, and quietude, the other of diversity, self-tran-
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scendence, and fecundity. The one was, in the words of Peter 
Ramus, a Deus omnis laboris, actionis, conjectionis non modo fugiens 
sedfastidiens et despiciens; the other was the God of the Timaeus 
and of the theory of emanation. The one God was the goal of 
the 'way up,' of that ascending process by which the finite 
soul, turning from all created things, took its way back to the 
immutable Perfection in which alone it could find rest. The 
other God was the sourt;e and the informing energy of that 
descending process by which being flows through all the levels 
of possibility down to the very lowest. The merely logical 
difficulties of reconciling these two conceptions have already 
been suggested; but logical difficulties, with respect to the 
ultimate objects of thought, did not greatly trouble the me
dieval mind. The notion of the coincidentia oppositorum, of the 
meeting of extremes in the Absolute, was an essential part of 
nearly all medieval theology, as it had been of Neoplatonism; 
what Dean Inge has delicately termed "the fluidity and inter
penetration of concepts in the spiritual world," or in plainer 
language, the permissibility and even necessity of contradict
ing oneself when one spoke of God, was a principle commonly 
enough recognized, though the benefits of it were not usually 
extended to theological opponents. The slight uneasiness 
which the application of such a principle left in the mind could 
be, and by the scholastic theologian usually was, alleviated by 
the explanation that the seemingly contradictory terms were 
used in a sensus eminentior - that is to say, that they did not 
have their usual meanings, nor any other meaning which the 
human mind could understand. But the inner strain in me
dieval thought which here concerns us was not simply a dis
crepancy between two speculative ideas held by the same 
minds; it was also a discrepancy between two practical ideals. 
It might appear easy to affirm of the divine nature what to us 
must seem incompatible metaphysical predicates; but it was 
impossible to reconcile in human practice what to us must seem 
incompatible notions of value. There was no way in which the 
flight from the Many to the One, the quest of a perfection de
fined wholly in terms of contrast with the created world, could 
be effectually harmonized with the imitation of a Goodness 
that delights in diversity and manifests itself in the emanation 
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of the Many out of the One. The one program demanded 
a withdrawal from all "attachment to creatures" and cul
minated in the ecstatic contemplation of the indivisible Divine 
Essence; the other, if it had been formulated, would have 
summoned men to participate, in some finite measure, in the 
creative passion of God, to collaborate consciously in the proc
esses by which the diversity of things, the fullness of the uni
verse, is achieved. It would have found the beatific vision in 
the disinterested joy of beholding the splendor of the creation 
or of curiously tracing out the detail of its infinite variety; it 
would have placed the active life above the contemplative; 
and it would, perhaps, have conceived of the activity of the 
creative artist, whd at once loves, imitates, and augments the 
"orderly variousness" of the sensible world, as the mode of 
human life most like the divine. 

But in the earlier Middle Ages these implications, however 
clearly contained in one side of the accepted body of doctrine, 
remained for the most part without effect. Since the two 
theories of value could not be concretely harmonized, me
dieval Christian philosophy, like Neoplatonism before it, was 
constrained to choose between them, and, of course, chose the 
first. It was the Idea of the Good, not the conception of a 
self-transcending and generative Goodness, that determined 
the ethical teaching of the Church (at least in her counsels of 
perfection) and shaped the assumptions concerning man's 
chief end which dominated European thought down to the 
Renaissance, and in orthodox theology, Protestant as well as 
Catholic, beyond it. The 'way up' alone was the direction in 
which man was to look for the good, even though the God who 
had from all eternity perfectly possessed the good which is the 
object of man's quest was held to have found, so to say, his 
chief good in the 'way down' - had, in the curious and sig
nificant phrase of the Areopagite, been "cozened by goodness 
and affection and love, and led down from his eminence above 
all and surpassing all, to being in all." The consummation 
towards which all finite things yearn, and towards which men 
were to strive consciously, was to return to and remain in the 
Unity which yet did not, and by its essence could not, remain 
within itself. 
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Hie est cunctis communis amor, 
Repetuntque boni fine teneri, 
Quia non aliter durare queant 
Nisi converso rursus amore 
Refluant causae, quae dedit esse; 20 

though this amor che muove il sole e l: altre st~lle w~s the negat~on 
or reversal of the Love which manifested Itself m ex:gendermg 
the multiplicity of things in heaven and earth. Sir Tho~as 
Browne was (as a recent writer has remarked) but,~e~eatmg 
the usual scholastic assumption when he wrote that . thmgs as 
they recede from unity, the more they approach t.o Irx:perfe~-
. d de£ormity for they behold their perfectiOn m their t10n an ' God , 21 

simplicities and as the nearest approach unto · . . 
But though the scheme of values implicit in the prmci~le of 

lenitude lay thus, for the most part, unde~eloped m medieval 
~hilosophy and religion, it was too essential a part of the ~e
ceived tradition to remain wholly unexpressed; the co~fhct 
between it and the opposite conception of the good sometimes 
becomes apparent even in the writin~ of the most orthodo~ 
theologians. Thus Augustine in a cunous chapter De pul~~r~
tudine simulacrorum observes that "the supr~me art o~ Go~ IS 
manifested in the variety of the things that It h~ fashione. o~t 
of nothing while the inferiority of human art IS show~ m Its 
limited ability to reproduce this diversity, o~ numerosztas,. of 
natural objects for example, of human bodies. A'l;'gustme, 
then, seems on {he point of deriving a spe~ies of aesthetic theory 
from the princi pie of plenitude; the functiOn of art, he suggests, 
is to imitate or parallel this diversity ~f the created world ~~ 
nearly exhaustively as possible; and this, the argument mam 
festly implies is truly an imitatio dei, and therefo~e par excellence 
a religious e~ercise. But here the saint checks ~Imself ~nd re
verts violently to the ascetic an~ otherworldly Side of his doc
tr'ne· "Not that those who fashion such works [of art] are to 
b; hi.ghly esteemed, nor those who take delight. in them ;. for 
when the soul is thus intent upon the lesser thm~s .- thm~s 

1 h . h 't makes by corporeal means- lt IS the lcs corporea w IC I . h · d · th ~ 
fixed upon that supreme Wisdom from whic It. enve~ ~s 

" ss Thus Augustine is involved m the mcon 
very powers. b · 't t d that 
gruous conclusion that God as creator is not to e Iml a e , ' 
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certain divine powers in which men in a measure participate 
are not to be employed by them, and that the creation in which 
alone the divine attribute of" goodness" is manifested is not to 
be enjoyed. In the efflorescence of the arts in the later Middle 
Ages such an attitude, though it could not be officially aban
doned, clearly became increasingly uncongenial· and we 
already find Dante dwelling, as even an orthodox and mystical 
poet of the fourteenth century could hardly fail to do rather 
upon the kinship of the work of the artist with the divi~e office 
of creation. Since, according to Aristotle, art is the imitation 
o_f Nature, a~d since Nature is the manifestation of the perfec
tion of God, 1t follows that "your art is as it were a grandchild 
of.God" (vostra arte a Dio quasi e Nipote). 29 In the Renaissance 
th1s aspect of the medieval conception comes fully into its own. 
"N?n m~rita no~e di Cre~tore," said Tasso proudly, "se non 
Idd10 ed 1l Poe.ta ; and GI.ordano Bruno wrote that" the gods 
take pleasure m the multiform representations of multiform 
things, in the ~ultiform fr~its of all talents; for they have as 
~eat pleasure mall the thmgs that are, and in all representa
t~o~s that are made of them, as in taking care that they be and 
g1vmg order and permission that they be made." ao 

In its ethical bearings the conflict between the implications 
of the two conceptions of the imitatio dei may be plainly dis
cerned in Thomas Aquinas. He often declares that" the crea
ture approaches more nearly to God's likeness if it is not only 
~ood but can also act for the goodness of other things than if it 
Is ~~rely .good in. itself," since God's goodness "ou'tpours it
~~lf. I.t ~s for this reason, among others, that it is well that 
. there 1s m the creatures plurality and inequality"; if all were 
m all respects equal, none could "act for the advantage of an
other." 

81 
Yet in the end, of course, the true perfection of man 

does not consist, for Thomas any more than for Augustine in 
any concern with the creatures to whom one can communidate 
good; it consists in the blissful absorption of the whole con
sciousness of the individual in the contemplation of a God to 
whom one can communicate no good. 

If we turn to a typical seventeenth-century Platonist we 
may see the same conflict between these two equally Pla;onic 
conceptions of deity, and therefore of the good, still persisting~ 
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and in an even more acute form. John Norris of Bemerton 
( r657-171 1) dwells with almost equal fondness upon the 
thought of the eternal self-containedness and the perpetual 
self-diffusiveness implicit in the idea of an Absolute and Perfect 
Being. God is, on the one hand, "the universal Plenitude, 
whose happiness is consummated within his own circle, who 
supports himself upon the basis of his own all-sufficiency and is 
his own end and center." But on the other hand: 

The nature of God involves, as in notion and conception, so likewise in 
truth and reality, absolute and infinite perfection; and consequently, in
cludes a beneficent and communicative disposition, this being a perfection. 
Nor does the superlative eminency of the divine nature only argue him to 
be communicative but to be the most communicative and self-diffusive of 
all beings. For as all kinds, so also all degrees of excellency must of neces· 
sity be included in a being absolutely and infinitely perfect. . . . This ex
cellent communicativeness of the Divine Nature is typically represented, and 
mysteriously exemplified by the Porphyrian Scale of Being. 

And Norris accordingly, in his Divine Hymn on the Creation, em
broiders pleasantly and devoutly upon the theme of the 
Timaeus: 

Love, gentle Love, unlockt [God's) fruitful breast, 
And woke the Ideas which there dormant lay. 

Awak'd their beauties they display; 
Th' Almighty smil'd to see 
The comely form of harmony 
Of His eternal imag'ry; 

He saw 'twas good and fair, and th' infant platform blest: 
Ye seeds of being, in whose fair bosoms dwell 

The forms of all things possible, 
Arise and your prolific force display.32 

Norris therefore finds it difficult to see how a universe which is 
a replica of the world of Ideas enhanced by the additional 
dignity of existence, a universe which thus manifests the 
" favorite and darling excellence" of its Author and deserves 
his praise, can be an unworthy object of delight for man. 

If the beauty and variety of the creature was so considerable as to merit 
approbation from Him that made it, what is there of our love and compla· 
cency that it may not challenge? That which can but please God may well 
be supposed to satisfy man; that wherein the Creator delights, the creature, 
one would think, might fully rest and acquiesce in. By such considerations 
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aa these, w~en solely atte~ded to, I have been sometimes almost prevailed 
upon to think that there 1s good enough in the creation of God if amassed 
together ~d fu~y enjoyed, to employ the whole activity of ~y love and 
fix the enure we1ght of my soul. 

Yet, even here, the otherworldly mood finally prevails; no 
created thing can satisfy man: 

. When I consider experienc~, and comp~re the aspirations of my nature 
Wlth the goodness of the creation, I am dnven to conclude that, although 
th~ creatures of ~ . • . are all good enough to afford matter for enter
tamment and pra1se, yet they cannot detain and give anchorage to the soul 
of man .. · · ·. Some repast may be found in the creature, but as for com
plete sat1sfa~tio~,. and ~ermination of desires, the Sea saith, it is not in me; and 
the De~th sa1th! 11 IS not'? me. All that God ever did or ever can make, will 
prove m~uffiClent for th1s purpose, and come under that decretory sentence 
of the w1se Preacher, Vanity of Vanities, all is vanity. 

N~r doe~ Norris stop with this; he goes on to declare that in 
fintte thmgs not even a part of our good is to be found; the 
he~venly Beauty should be not only the ultimate but the sole 
object of man's love. 

~hatever por~on of our love does not run in this channel must neces
san.ly fix upon d1s,Proportionate and. unsatisfied objects, and therefore be 
~n mstrument o~ diSContent to us. 'TIS necessary, therefore, to the complet
mg. of our happmess, that that object should engross our affections to itself, 
which o~ly can satisfy them; ... [as] the eye does not only love light above 
other thmgs, but delights in nothing else. 

Doubtless, ~orris grants, this is a counsel of perfection not 
always practicable in this life. " It is the privilege and happi
ness of those confirmed spirits who are so swallowed up in the 
comprehensions of eternity, and so perpetually ravished with 
the glories. of the Divine Beauty, that they have not the power 
to turn astde ~o any other. object." But we may even in this 
world approximate to thts absorption in the otherworldly 
good; and the more nearly we do so, "the fewer disappoint
ments and dissatisfactions we shall meet with." aa 

There was, of course, a familiar device for mediating in some 
de~ee. between the two elements of the Platonic heritage 
whtch m these P.assages seem to be merely in blank opposition 
to one. another - a device suggested by Plato himself in the 
Symposium (!210----212) and by Plotinus, and always dear to 
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those saints and mystics, pagan or Christian, whose other
worldliness was of the less acrid and impatient sort. Even 
though (according to one side of the traditional assumptions) 
no true value could be ascribed to any created thing, it might 
nevertheless be assumed that the approach to the supreme 
good was normally, or even necessarily, gradual; and the cur
rency of the metaphor of the scale or ladder of being made such 
a concepticm seem the more natural. The graded series of 
creatures down which the divine life in its overflow had de
scended might be conceived to constitute also the stages of 
man's ascent to the divine life in its self-contained complete
ness. Thus, like Adam's angelic schoolmaster in Paradise Lost, 
the philosophers who could not bring themselves wholly to 
accept "that decretory sentence of the wise Preacher," dwelt 
upon the necessity of gradualness in the "way up," and 

The scale of nature set 
From center to circumference, whereon 
In contemplation of created things 
By steps we may ascend to God. 

For thus at least a provisional and instrumental value might 
be recognized in things natural, even while all genuine good 
was declared to lie in a supersensible and supernatural order. 
Man might legitimately permit his mind to busy itself with the 
creatures and to find joy in them, so long as he used each of 
them as a means of passage to what lay above it on the vast 
slope of being. It was to this conception that appeal was com
monly made to justify that worldly employment, the study of 
natural science. Even in the eulogy of astronomy at the be· 
ginning of the De revolutionibus orbium, the labors of the man of 
science are represented as a way of ascending this scale; the 
final reason for engaging in them is- not, it is to be observed, 
that they are occupied with the works of God as Creator, 
though that consideration is mentioned - but that "we are 
drawn on by them, as by a vehicle, to the contemplation of the 

highest good." 34 

Yet plainly the conception of the creation as a ladder for 
man's ascent did not really reconcile the implications of the 
principle of plenitude as a theory of value with the other-
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worl?ly side of Platonistic philosophy and Christian theology. 
For, m the first place, the parallel between the descending and 
the a~cending process was little more than verbal. The scale 
of bemg conceived as a ladder by which man might mount to 
beatitude :vas not l~terally composed of the same steps as the 
seal~ ofbei~g concelVed as the series of natural forms. No one, 
I. thmk, senously proposed, as the true method of man's salva
tiOn, tha~ he should begin by fixing his thought, whether by 
way of mtellectual contemplation or aesthetic enjoyment 
upon what Macrobius called "the dregs of being," and should 
then p:oceed from these, by minute transitions, through the 
successlVely more complex forms of plant life, should pass from 
these to the "zoophytes," from these in turn to shellfish, from 
thes~ to fishes, from t~ese to the higher animals, and so on in 
d~tall throug.h the hterarchy of nature as medieval natural 
history concelVed it, and finally through the successive grades 
of angels. The notion of infinitesimal gradation, which was of 
th~ essence of the cosmological Chain of Being, was hardly 
suitable to a l?rogram which was, after all, designed to bring 
man as speedily as possible to his final supersensible felicity 
~r to as cl~se an approximation to it as the conditions of earth!; 
hfe per~t. If that consummation were the goal, it was not 
really evident that a gradual approach was the best· at most 
such g~adualness ;ould in consistency be regarded ~nly as a 
concessiOn to man s weakness - a dangerous concession to be 
made only grudgingly and whenever possible to be a~oided 
altogether. And finally, the program of" ascent to God b 
conte~plation of created things" admitted no such inhere~ 
~orth. m the mer.e ex~stence of imp~rfect beings in all possible 
di~erstty as was Imphed by the prmciple of plenitude. Con
CelVed as st~ps in the stairway up to perfection, the lower 
gr~des of bemg had only the use that belongs to steps, that of 
thmg~ to ?e spurned a~d transcended; and such a conception 
had httle m common With the assumption that the existence of 
each o~ these grades is a thing so good on its own account that 
~o? hunself had been, so to say, constrained by his very di
vmity.and rationality to engender every one of them. 

A smgle example must suffice for the illustration of these 
last observations; I take it from a writing medieval in its phi-
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losophy though not in its date - from a famous devotional 
book of the Counter-Reformation, the work of one who was 
scarcely the less a mystic for being a most aggressive and re
doubtable theological controversialist. Cardinal Bellarmino's 
(1542-1621) treatise De ascens£one mentis in Deum per scalas crea
turarum is perhaps the most celebrated modern elaboration of 
this conception, and it shows plainly the usual incongruity 
between the importance given to the principle of plenitude in 
the doctrine of the attributes of deity and the exclusion of it 
from the theory of the chief good of man. At first the creation 
seems to be represented as the diffracting lens thro~gh which 
alone any vision of God is possible to a finite mind ;'a multi
plicity which does not exclude absolute simplicity is beyond 
our comprehension, and therefore, if we are to behold at all the 
perfection of the divine essence, it must be broken up for us 
into distinct parts. 

God willed that man should in some measure know him through his 
creatures, and because no single created thing could fitly represent the in· 
finite perfection of the Creator, he multiplied creatures, and bestowed on 
each a certain degree of goodness and perfection, that from these we might 
form some idea of the goodness and perfection of the Creator, who, in one 
most simple and perfect essence, contains infinite perfections. 

Thus it is in the consideration of the diversity of existent things 
that we come, says Bellarmino, to realize the infinite variety 
which (though without detriment to simplicity) is of the 
essence of the Divine Reason: 

Though the mere multitude of created things is itself wonderful, and a 
proof of the multiform perfection of the one God, still more wonderful is the 
variety which appears in that multiplication, anti it leads us more easily to 
the knowledge of God; for it is not difficult for one seal to make many im· 
pressions exactly alike, but to vary shapes almost infinitely, which is what 
God has done in creation, this is in truth a divine work, and most worthy of 
admiration. I pass by genera and species, which every one agrees are exceed· 
ingly various and diverse. . . . Raise now, my soul, the eye of thy mind 
towards God, in whom are the Ideas of all things and from whom, as from 
an inexhaustible fountain, this well-nigh infinite variety springs: for God 
could not have impressed those numberless forms on created things unless 
in a most eminent and exalted mode he had kept their Ideas o'r patterns in 
the depths of his own Being. 
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Yet the conclusion to which all this might seem to tend is not 
drawn, but rather its opposite: it is not in the further tracing 
out of the complexity and richness of detail in nature or human 
nature through scientific inquiry, nor yet in the imitation of 
that "divine work most worthy of admiration" through the 
representation in art of its inexhaustible diversity that man is 
to busy himself. His concern is still with the One,' not with the 
Many. For all "the various goods which are found distrib
uted among created things are found in altogether a higher 
way united in God." 36 The great Jesuit controversialist is in
deed, no harsh ascetic of the fashion of Bernard of Clairv~ux · 
nor will he go to the extreme represented by such a mystic of 
the Counter-Reformation as St. John of the Cross who bade 
"the spiritual man aim at complete abstraction and forgetful
ness, so that, as much as possible, no knowledge or form of 
created things- as if they existed not- shall remain in his 
memory." Bellarmino concedes that "we are not commanded 
while on this earth to put away from us all consolation from 
creatures." Yet their chief office is to remind us of their own 
transiency and insufficiency, or to serve as sensible symbols of 
supersensible attributes of deity, and thus to show that "all 
thmgs other than God are vanity and vexation of spirit which 
have no existence, but only appear to have, and do no~ afford 
solace, but only affliction." "The ascent of the ladder of 
created things" is, after all, only another name for a progres
sive contnnptus mundz'. 
Th~re is, it will be observed, in the passage of Bellarmino 

last c1ted a touch of illusionism, an intimation of the doctrine 
that all plurality and individuation are mere unreal appear
a.nc~. The temptation to lapse into the phraseology of illu
Slomsm has never been very remote from either Neoplatonic or 
Cath.olic metaphysics, partly because the otherworldly or 
myst1c~l mood naturally expresses itself by treating as mere 
nonent1ty the world from which it turns away, partly because 
such a conception offers a seeming alleviation of that inner 
logical conflict of which I have been speaking. If one resorts 
to th~t easy, if s~lf-co?tradictory, expedient of denying that the 
man1fold of fimte thmgs has any existence, all problems dis
appear at a stroke; since nothing except the One really exists, 
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there is nothing really to be explained. Yet this was not a way 
of escape from its difficulties which Christian theology could 
adopt. It is not, indeed, that the otherworldliness of either 
Neoplatonic or Catholic philosophy was in itself less extreme 
in degree than that of the VedAnta or of other Indian systems. 
When the mind of Plotinus, or of Augustine, or of the Pseudo
Areopagite, or of John the Scot, or even of Thomas Aquinas, is 
turned solely upon that side of his doctrine, he is not less 
thorough-going than the sages of the more mystical Upani
shads, or than Shankara, in asserting the ' otherness' of the true 
reality and the only genuine good - its absolute exclusion of 
all the characteristics of the existence which we now experience 
or of which our discursive thought can frame any conception.38 

The difference is merely that the Occidental doctrine was es
sentially dual; it asserted this, but it also asserted the opposite; 
the second of the two elements was firmly incorporated in its 
substance as much by its Platonistic as by its Jewish sources. 
The influence of the Timaeus and of the Neoplatonic dialectic, 
mediated chiefly through the Pseudo-Dionysius, combined 
with the authority of Genesis to constrain the medieval theo
logian to affirm a real generation of a real universe of particu
lar existents and to identify deity with self-expansive and 
creative energy. Consequently the language of acosmism, 
when it shows itself in a writer, like Bellarmino, well grounded 
in this tradition, is never to be taken too literalfy; it is only an 
extreme statement of one side of this double doctrine, which 
must be understood to be offset, however inconsistently, by the 
other side. 

The long suppressed conflict between the two strains in the 
traditional complex of presuppositions developed in some 
writers of the Renaissance into an overt dualism of two war
ring principles, one good and one evil, but both necessarily in
herent in the divine nature itself, and consequently present 
also in human nature. And it is significant that in some of 
these early modern recombinations of ideas derived from Pla
tonistic, Jewish, and Christian sources, the usual medieval 
preference is reversed; the higher value is given, not to the 
Unmoved Mover, the state in which the One is undivided and 
eternally at rest in its own self-sufficiency, but rather to the 
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restless "active principle," which is manifested in becoming, 
motion, diversification. Thus Robert Fludd (1574-1637), 
developing a dualism derived partly, apparently, from the 
philosophy of Bernardino Telesio and partly from Kabbalistic 
sources, tells us that as, in the divine essence, 

the potential or dark principle, is contrary and opposite in his essential 
property, unto the actual emanation of light beginning, so also have each 
of them manifested, or brought forth into this world, two offsprings, or essen
tial properties, which are oppugnant in condition, and flat advenaries in 
their nature unto one another; and the two active virtues are Cold and 
Heat. . . . For the property of the dark Nothing, or deformed abyss, is 
naturally to rest, and not to act or operate; and the reason is, because that 
its appetite is to be conversant in and about the center, beyond the which 
there is no motion or action, and not to dilate itself towards the circumfer
ence, as the Spirit of light, or God in his volunty, or patent nature, is ac
customed to do. For this reason, the dark principle doth challenge unto 
itself, by a natural instinct, rest and quietness, and this property begetteth 
or produceth one essential virtue of ita own condition, namely, cold, the. 
which, as it is elected as a champion to resist the assaults of her opposite, 
namely of Heat, whose comparisons are motion or action; ... so unleu 
it be roused or stirred up by the assaults of Heat, it moveth not, but seemeth 
to wait upon ita drowsy mother, Darkness and privation, whose children 
are fixation and rest, which sleep in and cleave fast unto the center, and 
therefore are unwilling to look forth towards the circumference. And in 
verity, cold is an essential act, proceeding from, and attending on, the divine 
puissance, which in this property doth contract its beams from the circum
ference into ita self. 

It is, then, this property of God's essence, sensibly manifested in 
cold, which "is the mother of privation, death, vacuity, in
anity, deformation,'' the "only efficient cause of inspissation, 
contraction, fixation, immobility, ponderosity, rest, obtenera
tion or darkness, of mortification, privation, stupefaction, and 
such like." 87 Doubtless, Fludd feels constrained to admit, "it 
is a wondrous thing, and passing all human understanding, 
that out of one Unity in essence and nature, two branches of 
such opposite nature should arise and sprout forth, as are 
Darkness (which is the seat of error, deformity, contention, 
privation, death) and Light, which is the vehicle of truth, 
beauty, love, position, and the like." It is not surprising" that 
the sect of the Manicheans did so stiffly hold that there were 
two co-eternal principles"; and Fludd, though he cannot, 
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either as Christian or as Platonist, give up the doctrine of the 
derivation of all being from a single, simp.le, and p~rfect e~
sence nevertheless is uneasily aware that h1S two d1vme attn· 
butes: or what we are compelled to conceive as such, have in ~ll 
practical respects much the same roles as God a~d t?e .Dev1l. 
What concerns us here is that the part of devil·Wlthm-the
deity is taker~ by the attribute of self-sufficiency or self~con
tainment of which the influence is manifested by the tendency 
in things 'to seek the moveless centre o~ Being~ this is that "dis
cording, privative and hateful affect10n w~ch darkn~ss and 
deformity doth afford unto the children of hght and l~fe, and 
to all the beauteous offspring thereof." 38 It is when de1ty goes 
forth of itself and lives in its "benign emanations" that, so to 
say its better nature is manifested.u 'Plenitude,' conse
qu~ntly, is one of Fludd's sac~ed words, while he dilates 
eagerly upon nature's horror vacut: 

Job argueth that Vacuity, Inanity, and Darkness, are one and the same 
thing; to wit, Vacuity, Inanity, or Voidness, because that all fullness or 
plenitude is from God in his actual property ... : ~e earth that was be· 
fore the revelation of God's spirit inane and vmd! 1s now become .full of 
divine Light and multiplying Grace. Whereupon 1t was no more v~1d and 
empty, that' is to say, destitute of essential being, but ?ecame f~rtlle a.n? 
fruitful being now replenished with divine fire and the mcorrupt1ble ~pmt 
of God, according unto that of Solomon, Spiritus discipl~nae sa~tus 1mplet 
orbem terrarum; • • • And the Apostle, Christus .implet. omma, Chns~ ~lleth all 
things. Whereby we may perceive, that all plemtude 11 from the d1V1ne Act, 
as contrariwise Vacuity is, when that formal life is absent fr~m the ~ate~s, 
and this is the reason that Vacuum or Inane is held so hornble ~ thi~g .m 
Nature. Forasmuch as the utter absence of the eter~al emanauon, lS m· 
tolerable to the creature, because that everything des1reth fervently t~ ~ 
informed, and that by a natural appetite or affectio~, and th~ref~~e 1t lS 

abominable unto each natural thing to be utterly depr1ved of bemg. 

Thus in Fludd the "evil principle" is defined in precisely 
those terms in whith the traditional philosophy w~s wont .to 
express the nature of the perfection in which all des1re finds 1ts 
consummation: 

Here all thy turns and revolutions cease, 
Here's all serenity and peace; 

Thou'rt to the Center come, the native seat of rest, 
There's now no further change, nor need there be, 

When One shall be Variety .•1 
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To Fludd the "native seat of rest" was the abode of darkness 
and death, and the existence which is "conversant in and 
about the center" is the negation of all good. Yet he was 
merely carrying out to its logical consequence one of the two 
tendencies which had been forcibly conjoined in the Platonistic 
and the Christian tradition. 
Ano~her form o~ this conflict may be noted. The good for 

any bemg, accordmg to an accepted principle also inherited 
fro~ th~ Gree~ philo~op~y of the fifth century B.C., lies in the 
reahzatwn of 1ts spectfic nature"; and it was, therefore, cus
tomary to formulate the argument even for the most extreme 
?the~worldliness nominally in terms of" conformity to nature" 
m this sense. But the concrete meaning given to this was de
rived ~holly from .that dialectic whereby the good was identi
fied w1th self-sufficiency. Man, as rational, was declared to be 
capable of realizing his nature only in the possession of abso
lute, un~erivative,. a~d .in~nite good, that is to say, in a com
plete umon or asszmzlatzo zntellectus speculativi 42 with the divine 
perfection and beatitude. But this denaturalization of the no
tion of .specifically. h~man good would have been impossible if 
th~ logtc ?f the pnncipl~ of plenitude had been applied at this 
pomt, as m a later age 1t was to be applied. 
. Of this long-lasting conjunction of essentially incompatible 
t?e~, three aspects of which we have been examining, the 
stgm~cance may now be expressed in more general terms. The 
m~st. Important and dist.inctive ci~cumstance in the history of 
rehgtous and moral philosophy m the Occident is the fact 
that both later. Platonism and t~e accepted philosophy of the 
Church combmed otherworldhness with a virtual if not 
usuall~ a literal or unqualified, optimism. Both were' equally 
comrmtted to the two contradictory theses that 'this' world is 
an esse~tially e~il thing to be escaped from, and that its exist
~nce, wtth precisely the attributes it has, is a good so great that 
m the pn~duction of it the divinest of all the attributes of deity 
was ma~ufested. Of the temporal, sensible, divided world 
from ';htch it would turn men's thoughts and affections away, 
a consistent otherworldly philosophy may give any one of three 
accounts. It may, as we have seen, say that the belief that any 
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such world exists is a pure illusion. It may, while not denying 
the reality of the world, declare that it ought never to have been, 
that the genesis of anything other than the Eternal and Perfect 
One was an utter and inexplicable disaster. Or it may, with 
primitive Buddhism, refuse to discuss such merely speculative 
questions as the origin, raison d'etre, or metaphysical status of 
the world, or even the positive nature of the goal to be sought, 
and devote its whole energy to persuading men that temporal 
and sentient existence is an unmitigated evil and to showing 
them a way of escape from it. 43 But to a choice between these 
three forms of pessimism such a philosophy is limited.44 There 
was manifest for a time in Western religious thought- in 
Manichaeism and in the Gnostic Christian heresies - a strong 
tendency towards the second of these positions; if this tendency 
had prevailed none of the incongruities which we have been 
noting would have arisen. The emergence out of the un
troubled peace of the divine life of a groaning and travailing 
creation, a universe of sundered and temporal and corporeal 
beings, would have been regarded as the original and essential 
Fall and whatever Demiurgus was conceived to be concerned 
in the business would have been regarded as the original and 
essential Devil. How much there was in the assumptions ac
cepted both by pagan Platonists and Christian theologians, 
duri.ng the first four centuries, which might have seemed to 
make inevitable some outcome of this type is evident. The 
significance of the decision - concretely manifested in the 
rejection of the temper and doctrines of the Gnostics by Plo
tinus and, more dramatically, in Augustine's conversion from 
Manichaeism - in favor of a fruitful inconsistency, was not to 
become clearly apparent until modern tim~s, nor, indeed, in 
its entirety, until the eighteenth century. But through the 
Middle Ages there were at least kept alive, in an age of whi~h 
the official doctrine was predominantly otherworldly, certam 
roots of an essentially 'this-worldly' philosophy: the assump
tion that there is a true and intrinsic multiplicity in the divine 
nature, that is to say, in the world of Ideas; that, further, 
"existence is a good," i. e., that the addition of concrete actu
ality to universals, the translation of supersensible ·possibilities 
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into s~nsible realities, means an increase, not a loss, of value; 
that, mdeed, the very essence of the good consists in the maxi
mal act~alization ?f variety; and that the world of temporal 
and sensible expenence is thus good, and the supreme mani
festation of the divine. 

IV 

THE PRINCIPLE OF PLENITUDE AND THE 
NEW COSMOGRAPHY 

IN BRINGING about the change from the medieval to the mod
ern conception of the scale of magnitude and the general 
arrangement of the physical world in space, it was not the 
Copernican hypothesis, nor even the splendid achievements of 
scientific astronomy during the two following centuries, that 
played the most significant and decisive part. In the cos
mography that by the beginning of the eighteenth century had 
come to be commonly held among educated men, the features 
which differentiated the new from the old world-picture most 
widely, those whereby it most affected the imagination and 
modified the prevalent conception of man's place in the uni
verse, the traditional religious beliefs, and the mood of re
ligious feeling, - these features owed their introduction and, 
for the most part, their eventual general acceptance, not to the 
actual discoveries or the technical reasonings of astronomers, 
but to the influence of those originally Platonistic metaphysical 
preconceptions which, as the preceding lecture has shown, 
had, though potent and persistent, been always repressed and 
abortive in medieval thought. In order to make this ·vid<"nt 
it is needful, first of all, to consider what those asp ct, of the 
older cosmography were which had, or seemed to them .ch v.1l 
mind to have, religious and moral implications whith 
helped to determine how far men could feel themsdv~ r.mo· 
tionally at home in their world and after what fashiuu tlt,.y 
should conceive their status and role therein. 

It is an error to suppose that the medieval world w,, 1 11 11 
affair, in which the earth bulked relatively large. 'I lao 1 h th11 
distances in the Ptolemaic system were trivial hr. id 1 h 
hundreds of millions of light-years in which the: 1 t 1 c1n 

of today reckons, they were not trivial in propm tiou t 

terrestrial magnitudes which furnish the scale fur thr. i111' 
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tion. Ptolemy himself had said that the earth is a mere dot in 
comparison with the heavens. Maimonides late in the twelfth 
century wrote in The Guide of the Perplexed: 

In order ~o for~ a .correct .estimate of ourselves we must consider there
s~lts of the mvesugat10ns wh1ch have been made into the dimensions and 
distances of the spheres and stars. It has been shown that the distance be
~ween the centre ~f the earth and the summit of the sphere of Saturn is a 
;ourney of about e1ght thousand seven. hundred years of 365 days, assuming 
~hat one.w.alked _forty leagues a ~ay [1. e., the distance, in round numbers, 
IS ~:25 m1lhon m1.les] . . .. Consider this vast and terrifying distance; it is 
of lt t_hat the Scnpture de~lares: /.r no/ God in the h4ight of Heavm? and behold 
the hezght of t?e stars, how hzgh th4y are! . • • This great distance which has 
been shown IS, however, only a minimum; for the distance from the centre 
of the earth to the concave side of the sphere of the fixed stars cannot be less 
~nd ~ay be many times greater. . . . As for the sphere of the fixed stars: 
1ts ;h1ckness must be at least as great as one of the stars contained in it, of 
~h1ch e~ch has a v.oll;'me e~ceeding that of the terrestrial globe more than 
mnety times; and 1t IS poss1ble that the sphere itself is much thicker still 
Of the ninth sphere which imparts to all the others their diurnal motion. 
~he ~easur: is not ~nown; for as it contains no stars we have no means of 
Jud~mg of 1ts magmtude. Consider, then, how immense is the size of these 
bod1es, and how numerous they are. And if the earth is thus no bigger 
th~n a point relatively t.o the sphere of the fixed stars, what must be the 
ratio of the human spec1es to the created universe as a whole? And how 
then can any of us think that these things exist for his sake and that they 
are meant to serve his uses?' ' 

Roger Bacon dilated with unwearying enthusiasm upon the 
rerum magnitudo. "The least of the visible stars is greater than 
the earth; ?ut the least. of the stars has, in comparison with the 
heavens, Virtually no s1ze. . . . According to Ptolemy a fixed 
star, because of the magnitude of the heaven does not com
plete its c.ircu~t in Ie.ss than thirty-six thousand 'years, though it 
moves w1th mcred1ble velocity. But it is possible to walk 
round the earth in less than three years." 2 The theme con
tinued to be a favorite one with the anti-Copernicans in the 
sixteenth century. Du Bartas, for example, thus labored it (I 
quote from Sylvester's version of La Sepmaine, 1 592): 

The least star that we perceive to shine 
Above, disperst in th' arches crystalline, 
(If, at the least, star-clarks be credit worth) 
Is eighteen times bigger then all the earth • 
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Yea, though a king by wile or war had won 
All the round earth to his subjection, 
Lo, here the guerdon of his glorious pains: 
A needle's point, a mote, a mite, he gains, 
A nit, a nothing (did he all possess).• 

But though the medieval world was thus immense, relatively 
tb man and his planet, it was nevertheless definitely limited 
and fenced about. It was therefore essentially picturable; the 
perspectives which it presented, however great, were not 
wholly baffling to the imagination. The men of the fifteenth 
century still lived in a walled universe as well as in walled 
towns. And - unlike medieval towns and other medieval 
things- this cosroical scheme had the essential qualities of a 
work of classical art; indeed, the most classical thing in the 
Middle Ages may be said to have been the universe. Men pre· 
ferred to worship in Gothic churches, but the architecture of 
the heavens was not a piece of Gothic design - which is not 
surprising since it was, in fact, a Grecian edifice. The wo~ld 
had a clear intelligible unity of structure, and not only definlte 
shape, but what was deemed at once the simplest and most 
perfect shape, as had all the bodies composing it. It had no 
loose ends, no irregularities of outline. The simplicity of its in
ternal plan had, indeed, under the pressure of observed astro
nomical facts, come to be more and more recognized as less 
complete than one could wish; but the chief poetic cicerone 
through the universe paid little attention to these troublesome 
complications of detail, and they probably did not much dis
turb the non-astronomical mind. 

It has often been said that th~.: older picture of the world in 
space was peculiarly fitted to give roan a high sense of his own 
importance and dignity; and some modern writers have made 
much of this supposed implication of the pre-Copernican as
tronomy.4 Man occupied, we are told, the central place in the 
universe, and round the planet of his habitation all the vast, 
unpeopled spheres obsequiously revolved. 5 But the actual 
tendency of the geocentric system was, for the medieval mind, 
precisely the opposite. For the centre of the world was not a 
position of honor; it was rather the place farthest removed 
from the Empyrean, the bottom of the creation, to which its 
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dregs ?nd baser ~lements sank. The actual centre, indeed, was 
Hell; m t?e spat1al sense the medieval world was literally dia
~olocentnc. And the whole sublunary region was of course 
mcomparably inferior to the resplendent and in~orruptibl~ 
heavens above the moon. Thus Montaigne, still adhering to 
~he older astronomy, could consistently describe man's dwell
mg-pl~ce as "the filth and mire of the world, the worst, lowest, 
most ~~feless part of the universe, the bottom story of the 
~ouse. How, then, he demanded, could a creature native to 
lt ~nd ~~ll~w-lodger wit.h "the lowest of the three orders of 
a?Imals (I. e., land ammals) dare in imagination "to place 
himself above the circle of the moon, and reduce heaven under 
his feet"? "By what authority," asks Montaigne can man 
assume ~hat "this admirable moving of heaven's' vault, the 
eternal hght of these lamps rolling so proudly over his head 
· · · ~ere establ~hed and continue so many ages for his com~ 
mod1ty and service?" 8 John Wilkins in 1640 mentions as one 
of the arguments still advanced against the Copernican ~ystem 
that drawn ' 

from the vileness of our earth, because it consists of a more sordid and base 
~atter than a~y o.ther part of the world; and therefore must be situated in 
t e ce~tre, wh1c.h 1s the worst place, and at the greatest distance from those 
purer mcorrupt1ble bodies, the heavens. 7 

It is sufficiently evident from such passages that the geocentric 
cosmo~aphy served rather for man's humiliation than for his 
exaltation, a?d t~at Copernicanism was opposed partly on the 
grou~d that It assigned too dignified and lofty a position to his 
dwelhnJ{-place. 

T~e.re were, of course, other elements in the medieval 
C::hrtstlan ~ystem which were adapted to breed in the featherless 
biped a high sense of his cosmic importance and of the mo
m.entousness of his own doings. But these were not connected 
With t~e geoce~tric astronomy; they easily could survive, and 
were, I~?eed, httle affected by, its abandonment. It was not 
the positiOn of our planet in space, but the fact that it alone was 
supposed to have an indigenous population of rational beings 
whose ~nal destiny was not yet settled, that gave it its unique 
status m the world and a unique share in the attention of 
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Heaven. If it was the only region of corruption it was also the 
only region of generation; here alone new souls were born, im
mortal destinies still hung in the balance, and, in some sense, 
the fulfilment of the design of the Creator himself was at stake. 
If, then, this dim and squalid cellar of the universe was (with 
one exception) the least respectable place in which any beings 
could have their abode, it was also the place in which all that 
was really dramatic and stirring was going on. Thus, with 
however glaring a contradiction of the doctrines of the divine 
self-sufficiency and impassibility, the affairs of men were con
ceived to be objects of immeasurable solicitude on the part of 
Deity itself; so that a single natural folly of an unsophisticated 
pair in Mesopotamia could, by its consequences, constrain one 
of the persons of the Godhead to take on human flesh and live 
and die upon this globe for man's salvation. Throughout his
tory lesser beings from the upper world had been busy minis
trants to man, while rebel spirits had been scarcely less flatter
ingly engrossed in the enterprise of his destruction. "As I was 
looking," says a character in one of Zangwill's novels, "at 
Signorelli's 'Descent into Hell,' I was thinking how vividly our 
ancestors enjoyed life, how important each individual soul 
was, to have the ranged battalions of Heaven and Hell fighting 
for it. What an intense sense of the significance of life!" The 
actual pleasurableness of this conception to the medieval be
liever may perhaps be doubted; to be the bone of contention 
between powers so great and each, in its own way, so exacting, 
was hardly an agreeable position for the average sensual man, 
even aside from his natural apprehensions concerning the 
eventual issue of the conflict in his own case. But undeniably 
it was a position which tended to encourage and justify a cer
tain racial amour propre. This was, however, related to the 
current cosmography only in so far as that implied that this 
planet alone contained a race of free creatures half-material 
and half-spiritual - the middle link in the Chain of Being -
for whose allegiance the celestial and the infernal powers 
competed. 

What was poetically and religiously significant in the older 
cosmography was, then, little touched by the Copernican 
theory. For Copernicus the solar system and the universe re-
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mained id~ntical; .his ~orld, though not geocentric, was still 
centred, stlll sphencal. m shape, st.ill securely walled in by the 
outermost ~phere,. se tpsam et omma continens. s So long as the 
whole senstble umverse remained thus limited and boxed-in 
an~ ~o long as t~e pl~net occupied by man, whatever its spatiai 
~~1t1on, was stdl assigned a unique biological, moral, and re
hglO~s ~tatus, the aesthetically and practically distinctive char
actenstics of the medieval cosmical scheme remained. And the 
one cha~ge of this kind implied by the abandonment of the 
geocent:tc system was, as is evident from what has already 
been sa1d, the reverse of that often attributed to the new as
tz:onomy; t~ remove man from the centre of things was to raise 
him !rom~ low estate. It meant also the denial of the Aris
totehan notion that the central position is a peculiarly de
graded one, an~ of the whol.e antithesis between the sublunary 
world .of becommg and the Immortal and immutable heavens. 
But th1s had already been attacked by several medieval writers. 
More than a cen~ury before Copernicus, for example, Nicolaus 
Cusanus had reJected the assumption that the earth is the 
basest part of the universe; we do not know he declared that 
~eath and corruption are peculiar to this gl~be, and the' divi
ston of the heaven~ in~o t~o par~s, o.ccupied by essentially dif
~ere~t so;ts of bodies, IS Without JUstification. 8 This incidental 
1~phcat1on of Copernicanism, then, was not novel, though it 
stlll se~med to some, in the sixteenth century, startling and 
revolutionary. And the most serious blow to the traditional 
conception was give?, not by the reasonings of Copernicus, but 
by Tycho Brahe's discovery of Nooa Cassiopeiae in 1572-

A strange new visitant 
~o heavens unchangeable, as the world believed, 
Smce the creation. 

At this time the Copernican theory had made little progress 
and was, of course, not accepted even by Tycho himself· it can
~ot, therefore, be credited with the breaking down of the divi
SlO~ of the w~rld in space into two regions utterly dissimilar in 
their properties and dignity. 

A ~on-geocentric arrangement of the heavens could, indeed, 
plaustbly be regarded as more harmonious than the Ptolemaic 
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scheme with the Christian theology; and this consideration did 
at least as much as any purely astronomical reasons to gain the 
potent support of Kepler for the new hypothesis- or rather, 
for a significant modification of it. For though the theory of 
Copernicus had ascribed the motions which account for "the 
appearances" to the earth rather than to the spheres of the 
sun, planets, and fixed stars, it was not, of course, a heliocentric 
theory; the centre of the world was the centre of the earth's 
orbit. The sun, though nearest that position, did not occupy 
it, and the planes of the planetary orbits did not pass through 
the sun. Thus, as Dreyer has pointed out, Copernicus had still 
"felt compelled to give the earth quite an exceptional position 
in his new system" - so that, as Dreyer somewhat mislead
ingly adds, "the earth was nearly as important a body in the 
new system as in the old" (the truth being, as we have seen, 
that its position in the old system was not one of importai).ce). 
The heliocentric theory, properly so called, was due to Kepler, 
not to Copernicus. In spite of Aristotle there doubtless had 
always been, for the imagination, a certain incongruity be
tween the central position of the idea of God in medieval meta
physics and the peripheral position of the Empyrean in me
dieval cosmology; and the chief merit of his new system in 
Kepler's eyes was that it eliminated this incongruity, placing 
at the heart of the sensible universe the body which could most 
naturally be regarded as the physical symbol or counterpart of 
deity, or, more precisely, of the first Person of the Trinity -
the orb which was admittedly "the most excellent of all," the 
source of all light and color and heat, "that which alone we 
should judge to be worthy of the Most High God if he should 
be pleased with a material domicile and choose a place in which 
to dwell with the blessed angels." 10 It is not without perti
nency to the general theme with which we are concerned that 
this theological argument for the heliocentric theory appeals 
to Kepler especially because he is here thinking of God, not in 
the Aristotelian manner as a self-contained and unmoved final 
cause of motion and endeavor in other beings, but chiefly as a 
generative and self-diffusive energy .11 And how essentially 
medieval the cosmography even of Kepler remained may be 
seen from the way in which he further carried out his astro-
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n.omico-theological parallelism and from the fact that, pre
ClSely by means of the heliocentric system, he was able to find 
new reasons for conceiving the world to be as definitely limited 
and enclosed as it had been in the system of Ptolemy. If the 
sun is the analogue of God the Father, the sphere of the fixed 
stars, Ke~ler finds,. is man~festly the sensible counterpart of the 
Son, the mtermed1ate reg1on of the planets being assigned to 
the Holy Ghost.12 The function of the outer sphere is to 
"thr?w b~ck and mul,~iply the light of the sun, like an opaque 
and dlununated wall. It may also be described as "the skin 
or shirt of the universe" (mundi cutis sive tunica), keeping the in
terna_J he~t ge.nerated by the sun from being lost through in
defimte d1ffus1on; the theological parallel here seems a trifle 
strained. As for the distances between the heavenly bodies, 
K.epler professed to have shown (with the aid of the heliocen
tric ass~mption) that this manifested a harmonious plan such 
~ prev1ous astronomers had sought but not found. Con
vmced t~at th~ cosmos ~ust conform to aesthetic requirements 
and . havmg, l~ke a. typ1cally medieval mind, an essentially 
~lass1cal taste m umverses, he was unable to believe that the 
mtervals between the orbits of the six then known planets failed 
t? corresl?ond t~ some. exact rule of proportion. While no 
simple anthmet1cal ratios proved applicable, he finally, as he 
supposed, reached the triumphant discovery that "God in 
creating the universe and laying out the heavens had in view 
the five regular solids uf geometry, celebrated since the time of 
Pythagoras and Plato, and that it was in accordance with their 
pro~erties that he ~ed the number of the heavens, their pro
portl~ns, _and the ratios of their movements." u In this Kepler 
too. 1t wdl be observed, was in his own fashion relying upon 
the principle of sufficient reason; the Creator must, he could 
no~ d~ubt, have be~n guide? by some non-arbitrary formula in 
assignmg these rat1os and m fixing the number of planets as 
six, and theref~re of the .inte:vals as five. There could be only 
five regular sohds; and If th1s necessity in the world of Ideas 
could be transferred to the limitation of the number of heavens 
the gener~l plan o~ things could be regarded as having in som~ 
~ort a rat1onal bas1s as well as an aesthetic orderliness. It was 
m the quest of verification for this wholly fanciful hypothesis 
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that Kepler eventually achieved his discovery of the third law 
of planetary motion. 

The Copernican doctrine, it is true, demanded of the plain 
man a difficult revision of certain natural habits of the unre
generate intellect - a revision which he has never yet, in his 
ordinary mental pictures of the motions in the solar system, 
succeeded in accomplishing fully. The new hypothesis not 
only appeared to conflict with the testimony of the senses but 
contained at least a hint of the repellent notion of relativity -
i. e., of the purely relational import of the conceptions of place 
and motion. Yet to the philosophically enlightened there was 
in this nothing essentially novel or heterodox. The deceitful
ness of the senses was a well-worn theme for edifying discourse; 
and the new astronomy afforded some welcome fresh illustra
tions for that theme, of which its seventeenth-century advo
cates did not fail to make use. As for the general idea of the 
relativity of. apparent motion to the observer, that must, after 
all, have been a commonplace to every astronomer; and 
Copernicanism implied no more than this. Any implication of 
a more thorough-going doctrine of the relativity of position 
and motion - or even of determinable position and motion -
could be avoided so long as the now unmoving sphere of the 
fixed stars remained to serve as an absolute system of reference 
-in Copernicus's own phrase, as the univers£ locus, ad quem 
motus et positio caeterorum omnium conferatur.H 

The chief affront of Copernicanism to theological orthodoxy 
lay, not in any fundamental discrepancy between it and t~e 
more philosophical parts of the traditional scheme of the um
verse, but in its apparent irreconcilability with certain details 
of that body of purely historical propositions which Christi
anity had, to an extent matched in no other religion, incor
porated in its creed. The story of the Ascension, for example, 
was obviously difficult to fit into the topography of a Coperni
can world; and it was easy for the ecclesiastical adversaries of 
the new hypothesis to point to numerous passages of Scripture 
which made it evident that supposedly inspired and infallible 
writers had, as a matter of course, assumed the motion of the 
sun about the earth and other postulates of the astronomy of 
na!ve common sense. Yet, with the aid of some ingenuity and 
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~o~e liberality of exegesis, these embarrassments could be, and 
~ tlme were,. got over with a certain degree of plausibility; and 
m.any case, 1t was not the merely Copernican innovation that 
r~lSed the more general and deeper-reaching difficulties even 
With respect to the historical content of Christian dogm~. 

The t~uly rev~lutionary theses in cosmography which gained 
ground m the Sixteenth and came to be pretty generally ac
cepted before the end of the seventeenth century were five in 
number, none of them entailed by the purely astronomical 
systems of Copernic~s or Kepler. In any study of the history of 
the .~odern conception of the world, and in any account of the 
P?s~tlO~ of any indiv~dual writer, it is essential to keep these 
~Istt.nctlOns. betwee~ Issues constantly in view. The five more 
sigmficant mnovat10ns were: (1) the assumption that other 
planets. of our solar system are inhabited by living, sentient, 
and rat1?nal cre~tures; (2) the shattering of the outer walls of 
the medieval umverse, whether these were identified with the 
outermost crystalline sphere or with a definite "region" of the 
fixed ~tars, and the dispersal of these stars through vast, irregu-
1~ .distances; (3) the conception of the fixed stars as suns 
Similar to our~, all or most of them surrounded by planetary 
systems of their own; (4) the supposition that the planets in 
these .other worlds al~o h~ve conscious inhabitants; (s) the 
assertion of the actual mfimty of the physical universe in space 
and of the number of solar systems contained it it. 

The first of these - and, of course, still more the fourth -
deprived human life and terrestrial history of the unique im
portance and ~omentousness which the medieval scheme of 
Ideas had attnbuted to them and Copernicanism had left to 
them. The theory of the plurality of inhabited worlds tended 
to raise difficulties, not merely about the minor details of the 
history included in the Christian belief, but about its central 
dogmas. The entire moving drama of the Incarnation and 
Re~emption had seemed manifestly to presuppose a single in
habited world. If that presupposition were to be given up, 
how we:e these dogmas to be construed, if, indeed, they could 
be retamed at all? Were we, as Thomas Paine afterwards 
asked, "to suppose that every world in the boundless creation 
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had an Eve, an apple, a serpent, and a Redeemer?" 16 Had 
the Second Person of the Trinity been incarnate on innumer
able planets in turn, or was ours the only portion of the uni
verse in which moral agents had any need of redemption? 
These difficulties were recognized at least by the early seven
teenth century, but they do not appear to have been regarded 
by the theologians of the time as very serious. Campanella 
refers to them in his Apologia Pro Galilaeo, 1622, and his views 
on the subject were summarized in English by Wilkins in 
1638: If the inhabitants of other globes were men, 
then he thinks they could not be infected with Adam's sin; yet, perhaps, 
they had some of their own, which might make them liable to the same mis
ery with us; out of which, it may be, they were delivered by the same 
means as we, the death of Christ.16 

By the second and third of these theses, the potential im
portance of which for the imagination it would be difficult to 
overestimate, the physical universe ceased to have any center; 
it was broken up into (at the least) a vast multiplicity of iso
lated systems distributed upon no recognizably rational plan; 
it ceased to be a shape and became a formless aggregate of 
worlds scattered irregularly through unimaginable reaches of 
space. The change from a geocentric to a heliocentric system 
was far less momentous than the change from a heliocentric to 
an acentric one. The "first question concerning the Celestial 
Bodies," Bacon said," is whether there be a system, that is, whether 
the world or universe compose altogether one globe, with a 
centre; or whether the particular globes of earth and stars be 
scattered dispersedly, each on its own roots, without any sys· 
tem or common centre." 17 When the number and extension 
of these worlds were further assumed to be infinite, the universe 
tended to seem baffling not only to the imagination but to the 
reason itself; for the mathematical antinomies arising from the 
application to reality of the notion of numerical or quantitative 
infinity now assumed a new pertinence and gravity. 

I have said that the Copernican and Keplerian cosmical sys
tems did not necessarily imply these five more striking and 
far-reaching novelties, and that the former were held by some 
astronomers and other writers of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries who did not accept the latter- and vice versa. It is 
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not, however, historically true that the abandonment of the 
geocentric scheme did not seem to some minds to render some 
of these more sweeping hypotheses more probable. Thus 
Bacon, who . was an anti-Copernican, though not an alto
gether unhesitant one, remarked that "if it be granted that 
the earth moves, it would seem more natural to suppose that 
there is no systex:n at all, b'ilt scattered globes, than to constitute 
a system of which the sun is the centre." 18 This, however, 
l3ac~n ~ee~ to. ur~e as one of the "many and great incon
~e:~uencles '"':h1ch are found in the system of Copernicus" ; 
1t lS a deduction, and an obviously forced one, made by an 
adversary of the theory. 

It is true, also, that the heliocentric picture of our system 
could ?e regarde~ as l~nding a certain plausibility to the hy
pothesis of other mhab1ted planets in that system. By placing 
the earth upon the same footing as these other bodies in one 
respect, it suggested the possibility that the similarity might 
~xtend to other particulars, such as the presence of conscious 
life. The usual argument may be given in the words of Burton 
( 162 I): 

~OC. jJosito, to grant th_is their tenet of the earth's motion; if the earth move 
It IS. a planet and shmes to them in the moon, and to other planetary in
habitants as the moon and they do to w upon the earth· but shine she doth 
as Galileo, ;Kepl~r, and others prove, and then per cons:qruns, the rest of th; 
planets are mhab1ted, as well as the moon. . . . Then (I aay) the earth and 
they [Mars, Venus, and the rest] be planets alike, inhabited alike, moved 
about the su~, the co~mon centre of the world alike, and it may be those 
two green children which Nubrigensis speaks of in his time, that fell from 
heaven came from thence. n 

But such an inferen~e was obviously a loose argument by anal
ogy, an~ c~uld, of Itself, hardly have convinced anyone not 
already mclmed to the conclusion upon other and more cogent 
grounds. And in fact that conclusion had been reached before 
Copernicus, and not as a deduction from the heliocentric 
theory. 

Not only were the more pregnant and startling innovations 
not dependent upo~ the Copernican theory; they were none of 
them, before the runeteenth century, supported by any evi
dence whatever that we should now call scientific; and at least 
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three of them still remain uncertain. The second and part of 
the third were not, indeed, beyond the possible scope of astro
nomical verification; but they could not be verified by any 
methods in use for three centuries after Copernicus. Whether 
the fixed stars were grouped at approximately equal distances 
from the sun within a well-defined zone centering about that 
body, or were diffused at vast intervals through space, could 
not be determined until the distance of a number of them from 
the earth could be measured. But no successful measurement 
of a stellar parallax was accomplished until 1838,20 and photo
metric methods of determining distance were unknown. The 
acceptance of the heliocentric system implied, indeed, that the 
remoteness of all the stars was far greater than even the Ptole
maic astronomers had supposed; for it was the recognition of 
the earth's orbital motion that gave a base-line by means of 
which it seemed that a parallax should be detectable. Since 
none could be discovered by what were then deemed highly 
refined methods, it followed that the distance, and presumably 
therefore the size, of the nearest star must be incalculably 
great. But on the other hand, the repeated failures to establish 
a parallax served for more than a century as plausible argu
ments against the heliocentric system itself. 

The more important features of the new conception of the 
world, then, owed little to any new hypotheses based upon the 
sort of observational grounds which we should nowadays call 
'scientific.' They were chiefly derivative from philosophical 
and theological premises. They were, in short, manifest corol
laries of the principle of plenitude, when that principle was 
applied, not to the biological question of the number of kinds 
of living beings, but to the astronomical questions of the mag
nitude of the stellar universe and of the extent of the diffusion 
of life and sentiency in space. God, it seemed, would, in the 
phrase of the Timaeus, have been " envious " if he had refused 
the privilege of actual existence to any logically possible being 
at any place where such existence was possible - if, at least, 
as was sometimes conveniently, if inconsistently, added, there 
were not countervailing reasons why their existence would 
have been attended ~ a preponderance of detriment to other 
beings. The creative power was, h}' hypothesis, infinite, and its 
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manifestation should therefore be infinite; and there appeared 
to be no reason why, wherever there was matter, there should 
not be life. Now these premises, we have seen, were current 
throughout the Middle Ages, even in the writings of orthodox 
theologians who were unwilling to draw from them all their 
implications. And the contention that the infinity of worlds 
and of inhabited systems was among these implications was 
equally familiar, though usually rejected by the orthodox. The 
argument . that the universe must be infinite because God's 
omnipotence requires that he should not ab opere cessare is dis
cussed by Augustine in the De civitate dei (X, 5), though it is, 
of course, opposed by him. In view of the intimate acquaint
ance of medieval Christian philosophers with the writings of 
Augustine, the thesis must have been familiar to all of them. 
By the fifteenth century a tendency towards the acceptance of 
it is already marked. In the Or Adonai of the Jewish philoso
pher Crescas (I 4 I 0) there is offered a refutation of the argu
ments by which Aristotle in the De Coelo thought to show that 
"there are not any other worlds'' - i. e., any other than the 
one system of concentric spheres in which the earth is situated: 
"Everything said in negation of the possibility of many worlds 
is 'vanity and a striving after wind."' Commenting on this 
in his admirable edition of a part of the work of Crescas, Pro
fessor H. A. Wolfson 21 observes that Crescas "does not say 
definitely how many worlds may exist. He only contends for 
the existence of' many worlds.' But knowing of his rejection of 
Aristotle's denial of an infinite number of magnitudes and of 
his contention as to the existence of an infinite space, we may 
reasonably infer that the number of Crescas' many worlds may 
rise to infinity." Later in the same century the same thesis was 
adumbrated by a great Christian metaphysician. The Car
dinal Nicolaus Cusanus, one of the subtlest though hardly one 
of the clearest philosophical minds of the later Middle Ages, 
had transferred to the physical universe the paradoxical figure 
which theologians had sometimes employed to express the doc
trine of the "immensity" of God. The world, Cusanus de
clared in his De docta ignorantia (I 440), is a sphere of which the 
"centre coincides with the circumference." Less paradoxi
cally expressed, 
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The world has no circumference; for it if had a centre and a circumfe~

ence there would be some space and some thing beyond the ~~rl~, supp~sl· 
tions which are wholly lacking in truth. Since, therefore, 1t 1s 1mposs1ble 
that the world should be enclosed within a corporeal centre and a corporeal 
boundary, it is not within our power to understand the world, whos~ ce~tre 
and circumference are God. And though this world cannot. b~ mfi.nn.e, 
nevertheless it cannot be conceived as finite, since the~e are no hm1ts wlthm 
which it could be confined. The earth, therefore, wh1ch cannot be the cen
tre, cannot be wholly without motion. . . . And just as the ~~rld ~as no 
centre, so neither the sphere of the fixed stars nor any other IS 1ts Circum
ference. 

The belief in the stationary and central earth is due merely to 
a failure to recognize the relativity of apparent motion: 

It is evident that this earth really moves, though it does not seem to do 
so, for we apprehend motion only by means of a contrast with some fix~d 
point. If a man on a boat in a stream were unable to see the banks and d1d 
not know that the stream was flowing, how would he comprehend that the 
boat was moving? Thus it is that, whether a man is on the. ~arth or the s~n 
or some other star, it will always seem to hi~ that t~e pos1~1on :12he occup1es 
is the motionless centre and that all other thmgs are m motiOn. 

These passages were frequently cited by seventeenth-ce~tury 
writers as an anticipation of both these theses of later wnters, 
which thus seemed to have the prophetic endorsement of a 
Cardinal· and taken by themselves they were such an anticipa
tion. Th~ mind of Cusanus, however, was less concerned with 
astronomical questions than with a species of mystical theol
ogy. It is not the sun, but God, whom he would put in the 
place of the central earth; he alone is "the centre of the world 
and of the spheres and of the earth who is at the s~m~ time the 
infinite circumference of all things." And the reJectwn of the 
notion of a finite universe bounded by the sphere of the fixed 
stars does not lead Cusanus to an entirely unequivocal asser
tion of an infinite physical world of other suns and. p~anets 
beyond those imaginary limits, but only. to the convi.ction of 
the unintelligibility of the whole concept10n of a physical ~nd 
quantitative world and the necessity,, once more, of I?assmg 
from it to the conception of God. While the passages d1d pr?
pound, as a sort of by-pro.duct, a new astro~omical. thes1~, 
their essential object was to Illustrate the autho.r s favo.nte p~u
losophical contention, to vindicate that docta zgnorantza wh1ch 
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co~sists in ~owing that we do not know. Any antinomy 
wh1ch reflect10n see.med to reveal served his purpose; it was 
?ne more ~elco~e Instance of the identity of opposites. And 
1t was prectsely m order to exemplify the identity of opposites 
that Cusa?us endeavored to show, by whatever arguments 
came to h1s hand, that the concepts of 'centre' and 'circum
ference,' as applied to the universe, have no clear and distinct 
meaning. Thus, though one can hardly say with Giordano 
Bruno that Cusanus enunciated his thesis "rather under his 
breath" (suppressiore voce), for his utterance of it was bold 
eno~gh, it was in the end so elusively interpreted and so sub
ordmated to t~eses of quite a different type, that it apparently 
had no great mfluence towards the abandonment of the Aris
totelian and Ptolemaic conception - which indeed Cusanus 
himself, in a later writing, continues to empl~y; the divine wis
dom, he observes, "placed the earth in the middle and caused 
it to be heavy and to move at the centre of the world" 23 

This, however, may perhaps be supposed to refer only to .our 
own system. 

More concrete and unequivocal is Cusanus's assertion of the 
existence of inhabitants on other globes. He well illustrates 
wh.at we have s~en in othe~ instances, the tendency of medieval 
writers who reject the prmciples of plenitude and sufficient 
reaso? in. gener~l terms, to argue unhesitatingly from these 
prermses m particular cases. Operarum Dei nulla est ratio he 
roundly declares: there is no reason why the earth is the e;rth, 
or man, man, except that he who made them so willed.24 This, 
of course, logically implied the impossibility of any a priori 
knowledge about what exists. Yet Cusanus confidently argues 
that it is inconceivable that "so many spaces of the heaven and 
stars should be vacant" as the common view implied. Not 
only of the sun and moon, but also de aliis stellarum regionibus, 
we conjecture that none of them are without inhabitants but that there 
ar~ as many particular partial worlds (partts mundia/es) co~ posing this one 
umverse as there are stars, which are innumerable unless it be to him who 
created all things in number.u ' 

The sai?e conclusion follows from the assumption that all 
grades m the Scale of Being have existence somewhere· 
" . "h . "r. Go ' smce, e wr1tes, !rom d natures of differing degrees of 
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nobility proceed, there are inhabitants in ev~ry region" of the 
heavens. "The earth is perhaps inhabited by lesser beings" 
than dwell in other globes, though it does not seem that any
thing nobler and more perfect than the intellectual nature, 
which is to be found here in the earth and its region, can exist. 
Of the same generic nature, then, "even if of another species of 
it, are the inhabitants of the other stars." For the rest, "they 
remain wholly unknown to us" - though Cusanus ventures 
some conjectures as to their characteristics, drawn from those 
of the globes they occupy. 

The logical grounds of the new astronomy were thus among 
the many elements of the modern conception of the world 
which were carried in solution in medieval thought; and they 
were by the end of the Middle Ages already beginning to show 
signs of precipitation. By the early sixteenth century the 
theories of the plurality of solar systems and of inhabited 
planets, of the infinity of the number of the stars and the in
finite extent of the universe in space, were already common 
topics of discussion. Thus Palingenius, ten years or more be
fore the publication of the De revolutionibus orbium, in an im
mensely popular poem used in many schools as a textbook, 
recorded that 

Singula nonnulli credunt quoque sidera posse 
Dici orbes, 

and himself argued that there must be creatures in the other 
regions of the heavens immeasurably superior to man, since it 
is inconceivable that "the infinite power of God" can have ex
hausted itself with the production of so insignificant and 
wretched a being. "Is it not blasphemous," asks the poet, "to 
say that the heavens are a desert and rejoice in no residents, 
and that God rules only over us and the beasts, 

Tam paucis, et tam miseris animalibus, et tam 
Ridiculis? " 

"It is certain that the omnipotent Begetter had the knowledge, 
the power and the will to create better things than we are, ... 
and the more things he makes, and the more noble, the more 
resplendently shines forth the beauty of the world and the 
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power of deity." 28 With respect to the literal numerical in
finity of the stars Palingenius uses the evasion which had been 
usual since Plotinus in dealing with the number of grades in the 
Scale of Being: 

Plurima sunt numero, ut possit comprendere nemo.u 

The whole argument is here again an inference from the 
assumed infinity of the productive potency of the First Cause to 
the necessary innumerability of the actual effects. Later in the 
~entury, as a recent interesting discovery has shown, the Eng
hsh astronomer, Thomas Digges, added to his exposition 
(largely a free translation) of Copernicus an assertion of the 
~nfinity of the "orb" of ~he fixed stars, "garnished with lights 
mnumerable and reachmg up in Sphaericall altt'tude without 
end." 28 No specific deduction of this conclusion from the 
Copernican scheme of the solar system is attempted by Digges; 
the only reason given for it is that this is a suitable way of con
ceiving of "the glorious court of ye great God, whose un
sercheable works invisible we may partly by these his visible 
conjecture, to whose infinit power and maiesty such an infinit 
place surmounting all other both in quantity and quality only 
is conuenient." n 

Though the elements of the new cosmography had then 
found earlier expression in several quarters, it is Gi~rdan~ 
Bruno w~o must be regarded as the principal representative of 
the doc~rme of the decentralized, infinite, and infinitely popu
lous umverse; for he not only preached it throughout Western 
Europe with the fervor of an evangelist, but also first gave a 
thorough statement of the grounds on which it was to gain 
acceptance from the general public. And while he may have 
owed his interest in the question to the innovation of Coperni
cus, whose greatness he never tired of celebrating, it is certain \ 
t?at he was n~t le~ to. his characteristic convictions by refl.ec
twn upo~ the 1mpllcatwns of the Copernican theory or by any 
astronomical observations. Those convictions were for him 
primar~ly, and almost wholly, a deduction from the principle 
of plemtude, or from the assumption on which the latter itself 
rested, the principle of sufficient reason. The Timaeus, Plo-
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tin us (for Bruno" the prince of philosophers"), and the School
men, not the De revolutionibus orbium, were the chief sources of 
his theory. He may be regarded as carrying on the philosophy 
of Abelard and extending the same reasonings to the field of 
astronomy. His premises are at bottom the same as those from 
which Dante argued to the virtual infinity of the celestial 
hierarchies and the actualization of all the possibilities of 
being; but they are brought to bear upon the question of the 
number of potential stellar systems to which the Eternal Power 
must be supposed to have imparted actual existence. Bruno 
is, in short, precisely in those features of his teaching in which 
he seems most the herald and champion of a modern concep
tion of the universe, most completely the continuer of a certain 
strain in Platonistic metaphysics and in medieval theology. 
The "infinity of worlds" was, it is true, well known to have 
been a thesis of Democritus and the Epicureans, but this told 
against the theory rather than in its favor; it was its deduci
bility from much more orthodox premises than the Democritic 
that assured its triumph in the seventeenth century. 

The essential character of Bruno's argument is perhaps most 
clearly and concisely shown in a prose passage in the De lm
menso, written about I 586. He here contends that the infinity 
of stellar worlds in space follows directly and obviously from 
principia communia, premises that everyone admits. For it is 
axiomatic that " the divine essence is infinite" ; uha t the meas
ure of its potency (modus possendi) corresponds to the measure 
ofits being (modus essendi), and its modus operandi, in turn, to its 
modus possendi; that a potentia infinita, such as is thus admittedly 
possessed by the World-Ground, cannot exist nisi sit possibile 
infinitum. Equally undisputed is it that the Absolute Being is 
perfectly simple, that" in it being, power, action, volition ... 
are one and the same." The possible and the actual, in short, 
identical in God, must be coextensive in the temporal order. 
Hence an infinity of beings and of worlds must exist, in all pos
sible modes. "We insult the infinite cause when we say that it 
may be the cause of a finite effect; to a finite effect it can have 
neither the name nor the relation of an efficient cause." 
Hence, more specifically, it is impossible that the quantity of 
matter should be finite, or that, beyond the traditional bound-
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aries of th~ heavens, there should be naught but empty space 
- a yawnmg chasm of unrealized possibility of being. Of the 
endlessly numerous worlds thus demonstrated to exist some 
Bruno ~dd.s else~here, must be even more magnifice~t tha~ 
ours, With mhabxtants superior to the terrestrial race.ao · 

In a passage in which essentially the same reasoning is less 
formally presented, the sources of it become still more clearly 
apparent thro~gh Bruno's repetition of the stock phrases and 
metaphors whxch we have already noted in earlier writers: 

Why should or how can we suppose the divine potency to be idle? Wh 
~hould we s.ay t~at the ~ivine goodness, which is capable of commu~icatin y 
Itself t~ an mfimty of thmgs and of pouring itself forth without limit, is nig~ 
g('a~dly. · · · Why should that centre of deity which is able to expand itself 
1f ~~ m~y betso expressed) into an infinite sphere, remain barren, as if it were 
enV!o~s. Why ~houl.d the infinite capacity be frustrated, the possibility of 
the .ex1st?nce of mfim~e worlds ~e cheated, the perfection of the divine image 
b~ 1mpa1r.ed - that Image wh1ch ought rather to be reflected back in a 
m1rror as .u~1measurable as itself? , .. Why should we assert what is so full 
of ab.surdiUes ~nd, while it in no wise promotes religion faith morals or 
law, 1s destructive of so many principles of philosophy? n' ' ' 

.E!sewhere the proof is made to rest more directly and ex
plicitly upon the principle of sufficient reason. If there was as 
we must suppose, a reason why the place occupied by ~ur 
planet should be filled, there was still more reason why all 
other places ~qu~lly capable of occupancy should be filled; and 
there Is nothmg m the nature of space which restricts the num
ber of such P.laces. In general, "in so far as there is a reason 
~hy s~me fimte good, some limited perfection, should be, there 
Is ~ still gre~ter reason. why an infinite good should. be; for, 
whde the fimte good exists because its existence is suitable and 
reasonable, the infinite good exists with absolute necessity" 
True, the noti~n of" infinite good" can be applied in stric.t
~ess ?nly to ~n.mco:~o~eal perfection; but "what prevents the 
I~fimty ~ha.t ts Imphcit m the absolutely simple and undivided 
First Prmc1pl~ from becoming explicit in this its infinite and 
unbou~~ed Simulacrum, capable of containing innumerable 
worl?s. Not, adds Bruno here, that mere spatial extension or 
phystcal ~ag.nitude has in i.tself any "dignity" whereby . 
should be 1.n Itself an expression of the perfection of the First 
Cause. It Is really because of the necessity for the realization 
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of the full Scale of Being that there must be an infinity of 
worlds to afford room for such a complete deployment of the 
possibles. "The excellence of the natures and corporeal 
species" could not otherwise be sufficiently manifested; "for it 
is incomparably better that Infinite Excellence should express 
itself in innumerable individuals than in some finite number of 
them. . . . Because of the countless grades of perfection in 
which the incorporeal divine Excellence must needs manifest 
itself in a corporeal manner, there must be countless individ
uals such as are those great living beings of which our divine 
mother, the Earth, is one." 82 

With this we encounter once more the usual argument for 
optimism. "That is perfect which consists of many parts, dis
posed in a fixed sequence and closely joined together." It is 
therefore "not permissible to carp at the vast edifice of the 
mighty Architect because there are in nature some things that 
are not best, or because monsters are to be found in more than 
one species. For whatever is small, trivial or mean serves to 
complete the splendor of the whole." There can be no" grade 
of being which, in its own place in the series, is not good in rela
tion to the whole body." 33 

The deterministic implications of all this are clearly recog
nized and are drawn out in much the same form as they had 
been by Abelard more than four centuries before. Since God 
is immutable, and since in him potency and act are one, 

there is no contingency in his operation; but a determinate and certain 
effect immutably follows from a determinate and certain cause; so that he 
cannot be other than he is, nor have any possibility other than that which 
he has, nor will other than what he actually wills, nor do aught other than 
what he does. For the distinction between the potential and the actual is 
pertinent only to beings that are subject to change." 

In the other aspects of Bruno's philosophy we are not here 
interested; but it is perhaps well to avert possible misunder
standing by pointing out that it iS not solely the strain in me
dieval thought connected with the principles of plenitude and 
sufficient reason, or with the idea of the divine "goodness," 
that is manifest in his doctrine. While this element in the tra
ditional complex is developed freely and consistently, certain 
other ingredients quite incongruous with it are likewise re-
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tained ~nd are equally emphasized. Thus, for example, the 
Bru?oman Absol~te, th?ugh on the one hand essentially gen
erati~e, a~d manifested m the multitudinous abundance of the 
creat~on, Is also tra~scendent, self-sufficient, indivisible, time
less, meffable, and Incomprehensible, all its attributes being 
completely negative to all those of the world we know and 
even, to our ~nderstandings, self-contradictory. The in;rinsi
cally contra~Ict?ry nature of the general medieval conception 
of. God.' wh1c~ Is p~esent but judiciously obscured and mini
~zed m a wnter hke. Th?mas Aquinas, is by Bruno ostenta
twusly paraded; for him, m one very characteristic mood the 
greater the paradox, the better the doctrine. ' 

The one Perfect and Best Being ... does not include itself for it is not 
greater t~an itself;. it is not included by itself, for it is not les~ than itself 
· · •. I.t IS a term~~ s~ch wise that it is not a term; it is form in such wis~ 
~ha.t It~~ not for?'; 1t 1s matter in such wise that ic is not matter. . . . In 
Its mfimte duration the hour does not differ from the day, the day from the 
year, the year from the century, the century from the moment. . . . Thou 
canst not m.ore nearly approach to a likeness to the Infinite· by being a man 
than. by bemg ~n ant; no~ more ne~r~y by being a star than by being a 
man, · · · form the Infimte these d1stmctions are indifferent- and what 
I sa~ of these I. mean to .i~ply of all the other distinctions whereby thin s 
su

1
bSIS)t as pa~tlcu~ar. entitles (intmdo di tutt~ /' altre case di sussisten~a par~

co are · • · · Smce m It centre does not differ from circumference we rna 
safely .affirm that the universe is all centre, or that the centre of 'the un!. 
;erse IS everywhere and th~ ~ircumference nowhere, in so far as it differs 
rhom the centre; or contranw1se, that the circumference is everywhere and 

t e centre nowhere.u 

Bruno, too, in short, had, like Plotinus and like the Schoolmen 
at least two Gods, whose properties and functions no mind 
could conceivably reconcile. And at times when the strain of 
these :ontradictions beco~es too great eve~ for him, Bruno all 
but yields to the temptatwn to acosmism, which, as has been 
remar~e~, was . ~ever ,;ery far from any philosopher of the 
Plat?ms~Ic trad1t1?n. All that constitutes diversity, all that 
cor:sl~ts .m genera.t10n, corr.uption, al.t~ration and change, is not 
en~It), IS ~lOt .Bemg, but IS a condltlon and circumstance of 
~em~, W~1ch 1s one, .et~. . . . Whatsoever makes multiplicity 
m thmgs lS not w~at lS,,ls n?t ~he thing itself (Ia cosa), but only 
the appearance m ,.,.h1ch 1t 1s represented to the sense 
All that constitutes difference and number e puro accide~t~,· ~ 
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pur a figura, e pur a complessione." 36 All this, of course, is utterly 
contrary to the side of Bruno's doctrine which has occupied us 
here - the thesis that there is in the absolute essence a real 
necessity of the real existence of all possible things to the maxi
mal possible degree of diversity. So too in Bruno's ethics, as 
illustrated, for example, in the Eroicijurori, much of the other
worldly or anti-naturalistic strain persists. He represents, in 
short, nearly all aspects of the complex of preconceptions cur
rent in medieval philosophy. But he makes the meaning of 
each of these preconceptions, as well as the incongruity of the 
whole compound, far clearer than ever before, by developing 
each with bold and rigorous logic within its own sphere, and 
with a fine indifference to any lack of harmony between it and 
any of the others. And the result, among other things, was a 
supposed proof, from strictly traditional and medieval prem
ises, of a conclusion which meant the destruction of the · me
dieval picture of the physical universe- and therewith of 
much else that was inseparably associated with it. 

The three greatest astronomers of Bruno's own and the suc
ceeding generation- Tycho Brahe, Kepler, Galileo- all, 
at least ostensibly, rejected the doctrines both of the infinity 
and the "plurality" of worlds; but they all more or less defi
nitely accepted the first of the five new theses- i. e., that of 
the plurality of inhabited globes within our solar system.37 

Galileo in his actual belief, it is fairly certain, inclined to the 
Brunonian view; he remarks with emphasis in the Dialogue on 
the Two Principal Systems of the World that "no one has ever 
proved that the world is finite and of a definite shape." 38 

Nevertheless his spokesman in the dialogue formally concedes 
to the Aristotelian interlocutor that in fact the universe " is 
finite and spherical in form and therefore has a centre." 39 

But when the question is raised whether, assuming that there 
are inhabitants on the moon, they are like those upon the 
earth or quite dissimil'ar from them, Galileo clearly betrays the 
influence upon his mind of the principle of plenitude. We 
have, he points out, no "sure observations" to decide the mat
ter; and the astronomer as such cannot affirm a thing to exist 
merely because it is logically possible (per una semplice non re-
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{'ug~~;:a). Yet, Galileo adds, if he is asked what his" primary 
mtu1t10n and pure natural r~ason .tel~s him as to there being 
produced upon the moon thmgs stmllar to or different from 
those known to us here," he is constrained to answer "that 
they ~re entirely di~er~,nt and to ';Is wholly unimaginable"; 
for th1s appears to h1m to be required by the richness of Na
ture and the omnipotence of its Creator and Governor." 60 It 
was~ therefore, not because he rejected in principle all con
clusiOns based upon considerations of this kind that Galileo 
failed to champion openly the larger theses which Bruno had 
drawn from the same premises. 

But. it is to be noted that precisely these more profound in
nova~10ns in cosmological ideas were well fitted to reinforce 
certam characteristic ~trains in the traditional religion. For 
example, one of the chief themes of the Christian moralist had 
always been the virtue of humility. Pride, the initial sin, first 
sou~ce of all ou~ woes, could never be sufficiently inveighed 
as:amst. A medteval or early modern write~, discoursing on 
this theme, could emJ?loy a st;tpposed cosmographical fact (as 
we have seen Monta1gne domg) to point his moral: man's 
~!most ce.ntral, a~d therefore all but lowest, place in the en
tire creation. Thts astronomical reason for humility, as has 
been alre.ady rema~ked, the new astronomy destroyed. But 
~he ~octrme of the mcalculable vastness, still more that of the 
mfinit~, of the world provided a substitute; if man's position in 
the universe was no longer peculiarly degraded, his littleness, 
at all events, was more apparent than ever. To make man 
thus sensible of his inexpressible unimportance, in so far as he 
~as regarded merely as a part of nature, might well prepare 
him to. walk humbly with his God; and, as we shall presently 
see, this adaptability of the more extreme new theses in cos
mography to the uses of edification clearly did much to render 
them more acceptable in comparatively orthodox circles in the 
seventeenth century than they might have been expected to 
prove. T~ose who held them chiefly, no doubt, on other 
gr~u~ds, di? no~ fail to point out their value for purposes of 
rehg10us edtficatiOn. 

After the. fifth decade of the seventeenth century, not only 
the Copernican but also the Brunonian theses had the advan-
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tage of the support of the most influential philosopher of the 
age. Mindful of Galileo's condemnation, Descartes, who had 
no taste for martyrdom, was always careful, in defending the 
Copernican system, to refer to it as a "fable" or mere "hy
pothesis," which, indeed, agreed with the known facts better 
than any other, but need not on that account be regarded as 
true; but no reader can have been in doubt either as to the 
logical outcome of the philosopher's arguments or as to his 
actual opinion.41 But Descartes showed trot even this cautious 
reserve with respect to what might have seemed greater here
sies, but which in fact, as he was careful to note," the Cardinal 
of Cusa and several other doctors" had adopted sans qu'i/s 
aient jamais ete repris de r Egtise de ce sujet" 42 - the rejection of 
the enveloping sphere and the assertion of the infinity of in
habited worlds. For the conclusions that the fixed stars are at 
varying distances from the sun and that the distance between 
the nearest of them and the orbit of Saturn is incalculably 
greater than the diameter of the earth's orbit, Descartes. gives 
ostensibly astronomical reasons, but even these reasons were 
evidently strengthened in his mind by their congruity with the 
principle of plenitude; and upon that premise chiefly rested his 
further assurance of the existence of innumerable other stars 
and systems invisible to us. It is "much more suitable to be
lieve" this than "to suppose that the power of the Creator is so 
imperfect that no such stars can exist." 43 In short the pre
sumption from which we must reason, where other evidence is 
unavailable, is that what, so far as we can judge, is capable of 
being, is. The production of an infinity of worlds was possible 
to the Creator; and the principle which we must always ac
cept in such matters is that the possibility has been realized. 

We must ever keep before our eyes the infinity of the power and goodness 
of God, and not fear to fall into error by imagining his works to be too great, 
too fair and too perfect; on the contrary, we must take care lest, by supposing 
limits (of which we have no certain knowledge) to exist [in God's works] we 
may seem to be insufficiently sensible of the greatness and power of the 
Creator." 

From these doctrines of the new cosmography Descartes drew 
moral and religious lessons of a sufficiently edifying and by no 
means novel sort. They furnished him, as the older theory had 
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furnished Montaigne, with reasons for rejecting the anthropo
centric teleology with which many theologians had naively 
flattered the pride of man. "It is not at all probable that all 
things have been made for us in such a way that God had no 
other end in view in making them .... We cannot doubt that 
there is an infinity of things which exist now in the world, or 
which formerly existed and have now ceased to be, which have 
never been seen by any man or been of use to any." 46 When 
Montaigne had inveighed against" pride," it had hardly been 
from otherworldly motives; having a profound temperamental 
antipathy to everything stilted, pretentious, affected, and a 
penetrating sense of the comedy of human existence, he had 
delighted in pricking the bubble of man's vanity and putting 
him in his undistinguished but not unsuitable nor, if he will 
adapt himself to it, unenjoyable place in nature. Descartes, 
however, uses his astronomical conceptions as a corrective of 
our self-esteem in quite another spirit; he illustrates the under
lying affinity, already pointed out, between the new cosmo
graphical conceptions, especially in their extreme or Brunonian 
form, and what was, after all, the fundamental thing in the 
traditional religious temper, namely, its otherworldliness. 
Writing in I 645 to the Princess Elizabeth, he enumerates four 
principles of the understanding which should guide us in the 
conduct of life; the third of these is that the universe is infinite. 
Meditation upon this teaches us modesty and helps "to de
tach our affections from the things of this world." "For if a 
man imagine that beyond the heavens there exist nothing but 
imaginary spaces, and that all the heavens are made solely for 
the sake of the earth, and the earth for the benefit of man, the 
result is that he comes to think that this earth is our principal 
dwelling-place and this life the best that is attainable by us; 
and also that, instead of recognizing the perfections which we 
really possess, he attributes to other creatures imperfections 
which do not belong to them, in order to raise himself above 
them." 48 

It was probably to the vogue of Cartesianism rather than to 
any direct influence of the writings of Bruno that the rapidly 
growing acceptance of the theories of the plurality and infinity 
of worlds in the second half of the seventeenth century was 
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chiefly due. How completely it was possible for even learned 
authors to forget the pioneers of the new cosmography and to 
transfer to Descartes the whole credit for it may be s~en from 
Addison's Latin oration on the new astronomy dehvered at 
Oxford in x6g3. It was Descartes, said. Addison, .wh.o "de
stroyed those orbs of glass which the whims of ant1qu1ty. h~d 
fix d above" and "scorned to be any longer bounded w1thm 

e f A . 1' ld " 47 the straits and crystalline walls o an nstote 1c wor . 
In England Henry More became fo.r a time.the most zealous 

defender of the infinity of worlds. H1s adoption of the theory 
apparently owed something to D:scartes' :ecent exampl~, 
though More, steeped both in Plotmus and m the Schola~t1c 
philosophers, needed no other sources. than these ~o prov1de 
the grounds of his argument. How s1mply and d1rectly the 
new conception of the phys~cal world .coul.d be drawn ~rom 
familiar and orthodox med1eval prennses 1s as cle.arly lllu~
trated in More's poetic version of the argument as m Bruno s 

reasonings. 

If God's omnipotent, 
And this omnipotent God be everywhere, 
Where'er he is, then can he eas'ly vent 
His mighty virtue thorough all ~x~ent, : .. 
Unless omnipotent power we Wllltmpatr 
And say that empty space his working can debar .. 
Wherefore this precious sweet ethereall dew, 
For ought we know, God each where did distil 
And thorough all that hollow voidne~s thr~w, 
And the wide gaping drought therewith dtd fill, 
His endless overflowing goodness spill 
In every place; which streight h.e did co~trive 
Int' infinite severall worlds, as h1s best skt!l 
Did him direct and creatures could receive: . 
For matter infinite needs infinite worlds must g1ve. 
The centre of each severall world's a sunne 
With shining beams and kindly warming heat, 
About whose radiant crown the planets runne, 
Like reeling moths about a candle light; 
These all together, one world I conceit. 
And that even infinite such worlds there be, 
That inexhausted Good that God is bight, 
A full sufficient reason is to me, 
Who simple Goodnesse make the highest Deity." 
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More's disciple Gla~vill, res~ting the argument in prose
perhaps a less appropnate medmm - reduces it to a sentence: 
"to affirm t~at goodness is infinite, where what it doth and in
tends to do lS but finite," is simply" a contradiction." But the 
same conclusion can be justified on other grounds: 

Yea, ~he Scripture affirms that which is the very strength of mine argu
ment, _vu: •• , ~at God made all things best. . . . It had been far more 
splendtd, glortous and magnificent for God to have made the universe com
mensurate with his own immensity, and to have produced effects of his 
~ower and greatness wherever he himself is, viz., in infinite space and dura
non, ~han .to ?ave confined his omnipotence to work only in one little spot 
of an mfi~tte mane ca~acity, and to begin to act but t'other day. Thus the 
late creation, and fimteness, of the world seem to conflict with the un
doubted oracle of truth." 

In Pascal we have the curious combination of a refusal to 
~ccept the Copernican hypothesis with an unequivocal asser
tiOn of the Brunonian. Between the Ptolemaic, the Coperni
can, a~d. the T~chonic arrangement of the solar system Pascal 
found 1t tmposstble to decide. All three agreed with the visible 
appea~ances which they were designed to explain; "who, then, 
can, Without danger of error, support any one of these theories 
to the prejudice of the others?" 60 Yet no man was ever more 
obsessed with the thought of the infinite magnitude of the 
world than Pascal, and none ever dilated upon it more elo
quently .. He mo:e than rivals Bruno in this, yet (for the most 
part) wlth. precisely ~he ?Pposite. motive and temper. In 
Bru~o th.e 1d~a of ~he m_fimty of thmgs, in extent, in number, 
and m ~lverstty, giVes nse to an intense aesthetic admiration 
and ~nJoyment; he seems to expand emotionally with the 
magmtude _of the objects upon which he expatiates. This 
passes ov~r mto a ~ood ~f religiou.s ad_oration; but it is usually 
an essentlal~y cos~cal ptety, findmg Its object in the creative 
ene.rgy mamfested m the sensible universe. The same is, in the 
~~m, true of. He~ry __ 1:fore. But to Pascal's imagination the 
VIston of the znfim cree 1s not exhilarating but oppressive; he, 
even mor~ .than Descartes, dwells upon it because it belittles 
and humihates man and baffles his understanding. In his 
k?owledge of nature- such is the burden of that familiar 
pzece of gloomy eloquence in the Pensees - man finds only a 
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reason for self-abasement; for what it chiefly shows him is" the 
disproportion between what is and what he is." 

Let him look upon that resplendent luminary set like an everlasting lamp 
to lighten the universe; let him remember that the earth is but a speck in 
comparison with the vast circuit which this star describes; and let him then 
consider with amazement that this circuit is itself no wider than a pin
point beside that which is embraced by the stars that roll in the firmament. 
But if our sight stops here, let imagination pass beyond; wit will weary of 
conceiving before nature wearies of providing it with objects to conceive. 
The whole of this visible world is only an imperceptible fleck in the ample 
bosom of nature. No idea of ours can approach it. In vain we swell our 
conceptions beyond all imaginable distances; our minds still give birth but 
to atoms, in comparison with the reality of things. It is an infinite sphere 
of which the centre is everywhere and the circumference nowhere. Finally, 
it is the chief sensible manifestation of the omnipotence of God; let our 
imagination, then, lose itself in the thought of it. . . . Let man think of 
himself as one who has strayed into this out-of-the-way corner of nature, and, 
from this narrow prison in which he finds himself lodged - I mean the 
universe - let him learn to estimate at their just value the earth, king
doms, cities, and himself. What is a man, in the midst of infinity?s1 

To bring man thus to think meanly of himself is, it is true, 
only one side of Pascal's purpose. His simple rule of procedure 
in dealing with a race whose self-estimates always tend to one 
excess or to the other, Pascal has told us: "s'il se vante, je 
l'abaisse; s'il s'abaisse, je le vante; et je contredis toujours, 
jusqu'a ce qu'il comprenne qu'il est un monstre incompre
hensible." 62 Reflection upon the infinity of the physical world 
is thus, ostensibly, merely a support for one of the opposed 
theses which make the antinomy of human nature: "misere et 
grandeur de l'homme." The compensatory consideration is 
that of the superior dignity of "thought" - even the most 
transitory and ineffectual thought - over insensible matter, 
however vast and however potent. "All the bodies that exist, 
the firmament, the stars, the earth and its kingdoms, are of 
less value than the least of minds; for it is aware of them, and 
of itself- while they are aware of nothing." "By virtue of 
space I am comprehended and engulfed in the universe as a 
mere point; but by virtue of thought I comprehend it." 53 

Yet to stop with this would be, after all, to leave the last word 
to the more cheerful side of the antinomy, which Pascal has no 
mind to do. While "all man's dignity lies in thought," and 
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while "thought is in its nature a thing admirable and incom
parable,'' in its actual operation in man it is a fatuous thing· 
"il.fallait qu'elle e\it d'etranges defauts pour etre m~prisable; 
malS elle en a de tels que rien n'est plus ridicule." 54 And the 
assumption of t~e infinity of the universe once more provides a 
means of abasmg man, by showing him the futility of his 
noblest ~ndowment. The natural office and aspiration of 
thought 1s to understand; but a reality that is infinite is neces
~aril~ ~nintelligible. "For want of having contemplated these 
mfimttes, ~en have set forth rashly upon the investigation of 
nature, as 1fthere were some proportion between it and them." 
But ~ter they have once truly faced the immensity of even the 
physical world, they must inevitably be plunged into "an 
eter~al d~spair of ~ver knowi~g either the beginning or the end 
of thmg~ ; they '":Ill be certam o.nly that no assurance et jermete, 
no certam and sohd knowledge, 1s attainable by them through 
the . use of thei: natu~al intellectual powers. "This .being 
reahzed, men will, I thmk, remain at rest each in the state in 
which nature has placed him. This middie position which has 
fallen to our lot being equally removed from the two extremes 
[of infinity and nonentity], what matters it that a man should 
have a little more u.nder.standing of things?" It is not merely, 
~or P~scal, that an mfimte world is too big to be exhaustively 
mvesttgated by us- though that of itself he declares means 
h . ' , 

t at no smgle part of it can be really understood, since "its 
parts all are so related and interlinked with one another that 
it is impossible to know the parts without knowing the whole 
o: the wh~le without knowing all the parts." 66 The still deeper 
difficulty.Is that the very notion of infinite number or magni
tude, ~h1c? we know to be truly predicable of reality, at the 
same tlme mvolves our thought in insoluble antinomies. "We 
know that there is an infinite and we are ignorant of its na
ture." Thus, "we know that it is false that numbers are finite 
therefore it is true that a numerical infinite exists· but we d~ 
not know what it is. It is false that it is odd, it is f;lse that it is 
even; nevertheless, it is a number, and every number is either 
o??. or ~ve?." Plunged thus into mysteries and inconceiva
bthttes m Its contemplation of mere nature the reflective 
mind will be neither surprised nor rebellious ~hen it encoun-
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ters them in religion. God is like the physical infinite, a being 
"of ,,·hom it is possible to know that he is, without knowing 
what he is"- except in so far as supernatural means of at
taining a certain practical knowledge of him are vouchsafed 
to us:;t; 

Pascal's use of the assumption of the world's infinity is, how
ever, arbitrary, not to say malicious; he employs it when it fits 
his mood and in so far as it serves his purpose of chastening 
man's pride, but he characteristically ignores the supposition 
-common enough in his time and usually regarded as a corol
lary of the former assumption - that these infinite worlds are 
populated. To a Bruno, even to a Kepler with his walled 
universe, the race that occupies this planet has no lack of com
pany, though it unfortunately possesses no means of communi
cating with its neighbors on other globes; and thus these and 
many other writers of the period could look out upon the 
reaches of stellar space with a cheerful sense of the ubiquity 0f 
conscious life and enjoyment. But Pascal seems to conceive of 
mankind as alone in a dead infinity of matter that travels end
lessly upon its barren rounds, without thought or understand
ing, wi_th naught in it that is akin to man. "L'eternel silence 
de ces espaces infinis m'effraie." But if he had thought other
wise, had permitted himself to consider seriously the implica
tions of the theory of a plurality of worlds, Pascal would have 
been faced by difficulties to him more embarrassing than this 
feeling of solitude in the physical world. For the intellectual 
basis of the religious convictions in which he found escape 
from the pessimism and scepticism which the spectacle of mere 
nature bred, lay (apart from the argument of the wager) al
most wholly in the belief in the reality of a supernatural revela
tion through the history of Judaism and Christianity and the 
documents in which that history is recorded. That belief 
\\'Ould, for reasons already suggested, have been somewhat 
difficult to adjust to the assumption of the existence through
out the infinity of space of countless other races of rational and 
presumably sinful beings. 

Pascal better than any other writer makes evident a certain 
ironic aspect of the history of the principle of plenitude. That 
principle, we have seen, primarily tended towards, and was 
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~o~genial ~o, what I have called the this-worldly type of re
ligi~us feelmg and moral temper; for it implied the genuine 
reality and the metaphysical necessity of the sensible world· it 
found in the creation of such a world an actual enhancem~nt 
of the divine p:rfecti~n; and it served, for century after cen
t~ry, ~ the chief basis of the arguments for optimism. Yet 
smce It seemed to make the world literally infinite, its conse
quences. could, as has also been pointed out, easily be turned to 
the service of ot~erworld~ine~s; and it was upon this possibility 
of. the astronomical application of the conception that Pascal 
seized. .Again, the pr~nciple at bottom was, as has already ap
peared m numerous mstances, the manifestation of a kind of 
r~tionalism; it expressed the conviction that there is an essen
~Ial re~ona~l~ness in the nature of reality, a sufficient ground 
m the mte!hgible world for everything that concretely exists. 
But w~e~ It was construed as implying the real existence of a 
quantitative or numerical infinite, it seemed rather to make 
realit~ essentially alien to man's reason, permeated through
out With paradoxes and contradictions. He who thus followed 
the principle of sufficient reason to what appeared to be its ulti
mate consequence, found his conclusion destructive of the 
ass~mption from.which it had been derived. He might thus be 
eas~ly converted mto such a pyrrhonien accompli as made, in Pas
cal s eyes, the most hopeful material for a chretien soumis. 

In the last quarter of the seventeenth century the triumph of 
the new cosmographical ideas was rapid; and by the first or 
second decade of the eighteenth century not only the Coperni
can theory of the solar system but also the belief in other in
habited planets and in the plurality of worlds seems to have 
been ~ommonly accepted even in highly orthodox circles. The 
Entrette~ sur Ia pluralite des mondes (z686) of Fontenelle no 
~oubt did more than any other single writing to diffuse these 
Ideas a.mong the educated classes generally. Of no book was 
t~e levtty of the manner ev~r more incongruous with the mag
mtude of the theme; to this, no doubt, was in great measure 
due th~ success of the Entretiens as an oeuvre de vulgarisation. Its 
vogue m England was scarcely less than in France. 67 The first 
English translation was published within two years and a 
dozen other editions of this or other versions appeared in the 
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course of the following century. Fontenelle's arguments for the 
presence of "inhabitants" (which appears usually to mean 
intelligent beings) on other bodies of our system, and for the 
hypothesis that all the fixed stars are centres of systems of in
habited planets, are chiefly four. In part he relies upon a 
simple argument from analogy, which probably derived its 
plausibility from its approximation to the inference from (sup
posed) identity of cause to identity of effects. "You grant" 
- so he sums up this argument - "that when two things are 
like one another in all those things that appear to you, it is 
possible that they may be like one another in those things that 
are not visible, if you have not some good reason to believe 
otherwise." Now this, continues Fontenelle, passing some
what easily from "possible" to "probable," is "the way of 
reasoning I have made use of. The moon, say I, is inhabited 
because she is like the earth; and the other planets are in
habited because they are like the moon." 1>8 About the popu
lation of the moon Fontenelle is not, in fact, altogether serious; 
he recognizes that the absence of a lunar atmosphere renders 
it doubtful, and finally adopts the theory only to please his 
Marquise. But with regard to the other planets of our system 
the contention is seriously advanced, and on the same ground 
it is maintained that the other suns probably have planets 
about them, which are the abodes of life. This, of course, is 
the argument from analogy at its lowest level; it has no real 
probative force. At times Fontenelle recognizes that this part 
of his reasoning amounts to little more than asking "Why 
not?" and so thrusting the burden of proof upon the other 
side. The second argument is that from the analogy of na
ture on this pl,net to probable conditions elsewhere. We 
see from our own observation and from the recent disclosures 
of the microscope that nature tends to crowd all matter with 
life, so that "every grain of sand" sustains millions of living 
creatures. "Why, then, should nature, which is fruitful to 
excess here, be so very barren in the rest of the planets?" This, 
however, should not be assumed to be a mere multiplication of 
the same models. "Nature hates repetitions," and diversifies 
her products in each of the inhabited worlds. This dissimi
larity increases with the distance, "for whosoever should see an 
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inhabitant of the moon and inhabitant of the earth would S()(.)n 
perceive that they were nearer neighbors than one of the earth 
and one of Sa turn." &v 

But th~ argu~ent rests much more heavily upon the other 
two cons1derat10ns, both already traditional, and both in 
essence applications of the principle of sufficient reason. The 
first of these is the argument from the irrational wastefulness, 
the. wanton squandering of opportunities, which we must 
acnbe to the Author of Nature, if we accept the conclusions of 
astronomy as. to the e~tent of ~he universe, and then suppose 
th~t only a tmy fr.actlOn of this extent is occupied by living 
thmgs. And there Is fin~lly the almost conclusive presumption 
draw~ from the theologtcal ~octrine of the infinity and good
ness (m the. sense of fecundity) of the Absolute Being from 
whom all thmgs proceed. In short, Fontenelle observes in his 
pr.eface, "!'idee de la diversite infinie que la Nature doit avoir 
mts dans ses ouvrages, regne dans tout le livre" - an idea 
which certainly "cannot be disputed by any philosopher." 
The conc.lusion drawn is, Fontenelle grants, only a probable 
one; but It has a probability of approximately the same order 
as that of the f?rmer existence of Alexander. Neither is capable 
of demonstrative proof; but all that we know is favorable to the 
supposition, and there is nothing whatever against it. 

You have all the proofs you could desire in a like matter: the entire re
semblan~e. of the planets with the earth, which is inhabited, the impossibility 
of co~ce1vmg any other use for which they were created, the fecundity and 
magmficence of nature, the certain regard she seems to have had to the 
necessities of their inhabitants, as in giving moons to those planets remote 
from the sun. 

. U ~on ~he effect of the belief in the plurality of worlds on the 
1magmat10n Fontenelle touches playfully. His Marquise pro
t~sts that the spectacle of the world which the philosopher has 
dtsclosed to her is "dreadful." The philosopher is not down
hearted. 

Dreadful, Madam, said I; I think it very pleasant. When the heavem 
wer~ a little blue arch, stuck with stars, methought the universe was too 
~trait. and close; I was almost stifled for want of air; but now it is enlarged 
m he1ght and breadth and a thousand vortexes taken in. I begin to breathe 
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with more freedom, and I think the universe to be incomparably more 
magnificent than it was before.80 

But this, of course, is a purely aesthetic consolation - and 
that only for those whose taste values bigness and variety more 
than simplicity and intelligibility and perfection of form. The 
effect of the enlargement of the world upon man's active na
ture is, Fontenelle admits, depressing. It affords a justification 
for doing nothing, since it makes all human achievement seem 
of infinitesim.al consequence. "We must confess," concludes 
the Marquise, "that we scarce know where we are, in the 
midst of so many worlds; for my own part, I begin to see the 
earth so fearfully little, that I believe that from henceforth I 
shall never be concerned at all for anything. That we so 
eagerly desire to make ourselves great, that we are always 
designing, always troubling and harassing ourselves, is cer
tainly because we are ignorant what these vortexes are; but 
now I hope my new lights will in part justify my laziness, and 
when anyone reproaches me with carelessness, I will answer, 
Ah, did you but know what the fixed stars are I" 

Many Englishmen, and perhaps most English clergymen, of 
the early eighteenth century derived their general notions of 
astronomy largely from William Derham's Astro- Theology, or a 
Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God from a Survey of the 
Heavens (1715). The book appeared under royal patronage, 
and its author was a Canon of Windsor and a Boyle Lecturer, 
as well as a Fellow of the Royal Society. It thus presumably 
represented a position officially approved by the orthodoxy of 
the time, theological as well as scientific. Derham unequivo
cally supports the infinitist cosmography, which, under the 
name of the" New System," he carefully distinguishes from the 
Copernican. It 
is the same as the Copernican as to the Systeme of the Sun and its Planets. 
. . . But then whereas the Copernican Hypothesis supposeth the Firma· 
mcnt of the Fixt Stars to be the Bounds of the Universe,. and to be placed at 
an equal Distance from its Center the Sun; The New Systeme supposeth 
that there are many other Systemes of Suns and Planets, besides that in which 
we have our residence: namely that every Fixt Star is a Sun, and encom· 
passed with a Systeme of Planets, both Primary and Secondary, as well as 
ours. . . . In all probability there are many of them [Systemes of the Uni
verse], even as many as there are Fixt Stao, which are without number. 
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:'-nd Derham holds that all the planets (including the moon) 
m our own sy~,tem, and all those in the infinity of other solar 
systems, a_re Places, as accommodated for Habitation, so 
st~cke~, w1th proper Inhabitants." This "New System" he 
thmks far _the most rational and probable of any"; and his 
first and ch1ef reason for this opinion is the usual theoloo-lcal 
one: o· 

_[This System] is far the most magnificent of any; and worthy of an in
finite CREATOR: whose Power and Wisdom, as they are without bounds and 
measure, so may in all probability exert themselves in the Creation of many 
Systemes, as well as one. And as Myriads of Systemes are more for the 
Glory of Goo, and ;more demonstrate his Attributes, than one, 50 it is no less 
pr?~able tha.n _PO~lble, there may be many besides this which we have the 
Pr1vtlege of hvmg m.•1 

~nd the moral_which is drawn from the "New System" is pre
Cisely ~at wh1ch the medieval writers and the early anti
Copermcans had drawn from the Ptolemaic: 

From the consi?eration of the prodigious Magnitude and Multitude of 
the Heavenly Bod1es, and the far more noble Furniture and Retinue which 
some of them have more than we, we may learn not to overvalue this world 
not to set our hearts too much upon it, or upon any of its Riches Honours' 
or Pl~asures. For what is all .o~r Globe but a Point, a Trifle t~ the Uni~ 
verse· a Ball.not so much as v1s1ble among the greatest part of the Heavens 
namely the F1~t Stars. A~d if Magnitude or Retinue may dignify a Planet: 
Saturn. or ]up1ter may cla1m the preference; or if Proximity to the most 
magmficent Globe of all the Systeme, to the Fountain of Light and Heat 
to the ?enter, c~n ~onour and aggrandize a Planet, then Mercury and Vtnu; 
can cla1m that d1gmty. H, therefore, our World be one of the inferior paru 
of our Systeme, why should we inordinately seek and desire it?n 

Derha~,. however, adds the pleasant suggestion that among 
the prmctp~! ~dvantages of" the Heavenly State" will be im
~roved facll1t1es for astronomical observation- or explora
tiOn. 

We are naturally ple~sed with new things, we take great Pains, undergo 
danger~us V~ya~es, to v1ew other countries: with great Delight we hear of 
new D1scover1es m the Heavens, and view these glorious Bodies with great 
Pleasure through our Glasses .. With what pleasure, then, shall departed, 
happy So~Js survey the most d1stant Regions of the Universe, and view all 
t~ose glonous Globes thereof, and their noble Appendages with a nearer 
~~~ ) 

r 
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Further evidence of the currency of the same hypothesis in 
the most respectable and orthodox circles by the beginning of 
the eighteenth century is to be seen in Sir Richard Blackmore's 
Creation ( 1 71 2). Blackmore is one of the most ridiculed of 
eighteenth-century poets; he had the ill luck to draw upon 
himself the animosity of both Dennis and Pope, besides lesser 
satirists. Yet his Creation, which seems to most readers now one 
of the most tedious of the didactic poems of an age of tedious 
didactic poetry, was much admired by many of his contem
poraries and eighteenth-century successors. Addison said of it 
(Spectator, 339): "It was undertaken with so good an intention, 
and is executed with so great a mastery, it deserves to be 
looked upon as one of the most useful and noble productions in 
our English verse. The reader cannot but be pleased to find 
the depths of philosophy enlivened with all the charms of 
poetry, and to see so great a strength of reason, amidst so 
beautiful a redundancy of the imagination." Even Dennis 
described the Creation as " a philosophical poem which has 
equalled that of Lucretius in the beauty of its versification, and 
infinitely surpassed it in the solidity and strength of its reason
ing"; and Dr. Johnson compared it with Pope's philosophical 
poems to the disadvantage of the latter. The Creation, then, is, 
in point of vogue and contemporary reputation, one of the im
portant philosophical poems of the century. 

Blackmore on the whole accepts the Copernican theory, 
though he seems to waver on the question a little. But about 
the plurality of worlds he has no doubts. 

Yet is this mighty system, which contains 
So many worlds, such vast etherial plains, 
But one of thousands, which compose the whole, 
Perhaps as glorious, and of worlds as full. 

All these illustrious worlds, and .many more 
Which by the tube astronomers explore ; 
And millions which the world can ne'er descry 
Lost in the wilds of vast immensity, 
Are suns, are centers, whose superior sway 
Planets of various magnitude obey." 

And he finds it- for pretty much the reasons which Milton 
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forty years before had rejected - impossible to doubt that 
these other bodies are inhabited. 

When we on faithful nature's care reflect 
And her exhaustless energy respect, . . . ' 
We may pronounce each orb sustains a race 
Of living things adapted to the place. . . . 
Wer~ all the stars, those beauteous realms of light, 
At distance only hung to shine by night, 
And with their twinkling beams to please our sight? ... 
Are all those glorious empires made in vain?er. 

The "globe terrestrial" is but "a mean part" of the whole· 
of some of the others the denizens ' 

Must this low world's inhabitants excel. 
And since to various planets they agree, 
They from each other must distinguished be 
And own perfections different in degree. 

The type of religious thought and feeling which the assump
tion. of the infinity of the world and the multiplicity of in
habited globes probably chiefly tended to produce in the 
average orthodox and :ommonplace mind in the eighteenth 
century finds perhaps Its best expression in the last book of 
Young's Night. T_houghts (Night IX), I745· Few poems are 
~omparable to It m ~he contrast between its contemporary and 
Its later vo~e and mfluence. The Ninth Night is an offset to 
the ~ther eight;. they were entitled The Conflict, this The Con
solat,on. The Nmth Part consists of Night Thoughts in a dif
f~rent sense ~rom the others. Night had, in the main, been the 
tu~e congemal to Young's muse because it is sombre, appro
pnate ~o thoughts of death, the grave, and the other world, or 
evocat1ve of sorrowful memories. But now night is the time 
when the starry heavens are disclosed to us, when the work of 
the astronomer begins. It is night that 

sets to view 
Worlds beyond number; worlds conceal'd by day 
Behind the proud and envious star of noon. 

It is, then, of a succession of religious musings upon astronomy 
that the poem chiefly consists. 

The theory of the infinity of worlds Young accepted, no 
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doubt, chiefly because most people by this time accepted it; 
but it also evidently had an especial appeal to him as a poet 
and as a writer of works of religious edification. It lent itself to 
that sort of swelling, diffuse, and ejaculatory rhetoric which 
Young and his readers loved- to the taste which Mr. Saints
bury indicates when he speaks of the Night Thoughts as "an 
enormous soliloquy addressed by an actor of superhuman lung
power to an audience of still more superhuman endurance." 
And it suited the type of religiosity which seeks to find the 
sources of awe and reverence and devotion in dwelling upon 
the physical bigness of the creation. It is somewhat in the vein 
of the American preacher who devoted a sermon to elaborat
ing the proposition that God is greater than Niagara Falls. 
Young was not one who expected to find God, not in the 
thunder and the whirlwind, but in the still, small voice. He 
seems to have believed that he might bring about the moral 
reformation of the youthful Lorenzo whom he is constantly 
apostrophizing- and whose nocturnal employments, he in
timates, were neither astronomical observation nor medita
tions among the tombs- by overwhelming his imagination 
with the spectacle of the vastness of the world, and by thus 
making him sensible, sometimes of the littleness of man, some
times of the possibilities open to him as the being capable of 
occupying himself with thoughts so vast. He, also, finds a 
means of abasing the human understanding, and therefore the 
better preparing it for accepting the "mysteries" of Christian 
theology, in the thought of the spatial and physical infinite. 
There is, too, in Young the expression of a distinctly' Roman
tic' taste in universes - in one sense of that equivocal term: 

Nothing can satisfy but what confounds, 
Nothing but what astonishes is true. 

While these seem to be some of the motives which prompt 
Young to the acceptance of the infinitist cosmology, he too 
justifies it argumentatively by the same sort of reasons which 
had been advanced long before by Bruno, and had now be
come the stock-proof of the doctrine. 

Where ends this mighty building? Where begin 
The suburbs of creation? Where, the wall 
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Whose batdements look o'er into the vale 
Of non-existence, NOTHING's strange abode I 
Say, at what point of space JEHOVAH dropp'd 
His slacken'd line, and laid his balance by; 
Weigh'd worlds and measur'd infinite, no more? 

The question is a hard one, Young grants; but it is "harder 
still" to admit that the creation has an end in space. To be
lieve in its infinity is the more "just conjecture": 

If 'tis an error, 'tis an error sprung 
From noble root, high thought of the most high. 
But wherefore error? Who can prove it such? -
He that can set OWNJPOTENCE a bound. 
Can man conceive beyond what Goo can do? . . . 
A thousand worlds? There's space for millions more; 
And in what space can his great fiat fail! 

There is internal evidence that Young conceived himself to be' 
here offering a direct poetic counterblast to Milton's poetic 
expressions of fini tism. 

The existence of countless races of intelligent inhabitants on 
the other celestial systems seems to Young not less indubitable. 
The argument is largely from the usual presumption of the 
plenitude of the creation and the inconceivability that the 
Author of Nature could have wasted matter by leaving any 
great portion of it untenantable by human beings (here, again, 
there is a pretty evident polemic reference to Paradise Lost, 
VIII, roo-ro6): 

Vast concave! ample dome! wast thou designed 
A meet apartment for the Deity? 
Not so: that thought alone thy state impairs, 
Thy lofty sinks, and shallows thy profound, 
And straitens thy diffusive; dwarfs the whole, 
And makes an universe an orrery . . . 
........ For who can see 
Such pomp of matter, and imagine, mind, 
For which alone inanimate was made, 
More sparingly dispens'd? . . . 
. . . . . . . 'Tis thus the skies 
Inform us of superiors numberless, 
As much, in excellence, above mankind, 
As above earth, in magnitude, the spheres. 
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There is thus as a consequence, apparently, of a curious fusion 
of literary mfluences and a resultant confusion of ideas, a hint 
of the fanciful idea, which Kant was to elaborate a decade 
later, that there is a gradation of the types of beings in propor
tion to their distance from the centre- or at all events, from 
the earth. The poet takes an imaginary voyage through space, 
and at the same time conceives of this as an ascent of the Scale 
of Being. 

I wake; and waking, climb Night's radiant scale, 
From sphere to sphere; the steps by Nature set 
For man's ascent; at once to tempt and aid; 
To tempt his eye, and aid his tow'ring thought; 
Till it arrives at the great Goal of all. 

Even in the middle and late eighteenth century these cosmo
logical doctrines were, it is to be noted, defended, by some of 
the most eminent minds of the period, not a.t all upon observa
tional grounds, but upon the familiar Platonistic ~nd Br~
nonian premises. J. H. Lambert, for example, as a p10neer m 
the determination of stellar magnitudes and distances by 
photometric methods, ho~ds a high place in the I:Ust~ry of 
scientific astronomy; yet 1t was wholly from the prmc1ple of 
plenitude that he confidently concluded (r 761) that other 
worlds must be inhabited. 

Could the world be the effect of an infinitely active Creator, unless in 
every part of it life and activ~ty, thoug?ts and d~r~, were·fo:und in the 
creatures? Could I conceive 1ts perfection to cons1st m a continuous and 
inexhaustible diversification of similarities, and yet leave in it vacant places 
where there were no parts of a whole which should be infinitely complete? 
Such gaps I could not admit; and I had no h~itation in fillin~ every solar 
system with habitable globes, so far as the adiilU"a~le order which has been 
given to their coune permits. . . . 'I?ose who still doubt or. wholly deny 
this are so limited in their understandmg because they recogmze no means 
of verification except their eyes, and therefore will not bear of proofs from 
general principles and of moral certainty.68 

Yet even the existence of these limited intelligences, Lambert 
intimates is in keeping with the same general plan of the uni
verse· it t~kes all kinds of people, even stupid ones, to make the 
world complete. The infinity of the world in space, however, 
Lambert cannot admit. In time it must be regarded as con
tinuing in infinitum, but its spatial infinity seems to him to in-
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volve the inaqmissible conception of a realized infinite number. 
Kant, abo.ut the same time, was arguing both for the infinite 

extension of the physical universe and the infinite plurality of 
worlds on the usual Platonistic grounds. Since we must "con
cei~e of _the crea~ion as proportionate to the power of an In
fimte Bemg, ... 1t can have no limits at all .... It would be 
?bsu:d to represent the ~eity as bringing into action only an 
mfimtely small part of h1s creative potency- to think of that 
reservoir of a true immensity of natures and of worlds as inactive 
and shut up in an eternal desuetude. Is it not much more 
reasonable, o~, to express it ~etter, is it not necessary, to repre
sent the totahty of the creat10n as it must be in order that it 
may bear witness to that Power which is beyond all measure
ment?" 67 And the philosopher who was later to find- as 
others ha~ do~e be~ore ~im - a supposedly clinching proof of 
metaphys1.cal ~deahsm m ~he antinomies of the spatial and 
temporal mfimte and contmuum, now disposes with a some
what contemptuous brevity of such objections to the logic of 
the principle of plenitude. To "the gentlemen who, because 
of the supposed impossibility of an infinite aggregate, without 
num~er an~ limit, find difficulty in this idea," Kant puts a 
questlon which he seems to regard as conclusive. The future is 
~d~itted~y an infinite series of-+hanges. The conception of it 
m 1ts ent1rety must be present all at once to the divine under
stan?ing. Such a concept, therefore, cannot be logically im
possible, that is, self-contradictory. But if the simultaneous 
r~presentation of a .successive infinity is not inherently impos
sible- to a sufficiently comprehensive intelligence- how 
c.an there be .any .Iogi~al impossibi~ity in the concept of a 
simultaneous mfimty, I. e., of the mfinity of the world in 
space? Since, then, the infinity of the world is possible, it is 
also necessary. 

Kant was here mindful of a logical dilemma which, when he 
came to set forth the antinomies in the Kritik der reinen Vernunjt, 
he seems to have forgotten. Even though future events, like all 
others, are ?eclared by an idea~istic philosophy to be purely 
mental, the1r number must be e1ther finite or infinite. If it is 
infin~te, and if an infinite sum of particulars is not merely 
baffimg to the human imagination but" unrepresentable," in-
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herently incapable of being thought together by any mind, it 
follows that there is no cosmical intelligence which is ac
quainted with all the facts that make up the total history of the 
world. Even a so-called divine mind would be incapable of 
grasping the future in its entirety; time would be too big for it. 
The alternative to this consequence of Kant's later doctrine of 
the unthinkableness and absurdity of the numerical infinite 
would be the conception of the future arrival of a time "when 
time shall be no more," the cessation, after a certain date, of all 
change, process, succession, the winding-up of the universe in 
which things happen. This would mean either an eventual 
lapse of everything into sheer nonentity, or else- what seems 
a very odd and difficult conception - the continuance, after 
that date, of an existence without dates or experienced dura
tion, the contemplation, by one or many timeless minds, of an 
eternally immutable object of thought. Kant in his later 
period ought to have been aware that this embarrassing choice 
between alternative implications confronted him, since he had 
himself once virtually pain ted it out; but in his " solution " of 
the antinomies he appears wholly oblivious of it. 

Yet Kant - to return to his cosmological speculations 
of the seventeen-fifties- unlike many of his predecessors and 
contemporaries in this vein, did not feel constrained by the 
principle of plenitude "to assert that all planets must be in
habited" - though, he hastens to add, "it would be an 
absurdity to deny this with respect to all or, indeed, to most of 
them." 

In the abundance of Natu~, in which worlds and systems are, in com
parison with the whole, mere motes, there may well be vacant and unin· 
habited regions, which are not, strictly speaking, made serviceable to the 
object of Nature, namely, the contemplation of rational beings. [To ques
tion this] would be as if one were to make the wisdom of God a reason for 
doubting the fact that sandy deserts occupy wide areas of the earth's sur· 
face and that there are islands in the seas without human inhabitants; for a 
planet is a much smaller thing in comparison with the whole creation than 
a desert or island in comp~rison with the earth's surface. . . . Would it 
not be rather a sign of poverty than of superabundance in Nature, if she 
were so careful to exl\ibit all her riches at every point in space? A 

It is, moreover, Kant observes, evident that the laws of nature 
are such that life can exist only under certain physical con-
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ditions; ~ies on which these conditions have not yet been 
evol~ed will naturally be uninhabited. "The excellence of the 
cre~tJ.on loses nothing by this, since the infinite is a magnitude 
wh1ch cannot be diminished by the subtraction of any finite 
part." Here! it ~11. be ~bserved, the paradoxes of the concept 
of the q~ant1tat1ve mfimte are being turned against an argu
ll_lent wh1ch for two centuries had been based upon the prin
ctpl~ of plemtude .. K~nt, too, holding that the universe must 
be mfintte, and sttll Implying that the number of inhabited 
worlds must be so, does not find that it follows from this that 
a.ll planets or solar systems must be the abodes of living beings 
sm~e an in~nite collection does not cease to be such when ~ 
fimte part Is taken away from it. 

There h~ been a somewhat curious paradox -in the history 
~f .the rela.twn~ of cosmographical ideas and moral and re
hgwus feelmg m Western thougkt. The habit of mind natu
rally appr~pria~e to. a finite and geocentric universe did not 
much m~mfest ltself m the age when the universe was actually 
so conc~Ived, but appeared at its maximum long after such a 
co~ceptwn ha~ become, for science and philosophy, obsolete. 
Thi~ mcongru1ty has two chief aspects. ( 1) The infinities, 
spat!al o~ te~poral, 'Which baffle both the understanding and 
the, Imagmatwn, and to minds of a certain type, such as Pas
cals, make the natural hopes and ambitions and endeavors of 
men s~em petty and futile, tend in themselves to breed other
worldlmess; thought and will, seeking some finality to fix 
themselves upon, and finding none here, look for it elsewhere. 
The pro~ound otherworldliness of most Indian religious phi
losop~y .Is perhaps not unrelated to a certain arithmetical 
gr.andtosity of that race's imagination, to the tedious inter
mmableness of all the vistas which it confronts- most of all 
those in time. But in European thought we find the anomaly 
that a me~aph~sical and practical otherworldliness coexisted 
for centunes With a cosmological finitism; and that on the 
other hand, when the .latter began to be theoretically aban
doned, the preoccupatiOn of men's minds with supersensible 
~n? supratemporal realities also steadily diminished, and r~ 
hg10n Itself became more and more this-worldly. (2 ) Aside 
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from this general difference in scale between the medieval and 
the modern cosmographies, the medieval, however low the 
place it assigned to man in his unregenerate state, at all events 
attributed a unique significance to terrestrial history. There 
were no other stars upon which similar dramas, or more mo
mentous ones, were conceivably being enacted, each in isola
tion, and without influence upon another's course. The uni
verse was at least not a many-ringed circus. Yet, once more, 
the temper which might have been expected to result from 
such a preconception was relatively little characteristic of me
dieval thought. It was after the earth had lost its monopoly 
that its inhabitants began to find their greatest interest in the 
general movement of terrestrial events, and presently came to 
talk of their own actual and potential racial achievements
though the whole of these admittedly constituted but a mo
mentary episode in the endless vicissitudes of time, and had for 
its scene but a tiny island in an immeasurable and incompre
hensible cosmos- as if the general destiny of the universe 
wholly depended upon them or should reach its consummation 
in them. It was not in the thirteenth century but in the nine
teenth that homo sapiens bustled about most self-importantly 
and self-complacently in his infinitesimal corner of the cosmic 
stage. The reasons for this paradox are, of course, to be found 
in the fact that, in the later period as in the earlier, certain 
associated ideas in large measure counteracted the character
istic tendency of the received cosmographical presuppositions. 
Into the nature of these counteracting factors we need not here 
further inquire; it is sufficient to note that certain consequences 
which might naturally have resulted from the introduction of 
the new spatia-temporal scale and scheme of things actually 
manifested themselves tardily and partially, though, as we have 
seen, with some fluctuation, and that their full repercussion is 
perhaps still in the future. 
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PLENITUDE AND SUFFICIENT REASON IN LEIBNIZ 

AND SPINOZA 

AMoN.G .t~e great phil?sophic systems of the seventeenth cen
tu~y, ~~ 1s m that of ~etbmz that the conception of the Chain of 
Be1~g IS most conspicuous, most determinative, and most per
vasiVe. The essential characteristics of the universe are for him 
~lenitude, continuity, and linear gradation. The chain con
SISts of the totality ,,f monads, ranging in hierarchical sequence 
from God to the lowest grade of sentient life no two alike but 
each differing from those just below and j~st above it i~ the 
sc~le ~y ~he least possib!e di~erence. Since the metaphysics of 
Le1bn.1z lS a form or ld~altsm, or, more precisely, of pan
psychlsm, the gradation IS defined primarily in psychological 
ra.ther than ~orphological terms; it is by the levels of con
sciOusness wh1ch severally characterize them, the degrees of 
adequacy and clarity with which they "mirror" or "repre
sent" the rest of the universe, that the monads are differenti
ated. Nevertheless, the material world also, as a phenomenon 
bene fundatum, the mode in which these incorporeal entities 
necessarily manifest themselves to one another has a derivative 
and somewh~t equivocal, but essential, pl~ce in Leibniz's 
s~heme of t~mgs; and he habitually employs without hesita
tion the ordmary language of physical realism and discusses 
the problems of physical science as genuine n~t as fictitious 
problems. And in the material world tooth~ same three law~ 
hold good;. a~d they s~10uld. be used by the investigator of na
ture as gUldmg pnnc1ples m his empirical researches. The 
bes~ expression of this is in a letter of Leibniz's usuallv 
?nutted in the edi.tions of his collected writings, to th~ special 
Importance of which several recent students of his philosophy 
have drawn attention. 1 He writes: 

All the ~ifferen.t classes of beings which taken together make up the uni
verse are, m the ideas of God who knows distinctly their essential grada-
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tions, only so many ordinates of a single curve so closely united that it 
would be impossible to place others between any two of them, since that 
would imply disorder and imperfection. Thus men are linked with the 
animals, these with the plants and these with the fossils, which in turn merge 
with those bodies which our senses and our imagination represent to us as 
absolutely inanimate. And, since the law of continuity requires that when 
the essential attributes of one being approximate those of another all the 
properties of the one must likewise gradually approximate those of the other, 
it is necessary that all the orders of natural beings form but a single chain, 
in which the various classes, like so many rings, are so closely linked one to 
another that it is impossible for the senses or the imagination to determine 
precisely the point at which one ends and the next begins - all the species 
which, so to say, lie near to or upon the borderlands being equivocal, and 
endowed with characters which might equally well be assigned to either of 
the neighboring species. Thus there is nothing monstrous in the existence 
of zoophytes, or plant-animals, as Budaeus calls them; on the contrary, it 
is wholly in keeping with the order of nature that they should exist. And 
so great is the force of the principle of continuity, to my thinking, that not 
only should I not be surprised to hear that such beings had been discovered 
- creatures which in some of their properties, such as nutrition or reproduc
tion, might pass equally well for animals or for plants, and which thus· over
turn the current laws based upon the supposition of a perfect and absolute 
separation of the different orders of coexistent beings which fill the universe; 
- not only, I say, should I not be surprised to hear that they had been dis
covered, but, in fact, I am convinced that there must be such creatures, and 
that natural history will perhaps some day become acquainted with them, 
when it has further &tudied that infinity of living things whose small size 
conceals them from ordinary observation and which are hidden in the bowels 
of the earth and the depths of the sea.2 

These, however, are familiar aspects of Leibniz's system. 
We shall in this lecture be concerned with a more special and 
somewhat more difficult group of inter-connected questions, 
about which some differences of interpretation have arisen 
among those who have studied his doctrine. These questions 
are: first, the relation of the principle of plenitude to that 
fundamental theorem in his philosophy which he calls the 
principle of sufficient reason; second, the scope which he con
sequently gives to the principle of plenitude; and third - a 
question involved in both the others - whether he really 
escapes that absolute logical determinism which is character-
istic of the philosophy of Spinoza. . 

In his formulations of the principle of sufficient reason 
Leibniz is less precise and consistent than a philosopher ought 
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to. be, when .he is dealing with a proposition to which he as
cnbes such Immense importance in natural science and in 
metaphysics. Sometimes it seems to include if not to reduce 
to, the ordinary scientific postulate of causal ~niformity in na
ture. More frequently it is expressed in terms which seem to 
relate to final rather than efficient causation; and it has com
~only been construed as. an extreme assertion of a teleological 
v1ew of nature- as eqmvalent to the thesis that the existence 
and properties and beha~ior of things are to be explained ulti
mately by the values which they serve to realize, and that we 
ca.n d!scover factual · truths of science by tracing out the im
phcatlOns of the fundamental scheme of values which the uni
verse expresses. Thus Russell in his volume on Leibniz writes 
that "th_e law of sufficient reason, applied to actual existents. 
red.u~es Itself to th~ assertion of final causes." Hence, "in order 
to mter actual existence, whether from another exi~tent, or 
from mer?, notions, t?e not~on of the good must always be 
employed -a doctrme whtch, as Russell adds, confers upon 
the concept "good" a relation to real existence such as no 
other .concept possesses.3 While such a summary of Leibniz's 
~eamng .can be supported by fairly numerous citations from 
his text, 1t nevertheless fails to express his more fundamental 
and characteri~tic view on the matter, and tends to give an in
~erted conception of the relations in his philosophy of the no
tions of 'good' and 'existence.' The motive which can be 
shown to have begotten his faith in the principle of sufficient 
r~ason, as a cosmological generalization, was not chiefly a de
sire to find what is commonly meant by teleology in nature -
tha~ is, neat adjustments to such ends as the comfort, con
ve~uence, h.aPJ?iness, or edification of man or other conscious 
bemgs. Le1bmz was less concerned (I do not say he was not at 
~II co~~erned) to maintain that the reason for a thing is a 
g~d, ~n the common sense of conduciveness to the subjective 

sat1sfa~t10n of God or man or animal, than to maintain that 
the thmg .at all ev~nts has s~me .reaso~, that it is logically 
groun~ed ~n somethmg else which 1s logically ultimate. 
. For It still seemed to Leibniz, as to others of his time, highly 
Important~ and not necessarily impossible, to know whether or 
not the existence of any world at all and the general constitu-
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tion of the world that actually exists are anything more than 
colossal accident~; whether the universe might just as con
ceivably never have been, or have been of quite another sort, 
but simply happened by some lucky or unlucky chance to find 
itself' real and possessing the characters it has. To all appear
ance reality is full, not only in its minor details but also in its 
more general features, of mere idiosyncrasies, for which no 
sort of explanation can be given. This is especially evident 
when we consider the purely numerical and quantitative at
tributes of the universe. One number in the arithmetical series 
is no more sacred nor more obviously suited to existence than 
another. Is it nevertheless true that, out of all the possible 
numbers of, say, prime-atoms, or planets, or suns, or germ
cells, or minds, some one number, a wholly arbitrary selection, 
rose fortuitously into actual being? Or again, are what we call 
the laws of nature themselves mere whimsies of matter, which 
(for a time at least) happens unaccountably to behave with 
apparent regularity in one manner, out of a million others 
that were, logically considered, equally open to it? There was, 
of course, a familiar element in the philosophic heritage of 
Leibniz and his age which at once intensified this difficulty and 
determined the special form in which it presented itself. Most 
non-materialistic philosophers of the seventeenth and eight
eenth centuries still habitually thought in terms of two realms 
of being. The world of essences, 'natures,' or Platonic Ideas, 
was to 'them as indubitably and objectively there to be reck
oned with as the world of individual, temporal existents, physi
cal or spiritual. The former, indeed, though it did not' exist,' 
was the more fundamental and the more solid reality of the 
two.4 It is true that conceptualism rather than strict Platoaic 
realism was the commonly accepted doctrine about the status 
of the Ideas; Leibniz himself, for example, held that the realm 
of essences would have no being at all, if it were not eternally 
contemplated by the mind of God: "Every reality must be 
based upon something existent; if there were no God there 
would be no objects of geometry." 5 Yet this did not, of course, 
mean that, for the mind of man, the essences were any the less 
independent and substantial; and even in the mind of God 
every essence (including his own) had, by the prevalent though 
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not universal opinion, a certain logical priority over the exist
ent or existents corresponding to it. And in this eternal order 
alone was the necessity which is identical with complete ra
tionality to be found; it was the locus of all ultimate reasons, 
the region in which the only finally satisfying explanations of 
facts were to be sought. An 'explanation' which simply re
ferred one opaque fact to another - even though the latter 
were an event or existent prior in time, or one of those gen
eralized facts which we call empirical laws - never touched 
bottom; . 0 and to assert that this was, not merely the situation 
in which our limited understanding frequently finds itself, but 
also the situation of the objective world, was, it seemed, to 
proclaim the fundamental fortuitousness of everything. If, on 
the other hand, the existence of an entity, or its properties 
and behavior, could be seen to be rooted in "the natures of 
things" - i. e., to be implied in the very constitution of some 
essence or in the immutable system of relations which obtains 
between essences 7 - a further quest for reasons became not 
only superfluous but impossible. The bare fact had been traced 
back to a necessity, and was no longer opaque to the under
standing; a seeming accident of contingent existence had been 
apprehended under its eternal aspect - that is, as consequent 
upon some "eternal truth" inherent in the Ideas, the opposite 
to which would be a logical absurdity. In the typical phraseol
ogy of an eighteenth-century writer: "When it appears that 
an absolute necessity in the nature of things themselves," as, 
for example, in geometrical figures, " is the reason and ground 
of their being what they are, we must necessarily stop at this 
ground and reason; and to ask what is the reason of this reason 
which is in the nature of things the last of all reasons, is ab
surd." 8 

To a philosophy which thus had constantly before it two 
planes of reality, in only one of which the reason-seeking intel
lect of man could come to rest, the need for somehow and 
somewhere finding in the realm of Ideas not merely necessary 
connections between attributes which might or might not 
'exist,' but a determining ground of concrete existence itself, 
was naturally acute. Unless the fact of existence could at some 
point be exhibited as a necessity subsisting in the world of 
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essences, the two worlds remained strangely unrelated; there 
was no bridge from one to the other; and the whole realm of 
the existent appeared given over to blank unreason. Such was 
the issue in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century philosophy to 
which Leibniz's principle of sufficient reason was one of several 
answers. And that principle was, we shall find, essentially a 
development and elaboration of the theme sounded in the 
Timaeus. Leibniz himself, in a letter of I 7 I 5, described his own 
philosophy as in part an attempt to systematize Platonism: 

I have, ever since my youth, been greatly satisfied with the ethics of Plato, 
and also, in a way, with his metaphysics; these two, moreover, go together, 
like mathematics and physics. If someone should reduce Plato to a system, 
he would render a great service to the human race; and it will be seen that 
I have made some slight approximation to this. v 

We shall, however, better understand the meaning and his
torical significance of Leibniz's answer to the question if we re
call the nature of the others which were current in his time. 
That there must be a sufficient reason why something exists 
rather than nothing- i. e., that somewhere existence is ex
plicable as a necessity arising out of the logical system of es
sences- was accepted as axiomatic by many who rejected the 
principle formulated by Leibniz. Thus Samuel Clarke, who 
during the first three decades of the eighteenth century passed 
for the foremost of living English philosophers, declared that 
it is "an express contradiction" to suppose that "of two 
equally possible things, vi;;. whether anything or nothing should 
from eternity have existed, the one is determined, rather than 
the other, absolutely by nothing." Whatever exists, in short, 
must have some "cause"; and since "to have been produced 
by some external cause cannot possibly be true of everything," 
there must be somewhere a being which "exists by an absolute 
necessity originally in the nature of the thing itself." And this 
necessity or internal reason for being 

must be antecedent; not, indeed, in time, to the existence of the being it· 
self, because that is Eternal; but it must be antecedent in the natural order 
of our ideas, to our supposition of its being; that is, this necessity must .not 
barely be consequent upori our supposition of the existence of such a bemg, 
. . . but it must antecedently force itself upon us, whether we will or no, 
even when we are endeavoring to suppose that no such being exists. • • . 
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(F?r) a nece~sity ..• a?s?~utely such in its own nature, is nothing else but its 
bemg a plam 1mposs1blltty, or implying a contradiction, to suppose the 
contrary. 10 

The being whose nature or essence is thus the necessitating 
-.and ~herefor~, for our thought, the explanatory- ground 
of Its existence, 1s, of cours.e, God: "if any one asks, what sort 
of .Idea th~ Idea of that bemg is, the supposition of whose non
existence ~s thus an express contradiction, I answer: 'Tis the 
first and s1mplest idea we can possibly frame, or rather which 
(unless we forbear thinking at all) we cannot possibly extirpate 
or remove out of our minds, of a most Simple Being absolutely 
Et~nal and Infinite, Original and Independent." If there ~ere not in 
th1s case a reason determining existence, all sorts of absurdities 
would be possible; the First Cause would be as likely to be 
finite as infinite; it might "as possibly in other places without 
any reason not exist, as it does without any reason, exist, in 
those places where the phenomena of nature prove that it does 
exist.': 1~ Nay,, worse; as a disciple of Clarke's argued, unless 
there 1s. m God s essence a sufficient reason for his existence we 
~ave no ra~ional assurance that he may not some day l~pse 
mto nonentity. 

I~ is plain and cert~in that any alteration of existence of a being may as 
posst~ly be affected Without a ca';ls: or reason, as. the existence of that being 
can e1ther be supposed to be ongmally determmed without any cause or 
reason, or to continue to exist without any cause or reason. If therefore the 
first cause .exis~ed. originally without any cause or reason, it may be mutable 
or corruptible m 1ts nature, and so may carry within itself the cause ground 
or reason of its ceasing to be." ' ' 

;t'hese ~ere ~heolo~ical ways of saying ~hat the position of a 
~mverse m w~1ch existence was at no point grounded in neces
Sl~Y would be m the last degree precarious -such a position as 
VIctor. ~~'go long aft~rwar.ds d~scribed with a more adequate 
rhetonc. La fin tOUJours 1mmmente, aucune transition entre 
~tre et ne plus etr~, la rentre~ ~u creuset, le glissement possible 
a toute mmute, c est ce preclptce-la qui est la creation." 

In the case of one being, then, Clarke, and a numerous 
company of other philosophers and theologians of the time 
were as averse as Spinoza or Leibniz from admitting that exist: 
ence has no determining reason. God's existence, at all events, 
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could not be supposed to be an accident. It is true that many 
of those who affirmed this- and Clarke among them- at 
the same time raised somewhat quibbling demurrers to 
Anselm's ontological argument, which involved the same dia
lectic; yet there were, apparently, only a small minority 13 

who were prepared to deny that there is an ens necessarium, i. e., 
an entity of which the essence is such that it would not be 
what, qufi essence, it is, if it did not also exist. 

But was it sufficient to recognize only one such instance, and 
to leave all the rest of the world of existents with no point of 
support in the World of Ideas- or, what was the theological 
expression for the same conception, in the divine reason? To 
this question the philosophy of Spinoza {like that of Abelard 
and of Bruno before him) had given an emphatic answer in the 
negative. Every fact of existence must be held to have its roots 
in the eternal order, in the necessities belonging to essences 
and their relations; and every essence, likewise, must have its 
flowering among existents. That the necessary actualization 
of all possibles is affirmed by Spinoza also has not been evident 
to all of his expositors. With some logical implications of his 
system, and with a few of his express statements, it seems to 
conflict. To suppose him to have accepted the principle of 
plenitude would, it has been suggested, entail the contradiction 
that all successive entities and events must exist simultaneously. 
For the necessity of their existence would be a logical necessity; 
and to it therefore time would be irrelevant. We do not- or 
the mathematicians of Spinoza's time did not - say merely 
that, given a plane triangle, it is necessary that its interior 
angles should some day become equal to two right angles. As 
little could one who maintained that the universe by logical 
necessity contains all things capable of existence admit that 
some individual things come into being after others. But in
dividual things do come into existence one after another; and 
we ought not to impute to Spinoza without clear warrant 
a doctrine inconsistent with this truism. Again, he sometimes 
definitely says that we may have "ideas of non-existent modes" 
i. e., of particular objects which have no being apart from the 
conceiving intellect. u Furthermore, he declares that "no 
definition involves or expresses any particular multitude or 
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d~finite number of individuals"; e. g., the definition of a 
tnan.gle tells us only the "nature" of a triangle and implies 
nothmg as to the number of triangles that exist. Hence it is 
argued that the actual particulars which at any time make up 
the universe are for Spinoza a non-necessary and therefore 
ar~itra~, selection from among the far more n~merous things 
w~ch mt?ht.have ~een. But this way of interpreting him is, I 
thmk, qutte tmposstble. The principle of sufficient reason as 
he lays it down, applies to non-existence as well as to existe~ce · 
"~f every~hing. whatsoever a cause or reason must be assigned: 
~hke for Its extste.nce or its non-existence." 15 And it is "the 
x~t<:llect of God, m so far as it is conceived to constitute the 
divme essence," that "is in reality the cause of all things." a 
Could there be any reason lying in the nature of this funda
mental cause. why so~e things that are capable of existence 
shoul~ not ~xtst? M~mfestly ~ot; there is nothing that can be 
conce1ved, 1. e., nothmg that IS not self-contradictory which 
does not '.'fall under an infinite intellect." Since, th~n, God 
can conceive of all essences, since neither he nor the universe 
would be ra.tional if existence arbitrarily accrued to some finite 
esse.nces while others lacked it, since "whatever we conceive to 
be m t~e ~w~r of God necessarily exists," 17 and since this 
power IS ~nhmtted (except by the impossibility of conceiving 
or producmg the self-contradictory), it follows that "from the 
nece~ity ~f ~he d.ivine nature must follow an infinite number 
o~ t~mgs m mfimte ways- that is, all things which can fall 
~lthm the sphere .of an infinite intellect." 18 Indeed, Spinoza 
m .some passages mfers the necessary existence of all possible 
fimte. modes of eac~ attribute directly from the principle of 
su~ctent reason, Without recourse to the argument" from the 
existence of God as cause -· his existence being itself in fact 
deduced from the same principle. While the esse~ce "tri~ 
angle," taken separately, does not of itself imply the existence 
of any tri~ngles,, their existence does follow "from the order of 
the matenal umverse as a whole (ex ordine universae naturae cor
por~ae); ~or from this it ~~s~ folio~ either that a triangle neces
sar~ly. exists, o~ else that It Is xmposstble that it should now exist. 
Th~s IS s~lf-e;1dent. From which it follows that a thing neces
sarily extsts xf no cause or reason can be given which prevents 
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its existence." In other words, the class" triangles" is one pos
sible species of material bodies (with respect to shape), one 
mode of" extension" ; and both the species, and any individual 
of the species, will have actual existence, unless there is a "rea
son" which renders this impossible; and such a reason would 
consist solely in the fact that its existence in some manner in
volved self-contradiction. Similarly, God's necessary existence 
can be proved simply from the fact that "no cause or reason 
can be given which prevents him from existing, or which 
rules out his existence." For it would be" absurd to affirm of 
an absolutely infinite and supremely perfect being" that his 
existence involves contradiction.18 There are thus in Spinoza 
two distinct arguments for the existence of God. The first is 
the ontological argument, simply from the definition of causa 
sui as that "whose essence involves existence"; and this argu
ment is applicable solely to God, since there can (it is assumed) 
be only one such essence. The other is the argument from the 
necessity of the existence of anything whose existence is not pre
cluded by some logical impossibility; and that is applicable to 
all essences, though the essence "God" has with respect to it 
one unique advantage, inasmuch as (Spinoza assumes) it is 
evident that an essence defined as having the properties of 
"absolute . infinity" and "perfection" cannot be debarred 
from existence by any intrinsic or extrinsic logical impediment. 
And to these two proofs correspond the two ways of deducing 
the principle of plenitude: the first indirectly, through the con
ception of God whose existence is already independently 
proved by the ontological argument, the second directly, from 
the same premise by which, in the second proof, God's own 
existence is established. 

It has, however, been suggested by at least one learned com
mentator that Spinoza affirms the principle of plenitude only 
in the sense that all conceivable things either have existed or 
will hereafter exist. But this interpretation not only conflicts 
with the truism that the logically necessary is no more so at one 
time than another, but is also expressly repudiated by Spinoza, 
both in the Short Treatise and the Ethics. Those, he declares, are 
in error who contend that, "if God had created everything that 
is in his intellect," so that there would now be nothing more 
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left for him to create, he could not now be said to be omnipo
tent., On t~e contrary, we must, Spinoza says, conceive "that 
0><f s omn1potence has been displayed from all eternity and 
Wlll for all eternity ~emai~ in t?e same state of activity." 20 It 
would be an absurdtty to 1magme that at some former time he 
cr~ated a world different from that which he now creates· for 
thlS would imply that his intellect and will were then diffe~ent 
from what they now are. If his creation had at one time been 
incomplete or imperfect, he would have been at some time in
complete or imperfect - which would be a contradiction in 
terms. In short, there can at no time be any "cause whereby 
he could be moved to create one thing rather or more than an
?the~." Thus" fr~m the supreme power of God, or from his 
mfim~e natur:, an mfinity of things in an infinity of modes
that 1s, all thmgs- have necessarily flowed forth, or always 
follow .by the same necessity, just as from the nature of a tri
angle 1t follows from all eternity and to all eternity that the 
su~ of its three an~les is equal to two right angles." 21 The 
extstence of all posstble beings at all times is therefore an im
plicate of the divine nature. 
~ur principle of plenitude - in what may be called its 

statl~ form~ is thus inherent ~n the very substance of Spi
noza s . doctrme. From the ttmeless immutability of the 
World-Ground he argues directly to the necessary "fullness" 
and also the necessary invariability of the temporal world's 
~ont~nts .. But the para~ox of that principle is more apparent 
m ~us philosophy than m others; and it is, in part, this fact 
wh~ch has led certain expositors to the misinterpretation to 
whtc.h I have referred. From the eternal logical necessity be
longmg to ~n essence there is, in truth, no valid argument to 
any conclus10n about existence in time. For time itself is alien 
to th~t necessity; it is an alogical character of nature. What
ever 1s true of an essence is true of it all at once; but what is 
~rue of the temporal world is not true of it all at once. Becom
t?g and change, as such, simply do not fit into an eternal ra
~lOnal.order. The attempt to pass over from that order to one 
m wh1c~ some things ha~e their being at one time, and quite 
ot~er thmgs ~t a later ttme, is a non-sequitur, and worse; but 
this was reqUired by the principle of plenitude - was most 
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clearly of all so required when that principle was regarded as 
an implicate of the principle of sufficient reason. If a literal 
realization of all genuine possibles is essential to a reasonable 
world, everything and everybody should have existed, and 
every event should have occurred, from all eternity, in a totum 
st'mul; but nature is not a totum st'mul. What makes this paradox 
more apparent in Spinoza is the fact that the notion of species 
plays, as a rule, no such part in his system as it does in many 
others equally committed to the same principle. As fre
quently interpreted, the "fullness" of the universe was suffi
ciently realized if every kind of being was always exemplified 
in the temporal order; species, not individuals, were the units 
for which Nature cared. But Spinoza usually leaps at once 
from the divine attributes or the "infinite modes" to individ
uals existing at one time and not at others, and in differing 
numbers at different times. That, in this sense, nature is not 
constant, nor constantly "full,, was evident; and Spinoza 
therefore, while asserting the principle of plenitude, was driven 
into inevitable and glaring inconsistencies in his application of 
it. An increasing realization of this difficulty we shall find 
giving rise in writers of the following century to a radical rein
terpretation of the principle. 

Spinoza had thus expressed the principle of plenitude in its 
most uncompromising form and had represented it as neces
sary in the strict logical sense. Everything shared in the same 
completely sufficient reason for being that the existence of God 
was by most philosophers conceived to possess. But Spinoza 
(unlike Bruno) had not made a great deal of the aspect of the 
principle of plenitude which was to be most fruitful of con
sequences in the eighteenth century; what most interested him 
in his own doctrine was not the consideration that everything 
that logically can be must and will be, but the consideration 
that everything that is must, by the eternal logical nature of 
things, have been, and have been precisely as it is. It was this 
consequence of his dialectic, the sense of the utter inevitability 
(amounting to the ultimate inconceivability of the opposite) of 
every characteristic and every vicissitude of human life, that 
was most congenial to his own moral temper and seemed to 
him most fitted to free men from the torment of the passions. 
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T~is ~niversalizat~on o~ neces~ity rend~red teleological ways of 
th~nkmg about thmgs madmissible; smce nothing could con
ceivably have been otherwis.e, nothing could be said to mani
fest purpose o: preference, a choice of good where evil, or a 
lesser ~o?d, ~mght have been genuinely possible; hence these 
very distmct10ns lost their meaning. 

The alternative view, that there is only one point at which a 
reason for existence can be found in the realm of essence, was 
re~r~sented by a great body of philosophical and theological 
opm10n, .both be~or~ and after Spinoza. According to this 
VIew, W~Ile th.ere ~s,.mdeed, an ms necessarium, the being which 
necessarily exists IS 1tself a pure Will, a power to choose inde
~endently not only of external causes but also of rational mo
ttves. To make the divine will subject even to the constraint of 
reason would be to deny its freedom and its sovereignty over 
all les~er things. Hence the existence of God involved no 
necessity that the world of finite beings should exist. The more 
extreme and consistent form of this doctrine declared that not 
even a general tendency to create something, to share the privi
lege of existence with other beings, could be held to belong to 
the essence of deity. This thesis had, indeed, a double historic 
~oot. It was primarily a manifestation of that apotheosis of 
!:responsible will which constituted one side, though only one 
s1de, of the orthodox theology of Christendom. It could also be 
deduced from one of those two conflicting Platonic conceptions 
of God which were the heritage of what is called Christian 
theology. If the essence of deity was the same as the Idea of the 
Good, if the ~ifferentiating attribute of the Absolute Reality 
was self-sufficiency, God, even though he did create a world 
could have no reason for doing so. Nothing in his essential na: 
ture made it necessary or desirable for him to bring a universe 
of imperfect beings into existence. The creative act must there
fore be conceived to be entirely groundless and arbitrary in it
self, and therefore in its inclusions and exclusions. As Duns 
Scotus, or a follower of his, declared, "every creature has a 
merely accidental relation to the goodness of God, since from 
them [the creatures] nothing is added to his goodness, any 
more than the addition of point to a line lengthens the line." 22 

Thus from medieval as well as Greek philosophy it had come 
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down as an axiom that nothing could be more contradictory of 
the very notion of deity than to admit that anything in the 
existence of such a being is dependent upon, or in any de
gree affected for better or worse by, the existence or action 
of any being conceived as distinct from it. Perhaps the most 
extraordinary triumph of self-contradiction, among many such 
triumphs in the history of human thought, was the fusion of 
this conception of a self-absorbed and self-contained Perfection 
- of that Eternal Introvert who is the God of Aristotle - at 
once with the Jewish conception of a temporal Creator and 
busy interposing Power making for righteousness through the 
burly-burly of history, and with primitive Christianity's con
ception of a God whose essence is forthgoing love and who 
shares in all the griefs of his creatures. 23 When applied to the 
notion of creation -which is the aspect of this syncretism 
which here concerns us - the doctrine of the self-sufficiency 
of deity implied, as we have already seen, that from the divine 
-that is, from the final and absolute- point of view a 
created world is a groundless superfluity. The existence of crea
tures, as Augustine had said, "is a good which could in no 
way profit God"; and therefore, he had added, the question 
why God chose to create is a self-contradictory as well as im
pious one, since it seeks for a cause for that primary act of 
sheer will which is the cause of all other things 24 - except cer
tain other acts of sheer will permitted certain of the creatures. 
For Augustine, and a long line of successors, the Platonic
Aristotelian conception of the self-sufficiency of deity thus be
came an essential safeguard against the doctrine of universal 
necessity. If the world-generating act had been determined by 
any motive, had had any ground even in the divine essence, it 
would not have been free; but since any action of a being al
ready self-sufficing must be absolutely unmotivated, its free
dom could not be doubted. The connection of the two ideas 
was summed up by Augustine in a neat sorites which played a 
great part in European thought for many centuries: ubi nulla 
indi'gentia. nulla necessitas; ubi nul/us difectus, nulla indi'gentia; nullus 
autem difectus in Deo; ergo nulla necessitas.'Ml 

Two potent elements in the philosophical tradition, then -
the Platonic and Aristotelian apotheosis of self~sufficiency and 
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the Augustinian insistence upon the primacy of will in the con
stitution of reality - both alike could be construed as imply
ing that the being which necessarily exists, though it has in 
fact generated other beings, did so by an essentially motiveless, 
unaccountable, and therefore accidental - and, indeed, in
congruous- exercise of its freedom. Upon this theorem the 
changes are rung interminably by seventeenth- and eighteenth
century philosophers and divines. Descartes is especially in
sistent upon it: God must have been tout-a-fait indijfbent a creer 
les choses qu'il a creees. 

For if some reason, or some appearance of good, had preceded his pre
ordination of things, it would without doubt have determined him to create 
what was best; but, on the contrary, because he determined to m~e the 
things that are actually in the world, for this reaBOn they are, as it is writ· 
ten in Genesis, 'very good'; that is, the reason· of their goodness depends 

· upon the fact that he willed to make them.16 

For Descartes this dependence of things upon the Absolute 
Will extended, not merely to their existence, but to their es
sences or 'natures.' There is nothing in the essence 'triangle' 
which makes it intrinsically necessary that the sum of the in
terior angles of such a figure should be equal to two right 
angles, nothing in the nature of number which requires that 
two and two should make four. What to us appear as" eternal 
truths" are in reality "determined solely by the will of God, 
who, as sovereign legislator, has ordained and established them 
from all eternity." 27 

So far, at least, as existence is concerned this same conse
quence is deduced from the Platonic premise in the chief classic 
of orthodox Anglican divinity. Bishop Pearson's Exposition of 
the Creed (1659) declares that 

God is in respect of all external actions absolutely free without the least 
necessity. • . . Those creatures which are endued with understanding, 
and consequently with a will, may not only be necessitated in their actions 
by a greater power, but also as necessarily be determined by the proposal of an in
finite good; whereas neither of these necessities can be acknowledged in God's 
actions, without supposing a power beside and above Omnipotency, or a 
real happiness beside and above All-Sufficiency. Indeed, if God were a 
necessary agent in the works of creation, the creatures would be of as neces
sary being as he is; whereas the necessity of being is the undoubted prerog
ative of the First Cause.n 
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This was equivalent to saying that the only way of escape 
from such a philosophy as Spinoza's - then st~ll t~ be p~b
lished -lay in holding that God had no reason m ~1s creatl~e 
activity and could not p~ssibly der~ve an_y satisf~ctwn fr~n: 1t. 

The expressions of th1s theme m phll~soph1c or rehg1?us 
poetry sometimes sound like ~choes of c!~ss1cal passag~~ ~ettmg 
forth the Epicurean conceptwn of the careless god~ :, ~hen 
Ronsard for example, hymns the "goddess Etermty . m a 
strange ~ixture of pagan and Christian imagery, one 1s re
minded as much of Lucretius as of Aristotle. 

La premi~re des Dieux, ou bien loin de SOI.\~i. 
Et de l'humain travail qui nous tourmente 1c1, 
Par toi-meme contente et par toi bienheureuse, 
Tu r~gnes immortelle en tout bien plantureuse.2v 

But when Drummond of Hawthornden rewrote Ronsard's 
hymn in English and converted it into a fin~r and ~ore con
sistent piece of Christian ~latonism, h~ retame~ th.ls passage, 
but elaborated it and gave 1t further pomt, by brmgmg th~ no
tion of self-sufficiency into conjunction with that of creat10n: 

No joy, no, nor perfection to Thee came 
By the contriving of this world's great frame; 
Ere sun moon stars, began their restless race, 

' , • d f Ere paint'd with purple clouds. was Heavens roun ace, 
Ere air had clouds, ere clouds weept down their showers, 
Ere Sea embraced Earth, ere Earth bore flowers, 
Thou happy lived; World nought to Thee supplied. 
All in Thy self Thy self Thou satisfied.30 

The question disapproved by Augustine, to which such a con-
' • 31 • t dl ception nevertheless perennially gave nse, was pom e Y e_x-

pressed by a late seventeenth-century Platonist, John Norns: 
since God is 

... In himself compendiously blest, ... 

: .. I~ on; un~ov'd self-~ent~r'd Point. of Rest, 
Why then, if full of bliss that ne'er could cloy, 
Wouid he do ought but still enjoy? 
Why not indulge his self-sufficing state, 
Live to Himself at large, calm and secure, 

A wise eternal Epicure? 
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Why six days work, to frame 
A monument of praise and fame 
To him whose bliss is still the same? 

What need the wealthy coin, or he that's blest, create?n 

Milt?n in this matter, as in others, is an interesting example 
of a rrund beset by cross-currents; but in the main it was to
wards the assertion of the arbitrariness of the deity's action 
that the poet-theologian tended. He rejects at times the ex
treme nominalistic doctrine of Descartes; the essences of 
things, and the truths concerning the intrinsic relations of 
essences, are logically prior to any will, so that not even God 
could alter them; thus he declared in the Treatise of Christian 
Doctrine that "a certain immutable and internal necessity of 
acting right, independently of all extraneous influence what
ever, may exist in God conjointly with the most perfect liberty, 
both which principles in the divine nature tend to the same 
point." Yet this, Milton evidently felt, inclined too much to 
?eterminism ;,ror a ~ttle later he asserted virtually the opposite: 
1t cannot be adrmtted that the actions of God are themselves 
necessary, but only that he has a necessary existence, for Scrip
ture itself testifies that his decrees and therefore his actions of 
what kind soever they be, are perfectly free." aa And the c~n
sideration of the divine self-sufficiency leads Milton to give 
especial emphasis to the motivelessness of the deity's exercise of 
his .creative power. God is not inherently' good,' in the theo
logical sense in which goodness consists in the actual conferring 
of existence upon other beings. His "goodness was free to act 
or not." 84 "Questionless,, we are told in the Christian Doc
trine, 

it was in God's power consistently with the perfection of his own essence not 
to have begotten the Son, inasmuch as generation does not pertain to the 
essence of Deity, who stands in no need of propagation;u 

- an observation repeated in Paradise Lost: 

No need that Thou 
Shouldst propagate, already infinite, 
And through all numbers absolute, though One. 

The implication of this, that there appeared to be in the na
ture of things not only no reason why any world of imperfect 
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creatures should exist, but every reason why it should not exist, 
Adam almost makes explicit, when briefly expounding some 
points of theology to his Maker: 

Thou in Thyself art perfect and in Thee 
Is no deficience found; . . . 
Thou in Thy secrecy although alone, 
Best with Thyself accompanied, seek'st not 
Social communication.36 

Though this may seem a somewhat odd thing for Adam to say 
under the circumstances, it proves to have, in the poem, some 
dramatic motivation; for this proleptic quotation from Aris
totle 37 serves the human interlocutor as a polite opening for a 
reminder that he is not himself self-sufficient, and therefore 
needs a companion in Eden. But what is clearest about the 
passage is that Milton the theologian saw· in this juncture of his 
narrative an opportunity to affirm once again that a self
absorbed and unproductive God would be not less, but, if pos· 
sible more divine, and that there is no necessity and, indeed, 
no r~ason for the existence of any creature. Milton's zeal for 
this thesis is the more curious because his theology here seems 
out · of harmony with his ethical creed and mor~l te~pe:.38 

As recent writers have pointed out, he was no Puntan ngonst, 
but in many respects a typical mind of t?e h';lmanistic Ren~is
sance delighting in the splendor and d1vers1ty of the sens1ble 
world· and the excellence of man did not for him consist in the 
imitation of God in respect of the most distinctive of the divine 
attributes. It is not by an attempt to approximate or to be
come absorbed into the divine sufficiency through ascetic self
discipline, the cultivation of a contemptus mundi, or a withdrawal 
from those 

Relations dear and all the charities 
Of father, son, and brother, 

that man attains his good. "Propagation," indeed, was the 
first of duties imposed upon man by a deity himself repre
sented as only tardily, unessentially, and (relatively to his pos
sibilities) meagrely propagative: 

Our Maker bids increase, who bids abstain 
But our Destroyer, foe to God and man? 
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• . • . • Man by number is to manifest 
His single imperfection, and beget 
Like of his like, hi& image multiplied, 
In unity defective, which requires 
Collateral love and dearest amity." 

There were thus in the thought of Milton some significant and 
instructive internal strains, characteristic not only of the man 
but of the historic juncture in which he lived. But our present 
concern is only with one element in this complex of mutually 
counter-working ideas. 

A generation lat~r Fenelon was with equal zeal elaborating 
upon the same ancient theme- now with Spinoza definitely 
in mind as the chief representative of the error to be attacked. 
No doubt, the Archbishop of Cambrai grants, it may be said to 
be ".Plus parfait a un etre d'etre fecond que de ne l'etre pas,; 
but It does not follow that the divine perfection requires "an 
actual production." The possession of a power is sufficient 
wit~out the exercise o~ it- a strange proposition, but one to 
which Fenelon was dnven as the only escape from Spinoza's 
argument that an omnipotent being must also of necessity be 
omnificent. This theological paradox was apparently ren
dered more plausible to Fenelon by the undeniable truth that 
though the gift of speech presumably makes human bein~ 
"more perfect,'' their perfection is not necessarily proportional 
to their use of that faculty: "il arrive meme sou vent que je sois 
plus par:fait de me taire que de parler." There is, then, nothing 
on the Side of the divine essence which necessitates the genera
tion of everything, or even of anything: "nothing is more false 
than to say that God was obliged by that order which is himself 
to produce all that he could that is most perfect." As little can 
it be said that there is anything on the side of the finite essences 
which could constitute a reason for their being: 

If God considers the essences of things, he finds therein no determination 
to existence; he finds only that they are not impossible to his power ...• 
Thus it is in his positive will that he finds their existence; for as to their 
essence, it contains in itself no reason or cause of existing; on the contrary 
it necessarily contains in itself non-existence."o ' 

Any other view than this would make" the creature essential to 
the Creator," an indispensable part or aspect of his being. He 
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would "produce eternally and of necessity," and so would have 
no freedom - and no long ante-mundane sabbath; and the 
ens perfectissimum would be, not a God above the world in his 
eternal and absolute self-sufficiency, but the total collection of 
finite beings conceived as the expression of this fundamental 
generative necessity.41 

These reasonings of a priori theology were doubtless some
what elusive to many minds even in the seventeenth and the 
early eighteenth century; but the same conclusion could be de
fended on more empirical grounds. It could be argued that
whether or not there be any inherent disposition to create in 
the divine essence - at all events the actual scope and specific 
contents of the created world give evidence of the arbitrariness 
of the choice of its Author. Samuel Clarke, for example, de
velops at some length the contention that the universe is full of 
facts which cannot be reconciled with Spinoza's doctrine -
i. e., which are not 'necessary' in the sense required. 

All things in the world appear plainly to be the most arbitrary that can 
be imagined. . . . Motion itself, and all its quantities and directions, with 
the laws of gravi~ation, are entirely arbitrary, and might possibly have been 
altogether different from what they are now. The number and motion of 
the heavenly bodies have no manner of necessity in the nature of the things 
themselves. . . • Everything upon the Earth is still more evidently arbi· 
trary, and plainly the product, not of necessity but will. What absolute 
necessity for just such a number of species of animals or plants? 41 

In such a doctrine, obviously, the principle of plenitude had 
no proper place (though sometimes, as -by Archbishop King, 
the two were inconsistently combined). That principle ostensi
bly gave certain important a priori knowledge about the con
stitution of the world of existents, though it was supposed to be 
also capable of empirical confirmation. But the anti-rational
istic theology which insisted upon the arbitrariness of the di
vine decrees had affinities rather with scientific empiricism. 
Since such matters as the number of species, the continuity or 
discontinuity of the differences between them, the quantity and 
original distribution of matter, the existence or non-existence 
of vacua, are purely arbitrary, the facts respecting them must 
be ascertained through experience or remain unknown. 

It was therefore natural that the philosophic poets who 
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dwelt with predilection upon the divine absoluteness and free
dom fr~m even rational constraint should reject the principle 
of plemtude and its implications. Drummond of Hawthorn
de~, for. example, is at pains to declare explicitly that there is 
an mfimte number of Ideas which never are actualized since 
God does not so choose; in the Hymn to the Fairest Fair T;uth is 
pi~tured as standing before the throne of Heaven holding a 
rmrror 

. Where ahineth all that was, 
That 11, or shall be; here, ere ought was wrought, 
Thou knew all that Thy pow'r with Time forth-brought 
And more, things numberless that Thou couldst make ' 
That actually shall never being take. ' 

~i~ton likewi~e seems to have been as antipathetic to the 
prmc1ple of plemtude as to that of sufficient reason and makes 
no use of it for his theodicy, either in Paradise z.;st or in the 
Treatise of Christian Doctrine. The notion of a hierarchical scale 
of nature is, indeed, not lacking, and the law of continuity is 
clearly expressed. All things are composed of 

One first matter all, 
Indu'd with various forms, various degreea 
Of substance, and in thing• that live, of life; 
But more refin'd, more spiritous, and pure 
As ne~er ~ him plac'd, or nearer tendin~ 
E~ch m the1r seve~~ active spheres assign'd, 
Till body up to spmt work in bounds 
Proportion'd to each kind •... " 
.... Flowers and their fruit 
M ' ' an s nourishment, by gradual scale sublimed 
To vital spirits aspire, to animal ' 
To intellectual, give both life and sense, 
Fancy and understanding, whence the aoul 
Reason receives." 

There are passages in which the poet dilates upon the magni
tude and va~iety of the sensible world; and in the prose treatise 
he rercea~ Wl~hout qualification the pregnant scholastic maxim 
t~at e~tlty 1s good, non-entity not good." 46 But the general 
Vlew which he ~dop~ed forbade him to suppose that all possible 
forms necessarlly eX1st or even tend to exist. On the contrary 
the original act of creation was not merely belated but also ex: 
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tremely restricted. How little the dialectic of the idea of 
plenitude determined Milton's scheme of things is most clearly 
shown by his adoption of the doctrine of Jerome and of Origen 
- which Thomas Aquinas and Dante had expressly rejected " 
- according to which the creation was at first confined to 
"heavenly essences," spiritual or ethereal natures. It was only 
after the disappointing behavior of many of this highest order 
of possible creatures that the Supreme Being (whose self-suf
ficiency here seems quite completely forgotten), by second in· 
tention, bethought himself of the possibility of "repairing that 
detriment" by the creation of" another world," including the 
earth and man and its other inhabitants- in other words, by 
calling into being a certain number of possibles of a lower 
orderY 

In the next generation the principle of plenitude was more 
explicitly assailed in stodgy verse by Blackmore in his Creation 
(1712): 

Might not other animals arise 
Of diff'rent figure and of diff'rent size? 
In the wide womb of possibility 
Lie many things which ne'er may actual be: 
And more productions of a various kind 
Will cause no contradiction in the mind. . . . 
These shifting scenes, these quick rotations show 
Things from necessity could never flow, 
But must to mind and choice precarious beings owe.•• 

It is, then, chiefly in its connection with these preoccupa· 
tions of Leibniz's predecessors and contemporaries, and with 
their conflicting doctrines concerning the relation of the world 
of finite existents to the logical order of essences constituting 
the primary object of the divine intellect, that his principle of 
sufficient reason is historically to be understood. The principle 
was, first of all, an affirmation of the fundamental proposition 
common to Spinoza and to most of those who in nearly all 
other respects were in complete disagreement with that phi
losopher - the proposition that there is at least one being 
whose essence necessarily and directly implies existence. The 
ontological argument, in short, is for Leibniz a part of the law 
of sufficient reason - a fact well recognized in the eighteenth 
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century. It is because that law is valid that we are entitled to 
ask, as the first question in metaphysics (in distinction from 
physical science): "Why does something exist rather than 
nothing? For' nothing' is simpler and easier than something." 

Now this sufficient reason of the existence of the universe cannot be 
found in the series of contingent truths. . • . The sufficient reason which 
has no need of any other reason must be outside the sequence of contingent 
things, and must be a necessary being, else we should not have a sufficient 
reason with which we could stop." 

Here, then, the "sufficient reason'' is nothing less than a logi
cal necessity believed to be inherent in an essence; it is specifi
cally in this sense that Leibniz speaks of God as the ultima 
ratio rerum. 

But the principle further means for Leibniz that the exist
ence of all finite things must likewise in some manner be 
grounded in the rational order of Ideas and their implica
tions- in the world of possibles which, as it was commonly 
phrased, God had present to him" before the creation." Here 
Leibniz is still at one with Spinoza, who, he observes, was en
tirely right in opposing those philosophers who "declared that 
God is indifferent and that he decrees things by an absolute act 
of will." 60 If there were so much as a single fact in nature 
which had its cause in a fiat not wholly determined by ra
tional grounds, the world would eo ipso be an affair of "blind 
chance." 61 And chance becomes no more satisfactory to the 
philosopher as a category for describing the ultimate constitu-. 
tion of reality by being piously called God. The supposition, 
exemplified in so many of Leibniz's contemporaries, that the 
number of existents in general, or of the members of any given 
class of them- of atoms, or of monads, or (what was the 
purely theological form of the same difficulty) of the elect -
constitutes a small selection from among the possibles, is not, 
to Leibniz, rendered less obnoxious by the supposition of a 
Selector, if his foible for that particular numeral is assumed to 
be itself fortuitous, a reasonless eccentricity of Omnipotence. 

If the will of God did not have for a rule the principle of the best, it would 
either tend towards evil, which would be worst of all; or else it would be in 
some fashion indifferent to good and evil and guided by chance. But a will 
which always allowed itself to act by chance would scarcely be of more 
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value for the government of the universe than a fortuitous concourse of a toms, 
with no God at all. And even if God should abandon himself to chance only 
in some cases and some respects, . . . he would be imperfect, as would the 
object of his choice; he would not deserve to be wholly trust~; he would 
act without reason in those cases, and the government of the umverse would 
be like certain games, half a matter of chance, half of reason. 62 

In all this Leibniz was continuing the tradition of Platonistic 
rationalism in theology which during the previous half-century 
had been best represented by the Cambridge Platonists, to 
whose doctrine his own is also in many other points very 
similar. Henry More, for example, had written in I 64 7: 

If God do all things simply at his pleasure, 
Because he will, and not because it's good, 
So that his actions will have no set measure, 
Is 't possible it should be understood 
What he intends? ... 
Nor of well-being, nor of subsistency 
Of our poor souls when they do hence depart, 
Can any be assur'd, if liberty 
We give to such odd thoughts, that thus pervert 
The laws of God, and rashly do assert 
That will rules God, but Good rules not God's will.~ 

Why anyone should think it an enhancement of the dignity 
of either God or man to act, or even to be capable of acting~ 
without a determining reason, is to Leibniz; as it was to his 
Platonistic precursors, wholly incomprehensible; "it is a ~ara
dox to represent as a perfection the least reasonabl7 th~ng m. all 
the world, of which the advantage would cons1st m bemg 
privileged against reason." Such a ch~racter as Clarke a~d 
King had ascribed to the First Cause might perhaps be attr~b
uted by a poet to "some imaginary Don Juan," ()r, concei~
ably, some "homme romanesque might affect the appearan~e of It 
and even persuade himself that he actually possess:s 1t; b~t 
there never will be found in nature any choice to which one IS 

not brought by an antecedent representation of go_od .and bad, 
by inclinations or by reasons." 64 The freedom ofmd1ffe.renc~, 
in short, "is impossible, but if there were such a thmg, 1t 
would be harmful." 

If we leave for a moment the question of the meaning of this 
aspect of the principle of sufficient reason for Leibniz, and con-
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sider the ~ounds of hi~ faith in it, they appear, as in the pas
sage last Cited, to be chiefly two. Partly, he presents it as a sort 
of axiomatic proposit~on in psychology: just as all physical 
events must have effictent causes, so all conscious choices must 
have motivati?g reaso~; and t~ese reasons must lie in the ap
parent values mherent m the obJects chosen. This proposition 
~en, is for ~ibniz an "eternal truth"; "a power of determin: 
mg oneself Without any cause, or any source of determination 
implies contradiction .... It is metaphysically necessary tha~ 
there be some such cause." 56 But at bottom Leibniz, like 
More~ adopts the principle, it is evident, for reasons which 
ma~, m one sense o~ a highly ambiguous term, be called prag
matic. The conceptiOn of the world we live in which would fol
Io~ from t?e rejection of the principle was intolerable to such a 
nu?d as his. It meant placing Caprice on the throne of the 
umverse- ~nder however venerable a title. It implied that 
Nature, havmg no determining reason in it flouts and baffles 
the reason that is in man. A world where ~hance-happening 
had ~ much as a foothold would have no stability or trust
worthmess; uncertainty would infect the whole; anything (ex
cept, perhaps, the self-contradictory) might exist and anything 
nught happen, and no one thing would be in itself even more 
pr~ba?le than anyoth~r. Such a hypothesis was not one which 
Le1bruz could entertam if any alternative was available· and 
the principl~ of suffici~nt re~on would unquestionably' have 
seemed. to hi1.n a practically mdispensable postulate if he had 
not beheved It to be a logically necessary truth.'" 

There was, however, it may be noted in passing, one rather 
aw~ard .consequence of the proposition that . God can do 
~othing Without a reason. This difficulty Samuel Clarke effec
tively pressed home in his controversy with Leibniz. The 
cel~brated ass of Buridan, being, by hypothesis, a perfectly 
rattonal ass, was ~n~ble to choose between two equally large 
and. equally ap~et1zmg bales of hay equidistant from his nose; 
havm% no su~cient reason for preferring one to the other, the 
sagacious . antmal s~arved to death in the midst of plenty. 
Clarke pomted out, m substance, that Leibniz attributed to his 
Maker precisely such an irrational excess of rationality. There 
presumably confront even omnipotence, Clarke suggested, 
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some situations in which it is desirable to choose one or the 
other of two alternatives, though there is no reason why one 
should be chosen rather than the other. In these situations, 
then, such a deity as Leibriiz had set up would never be able to 
act at all. Leibniz was unable to deny that, if there are any 
such situations, this consequence must follow from his premises. 

'Tis a thing indifferent to place three bodies, equal and perfectly alike, 
in any order whatsoever; and consequently they never will be placed in any 
rmhr by Him who does nothing without wisdom. 

But Leibniz adds that there cannot be, in any possible world, 
such a perfect balance of values between any two alternatives. 67 

This assertion was manifestly difficult to prove and, on the face 
of it, highly improbable. Leibniz was involved in this em
barrassment by that excessively simple and quasi-mechanical 
conception of volition, which, as we have seen, was one of the 
senses which the principle of sufficient reason had for him. 
Where there was no preponderance of value in one contem
plated object rather than another, an intelligent agent would 
be as powerless to move as a piece of matter in an equilibrium 
of forces. But this was not the significant essence of the prin
ciple. Leibniz might with advantage have limited it to the 
proposition that where there is an actual difference between 
possibles, that which by its own nature has the greater reason 
for existing must necessarily be created by God. 

Thus far Leibniz's argument seems to place him on the side 
of Spinoza, as against the critics of that philosopher. The 
primary being exists by a logical necessity; it is also necessary 
that all the things derivative from it should have "reasons" for 
existence lying in its nature and in their own; and this might 
seem to mean that all things follow ex necess£tate divinae naturae, 
and that the existent universe is just such a system as Spinoza 
had represented - logically inevitable in its least detail, so 
that no alternative could ever have been so much as conceived 
by an infinite intellect. From this consequence, however, 
Leibniz professed to have found a way of escape. Tempera
mentally wishful, like many other philosophers, to eat his cake 
and have it too, he conceived that his position was as effectu
ally differentiated from Spinoza's cosmic determinism as from 
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the. theory - whether in its theological or in its naturalistic or 
E.p~~~an fo.rm :-~fa chance-world; and the original and 
dlStmctive thmg m h1s formulation of the principle of sufficient 
reason seemed to him to consist precisely in its indication of a 
third possible view opposed to both these extremes. 

His attempted differentiation of his position from Spinoza's 
rested upon two points. (a) In Spinoza, the divine reason 
~o~ed. the divine will no option, and, indeed, there was no 
distinction between them. Such a view seemed to Leibniz 
objectionable, partly for reasons similar to those indicated in 
passages already cited from other writers. He too at least at 
times, desired a God who might be said to possess' a will, and 
not mer~ly an intellect consisting. in an infinity of automatically 
self-real!Zmg essences; and to him too Spinoza's metaphysics 
appeared to exclude the possibility of any moral philosophy. 
But he had also a special reason of his own for rejecting this 
feature ofSpinozism- a reason which at the same time, as he 
th~ug?t, showed th~ solution of the difficulty. Spinoza had, 
Le1bmz observes, failed to see that existence must be limited 
not onl~ to t~e possible, in the logical sense, but also to the 
co~J?Oss1bl~; 1. e., ~hat any actual world must be made up of 
entities which, bes1des bemg consistent with themselves are 
also compatible with one another. And although, in the ~orld 
of ~ences, all simple, positive 'natures' find a place without 
confhct, when the world of concrete existents is considered not 
all combinations are possible. Essences therefore conceived 

"al fi ' ' as maten s or translation into existence come in sets each set 
1 d . ' ' exc ~ mg some essences, but including all that form one com-

possible group. When this is borne in mind, Leibniz argues, it 
become.s apparent that there not only may but must have been 
a select10n, namely, of one of those sets, and therewith the ex
clusion ~fall that did n?t belong to it, before any world of con
~~e ex1Stents could ar1Se at all; in theological terms, that the 
d1vme Reason before the creation was confronted with a multi
tude- in fact, as Leibniz tells us, with an infinite number
of~odels of worlds, any one, but only one, of which could con
ceiVably be cre~ted .. An act of choice is thus seen to be a logi
cally necessary unphcate of the very idea of an existent world. 
It seems to follow that the principle of plenitude does not hold 
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for Leibniz in the same absolute sense as for Spinoza: "the 
question utrum detur vacuum formarum, i. e., whether there are 
species which are possible but nevertheless do not exist" must 
be answered (subject to a large qualification presently to be 
noted) in the affirmative; "there necessarily are species which 
never have existed and never will exist, since they are not com
patible with the series of creatures which God has chosen." 68 

In his discovery of this notion of compossibility Leibniz took 
great pride, but it has no definite meaning until we know what 
the criterion of com possibility is supposed to be; and about this 
he has little to say, and that little by no means clear. Once, at 
least, he admits that no statement of that criterion can be 
given: 

It is not yet known to men from what the incompossibility of different 
things arises or how it comes about that different essences are opposed 
to one another, since all purely positive terms appear to be compatible 
inllr s~. 61 

Some hints of an explanation, however, are elsewhere discover
able; and there is some, if not altogether conclusive, textual 
justification for Russell's suggestion that the criterion of com
possibility for Leibniz lay in an assumed necessity that any pos· 
sible world should be subject to uniform laws. If a world, for 
example, is to contain motion, then there must also be for it 
invariable laws of motion. In some possible world, the law of 
inverse squares will be one of these laws; and for that world, 
though not for other possible ones, any arrangement or move
ment of matter not in accordance with the Newtonian formula 
will be incompossible. Thus, in Russell's phrase, "what is 
called the 'reign of law' is metaphysically necessary in Leib
niz's philosophy." 60 Yet if this be Leibniz's meaning, he 
neither states it unequivocally nor gives it any detailed appli
cation or illustration. What, however, seems plain is that 
compossibility does not differ in principle from possibility, in 
the traditional philosophical sense of the latter term; it is 
merely a special case of it. No truths concerning compossi
bility are contingent, but all inhere in the logical natures of the 
essences concerned. In short, both the make-up of each world 
and the limitation of the possibility of actualization to some one 
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of them were among the necessities subsisting eternally in the 
realm of Ideas, antecedently to the choice of a particular one 
among the worlds to be the recipient of the privilege of exist
ence. 

(b) Consequently, Leibniz's introduction of the notion of 
compossibility did not of itself, as he sometimes seems to have 
supposed, essentially differentiate his principle of sufficient 
reason from Spinoza's ;tniversal necessity. It was merely a 
;,efine~~~t ~r el~bora~10n upon the familiar conception of 

posstbthty, whtch Spmoza could without inconsistency have 
accep!ed. 81 Th~ origina.l question remained, namely, whether 
anythmg, and if anythmg, what, necessitated the choice of 
th~ ac~ally existent world from among the possibles. But here 
Lexbmz propounded a further distinction by which he pro
f~ssed to escape ~e~isively from the deadly reproach of Spino
Zlsm. In mamtammg that the divine will must necessarily be 
?eter~ned by the most sufficient reason, and must therefore 
mf~hbly choose the .one best out of the many possible worlds, 
he ts .no~! he e?'plams, asse~ting the "brutal, metaphysical 
necesstty of Spmoza, but a' moral necessity." For the oppo
site, i. e., the choice of one of the other worlds would not be 
imp?ss~ble in the ~eta physical sense; it would ~ot imply con
tradxctton. The will, according to the principle of sufficient 
reason, is "always more i~lined to the alternative which it 
takes? bu~ it is n~t u~der th~ necessity of taking it. It is certain 
that 1t will. take 1t Without 1ts being necessary for it to do so." 
Thus a res1duum of contingency is supposed to be left in the 
universe and therewith room is found for the freedom of the 
will of the First Cause. u 
T~e distin~tion whi~h Leibniz here attempts to set up is 

man~~tl?' w1th?ut log1ca~ substance; the fact is so apparent 
that 1t IS xmpossxble to beheve that a thinker of his powers can 
have been altogether unaware of it himself. Without abandon
ing all that is most essential in the principle of sufficient reason 
he could not possibly admit that a sufficient reason "inclines" 
the will wi~hout necessitating its. choice, and least of all in the 
case of a will supposed to be enlightened by an infinite intelli
gence. The choice of any world other than the best would 
according to propositions which Leibniz frequently and 
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plainly lays down, be as inconsistent with the essence of deity 
as non-existence would be; as Leibniz admits even in one of the 
passages in which he is endeavoring to persuade his readers 
that his universe contains a real margin of contingency, "chez 
le sage necessaire et d\1 sont des choses ~quivalentes." 83 "The 
author of the world is free" only in a sense which is perfectly 
consistent with his "doing all things determinately." When 
Leibniz says that, upon his principles, the opposite to the 
actual choice would not involve self-contradiction he confuses 
two things. The mere concept of the existence of any of the in
ferior and non-existent worlds is, by the hypothesis, free from 
contradiction, if taken by itself, in abstraction from the prin
ciple of sufficient reason; but it was absolutely impossible that 
it should be selected for existence, since this would contradict 
both the perfection of God and the very notion of voluntary 
choice, of which the principle of sufficient reason is an expres
sion. 

Nor, of course, could it be consistently maintained by Leib
niz that, though the divine will was necessitated to choose the 
best world, the bestness of that world was conferred upon it by 
some spontaneous preference, some free act of valuation, on the 
part of the chooser. To no doctrine was Leibniz more bitterly 
opposed than to this. For him value was purely objective, 
and valuing a strictly logical process. The existence7'justifying 
good which may be predicable of any essence or collection of 
essences is one of its inherent properties, known, indeed, by 
the divine reason, but belonging to the realm of essential or 
metaphysical necessity which is prior to will and regulative 
of it. The worth of an object is involved in its Idea in pre
cisely the same way in which divisibility by other whole num
bers without a remainder is involved in the Ideas of certain 
whole numbers. 64 If, then, God had pronounced any other 
world best, he would have contradicted himself as absolutely as 
if he had asserted that four is not a multiple of two; in other 
words, both were equally impossible to him, and therefore the 
existence of any other scheme of things than the one which 
actually exists was from all eternity impossible. 

An absolute logical determinism, then, is as characteristic of 
the metaphysics of Leibniz as of that of Spinoza, though the 
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reasons why it is are somewhat more complicated in the former 
case, and thoug? Leibniz lacked the candor and courage to 
~xpre~s th~ certam, and almost obvious, outcome of his reason
m~s, m. hts. mor.e popular writings, without obscuring it by 
~~s~ead_mg 1f edtfymg phraseology - especially by the verbal 
dtstm.ctwn, absolutely meaningless in the light of his other 
doctrmes, between "necessitating" and "infallibly inclining" 
reaso?s. The real meaning, in his system, of the principle of 
suffict~nt reason thus re.solves itself into the proposition that 
the existence of everythmg that does exist, and also its attri
butes, behavior, and relations, are determined by a necessary 
tr~th, or a ~ystem of such truths. The reasonableness of the 
umverse whtch the formula affirms is, as with Spinoza, of the 
same tYJ?e as the reasonableness of a geometrical system - as 
ge~metnc~l systems were conceived by seventeenth-century 
logtc. This co~]~ hardlY_ lx; more plainly and emphatically 
declared tha~ 1t 1s by Letbmz himself in one of the most im
por_tant of h1s sho~t~r ~ritings, On the Primary Origination of 
Thzngs (De rerum ongznatzone radicali, I 697). 

In reality we find that all things in the world take place (fori) according 
to t~e laws of eternal _truths, not only geometrical but also metaphysical, 
~hat 1s, not only accordmg to material but also to formal necessities; and this 
JS true not mere!~ generally, with respect to the reason, already explained, 
why the wo~ld ex1sts rather than does not exist and why it exists thus rather 
than. otherwiSe; but eve~ when we descend to the details we see that meta
phySlcallaws hold good m a wonderful manner in the entire universe 
~us, then_, we have. the ultimate reason of the reality both of essenc~s ·~d 
ex1stences. m one bemg, which is necesaarily greater than the world itself 
and super10r and antecedent to it.u ' 

T~e sam~ c?smical determinism is manifest in a logical 
thests of Letbmz most plainly expressed in certain writings of 
his publ~shed only within the past fifty years. This thesis is that 
all contmgent truths are ultimately reducible to a priori or 
necessary truths. We, no doubt, because of the limitations of 
ou_r human. understa~d~ng, _cannot, in many cases, accomplish 
th1s :eductiOn; the dtstmctton between the necessary and the 
contmgent expresses a genuine and persistent difference be
tween the ways. in whic? certain specific truths present them
selves to our rmnds. A JUdgment which appears to us as con-
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tingent could by itself be shown to be necessary- i. e., to be 
simply the expression of the essential meaning or " nature" of 
the notions contained in it - only through an analysis of 
those notions which would proceed in infinitum and is therefore 
impossible to a finite mind. But though we are unable to at
tain an intuitive apprehension of the necessity, in the specific 
instance, we can nevertheless be sure that the necessity is there, 
and is recognized by the mind of God, who sees all the natures 
and their relations through and through in a single perfect 
intuition or scientia visionis. Unless thus ultimately reducible to 
necessity no proposition can, according to Leibniz, be true at 
all; for the truth of a proposition can mean only "the in
herence of its predicate in its subject" directly or indirectly, so 
that the subject would not be itself without that predicate. 66 

In other words, no judgment is true unless its opposite is -
to a sufficiently analytic and sufficiently comprehensive intel
ligence- a self-contradiction. And the equivalence of this 
proposition to the principle of sufficient reason is explicitly 
stated: the verite primitive qru rim n' est sans raison is said to be 
synonymous with the proposition that "every truth has a 
proof a priori drawn from the notion of its terms, though it is not 
always in our power to carry through this analysis." 67 Not 
only by its clear implications, then, but by some of the formal 
definitions of it, the principle of sufficient reason is with Leib
niz equivalent to the Spinozistic doctrine of th<" eternal, quasi
geometrical necessity of all things. 88 

The fact that Leibniz had failed to establish any essential 
difference between his "sufficient reason" and Spinoza's 
"necessity" was by no means unrecognized in the eighteenth 
century. It was pointed out at length, with perfectly sound 
arguments, by the Halle theologian Joachim Lange in his 
Modesta disquisitio, I 723, and in numerous other writings 
against the philosophy of Wolff, the systematizer and popu
larizer of the Leibnitian doctrines. Both Wolff and Leibniz, 
Lange observes, "derive creation from the nature of God as 
light is derived from the sun, and make it strictly essential to 
him and a part of his nature or necessary." The only way in 
which, on Leibnitian principles, anything could, without con
tradiction, be other than what it is, would be as a possibility in 
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so~e o~er world which does not exist; in the actual world, 
which ts also, by the hypothesis, the only world which God 
could conceivably have willed, everything is determined with 
the same "fatal necessity" as in the system of the Jewish phi
!osop~er. ee A si~lar observation - not, perhaps, in this case, 
Implymg real dtsapproval-later found a place in the less 
ort?odox ,Pa~es of t~e Encyclopedie. To the immense reputation 
which Leibmz had m the middle of the century that work bears 
conclusive testimony; it remarks that "he alone confers as 
much honor upon Germany as Plato, Aristotle, and Archi
medes together conferred upon Greece." 7o But, it asks: 

How c~n Messieun ~eibnits an? Wolf bring their principle of sufficient 
re:uon mto accord wtth the contingency of the universe? Contingency im
plies an equal balance of possibilities. But what is more opposed to such a 
balance than the principle of sufficient reason? It is then necessary to aay 
that th~ w~rld exists, not contingently, but by virtu~ of a ~ufficient reason; 
and thts mtght lead us to the verge of Spinozism. These philosophers at
tempt, to be sure, to escape this; ... but it remains true that the sufficient 
reason doe_s not l~avc; con.tingency unimpaired. The more a plan has 
~easons whtch reqwre Its extstence, the less are alternative plans possible -
1.e., the less can they set up claims to existence. . . . God is the source of 
~ created mon~ds, which have emanated from him by continual fulgura
tions. . . . Thmgs cannot be other than they are. n 

The passage sh?~ ~le~rly that one, and perhaps the principal, 
tendency of Letbmz s msistence upon his principle of sufficient 
reason- commonly esteemed jn the eighteenth century one 
of the. great ac~ievements of philosophy - was to promote the 
doctrme of umversal necessity and to diminish the horror of 
that hobgoblin which had so terrified even Leibniz himself the 
metaphysics of Spinoza. ' 

But.it I_Ilay perhaps be suggested that, even though logical 
~ecesstty ts as absolute and pervasive in Leibniz's universe as 
m S~inoza's, there is still an essential difference between the 
t~o, m that for .Leibniz the thing that is necessary is the realiza
tion of value; m other words, that the principle of sufficient 
re~on, tho~gh it declares that only one world could ever con
ceivably exrst, adds that this one must be the best conceivable 
- an addition not to be found in Spinoza. If however we 
observe ~hat the "good" is. that Leibniz regard; as the gr~und 
of the eXIStence of any particular thing, or of the actual world 
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as a whole, we shall see that even this difference is both less and 
other than it at first sight appears to be. We shall at the same 
time see the principle of sufficient reason in the act of passing 
over explicitly into the principle of plenitude. There can, 
Leibniz often says plainly enough, be only one ultimate reason 
why anything exists, namely, that its essence demands exist~ 
ence, and will inevitably attain it unless interfered with by a 
similar demand on the part of some other essence; and the 
superiority of the actual world to all the other abstractly con
ceivable ones consists in the fact that in it this tendency of es~ 
sences to exist is realized in a greater measure than in any of 
the others. An exz'gentia existmtiae 72 is inherent in every es~ 
sence; nisi in ipsa essentz'ae natura quaedam ad existendum inclinatio 
4SSet, nihil existeret. A mere "possible" is a thing frustrate, un~ 
completed; and therefore "every possible is characterized by a 
striving (conatus) towards existence," and "may be said to be 
destined to exist, provided, that is, it is grounded in a neces
sary being actually existing." True, as we have seen, not all 
possibles do attain existence, since the requirements of com~ 
possibility exclude some of them. But, with this restriction, 
Leibniz comes very near to applying to every essence the prin~ 
ciple of the ontological argument. He comes even nea,ter than 
Spinoza to doing so. Spinoza's principal (though not his only) 
argument, it will be remembered, ran thus: given the Idea of 
one dz'rectly necessary being as a point d' appui, the existence of 
beings corresponding to all the other Ideas (within the limits 
of possibility) is equally necessary. 78 With Leibniz the point 
d' appui seems superfluous. While he is usually careful to speak 
of the other existents as logically dependent upon the existence 
of God, his emphasis upon the inherency of the propensio ad 
existendum in each essenc~ separately is frequently so unquali
fied that it becomes difficult to see wherein the dependence 
consists. The necessity with which God exists would seem to be 
merely one instance - though the extreme instance - of this 
generic attribute of essence. The certainty of the realization of 
the pro pension in the case of the divine essence is, perhaps, due 
only to its exemption from the requirements of compossi
bility; it is an essence lwrs concours, so to say, and does not need 
to struggle for a place in the real world. 74 The issue of that 
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struggle in the case of the other essences seems to be deter
mined wholly by their properties, not by the attributes of God. 
Leibniz does not hesitate to represent the emergence of the 
actual from among the possible worlds as the result of a 
quasi-mech~nical proce~ in ~hie~ the world carrying the 
greatest wetght of potenttal bemg mevitably pushed through 
to actuality: 7a 

From the conflict of all the possibles demanding existence this at once 
follo.ws, th~t th~re exists that series of things by which as ma~y of them as 
pOSSlble ~1st; m other words, the maximal series of possibles. . . . And 
as we see l~qu1ds spontaneously and by their own nature gather into spherical 
drops, so m the nature of the universe the series which has the greatest ca
pacity (maxime capax) exiats,74 

~eibni~ wa~ers, i~, is tr~e, betwee? two possible ways of 
ta~mg this notto.n of maximal capactty." He necessarily ad
IDJtted a gradation among the essences, of which the graded 
scale of monads, with God at the summit of the scale was the 
expression .. An? he. no~, infrequently seems to imply 'that, be
cause of their ddfermg degrees of perfection," some essences 
may have a greater claim, or a more potent tendency, to exist
ence than others. Thus the fullness of the actual world would 
be rather intensive than extensive; it would be measured by 
the rank, or degrees of excellence, of its component members 
and not ~erely by their ~umber. The following passage illus~ 
trates thts way of construmg the notion : 

The sufficie~t reason for God's choice can be found only in the fitness 
(~onvenance) or ~n the. degrees of ~erfection that the several worlds possess, 
smce each poss1ble thing has the nght to aspire to existence in proportion to 
the amount of perfection it contains in germ. 11 

But though Leibniz, undeniably, often inclines to this sort of 
phraseology in the popular writings with which eighteenth
centur~ readers were most familiar, the view it suggests was 
not logically open to him, and is not in fact carried out in his 
account of the actual constitution of the world. If it be as
sumed that the essence man "contained in germ" many times 
the ': a~ount of perfection" attaching to the essence crocodile, 
and if It be further assumed (as by Leibniz it is) that the rules 
of compossibility _forbid that two bodies should occupy the 
same space, then It would seem, according to the passage last 
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cited, that a world containing only men and no crocodiles 
would be better than one containing both, since the crocodiles 
would certainly require matter and occupy space which might 
be de.voted to the uses of human beings. But this is precisely the 
conclusion which Leibniz does not draw. As the author of a 
theodicy he is concerned to justify crocodiles; he must show 
that the principle of sufficient reason requires that- once 
more, within the limits of compossibility- these creatures 
and all the other possible links in the Chain of Being, down to 
the lowest, shall really exist. What may, then, be called his 
actual working theory on the subject is that of equal rights 
among essences as claimants for existence. "To say that some 
essences have an inclination to exist and others do not, is to say 
something without reason, since existence seems to be uni
versally related to every essence in the same manner." 78 And 
the superiority of the actual world consists in the number of dif
ferent essences- in other words, in the variety of types
realized in it, not in their metaphysical rank or qualitative 
excellence. "Perfection is to be placed in form [i. e., as the 
context shows, in quantity of forms], or variety; whence it fol
lows that matter is not everywhere uniform, but is diversified 
by assuming different forms; otherwise, as much variety as 
possible would not be realized. . . . It follows likewise that 
that series prevailed through which there could arise the great
est possibility of thinking of things as distinct (distincta cogita· 
bilitas)." a "The actual universe is the collection of the pos
sibles qui jorment le plus riche compose." 80 "We must say," 
writes Leibniz to Malebranche, "that God makes the greatest 
number of things that he can"; and it is precisely for this rea· 
son that the laws of nature are as simple as possible; by means 
of such laws God was able "to find room for as many things as 
it is possible to place together. If God had made use of other 
laws, it would be as if one should construct a building of 
round stones, which leave more space unoccupied than that 
which they fill." 81 Thus even the scientific assumption that 
the simplest explanatory hypothesis is always to be preferred 
appeared to Leibniz - though the connection is hard to fol· 
low - as a corollary of the principle of plenitude. 

The "good," then, for the sake of which, and by reason of 
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which, things exist, is simply existence itself- the actualiza
tion of essence; and the world that in the eternal nature of 
things was necessitated to be, was the world in which "the 
quantity of existence is as great as possible." •2 Thus the dif
fere~ce between Leibniz's nominal assertion and Spinoza's 
demal of final causes approaches the vanishing point. There 
are, ?f course, in Leibniz plenty of passages dilating in the con
ventiOnal way upon the evidences of design in nature the 
11 fit )) f hi ' I ness o everyt ng to everythmg else, and to man's ad-
~ant.age, in particul~r. 88 But his fundamental view, expressed 
m hxs most methodxcal and comprehensive summaries of his 
doctrine, was that each thing exists, not primarily for the sake 
of other ~hings, not ~s an instrument to an ulterior good, but 
because 1ts essence, hke every essence had its own underiva
tive right to existence. And since this is realized (so far as it is 
possible) by logical necessity, and since its realization differs 
fr~~ what Spinoza had represented as following ex necessitate 
dwmae naturae only by the limitations inherent in the rule of in
compossibility, the metaphysical outcome of the two argu
ments is still essentially the same. 

Nevertheless, the difference between the Leibnitian and 
Spinozistic ways of putting what was, in logical substance, the 
same fundamental metaphysics, was historically important. 
Where Spinoza had (ostensibly) asserted that the realization 
of the princ~ple of plenitude, being necessary, cannot properly 
be called etther good or bad, Leibniz declared that while 
necessary, it is also supremely good; he thereby gave ~o that 
principle (without qualification) the status of a doctrine about 
value as well as (with a qualification) that of a doctrine about 
the co?stitution ~f reality. Spinoza, as we have seen, appears 
more .mterested m the thought of the necessity of the universe 
~han m th? thought of its plenitude. Leibni.z was genuinely 
mterested m both aspects of this dialectic· but he was also 
somewhat afraid of the cosmic determinis~ to which it led 
him, while in the notion of the cosmic "fullness" he took and 
he tended to impart to his readers, a lively imaginativ~ and 
emotional satisfaction. 
~he qualification to which the principle of plenitude was 

subject when taken as a generalization about reality did not, 
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in the concrete application of Leibniz's metaphysics to ques
tions lying within the purview of natural science, prove to be 
of much consequence. Though he had affirmed the reality of 
a vacuumjormarum, i. e., of the non-existence of some possibles, 
it was a vacuum lying wholly outside the particular series of 
forms which defines the world that actually exists. Within 
this world no gaps of any sort could be admitted; Leibniz had 
a horror vacui which he was certain that Nature shared. In its 
internal structure the universe is a plenum, and the law of con
tinuity, the assumption that "nature makes no leaps," can 
with absolute confidence be applied in all the sciences, from 
geometry to biology and psychology. "If one denied it, the 
world would contain hiatuses, which would overthrow the 
great principle of sufficient reason and compel us to have re
course to miracles or pure chance in the explanation of phe
nomena." What this means, of course, is that since the general 
types of entity actually found in the world must obviously be 
possible and compossible, and since (as Leibniz somewhat un
critically assumes) all species of those types must be equally 
possible, then the absence from reality of any such species 
would amount to an arbitrary, which is to say a fortuitous, 
exclusion of a possible from existence - the inconceivability 
of which to Leibniz needs no further exposition. 84 

The principle of plenitude, and that of continuity as a spe
cial form of it, involve him in some embarrassment when he 
comes to consider the two questions of the existence of matter 
and of the possibility of physical vacua, the latter a topic still 
much debated among physicists during his lifetime. In some 
passages he comes near to deducing from these principles, as 
Archbishop King had done, a proof of physical realism. 86 

God must have created real matter, since if he had not, there 
would be not only an unrealized possibility of existence, but 
also a lack of coherency in things: "if there were only minds, 
they would be without the necessary connection with one an
other (liaison) without the order of times and places." This , . , 
order "demands matter and motion and the laws of motton. 
And if there is to be any matter at all, then it must be con
tinuous; there can be no empty spaces where matter might 
have been but is not. Leibniz therefore vehemently attacked 
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the physical vacuists. But on the other hand, he found rea
sons, which it is not needful to set forth here, 88 for concluding 
that space is merely the "order of coexistences," a form in 
which entities not really extended appear sensibly to one an
other; and with this the material world, as conceived by or
dinary physical realism, goes by the board, and material 
bodies are reduced to the equivocal status already mentioned. 
The principle of plenitude, in short, here comes into conflict 
with certain other dialectical motives which played an im
portant part in Leibniz's thought, and, at this particular 
point, gets the worst of it. 87 When, from this point of view, he 
still continues to criticize the believers in the vacuum, it is not 
because they hold that empty spaces exist somewhere, but 
because they hold that real spaces exist at all. 88 Meanwhile, 
of the reality of which matter is the manifestation, the denial 
of the possibility of any vacuum holds good literally; nature is 
everywhere teeming with life, all of it accompanied with some 
degree of sentiency. "There is," Leibniz writes in the Mona
dology, "nothing fallow, nothing sterile, nothing dead in the 
universe"; and again elsewhere: "If there were a vacuum, it is 
evident that there would be left sterile and fallow places in 
which, nevertheless, without prejudice to any other things, 
something might have been produced. But it is not consistent 
with wisdom that any such places should be left." 81 "In 
every particle of the universe a world composed of an infinity 
of creatures is contained." eo 

But, as the metaphysical argument already outlined implies, 
it is not of mere quantity or numbers that Nature is thus in
satiably avid; it is essentially the maximization of diversity 
that she seeks, the multiplication of species and sub-species and 
differing individuals to the limit of logical possibility. "Just 
as there is no vacuum in the varieties of the corporeal world, so 
there is no less variety among intelligent creatures." 11 Some 
notable consequences drawn from this aspect of the principle 
of plenitude in the eighteenth century we shall observe in later 
lectures. 

VI 

THE CHAIN OF BEING IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY 
THOUGHT, AND MAN'S PLACE AND 

R6LE IN NATURE 

IT WAS in the eighteenth century that ~he. concept.ion of the 
universe as a Chain of Being, and the pnnc1ples wh1ch ':lnder
lay this conception - plenitude, continuity, gra~at10n -
attained their widest diffusion and acceptance. Th1s at first 
seems somewhat strange. That a group of ideas. w~ich owed 
its genesis to Plato and Aristotle and its systemat1zat10n to the 
Neoplatonists should have had so belated a fruition .may w.ell 
appear surprising - especially as there was much m the m
tellectual fashions of (roughly) the first three ~uarter~ of th,e 
century which seemed inimical to these assumptiOns. Anst?t.le s 
authority had, of course, long since been lost. Scholasticism 
and its methods were, among those who plumed themselves. o~ 
their "enlightenment," usually objects of con~empt and ~ldl
cule. The faith in speculative a priori metaphysiCS was ~anmg, 
and the Baconian temper (if not precisely the Bacon:1an pr.o
cedure), the spirit of patient empirical inquiry,. contmued its 
triumphant march in science, and was an object of ferve.nt 
enthusiasm among a large part of the general educated pubhc. 
And the notion of the Chain of Being, with the ~ss~mptwn~ on 
which it rested, was obviously not a generahzatl?n d.enved 
from experience, nor was it, in truth, easy to reconcile w1th the 
known facts of nature. . 

Nevertheless there has been no period in which wnters of all 
sorts - men of science and philosophers, poets and popular 
essayists deists and orthodox divines- talked so much about 
the Ch;in of Being, or accepted more implicitly the general 
scheme of ideas connected with it, or more boldl.y dr~w ~rom 
these their latent implications, or apparent imphcatiOns. 
Addison King Bolingbroke, Pope, Haller, Thomson, Aken
side, Bu'ffon, Bonnet, Goldsmith, Diderot, Kant, Lambert, 
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Herder, Schiller - all these and a host of lesser writers not 
only expatiated upon the theme but drew from it new, or pre
viously evaded, consequences; while Voltaire and Dr. John
son, a strange pair of companions in arms, led an attack upon 
the whole conception. Next to the word 'Nature,' 'the Great 
Chain of Being' was the sacred phrase of the eighteenth cen
tury, playing a part somewhat analogous to that of the blessed 
word 'evolution' in the late nineteenth. 

It was, probably, not chiefly to any direct influence of Greek 
or medieval philosophy that the conception owed its vogue in 
the eighteenth century. For it had been insisted upon by both 
of the two philosophers of the late seventeenth whose reputa
tion and influence were greatest in the ensuing fifty years. 
Locke was not less explicit, though he was less exuberant, than 
Leibniz in repeating the ancient theses: 

In all the visible corporeal world we see no chasms or gaps. All quite 
down from us the descent is by easy steps, and a continued series that in 
each remove differ very little one from the other. There are fishes that have 
wings and are not strangers to the airy region; and there are some birds that 
are inhabitants of the water, whose blood is as cold as fishes .... There are 
animals so near of kin both to birds and beasts that they are in the middle 
between both. Amphibious animals link the terrestrial and aquatic to
gether; .•• not to mention what is confidently reported of mermaids or 
sea-men. There are some brutes that seem to have as much reason and 
knowledge as some that are called men; and the animal and vegetable 
kingdoms are so nearly joined, that if you will take the lowest of one and the 
highest of the other, there will scarce be perceived any great difference 
between them; and so on until we come to the lowest and the most unor· 
ganical parts of matter, we shall find everywhere that the several species are 
linked together, and differ but in almost insensible degrees. And when we 
consider the infinite power and wisdom of the Maker, we have reU<>n to 
think, that it is suitable to the magnificent harmony of the universe, and the 
great design and infinite goodness of the architect, that the species of crea· 
tures should also, by gentle degrees, ascend upwards from us towards his 
infinite perfection, as we see they gradually descend from us downwards.l 

Addison made this aspect of the Platonistic metaphysics 
familiar even to that part of the public which left the works of 
philosophers and theologians unread, by repeated references to 
it in the Spectator- for example, in No. 519. 

Infinite Goodness is of so communicative a Nature, that it seems to de
light in the conferring of Existence upon every degree of Perceptive Being. 
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As this is a Speculation which I have often pursued with great Pleasure to 
myself, I shall enlarge farther upon it by considering that part of the Scale 
of Beings which comes within our own Knowl~dge. There a~e many other 
creatures . . . which have no other sense beSJ.de that of feelmg and taste. 
. . . It is wonderful to observe, by what a gradual progress the World ~f 
Life advances through a prodigious variety of species, befo~e a creatu~e IS 

formed that is compleat in all its Senses. . . . If after this we look mto 
the several inward Perfections of Cunning and Sagacity, or what wegener· 
ally call Instinct, we find them rising after the same manner, imperceptibly 
one above another, and receiving additional Improvei?ents, acc~rdmg to 
the Species in which they are implanted. This progress m Nature IS so very 
gradual, that the most perfect of an Inferior Species comes very nea: to the 
most imperfect of that which is immedia~ely abo~e it.. . . . ~or IS [the] 
goodness (of the Supream Being] less seen m the D1vers~ty than ~n the Mul· 
titude of living Creatures. Had he made only one Spee1es of Ammals, none 
of the rest would have enjoyed the Happiness of Existence; h: has, th~re· 
fore, specified in his Creation every degree of Life, every. Capac1ty of ~em~. 
The whole Chasm in Nature, from a Plant to a Man, 1s filled up w1th d~· 
verse Kinds of Creatures, rising one over another by such a gentle _and eas1e 
Ascent that the little Transitions and Deviations from one Spec1es to an· 
other ~e almost insensible. This intermediate Space is so well husbanded 
and ~anaged, that there is scarce a degree of Perception which does not ap· 
pear in some part of the World of Life.t 

Another writer the Anglican divine Edmund Law, was npt 
content even with this picture of the 'fullness' of creation, b'ut, 
after quoting Addison, added that within each species as many 
individuals as are capable of existing together must have been 
generated: 

From the . . , observation that there is no manner of chasm or void, no 
link deficient in this great chain of beings, and the reason of it, it .will appear 
extremely probable that every distinct order, every class or spec1es of them, 
is as full as the nature of it would admit, or God saw proper. There are 
perhaps so many in each class as coul~ exist together without som.e incon· 
venience or uruasiruss to each other. Th1s we are sure of, that nothmg but 
an impossibility in the nature of the thing, or some greater. (sic) in~onven· 
ience can restrain the exercise of the power of God, or hmder h1m from 
prod~cing still more and more beings capable of felicity .. · . '!'e ~a~e 
the highest reason to conclude that everything is as perfect as poss1ble m 1ts 
own kind, and that every· system is in itself full and complete.

3 

Out of the many special turns given to these general ideas, 
we shall in the present lecture consider certain .of the d~duc
tions made from them with respect to man- h1s status m the 
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scale, his nature, and the ethical consequences to be drawn 
from these. 

A. The Chain of Being and Man's Place in Nature. We have 
already considered the effects· of the belief in the infinity of the 
~orld and the plurality of inhabited globes - itself chiefly an 
mfe~ence fro~ the principle of plenitude - upon man's con
cep.tlon .of h1s place and consequence in the cosmic system. 
This behef, we have seen, did less to abate the self-esteem of our 
race than might have been expected and has often been sup
posed. But there were four other implications of the notion of 
the full and. infinitesimally graduated Scale of Being which 
tended defimtely to lower man's estimate of his cosmic impor
t~nce and uniqueness;. and these were much dwelt upon by 
e1gh~eent.h-century philosophers and popularizers of philo
sophical Ideas. 
• I· . It was ht~plied by the principle of plenitude that every 

hnk m the Cham of Being exists, not merely and not primarily 
for t?e benefit of any other link, but for its own sake, or more 
prec1sely, for the sake of the completeness of the series of forms 
the realization of which was the chief object of God in creatin~ 
the w?rld. We have already seen that, though essences were 
conc~lVed to~ u?equal.in .dignity, they all had an equal claim 
to eXIStence, WI~hm the hrmts of rational possibility; and there
fore the. tr~e raz:~n d' etre of one species of being was never to be 
soug~t m ~ts utxhty to any other. But this implication was in 
co~1ct ~lth an old assumption, highly flattering to man, 
wh1ch still persisted in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies. The 'J?hysico-theology' so much beloved by the writers 
of works of edific~tion, deistic as well as orthodox, was in intent 
~proof of the eXIStence of God; but it was in effect a glorifica
tion of man. For it rested in great part upon the supposition 
that ~ll othe~ created beings exist for man's sake. Tout est erie 
pour I h~mme IS at once the tacit premise and the triumphant 
concl~s1on of that long series of teleological arguments which 
const1~utes so large a fraction of the 'philosophical' output of 
the eighteenth century - and is one of the most curious 
monuments o~ human imbecility. This later age, in this, but 
reJ?ea.ts a stram heard frequently in the Middle Ages. The 
pnnc1pal textbook of Scholastic philosophy had declared: 
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AJ man is made for the sake of God, namdy, that he may serve him, so 

is the world made for the sake of man, that it may serve him.' 

Bacon had elaborated upon the theme: 

Man, if we look to final causes, may be regarded as the centre of the 
world; insomuch that if man were taken away from the world, the rest 
would seem to be all astray, without aim or purpose, . . . and leading to noth· 
ing. For the whole world works together in the service of man; and there 
is nothing from which he does not qerive use and fruit . . . insomuch that 
all things seem to be going about man's business and not their own.' 

In a Protestant theological work of the late seventeentl-t century 
which was much admired in the eighteenth it is written: 

If we consider closely what constitutes the excellence of the fairest parts 
of the Universe, we shall find that they have value only in their relation to 
us, only in so far as our soul attaches value to them; that the esteem of men 
is what constitutes the chief dignity of rocks and metals, that man's use and 
pleasure gives their value to plants, trees and fruits.' 

"In nature not only the plants but the animals," says Fenelon, 
"are made for our use." Predatory animals may seem an ex
ception; but" if all countries were peopled and made subject 
to law and order as they should be, there would be no animals 
that would attack man." Yet the wilder beasts also serve 
man, partly as means to the cultivation of physical address 
and courage, partly as aids to the preservation of international 
peace. For Fenelon too had some sense of man's need of a 
"moral substitute for war"; he proposed to meet it by main
taining preserves of "ferocious animals" in remote regions, to 
which those men whose fighting propensities needed outlet 
might repair. And the beneficence of nature was not least 
shown in thus providing fighting creatures of other species to 
kill, so that men might be relieved of the necessity of killing 
one another. 7 The Creator has aimed, said Bernardin de St
Pierre - whose 2tudes de Ia Nature, 1784, was looked upon 
as one of the masterpieces in this genre - "only at the happi
ness of man. All the laws of nature are designed to serve our 
needs." 8 

Not only against this assumption that the rest of the creation 
is instrumental to man's good but - though less obviously -
against the premises of the teleological argument in general, 
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the logic of the conception of the Chain of Being worked po
tently, though the protest against this form of human vanity 
was prompted also by other considerations. Galileo had writ
ten:" We ~rrogate too much to ourselves if we suppose that the 
care o.f ~s IS t~e adequate work of God, the end beyond which 
the divme wtsdom and. power does not extend." 9 Henry 
More, clearly under the mfiuence of the principle of plenitude, 
declared that: 

We are not to be sc?ndalized .... that there is such careful provision 
made for such .contemptible vermme as we conceive them [the lower animals] 
to be . . For thu only comes out of Pride and Ignorance, or a haughty Pre
su~ptlon, that because we are encouraged to believe that in some Sense all 
thmgs are made for Man, therefore they are not at all made for themselves. 
But he that pronounces this is ignorant of the Nature of God and the 
Knowledge of things. For if a good Man be merciful to his B~ast · then 
surely a g~ God is bountiful and benign, and takes Pleasure that :U1 his 
Creatu~es enJoy themselves that have Life and Sense, and are capable of 
any enJoyment,lO 

Descartes was, however, the foremost opponent in the seven
teenth century not ~nly of an anthropocentric teleology but of 
all_for~ns of teleological reasoning in science. Aside from other 
obJectlOns, he found the theory in conflict with obvious facts. 

It is not at all probable that all things have been created for us in such a 
~anner that G~ has no oth.er en~ in creating them. . . • Such a supposi
tiOn would, I thmk, be very mept m reasoning about physical questions. for 
we cannot doubt that an infi~itude of things exist, or did exist though 'they 
have now ceased to do so, wh1ch have never been beheld or comprehended 
by man, and have never been of any use to him.n 

Most, indeed, of the greater philosophers of the seventeenth 
c~ntury. repea; the same remark. Leibniz expressly concurs 
~Jth Spmo~~ 1n the theorem non omnia hominum causafieri.u It 
Js not surpnsmg, he observes, that "we find in the world things 
that are not pleasing to us," since "we know that it was not 
m?de for ~s alone." It is, in fact, "absurd," said Archbishop 
Kmg,, to Imagine that "the earth was made for the sake of 
mank~nd, and ~ot of the universe"; no one "who is not blinded 
by prt?: an~ Ignorance" could ever suppose it. The same 
propositton ts the principal burden of Bolingbroke's polemjc 
against all "divines" except King, in the Fragments, or Minutes 
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of Essays, from which Pope probably got most of the ideas for 
the First Epistle of the Essay on Man. The agreement of the 
deist with the orthodox apologist is here complete. Boling
broke professes, it is true, to scorn all theosophic speculation, 
all the pretensions of theologians to an acquaintance with the 
secret counsels of the Most High; and for Plato and his fol
lowers, ancient and modern, he has an especially lively con
tempt. Yet he too, in the end, quietly assumes that he is not 
entirely ignorant of" the design of the Author of all nature." 
The completeness of the cosmic scheme as a whole is, Boling
broke is sure, the true raison d'etre of the universe. We have no 
reason to think that "Infinite Wisdom had no other end in 
making man" - or, indeed, any other link in the chain -
"than that of making a happy creature." 13 

The sensitive inhabitants of our globe, like the dramatis personae, have 
different characters, and are applied to different purposes of action in 
every scene. The several parts of the material world, like the machines of 
a theatre, were contrived, not for the actors, but for the action; and the 
whole order and system of the drama would be disordered and spoile<.i, if 
any alteration was made in either.u 

The universe, in short, was made in order that all possible 
forms of being might manifest themselves after their kinds. 
Thus what a writer of our own time has called the point de vue 
spectaculaire- the cosmical piety and the sort of Romantic 
delight in the world which can arise, not from any belief in its 
adaptation to man's needs or hopes, but from its infinite rich
ness and diversity as a spectacle, the prodigious sweep of the 
complex and often tragic drama which it exhibits - was by 
no means unfamiliar in the early eighteenth century.15 This 
favorite thesis of so many eighteenth-century writers was most 
tersely summed up by Goethe in his poem Athroismos (r819): 
"every animal is an end in itself": 

Zweck sein selbst ist jegliches Tier. 

2. A second consequence of the same sort was often drawn 
from the accepted view as to man's relative position in the 
Chain of Being. The customary thing to say about this was, as 
we have seen, that he is the "middle link" in the chain. This 
did not necessarily or (I think) usually mean that the kinds 
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above him and below him are equal in number. On the con
trary, Locke thought that "we have reason to be persuaded 
that there are far more species of creatures above us, than there 
are beneath; we being in degrees of perfection much more re
mote from the infinite Being of God, than we are from the low
est state of being, and that which approaches nearest to noth-
• " 18 Add' h mg. 1son puts t e argument still more sharply; the 
"space and room" upwards is infinite, and must all be filled; 
but the number of grades below is finiteY Man was thus not 
midway in the series, but well down towards the lower end of 
it. He was the "middle link" in the sense that he was at the 
point of transition from the merely sentient to the intellectual 
f~rms of being. Did this suggest a flattering or a humbling 
vtew of man? To the poet Young, who construed the notion of 
the middle position literally, it appeared to permit man to hold 
a rather high opinion of himself; he is a 

Distinguished link in being's endless chain 
Midway from nothing to the deity. ' 

But to m?st of those who reflected upon the position in the uni
verse which the theory assigned to man it was an added reason 
for humility. Even though he had bee~ made but a little lower 
than the. a?gels, h~ was lower than the lowest of the angels, or 
o!her spmtual bemgs; and the successive hierarchies above 
htm were so numerous that when his mind dwelt upon them a 
so~t ?f racial inferio~ity-complex naturally resulted. "The 
p:mc1~~l use of cons1dering these scales of Creatures," wrote 
Str Wllham Petty (1677), "is to lett man see that beneath 
God there may be millions of creatures superior unto man. 
Wheras Hee generally taketh himself to be the chiefe and 
next to God." For it shows him that "there are beings within 
· · · the orb of the fixed Starrs ... which do [more] incom
parably excell man in the sense of dignity and infirmity then 
~az: doth excell the vilest i~sect." 18 If, wrote a lady of qual
Ity m 17zo- the authorship of the passage shows how com
pletely a commonplace this way of thinking then was-

· · · if · · · we farther consider, that there being a Scale of Beings which 
re~ches from the first Cause to the most imperceptible Effect, from' the in
finite Creator to the smallest of his Productions, we have reason to believe, 
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that as we see an innumerable Company of Beings below us, and each 
Species to be less perfect in its Kind, till they end in a Point, an indivisible 
Solid· so there are almost an infinite Number of Beings above us, who as 
much. exceed us, as we do the minutest Insect, or the smallest Plant, and, in 
comparison of whom, the most elevated Genius's, the greatest Masters of 
Reason the most illuminated and unweary'd Enquirers after Knowledge, 
are but' Children, such as hardly deserve to be of the lowest Form in the 
School of Wisdom, we cannot but have contemptible Thoug~ts of our 
selves, cannot but blush at our own Arrogance, and look back With Shame 
on the several Instances of our Folly. 

Methinks I see those bright Intelligences ... who by the Dignity of their 
Nature are raised to sublime Stations, to the most intimate Union that 
created Minds can have with the Supream Good, viewing us with a scornful 
Smile, but with a scorn that is mix'd with Pity.11 

Addison merely condensed this a few years later: " .If the 
notion of a gradual rise in Beings from the meanest to the most 
High be not a vain imagination, it is not improbable that an 
Angel looks down upon a Man, as a Man doth upon a Crea-

. h h h . 1 N t " 20 ture whtch approac es t e nearest to t e rat10na a ure. 
The philosopher Formey reports the similar impression made 
upon him when he first became acquainted with the concep
tion of the Scale of Being: 

How little cause have I to exalt myself above others, and whence can I 
derive motives for pride? Heretofore I used to conceit myself one of the most 
excellent of God's creatures, but I now perceive how great my delusion 
was. I find myself towards the lowest part of the Scale, and all I can boa~t 
of is, that I have a small pre-eminence above irrational creatures; and this 
is not always so there being many things in which they possess advantages 
which I have n~t. On the contrary I see above me a multitude of superior 
in telligences.ll 

There was of course, nothing new in this belief in many 
ranks of "in~elligences" superior to man; the passages cited 
thus far merely illustrate its persistence, its recognized philo
sophical basis in the general scheme of the Chain of Being, and 
its effect upon man's conception of himself. But in the ei~h~
eenth century the belief began to take on a more naturahst1c 
form. This is illu&trated in some passages of Bolingbroke. 
That there is an unbroken Chain of Being" almost from non
entity up to man" he supposed to be established by observa
tion; and like the Schoolmen whom he ridiculed, he found that, 
though empirical evidence here fails us, "we have the most 
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probable reasons to persuade us, that it continues up to natures 
infinitely below the divine, but vastly superior to the human." 
But these superior natures were not for him the angelic hier
archies, but simply the inhabitants of some of the other globes 
in this or other solar systems. For this faith in the existence of 
higher links in the chain he gives an interesting reason, sup
plementary to the general postulate of plenitude: the fact that 
man's intellectual powers so obviously fall far short of the 
maximal possibilities even of finite intelligence. 

We cannot doubt that numberless worlds and systems of worlds compose 
this amazing whole, the universe; and as little, I think, that the planets 
which roll about the sun, or those which roll about a multitude of othen, 
are inhabited by living creatures, fit to be inhabitants of them. When we 
have this view before our eyes, can we be stupid or vain or impertinent 
enough to imagine that we stand alone or foremost among rational created 
beings? We who must be conscious, unless we are mad, and have lost the use 
of our reason, of the imperfection of our reason? Shall we not be persuaded 
rather that as there is a gradation of sense and intelligence here from animal 
beings imperceptible to us for their minuteness, without the aid of micro
scopes and even with them, up to man, in whom, though this be their 
higheststage, [they] remain very imperfect; so there is a gradation from man, 
through various Corms of sense, intelligence, and reason, up to beings who 
cannot be known by us, because of their distance from us, and whose rank 
in the intellectual system is above even olir conceptions? This system, as 
well as the corporeal, . . . must have been alike present to the Divine 
Mind before he made them to exist.'* 

Bolingbroke too, in short, in spite of his ostentation of agnosti
cism, wanted to have faith in the universe; and this seemed to 
him impossible without the postulate that nature has some
where produced better specimens of rationality than homo 
sapiens. But of the defects of his intelligence it is unreasonable 
in man to complain; only a segment of the scale exists on this 
planet, and he happens to be the not altogether non-rational 
yet on the whole very stupid creature who occupies a certain 
point in the series- a little higher, indeed, than any other on 
the globe which he inhabits, yet incalculably below the highest. 
If he, with his limitations, were wanting, the scheme would 
be incomplete, and therefore imperfect. Pope puts the same 
disparagement' of man into four pungent lines: 
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Superior beings when of late they saw 
A mortal man unfold all Nature's law, 
Admir'd such wisdom in an earthly shape, 
And shew'd a NEWTON as we shew an Ape.23 
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The same notion was afterwards more cheerfully elaborated 
by Kant: 

Human nature occupies as it were the middle rung of the Scale of Being, 
•.. equally removed from the two extremes. If the c.onte~plation of the 
most sublime classes of rational creatures, which inhabit jup1ter or Saturn, 
arouses his envy and humiliates him with a sense of his own inferiority, he 
may again find contentment and satisfaction by turning his gaze upon 
those lower grades which, in the planets Venus and Mercury, are far below 
the perfection of human nature.14 

Kant however had discovered, as he supposed, a physical 
reaso~ for this 'unequal distribution of degrees of rationality 
amongst the planets. Mental functions, he did not, in this 
early phase of his philosophical develop~ent, d?ubt,, are c~n
ditioned by the constitution of the matenal bod1es Wlth wh1ch 
they are associated. "It is certain t~at rna~ derives. all his co~
cepts and representations from the 1mpress10ns wh1ch the um
verse makes upon him through his body"; even" the power of 
comparing and combining" these impressions, "which may be 
called the faculty of thought, is wholly dependent upon th~ ~on
stitution of the matter with which the Creator has conJomed 
him." 26 Now the greater the distance of a planet from.the sun, 
the less it receives of the solar heat and energy; and m order 
that life and intelligence may subsist on the more remote 
planets, the matter of which living bodies thereon ~re c~n
stituted must be "lighter and finer" and the phys10log1cal 
structure of organisms, both animal and vegetal, must be more 
delicately and intricately organized. Hence, K~~t conclu?es, 
there is a law, "of which the degree of probab1hty falls httle 
short of complete certainty," that 

the excellence of thinking natures, their quickness of apprehension, .the 
clarity and vividness of their concepts, which come to them from the 1m· 
pressions of the external world, their capacity to combine these co~cepts, 
and finally their practical efficiency, in short the entire extent of their per· 
fection, be~mes higher and more complete in proportion to the remoteness 
of their dwelling-place from the sun.28 
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Th~s :'the d~llness of man's wits," the confusion (Verwirrung) 
o~ his Ideas, his extreme liability to error, and the depravity of 
his ~oral nature - of all of which Kant is no less sensible than 
Bolmgbr~ke -:- are the necessary consequences of the depend
ence ofhis.mmd upon~ "coarse and inert matter." But from 
thes~ physical obstructiOns to mental activity the happier in
habitants of the outer planets are comparatively free. 

. T~ what ~dvances in. knowledge will the insight of those fortunate be
mgs. m t?e higher. celesnal spheres not attain! What fair effects will this 
clar1ficat1on of thetr understandings not have upon their moral condition 1 

: · · Wha.t a. noble imprint .of its nature will not divinity itself ... for~ 
m thos~ thmlu~g natures wh1ch, like a quiet sea untroubled by the storms 
of passiOn, recetve and reflect back its image 1 u 

Comment on this wild but pleasing speculation would be 
superfluous. But it would be hard to find a better illustration 
of the ~old which the principles of the Platonistic tradition 
whose h.tstory we are examining had upon even the best minds 
of the etghteenth century. The illustration is the more note
wo:thy. because, as we have seen, Kant was not prepared to 
mamtam that all gl~bes must have conscious inhabitants. He 
wa.s nevertheless qmte certain that, in a reasonably ordered 
umverse, m?st of them must have, that life and intelligence 
cannot pos~tbly be confined to one small planet, and that the 
Scale of Bemg must extend far above man He too find 1 · · · s con-
so at10n m the thought that so poor a creature as man is far 
from the b~st that nature produces. Upon even the most 
boasted achte:vements of our kind, on its necessarily inferior 
globe, t~e Jo~Ians and Saturnians can but look down with con
~escendmg !'lltY; Kant concludes with a paraphrase of Pope's 
hnes: the higher beings of these other spheres must " view 
Newton" ~s we vie~ ~ Hottentot or an ape. a 

Bonnet In I 764 stmdarly derives from the postulate of the 
completeness of the Chain of Being light upon the inhabitants 
of oth.er globes. Since it is a law of nature that no two leaves, 
or ammals, or men, are completely alike, the same must be 
true of planets and solar systems. 

The assortme~t of beings which is characteristic of our world is probably 
rot to be found m any other. Each globe has its distinctive economy and 
aws and products. There are perhaps worlds so imperfect relatively to 
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ours, that there are to be found in them only ... (inanimate] beings. 
Other worlds, on the contrary, may be so perfect that there are in them only 
beings of the superior classes. In these latter worlds, the rocks are organic 
bodies, the plants have sensation, the animals reason, the men are angela." 

3· This, however, was a motive for humility which had long 
been insisted upon by the traditional theology. The Church 
had always bidden the individual man walk humbly with his 
God and be sensible of his inferiority to countless creatures 
above him in the cosmic hierarchy. But it had often en
couraged him to walk proudly among the creatures below him 
in that scale. Was he not infinitely removed in dignity from 
even the highest animals by his participation in the intellectual 
light of the divine Reason? Yet when one began to consider 
seriously the implications of the principle of continuity -
which great theologians of the Church had taught- it seemed 
to follow that man can be supposed to differ psychologically or 
physically from the nearest so-called non-human species only 
infinitesimally. The curious thing is that this consequence 
was, for the most part, so tardily drawn. Addison, while he 
finds matter for pride in man's position as the nexus utriusque 
mundi, the link between the animal and the intellectual na
tures, nevertheless concludes his reflections on the subject 
thus: 

So that he who, in one respect, is associated with angels and archangels, 
and may look upon a being of Infinite Perfection as his Father, and the high
est order of Spirits as his brethren, may, in another respect, say to Corrup· 
tion, Thou art my Father, and to the worm, Thou art my Sister. 

Arguing specifically from the principle of continuity, Boling
broke also was diligent in the effort to lower man's too high 
conceit of himself- though he thought that some had gone 
too far in racial self-disparagement. Man is, indeed, "the 
principal inhabitant of this planet, a being superior to all the 
rest." But his superiority is only one of degree, and of a very 
slight degree. 

The whole chorus of theistical philosophers and divines boast it [reason] 
to be the distinguishing gift of God to man, that which gives him a pre
eminence and a right of command over his fellow creatures. . . . There 
have been those who have thought, that the human is a portion of the divine 
soul. Others have been more modest, and have allowed that the former is 
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a created being, . . . but a being of so high an order that there is none 

. th ' aupenor, except e Supreme Being .... 
There is a middle point between these extremes, where the truth lies· 

and he who seeks it may find it. • . . He will find . . . many such de-: 
grees of comparison between the human intelligence and that of various 
animals. He may be induced, perhaps, to think that intellectual faculties 
and corporeal senses, of the same and of different kinds are communicated 
in some proportion or other to the whole race of anim'als. . . .ae 

Man is connected by his nature, and therefore, by the design of the 
Author of all Nature, with the whole tribe of animals, and so closely with 
some of them, that the distance between his intellectual faculties and thein 
which constitutes as really, though not so sensibly as figure, the difference of 
species, appears, in many instances, small, and would probably appear still 
less, if we had the means of knowing their motives, as we have of oblerving 
their actions. ao 

Pope, when he translated these reflections into verse 
heightened the emphasis on the more edifying aspect of Boling~ 
broke's via media: 

Far as Creation's ample range extends, 
The scale of sensual, mental powen ascends: 
Mark how it mounts to man's imperial race, 
From the green myriads in the peopled grass. 
How instinct varies in the grovelling swine, 
Compar'd, half-reasoning elephant, with thine 1 
'Twixt that, and reason, what a nice barrier, 
Forever sep'rate, yet forever near! 
Remembrance and reflection how ally'd! 
What thin partitions sense from thought divide! 
And middle natures, how they long to join, 
Yet never pass th' insuperable line! 
Without this just gradation could they be 
Subjected, these to those, or all to thee! 
The pow'l'll of all subdu'd by thee alone, 
Is not thy reason all these pow'n in one? a1 

In spite of Pope's reversion to a more conventional strain in 
these last lines, he elsewhere attributes man's lapse from the 
"state of Nature," which was "the reign of God," to the sin of 
pride - not that which caused man's fall in the biblical narra
tive, but a pride which led him to separate himself unduly 
from the other animals: 

Pride then was not, nor arta that pride to aid; 
Man walk'd with beast, joint tenant of the shade; 
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The same his table, and the same his bed ; 
No murder cloath'd him and no murder fed. 
In the same temple, the resounding wood, 
All vocal beings hymn'd their equal God! 12 

197 

Soame Jenyns seeks to alleviate this consequence of the 
principle of continuity by dwelling upon the many degrees of 
intelligence found within the human species; while the psycho
logical difference between the highest animals and the lowest 
men is scarcely appreciable, between either of these and the 
most highly endowed of civilized mankind the gradations are 
many and the distance wide. 

The farther we inquire into the works of our great Creator, the more 
evident marks we shall discover of his infinite wisdom and power, and 
perhaps none more remarkable, than in that wonderful chain of beings, 
with which this terrestrial globe is furnished; rising above each other from 
the senseless clod to the brightest genius of human kind, in which, though the . . 
chain itself is sufficiently visible, the links, which compose it, are so mmute, 
and so finely wrought, that they are quite imperceptible to our eyes. ~e 
varioua qualities with which these various beings are endued, we perce1ve 
without difficulty, but the boundaries of those qualities which form this 
chain of subordination, are so mixed, that where one ends, and the next 
begins, we are unable to discover. . . • The manner by which the consu~
mate wisdom of the divine artificer has formf'd this gradation, so exteDSlve 
in the whole, and so imperceptible in the parts, is this: - He constantly 
unites the highest degree of the qualities of each inferior order to the lowest 
degree of the same qualities belonging to the order next above it; by which 
means, like the coloun of a skilful painter, they are so blended together, and 
shaded off into each other, that no line of distinction is anywhere to be seen. 
. . . Animal life rises from this low beginning in the shell-fish, through 
innumerable species of insects, fishes, birds, andi beasts, to the confines of · 
reason where in the dog, the monkey, and chimpanz~, it unites so closely 

' • '1 be with the lowest degree of that quality in man, that they cannot eas1 y 
distinguished from eac.h other. From this lowest degree in the brutal Hot
tentot, reason, with the assistance of learning and science, advances, through 
the various stages of human understanding, which rise above each other, 
till in a Bacon or a Newton it attains the summit.u 

Yet, Jenyns adds, 

The superiority of man to other terrestrial animals is as inco~siderable, 
in proportion to the immense plan of universal existence, as the d1a:erence of 
climate between the north and south end of the paper I now wnte upon, 
with regard to the heat and distance of the sun.34 
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This sort of utterance did not, for its authors or contem
porary ~eaders, in the first half of the eighteenth century 
usua.lly ~mply the consanguinity of man and the animals nex~ 
t? ~1m m the scale. But the belief in such consanguinity is 
SI~n~fic.ant, for ~a~'s evaluation of himself, only in so far as it 
m1.mm1zes the ~lstmctiveness of man's nature and denies the 
eXIStence of a wtde chasm between him and all other terrestrial 
cr~atures. And that. chasm the principle of continuity had 
brtdged ~or many eighteenth-century minds by whom the 
h?'p~thes1s of the transformation of species, then already be
gmnmg t? emerge, wa~ not accepted. Thus one of the effects 
?ften attnbuted to the mfiuence of biological evolutionism had 
~~ fac~ come about long before the establishment and general 
d1ffus1on o! that doctrine, and quite independently of it. 

4· But 1t was not merely that man's separation from the 
~ower or~ers of living things was thus reduced to an almost 
ma~fre~1able .deg;,e~ of difference. The definition of him as 
the ~ddle lmk, m .the sens~ usually given to it, especially 
emp?aslz~d. the pe~uhar ~uahty of hts constitution and the 
trag1-c?x:n1c mner discord m him which results from this. The 
re.cogn~tlon of the fact that man is a creature not in harmony 
w1th hims?lf was not, of course, due primarily to the influence 
of t.he notion. of the. ~hain of Being. Other elements of Pla
tomsm, and m Chnstlanity the radical Pauline opposition of 
"fie h" d " · · " h d s an spmt, a made this dualistic theory of human 
nature one of th.e ruling conceptions in Western thought; and 
~he moral expene~ce ?f co~ntless genera:tions indoctrinated in 
It ~ad seemed to .g1ve It pOignant confirmation. But the place 
ass1gned to man m the graded scale which constitutes the uni
verse lent to. this conc~ption still greater sharpness and an air 
of.metaphystcal ~ecess~ty. Somewhere in that scale there must 
ex1st a cre.ature m wh1ch the merely animal series terminates 
a?d ~he." mtellectu~l" series has its dim and rudimentary be
gmnmg, and man 1s that creature. He is therefore - not in 
consequence o~ an~ accident~! fall from innocence nor of any 
pe~verse machmatlons of evil spirits, but because of the re
q~Ir.ements. of the universal scheme of things- torn by con
fil~tmg des1res and propensities; as a member of two orders of 
bemg at once, he wavers between both, and is not quite at home 
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in either. He thus has, after all, a kind of uniqueness in nature; 
but it is an unhappy uniqueness. He is, in a sense in which no 
other link in the chain is, a strange hybrid monster; and if this 
gives him a certain pathetic sublimity, it also results in incon
gruities of feeling, inconsistencies of behavior, and disparities 
between his aspirations and his powers, which render him 
ridiculous. It is this aspect of man's status as the link uniting 
the two great segments of the scale which Pope presents, in 
lines almost too familiar to quote, but too perfectly illustrative 
of the conception- and too superb an example of Pope's 
poetic style at its best - to leave unquoted. 

Plac'd in this isthmus of a middle state, 
A being darkly wise and rudely great, 
With too much knowledge for the sceptic side, 
With too much weakness for the stoic pride, 
He hangs between; in doubt to act or rest; 
In doubt to deem himself a god or beast; 
In doubt his Mind or Body to prefer; 
Born but to die, and reas'ning but to err; ... 
Chaos of Thought and Passion all confus'd, 
Still by himself abus'd, or disabus'd; 
Created half to rise, and half to fall, 
Great lord of all things, yet a prey to all; 
Sole judge of Truth, in endless error hurl'd; 
The glory, jest and riddle of the world.u 

Haller, apostrophizing his kind as "unselig Mittel-Ding 
von Engeln und von Vieh," exhibits man as the same cosmic 

paradox: 
Du pralst mit der Vernunft, und du gebrauchst sie nie. 
Was helfen dir zuletzt der Weisheit hohe Lehren? 
Zu schwach sie zu verstehn, zu stolz sie zu entbehren. 
Dein schwindelnder Verstand, zum irren abgericht, 
Sieht oft die Wahrheit ein, und wahlt sie dennoch nicht ... 
Du urteilst uberall, und weist doch nie warum; 
Der lrrthum ist dein Rath, und du sein Eigenthum.'

6 

Yet the Swiss poet adds the two complementary and consoling 
reflections upon which we have already seen other writers of 
the century dwelling; there are other globes than ours with 
happier inhabitants, and in any case the imperfection of man 
is indispensable to the fullness of the hierarchy of being: 
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Perhaps this world of ours, which like a grain of sand 
Floats in the vast of heaven, is Evil's fatherland· 
While in the stars perhaps dwell spirits far mor: fair 
Vice reigning ever here, Virtue triumphant there. ' 
And yet this point, this world, whose worth appears so small 
Serves in its place to make complete the mighty All.n ' 

. There were in .the thought of the eighteenth century, espe
Cially after the middle of it, other strains, not pertinent to our 
present subject, which worked against this fashion of racial 
~elf-?isparagement and prepared the way for those disastrous 
IllusiOns of man about himself which were to be so characteris
tic of the century th.at followed, and against which our own age 
has, scarcely less disastrously, revolted. But the immense in
fluence o~ the compl~x of ideas which was summed up in the 
~osmologi~al c~nceptlon of the Chain of Being tended chiefly, 
m the penod With which we are now concerned, to make man 
not unbecomingly sensible of his littleness in the scheme of 
things, and to promote a not wholly unsalutary modesty and 
self-distrust. 

B. Some Ethical and Political Consequences. From this and 
from other aspects of the conception diverse practical morals 
could be, or, at all events, in the eighteenth century were, 
deduced. 

I. In the earlier part of the century, the most significant of 
these, and the most characteristic, may be described as a coun
sel of imperrection- an ethics of prudent mediocrity. Since 
every place m the scale must be filled, and since each is what it 
is by virtue of the special limitations which differentiate it 
from any other, ~an's duty was to keep his place, and not to 
seek to transcend It - which, nevertheless he was character
istically pr?ne to do. The good for a being' of a given grade, it 
seemed. evide?t, must consist in conformity to its type, in the 
~xpress1.on ~f JUSt that. Idea which defines its position, or that of 
Its species, m the sen.es .. ~here ~ust, then, be a specifically 
human excellence which It 1s mans vocation to achieve- an 
exce~lence as little to be confused with that of angels or of God 
as With that of the beasts; and to covet the attributes or imitate 
the characteristic activities of beings above one in the cosmic 
order is as immoral as to sink to a lower level of it. The method 
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of such an ethics would consist in taking stock of man's actual 
constitution - his distinguishing instincts, desires, and natural 
capacities - and in formulating his good in terms of some bal
anced and practicable fulfilment of these. And since man's 
place is not a very high one, since he is a mixture of the animal 
and the intellectual elements, and since the latter is present in 
him only in a meagre measure and in its lowest, or almost 
lowest, form, the beginning of wisdom for him was to remem
ber and to hold fast to his limitations. 

Of this ethics of the middle link Pope, again, was the chief, 
though not the first, apostle. 

The bliss of man (could pride that blessing find) 
IS not to act or think beyond mankind : 
No pow'rs of body or of soul to share, 
But what his nature and his state can bear.38 

Rousseau in P.mile echoes Pope's preaching: 

0 Man! confine thine existence within thyself, and thou wilt no longer 
be miserable. Remain in the place which Nature has assigned to thee in 
the chain of beings, and nothing can compel thee to depart from it. . . . 
Man is strong when he contents himself with being what he is; he is weak 
when he desires to raise himself above humanity. 

This moral temper oftenest expressed itself in that constant 
invective against "pride,, so characteristic of Pope and many 
another writer of the period.u Pride is the sin "against the 
laws of Order," i. e., of gradation; it is an attempt" to counter
work the Universal Cause," to disturb the very system of the 
universe. 

In pride, in reaa'ning pride, our error lies; 
All quit their sphere and rush into the skies. 
Pride still is aiming at the blest abodes, 
Men would be angels, angels would be gods. 

Man should, accordingly, eschew all the vaster enterprises of 
the mind; he was not meant and is not equipped for them. 
"Trace Science then with modesty thy guide"; and when all 
the vanities, errors, and excrescences of learning are expunged, 

Then see how little the remaining sum, 
Which serv'd the paat, and must the times to- come! 
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Here the conception of the Chain of Being - and of man 
as its "middle link" -resulted in a species of rationalistic anti
intellectualism. But it also- when made the basis of an 
ethics - led to a disparagement of all the more pretentious 
and exacting moral ideals - for example, of that of Stoicism. 
AJ:>ov~ all, the same conception. led to the open and unqualified 
reJection of that otherworldhness which had always been 
characteristic of the Christian and the Platonic tradition. 
"Go, wondrous creature I" writes Pope contemptuously, 

Go soar with Plato to the empyreal sphere, 
To the first good, first perfect, and first fair, 
Or tread the mazy round his follow'rs trod, 
And quitting sense call imitating God; 
At Eastern priests in giddy circles run, 
And turn their heads to imitate the sun. 

Here the two strains in Platonism, which we distinguished at 
the outset of these lectures, have become completely sundered; 
and O!.it! of them has overcome the other. The idea of the 
"way up," of the ascenst:o mentis ad Deum per sea/as creaturarum, 
has been abandoned. Yet the main philosophic reason, if not, 
perhaps, the most potent motive, for its abandonment lay in 
the princ~p~e of plenitude, .which. ~ad always been equally 
charactemt1c ,of the Platomc trad1t1on. And this deduction 
from the principle was, as I ha'{e already intimated at the 
least a consistent and plausible one. If all the possihle

1

links in 
the chain must be perpetually represented in the universe 
and if t?is ~ons~deration wa~ to be turned from a cosmologicai 
generahzat1on mto a moral1mperative, it naturally seemed to 
follow that the imitatio dei could be no business of man's, and 
that any effort to ascend the scale must be an act of rebellion 
against the divine purpose- a crime against Nature. The 
doubt which might well have occurred- but apparently did 
not occur - to those who reasoned in this manner was 
whether the completeness of the world might not be presumed 
to be sufficiently assured by the Eternal Cause - whether if it 
is necessary in the nature of things that the world should be an 
unbroken chain of being, it was likely that any link in the 
chain could leave its place, and thereby 
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in the full creation leave a void, 
Where, one step broken, the great scale's destroyed. 

2. The assumption of the mediocrity of man's position in the 
universe, when thus applied to his mental endowments, con
tained, or might plausibly be construed as containing, a fur
ther implication which some of the gloomier or more tough
minded spirits of the age· did not fail to see: that a creature so 
limited and so near to the other animals, in kind if not in kin
ship, must necessarily be incapable of attaining any very high 
level of political wisdom or virtue, and that consequently no 
great improvement in men's political behavior or in the or
ganization of society could be hoped for. There are, said 
Soame Jenyns, "numberless imperfections inherent in all hu
man governments," and these are "imputable only to the in
feriority of man's station in the universe, which necessarily 
exposes him to natural and moral evils, and must, for the same 
reason, to political and religious; which are indeed but the 
consequences of the other. Superior beings may probably 
form to themselves, or receive from their Creator, government 
without tyranny and corruption; ... but man cannot: God 
indeed may remove him into so exalted a Society, but whilst 
he continues to be man, he must be subject to innumerable 
evils" - such as "those grievous burdens of tyranny and op
pression, of violence and corruption, of war and desolation, 
under which all nations have ever groaned on account of gov
ernment; ... but which are so woven into the very essence of 
all human governments from the depravity of man, that with
out them none can be either established, maintained or ad
ministered, nor consequently can they be prevented without 
changing that depravity into perfection; that is, without a 
complete alteration of human nature." 40 Hence, Jenyns con
cludes, there never has been and never will be a'!)' good form of 
government. Some, doubtless, are less bad than others; but 
those who bitterly indict the existing order and dream of 
radically transforming it forget this fundamental truth -that 
"all these evils arise from the nature of things and the nature 
of man, and not from the weakness or wickedness of particular 
men, or their accidental ascendency in particular govern-
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ments: the degrees of them may indeed be owing to these but 
their existence is immutable." 41 ' 

An analogous inference from the conception of the Chain of 
Being, and of man's place therein, was drawn by the same 
writer with respect to religion. Neither by the light of nature 
nor by revelation can man expect to attain much clarity or cer
tainty in religious knowledge: 

God cannot impart knowledge to creatures, of which he himself has made 
them incapable by their nature and formation: he cannot instruct a mole 
in astronomy or an oyster in music, because he has not given them members 
or faculties necessary for the acquiaition of those sciences: ... a religion 
therefore from God can never be such as we might expect from infinite 
Power, Wisdom and Goodness, but must condescend to the ignorance and 
infirmities of man: was the wisest Legislator in the world to compose laws 
for a nursery they must be childish laws: so was God to reveal a religion to 
mankind, tho' the Revealer was divine the Religion must be human, . . . 
and therefore liable to numberless imperfections.« 

The principles of plenitude and gradation could, in this 
way, among their many uses, be made to serve the purposes of 
a species of pessimistic and backhanded apologetic both for 
t~e political status quo and for the accepted religion. They pro
Vlded a damper for the zeal of the reformer. Since men are not 
and were not meant to be angels, let us cease to expect them to 
behave as if they were; and let us avoid the error of imagining 
that by an alteration of the form or mechanism of govern
ment we shall put an end to those limitations of human nature 
which are essentially unalterable, because they are inherent in 
the scheme of the universe which required just such a creature, 
as well as all other kinds, to make it "complete." 
. One ofjenyns's critics, however, without denying the prem
Ises, detected, as he thought, a non sequitur in the conclusion; 
the argument, he declared, was "a mere quibble upon terms." 
Doubtless man could not expect "a government or religion 
calculated for the first order of created beings"; and in that 
sense any human government or religion must be imperfect. 
But there was no reason why man should not attain a relative 
perfection in these respects - "such a government and re
ligion as shall be most expedient for the purposes of that set of 
beings for whose use they were instituted."" 
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The critic unwittingly put his finger here upon a significant 
tacit assumption in this and certain other applications of the 
principle. It is the peculiarity of man, these arguments im
plied, that while his powers and achievements are limited by 
the position which he occupies in the Scale of Being, he is ca
pable of seeing beyond them and -for better or worse- of 
feeling dissatisfaction with them and therefore with himself. 
He is constitutionally discontented with his own nature and 
his place in the universal nature; and of this the saint, the 
mystic, the Platonic or the Stoic moralist, and the reformer, in 
their several ways gave evidence. But here again the principle 
of plenitude was subtly at war with itself. This perpetual dis
content of man with his present constitution and status must 
after all be one of the differentiae of his species, a characteristic 
appropriate to his place in the scale. If it were not required by 
that place, how could he have come to possess it? But if it 
were required, it could not in consistency be condemned; and 
its existence at just this point in the best of possible worlds 
might even be taken as an indication that man, at least, was 
not intended to occupy forever the same place, that the scale 
is literally a ladder to be ascended, not only by the imagina
tion but in fact. We shall presently see the argument taking 
this turn. But the less cheerful interpreter of the principle of 
plenitude could, no doubt, have replied that the specific and 
defining defect of man consists precisely in his being the crea
ture whose destiny it is to have visions of perfections which he 
cannot possess and of virtues which he is nevertheless con
stitutionally incapable of attaining. For this too is one of the 
possible kinds of creature; must not, then, a full universe con
tain even this tragic breed of Icarus? Is not this, indeed, the 
natural and immutable consequence of just that middle place 
which was traditionally assigned him - a being at once of 
flesh and spirit, an intermediate species between the purely 
animal and the rational kind? 

3· There was more than one way, however, in which the prin
ciples embodied in the cosmological conception of the Chain of 
Being could be used as weapons against social discontent and 
especially against all equalitarian movements. The universe, 
it was assumed, is the best of systems; any other system is good 
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only i~ so far as it is co?Structed upon the same principles; and 
the ObJect of the Infimte Wisdom which had fashioned it was 
to attain the maximum of variety by means of inequality. 
~learly, .th~n, ~uman society is well constituted only if, within 
Its ~wn l1m1ts, 1t tends to the realization of the same desiderata. 
Th~s was, of course, the point of the famous dictum of Pope's 
whtch has so often been misapplied for the annoyance of little 
boys and girls: 

Order ia Heav'n's first law; and this confest, 
Some are, and must be, greater than the rest 
More rich, more wiae." ' 

This was no casual piece of Toryism on Pope's part· that 
"Order,'.' ~hat is, hierru:chic gradation, is everywhere required 
by the dtvm: ~ea~n, 1s a fundamental premise of the argu
ment for optlmlSm m the Essay on Man. The doctrine of the 
Chain of Being thus gave a metaphysical sanction to the in
junction of the Anglican catechism: each should labor truly 
u to do his duty in that state of life" - whether in the cosmicaJ 
or the social scale - "to which it shall please God to call 
him." To seek to leave one's place in society is also" to invert 
the laws of Order." "Cease, then, nQr Order imperfection 
name." Any demand for equality, in short, is "contrary to 
nature." 

Nor was Pope at all original in suggesting this politico-social 
moral. Leibniz. had similarly pointed out the parallel between 
the be&t of possible worlds and the best of possible societies: 

Inequality of conditions is not to be counted among evils (dlsortim) and 
M. Jacquelot rightly ~those who would have all things equally perlect 
why ~oclcs are not crowned with leaves or why ants are not peacoclcs. If 
~quah.ty were e~erywhere requisite, the poor man would set up hia claim to 
It agcunst the nch man, the valet against his master ... 

The argument could, it is true, be worked from either end· 
to t~ose who needed no persuasion to believe that there mus; 
be h1gher. an~ lower ranks in society, this premise could be in
voked to JUstify to man God's plan in the creation. It was in 
this latter way that Edmund Law reasoned: 

'Tis impossible all should be rulers and none subjects. From this example 
we se~ how the r~lati~ns which creatures have to one another may put a 
restramt even on mfinite Power, so that it will be a contradiction for them , 
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while they keep the nature which they have at present, to be in some re
spects otherwise disposed than they are now, nor can all of the same order 
be gratified with the same conveniences.•6 

The analogy between the macrocosm and the social microcosm 
was put still more fully and naively by Soame Jenyns: 

The universe resembles a large and well-regulated family, in which all 
the officers and servants, and even the domestic animals, are subservient to 
each other in a proper subordination; each enjoys the privileges and per
quisites peculiar to his place, and at the same time contributes, by that 
just subordination, to the magnificence and happiness of the wholeY 

While this analogy thus served to justify the complacency of 
those to whom the existing order of society was a very com
fortable one, it was, doubtless, a relatively small factor in 
political thought in the eighteenth century. And it is to be 
remembered that there was another implication of the accepted 
scheme of the universe which qualified, though it did not con
tradict, this mode of conservative apologetics. Subordination, 
indeed, was essential; but it was a subordination without sub
servience. No creature's existence, as we have seen, was merely 
instrumental to the well-being of those above it in the scale. 
Each had its own independent reason for being; in the final 
account, none was more important than any other; and each, 
therefore, had its own claim to respect and consideration from 
its superiors, its own right to live its own life and to possess all 
that might be needful to enable it to fulfill the functions and 
enjoy "the privileges and perquisites" of its station. This dual 
aspect of the conception - which still, it must be confessed, 
remained more gratifying to the higher than consoling to the 
lower ranks - was duly set forth in verse of an appropriate 
quality: 

Wise Providence 
Does various parts for various minds dispense; 
The meanest slaves or they who hedge and ditch, 
Are useful, by their sweat, to feed the rich; 
The rich, in due return, impart their store, 
Which comfortably feeds the lab'ring poor. 
Nor let the rich the lowest slave disdain, 
He's equally a link of nature's chain; 
Labours to the same end, joins in one view, 
And both alike the will divine purs'-le.48 



VII 

THE PRINCIPLE OF PLENITUDE AND EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY OPTIMISM 

THE common thesis of eighte~nth-century optimists was, as is 
notorious, the proposition that this is the best of possible 
worlds; and this fact, together with the connotation which the 
term "optimism,, has come to assume in popular usage, has 
given rise to the belief that the adherents of this doctrine must 
have been exuberantly cheerful persons, fatuously blind to the 
realities of human experience and of human nature, or in
sensible to all the pain and frustration and conflict which are 
manifest through the entire range of sentient life. Yet there 
was in fact nothing in the optimist's creed which logically re
quired him either to blink or to belittle the facts which we or
dinarily call evil. So far from asserting the unreality of evils, 
the philosophical optimist in the eighteenth century was 
chiefly occupied in demonstrating their necessity. To assert 
that this is the best of possible worlds implies nothing as to the 
absolute goodness of thlS world; it implies only that any other 
world which is metaphysically capable of existence would be 
worse. The reasoning of the optimist was directed less to show
ing how much of what men commonly reckon good there is in 
the world of reality than to showing how little of it there is in 
the world of possibility- in that eternal logical order which 
contains the Ideas of all things possible and com possible, which 
the mind of God was conceived to have contemplated "before 
the creation," and by the necessities of which, ineluctable even 
by Omnipotence, his creative power was restricted. 

At bottom, indeed, optimism had much in common with 
that Manichaean dualism, against Bayle's defence of which so 
many of the theodicies were directed. Optimism too, as Leib
niz acknowledged, had its two antagonistic "principles." The 
rOle of the " evil principle" was simply assigned to the divine 
reason, which imposed singular impediments upon the benevo-
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lent intentions of the divine will. The very ills which Bayle had 
argued must be attributed to the in.terference of a s~e~ies of ex
traneous Anti-God, for whose ex1stence and host1hty to the 
good no rational explanation ~oul~ be. giv~n, were by the 
optimist attributed to a necess1ty mhermg m the nature of 
things; and it was questionable whethe; this was not t~e less 
cheerful view of the two. For it was poss1ble to hope that m the 
fullness of time the Devil might be put under foot, and be
lievers in revealed religion were assured that he would be; but 
logical necessities are eternal, and the evils which arise from 
them must therefore be perpetual. Thus eighteenth-century 
optimism not only had affinities with the dualism to .which it 
was supposed to be antithetic, but the arguments o~ 1~ advo
cates at times sounded strangely like those of the pess1m1st- a 
type by no means unknown in the period.1 The ~oral was 
different but the view of the concrete facts of expenence was 

) . . ' 
sometimes very much the same; since it was the opt1m1st s con-
tention that evil - and a great deal of it - is involved in the 
general constitution of things, he found it to his purp~se to 
dilate on occasion, upon the magnitude of the sum of evll and 
upon 'the depth and breadth of its penetration into life. It is 
thus, for example, that Soame Jenyns, in one of the typical 
theodicies of the middle of the century, seeks to persuade us of 
the admirable rationality of the cosmic plan: 

I am persuaded that there is something in the abstract natur~ of pain 
conducive to pleasure; that the sufferings of individuals are a?solutely 
necessary to universal happiness. . . . Scarce one i.nstance, I belteve, can 
be produced of the acquisition of pleasure or convem~nce by a.ny creatures, 
which is not purchased by the previous or c~ns.equentlal.suffermgs .of them· 
selves or others. Over what mountains of sla1n 1s every m1ghty emp1re rol~ed 
up to the summit of prosperity and luxury, and what ne'~ scene~ of desolauon 
attend its fall? To what infinite toil of men, and other ammals, 1s every flour· 
ishing city indebted for all the conveniences a~d enjoyments of life, and 
what vice and misery do those very equipments mtroduce? .•. The pleas
ures annexed to the preservation of ourselves are both preceded and follo;ted 
by numberless sufferings; preceded by massacres and tortures of. vano~s 
animals preparatory to a feast, and followed by as many diseases lymg walt 
in every dish to pour forth vengeance on their destroyers.' 

This gloomy rhetoric was perfectly consistent in principle with 
optimism, and it manifested at least one natural tendency of 
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the champions of that doctrine; for the more numerous and 
monstrous the evils to be explained, the greater was the tri
umph when the author of a theodicy explained them. 

The argume?t, indeed, in some of its more naive expressions 
tends to beget m the reader a certain pity for an embarrassed 
Creator, infinitely well-meaning, but tragically hampered by 
" necessities in the nature of things " in his efforts to make a 
~ood ~orld. What could be more pathetic than the position 
m Which- as Soame Jenyns authoritatively informs us
Omnipotence found itself when contemplating the creation of 
mankind? 

Our difficulties arise ~rom ?ur forgetting how many difficulties Omnip
ote~c~ baa to contend wnh: m the present instance it is obliged either to 
afflict mnocence or be the cause of wickedness; it has plainly no other option.a 

In short the writings of the optimists afforded abundant 
ground for Voltaire's exclamation: 

Voua criez "Tout eat bien" d'une voix lamentable! 

Voltaire's chief complaint of these philosophers in the Poem on 
the Lisbon Dis~ster was not, as has often been supposed, that 
they ~ere too mdec~ntly ~heerful, t?at their view of the reality 
of evil ~as superficial; hts complamt was that they were too 
depressmg, that they made_ the actual evils we experience ap
pear yet worse by representmg them as inevitable and inherent 
m the permanent structure of the universe. 

Non, ne pr~sentez plus a mon coeur agit~ 
Ces immuables lois de Ia n~cessit~! 

An evil unexplained seemed to Voltaire more endurable than 
the s~me evil explained, when the explanation consisted in 
showmg that from all eternity the avoidance of just that evil 
?ad been, and through all eternity the avoidance of others like 
It would be, logically inconceivable. 4 In this his own feeling 
and his assumption about the psychology of the emotions i~ 
other men, were precisely opposite to Spinoza's who believed 
that everything becomes endurable to us whe~ we once see 
clearly that it never could have been otherwise: qua tenus mens 
res omnes ut necessarias intelligit, eatenus minus ab a.f!ectibus patitur. a 
Though most of the optimistic writers of the eighteenth cen-
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tury were less thorough-going or less frank in their cosmical 
determinism than Spinoza, such philosophic consolation as 
they offered was at bottom the same as his. It was an essen
tially intellectual consolation; the mood that it was usually 
designed' to produce was that of reasoned acquiescence in the 
inevitable, based upon a conviction that its inevitableness was 
absolute and due to no arbitrary caprice; or, at a higher pitch, 
a devout willingness to be damned - that is, to be as much 
damned as one was - for the better demonstration of the 
reasonableness of the general scheme of things. Whether con
fronted with physical or with moral evils, wrote Pope, "to rea
son well is to submit" ; and again: 

Know thy own point; this kind, this due degree, 
Of blindness, weakness, Heaven bestows on thee. 
Submit! 

It is, of course, true that the optimistic writers were eager to 
show that good comes out of evil; but what it was indispen
sable for them to establish was that it could come in no other 
way. It is true, also, that they were wont, when they reached 
the height of their argument, to discourse with eloquence on 
the perfection of the Universal System as a whole; but that 
perfection in no way implied either the happiness or the excel
lence of the finite parts of the system. On the contrary, the 
fundamental and characteristic premise of the usual proof of 
optimism was the proposition that the perfection of the whole 
depends upon, indeed consists in, the existence of every pos
sible degree of imperfection in the parts. Voltaire, once more, 
summarized the argument not altogether unjustly when he 
wrote: 

Vous composerez dans ce chaos fatal 
Des malheurs de chaque etre un bonheur g~n~ral. 

The essence of the optimist's enterprise was to find the evidence 
of the" goodness" of the universe not in the paucity but rather 
in the multiplicity of what to the unphilosophic mind appeared 
to be evils. 

All this can best be shown by an analysis of the argument in 
its logical sequence, as it is set forth in the earliest and, perhaps, 
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when both its direct and indirect influence are considered the 
most influential, of eighteenth-century theodicies- th~ De 
origine mali (170~~ of William King, then Bishop of Derry, 
afterwards Archb1shop of Dublin. The original Latin work 
does .not apl?ear to have had wide currency; but in I 73 I an 
Enghsh vers1o? appeared, 8 with copious additions, partly ex
tracts from Kmg's posthumous papers, partly original notes 
~·tending to vindicate the author's principles against the ob
Jections of Bayle, Leibnitz, the author of a Philosophical In
quiry concerning Human Liberty, and others," by the transla
tor, Edmund Law, subsequently Bishop of Carlisle. The 
tran~lation went through five editions during Law's lifetime; 7 

and 1t seems to have been much read and discussed. Law was 
a figure of importance in his day, being the spokesman of" the 
~ost latitudinarian position" in the Anglican theology of the 
time; and his academic dignities as Master of Peter house and 
Knightbridge Professor of Moral Philosophy at Cambridge in 
the 1750's and 6o's do]lbtless increased the range of his in
fluence. 1 T.h~re can hardly ?e much doubt that it was largely 
from the on~mal work of Kmg that Pope derived, directly or 
thr~ugh. Bolmgbroke, the conceptions which, rearranged with 
cuno~s meo~erency, served for his vindication of optimism in 
the F1rst Ep1stle of the Essay on Man; 8 for it is unlikely that 
Pope derived them from their fountain-head the Enneads of 
Plotinus. ' 

It ca? by no means be said that King begins his reflection on 
the subJect by putting on rose-tinted spectacles. He recognizes 
from the outset all the facts which seem most incompatible 
with an optimistic view: the " perpetual war between the ele
ments, between animals, between men"; "the errors miseries 

d . , h' h " h , an VICes w tc are t e constant companions of human life 
from its infancy"; the prosperity of the wicked and the suffer
ing of the righteous. There are "troops of miseries marching 
through. h~man li~e." ,And King is innocent of the- amazing 
superfictahty of Milton s theodicy; while he, too, assumes the 
freedom of the will, he sees clearly that this assumption can 
touch only a fraction of the problem. Not all evils are "exter
nal, or acquired by our choice" ; many of them proceed from 
the constitution of Nature itself. 10 The dualistic doctrine of 
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Bayle, while it, too, has the advantage of "acquitting God of 
all manner of blame," is philosophically an" absurd hypothe
sis." King, in short, is to attribute evil, not - at least not 
primarily nor chiefly- either to the mysterious perversity of 
man's will or to the machinations of the Devil; he is to show 
its necessity from a consideration of the nature of deity itself. 
His undertaking is nothing less than that of facing all the evils 
of existence and showing them to be "not only coruistent with 
infinite wisdom, goodness and power, but necessarily resulting 
from them." 11 

The traditional division of evils into three classes - evils of 
limitation or imperfection, "natural" evils, and moral evils -
provides the general scheme of the argument, which is, in 
brief, that there could not conceivably have been any creation 
at all without the first sort of evil; and that all of the second 
sort, at least, follow with strict logical necessity from the first. 
Even Omnipotence could not create its own double; if any 
beings other than God were to exist they must in the nature of 
the case be differentiated from him through the "evil of de
fect" - and, as is assumed, be differentiated from one an
other by the diversity of their defects. Evil, in short, is prima
rily privation; and privation is involved in the very concept 
of all beings except one. This Law puts in the terms of Aris
totelian and Scholastic philosophy in his summary of King's 
''scheme'' : 

All creatures are necessarily imperfect, and at infinite distance from 
the perfection of the Deity, and if a negative principle were admitted, such 
as the Privation of the Peripatetics, it might be said that every created being 
consists of existence and non-existence; for it is nothing in respect both of 
those perfections which it wants, and of those which others have. And this 
... mixture of non-entity in the constitution of created beings is the neces
sary principle of all natural evils, and of a possibility of moral ones.n 

In other words, in King's own phrase," a creature is descended 
from God, a most perfect Father; but from Nothing as its 
Mother, which is Imperfection." And the virtually dualistic 
character of this conception is shown by the fact that the in
ferior parent, in spite of the purely negative r6le which ap
peared to be implied by her name, was conceived to be re
sponsible for many seemingly highly positive peculiarities of 
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the offspring. This, however, was felt to be an unobjectionable 
dualism, partly because the second or evil principle was called 
"Nothing," and partly because its existence as a factor in the 
world, and the effects of it, could be regarded as logically 
necessary and not as a mysterious accident. 

But the significant issue did not lie in this simple, almost 
tautological piece of reasoning. Doubtless, if the Absolute 
Being was not to remain forever in the solitude of his own per
fection, the prime evil of limitation or imperfection must char
acterize whatever other beings he brought forth. But that evil 
was not t~ereby justified unless it were shown, or assumed, that 
the creat10n of such other, necessarily defective beings is itself a 
good. This crucial Plotinian assumption King unhesitatingly 
makes, as well as a further assumption which seems far from 
self-evident. Even if it were granted that it is good that some 
beings other than God, some finite and imperfect natures, 
should exist, would it not (some might ask) have been less 
irrational that only the highest grade of imperfection should be 
~enerated- as had, indeed, been originally the case, accord
mg to an account of the creation supported by a considerable 
weight of authority in the theological tradition of Christianity, 
and comparatively recently revived by Milton? 18 If God could 
be supposed to need company - which it seemed philosophi
cally a paradox and was theologically a heresy to admit
should it not at least have been good company, a civitas dei 
composed wholly of pure spirits? King saw no way of achiev
ing a satisfactory theodicy unless this latter question were 
answered (again with the support of /many ancient and me
dieval writers) in the negative. It was requisite to show that 
not only imperfection in general, but every one of the observ
able concrete imperfections of the actual world, ought to have 
been created; and this could not be shown unless it were laid 
down as a premise that it is inherently and absolutely good 
t~at every kind of thing (however far down in the scale of pos
Sibles) should actually be, so far as its existence is logically con
ceivable, i. e., involves no contradiction. 

This proposition then - expressed in theological terminol
ogy- was the essential thesis in the argument for optimism 
propounded by King and Law. There is inherent in the divine 
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essence, as an element in God's perfection, a special attribute 
of" goodness," which makes it necessary that all other and less 
excellent essences down to the very lowest - so far as they are 
severally and jointly possible -shall have actual existence 
after their kind. 

God might, indeed, have refrained from creating, and continued alone, 
self-sufficient and perfect to all eternity; but his infinite Goodness would 
by no means allow it; this obliged him to produce external things; which 
things, since they could not possibly be perfect, the Divine Goodness pre
ferred imperfect ones to none at all. Imperfection, then, arose from the 
infinity of Divine Goodness.~' 

And, thus committed by his own nature to the impartation of 
actual being to some imperfect essences, God could not refuse 
the boon of existence to any: 

If you say, God might have omitted the more imperfect beings, I grant it, 
and if that had been best, he would undoubtedly have done it. But it is the 
part of infinite Goodness to choose the very best; from thence it proceeds, 
therefore, that the more imperfect beings have existence; for it was agree
able to that, not to omit the very least good that could be produced. Finite 
goodness might possibly have been exhausted in creating the greater beings, 
but infinite extends to all. . . . There must then be many, perhaps in
finite, degre~ of perfection in the divine works. . . . It was better not to 
give some so great a degree of happiness as their natures might receive, than 
that a whole species of being should be wanting to the world.16 

Not only must all possible species enjoy existence, but, adds 
King's editor, "from the observation that there is no manner 
of chasm or void, no link deficient in this great Chain of Being, 
and the reason of it, it will appear extremely probable also 
that every distinct order, every class or species, is as full as the 
nature of it would permit, or [Law devoutly but, upon his own 
principles, tautologically adds] as God saw proper." 

The foundation, then, of the usual eighteenth-century argu
ment for optimism was the principle of plenitude. Since the 
principle had received expression from hundreds of writers be
fore King, and had been the basis of both the Neoplatonic and 
the Scholastic theodicy, its utilization by later optimists is no 
evidence that they derived it from him. Nevertheless, for rea
sons already indicated, the probability remains that it was be
cause of the reiteration and elaboration of the principle in the 
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De origine mali that Pope gave the fundamental place, in his 
own ~rgumen! for the thesis that whatever is is right, to the 
prenuse that, m the "best of systems possible," 

All must full or not coherent be, 
And all that rises, rise in due degree. 

For the purposes of a theodicy, the principle of plenitude 
served most directly and obviously as an "explanation" of the 
"evil of defect." The limitations of each species of creature 
which define its place in the scale, are indispensable to that in~ 
finite differentiation of things in which the "fullness" of the 
universe consists, and are therefore necessary to the realization 
of the greatest of goods. Man, therefore cannot rationally 
complain because he lacks many endow~ents and means of 
enjoyment which might conceivably have been granted him. 
In Law's words: 

~rom the supJ>?Sition of a Scale of Beings, gradually descending from per
fecnon to nonentity, and complete in every intermediate rank and degree 
we shall soon see the absurdity of auch questions as these, Why was not ma~ 
~ade rn:o~e perfect? Why are not his faculties equal to those of angels? 
Smce th1s IS only asking why he was not placed in a different class of beings 
when at . the same time all other classes are supposed to be full.u ' 

It was, in short, "necessary that the creature should fill the 
station wherein it was, or none at all." If he were anywhere 
else, he would not be the same entity; and if he did not exist at 
all, t~ere would be a gap in the series, and the perfection of the 
creation would thereoy be destroyed. Undeniably these dis
tinguishing deficiencies " bring many inconveniences on the 
persons whose lot it is to fill that part of the universe which 
requires a creature of such an imperfect nature." For example 
a man has no wings, a perfection granted to birds. ' 

'Tis plain that in his present circumstances he cannot have them and 
that the use of th~m would be very mischievous to society; and yet the ~ant 
~f them necessarilY. exposes us to many inconveniences. . . . A thousand 
mstanc.es mar be given wher~ the evil of imperfection necessarily subjects 
us to d1sappomtment of appetite, and several other natural evils, which yet 
are all necessary for the common good.U 

To this particular form of purely logical consolation Pope 
recurs repeatedly, with fairly evident dependence upon King. 
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In a "full'' system "there must be, somewhere, such a rank as 
Man"; and the occupant of that rank cannot rationally desire 
the distinctive attributes of those below or those above him in 
the scale.18 

Why has not man a microscopic eye? 
For this plain reason, man is not a fly. 

And (to repeat lines already quoted): 

On superior powers 
Were we to press, inferior might on ours; 
Or in the full creation leave a void, 
Where, one step broken, the great scale's destroyed.u 

But if the principle of plenitude had been applicable only for 
the explanation of the "metaphysical" evil of limitation or 
particularity, it would not have carried the optimist far to
wards his goal. Most of the things we call evil hardly appear 
to be adequately describable as mere deficiencies. Even a 
Platonistic philosopher with a toothache will probably find it 
difficult to persuade himself that his pain is a wholly negative 
thing, a metaphysical vacuum consisting merely in the ab
sence of some conceivable positive good. King was therefore 
forced to use some ingenuity- or rather, to utilize the in
genuity of his many precursors- in order to exhibit the 
numerous train of "natural" evils as equally necessary impli
cations of the same fundamental principle. He seeks to do this, 
in the first place, on the ground that in a really "full" uni
verse there must be opposition. Creatures necessarily crowd 
upon, restrict, and therefore come into conflict with, one an
other. This necessity appears in its primary form in the mo
tion of matter. It was theoretically possible for God to have so 
disposed matter that it would move "uniformly and all to
gether, either in a direct line or in a circle, and the contrariety 
of motions by that means be prevented." But a material sys
tem so simple and harmonious must also, we are assured, have 
been barren and useless. 

Such a motion therefore was to be excited in it as would separate it into 
parts, make it fluid, and render it an habitation for animals. But that could 
not be without contrariety of motion, as any one that thinks of it at all will 
perceive. And if this be once admitted in matter, there necessarily follows 
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a division and disparity of parts, clashing and opposition, comminution, 
concretion and repulsion, and all those evils which we behold in generation 
and corruption. • . . The mutual clashing of these concretions could there
fore not be avoided, and as they strike upon one_ another a concussion of the 
parts and a separation from each other would be necessarily produced, 
.. . [i.e.) corruption. to 

And since man's place in the Scale of Being is that of a crea
ture partly material, partly spiritual, he is necessarily involved 
in, and unhappily affected by, these collisions of matter. The 
preoccupation of the optimists with the notion of the "full
ness" of the organic world sometimes led them (by a natural 
confusion of ideas) to draw an almost Darwinian or Mal
thusian picture of a Nature overcrowded with aspirants for 
life and consequently given over to a ubiquitous struggle for 
existence. King assures us that there is something like a hous
ing problem even in Heaven. 

If you ask why God does not immediately transplant men into heaven, 
since 'tis plain they are capable of that happier state; or why he confines 
them so long . . . on the earth as in a darksome prison, . . . I answer, 
Because the Heavens are already furnished with inhabitantS, and cannot 
with convenience admit of new ones, till some of the present :possessors de
part to a better state, or make room some other way for these to change 
their condition.tl 

Into the further naive reasonings by which King seeks to de
duce the genesis of" pain, uneasiness and dread of death," and 
indirectly of the other emotions by which man is tormented, 
we need not enter. It suffices to quote the concise genealogy 
of woes in which he sums up his reasons for holding this to be 
the best of possible worlds: 

Behold how evils spring from and multiply upon each other, while infinite 
Goodness still urges the Deity to do the very best. This moved him to give 
existence to creatures, which cannot exist without imperfections and inequal
ity. This excited him to create matter, and to put it in motion, which is 
necessarily attended with separation and dissolution, generation and cor· 
ruption. This persuaded him to couple souls with bodies, and to give them 
mutual affections, whence proceeded pain and sorrow, hatred and fear, 
with the rest of the passions, yet all of them ... are necessary." 

Such an argument for optimism closely resembles, and might 
easily be substituted for, some of the formulas in which primi
tive Buddhism summed up the creed of pessimism. 
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The author of the most popular English theodicy of the mid
nineteenth century found, as everyone remembers, peculiar 
difficulty in the spectacle of "Nature red in tooth and claw 
with ravin" - in the universal conflict, the daily and hourly 
cruelties and little, dumb tragedies which are hidden behind 
the surface beauty of every field and wood. But to the typical 
eighteenth-century writer of a theodicy, even these aspects of 
Nature gave little trouble. He was no more blind to them than 
Tennyson; but his universal solvent, the principle of plenitude, 
served him here as elsewhere. Doubtless, King granted, God 
could have made a world free from these horrors, simply by 
refraining from creating carnivorous and predacious animals. 
But this, again, would have meant a world less full of life. 

A being that has life is (caeteris paribus) preferable to one that has not; 
God therefore animated that machine which furnishes out provision for 
the :nore perf~ct animals; which was both graciously and provid~n~y 
done: for by this means he gained so much life to the world as there 11m 

those animals which are food for others; for by this means they themselves 
enjoy some kind of life, and are of service also to the rest. . . . Matter 
which is fit for the nourishment of man, is also capable of life; if therefore 
God had denied it life, he had omitted a degree of good which might have 
been produced without any impediment to his principal design, which does 
not seem very agreeable to infinite goodness. 'Tis better, therefore, that 
it should be endowed with life for a time, though 'tis to be devoured after· 
wards, than to continue totally stupid and unactive. . . . Let us not be 
surprised, then, at the universal war as it were among animals, or that the 
stronger devour the weaker.~a 

The application of this to the special case of domesticated ani
mals reared for slaughter, which furnished Pope with the 
theme for some characteristic and detestable lines, was also 
made by King. Man 

Feasts the animal he dooms his feast, 
And, till he ends the being, makes it blest. 

Undeniably the carnivora were among the antecedently 
possible kinds of creatures; and if the excellence of Nature or 
its Author consists quite simply in having as many kinds as 
possible, nothing more need be said in justification of the exist
ence of such animals; in the words of another contemporary 
divine, quoted with admiration by Law, "it is evident that by 
this means there is room for more whole species of creatures 
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than there otherwise would be, and that the variety of the crea
tion is thereby very much enlarged and the goodness of its 
Author ~isp~ayed.H 14 The tendency of the theodicies to pro
mote behef m the blessedness of sheer multitude, the all-im
portance of having an abundance of" different natures" in the 
world, at whatever cost, could hardly be better illustrated. 

But even if the criterion of the goodness of the universe were 
~ssumed to consist, not solely in the diversity of creatures but 
m the quantity of the joie de vivre it contains the creati~n of 
beasts of prey could still, according to a further argument of 
King's, be justified. "Animals are of such a nature as to de
light in action, or in the exercise of their faculties nor can we 
have any other notion of happiness even in ~d himself." 
But among the pleasurable activities conceivable before the 
creation were those which might attach to the procuring of 
food by p~edatory creatures. Why, then, should these intense 
~d posxtxve pleasures be lacking, merely that feebler kinds 
nught be spared the transitory · pains of being pursued and 
eaten? Clearly, since "the infinite Power of God was able to 
prod~ce anima.ls of such capacities," his "infinite Goodness" 
may be conceiVed to have almost compelled him not to refuse 
or en':'Y (them) .the benefit of life." "If you insist," says the 
ar~hbxshop gemally to a supposititious critic, "that a lion 
nught have been made without teeth or claws, a viper with
out venom; I grant it, as a knife without an edge; but then 
they would have been of quite another species [i. e., there 
would have ?een a missing link in the Chain of Being], and 
have h~d neither the nature, nor use, nor genius, which they 
now .enJoy." As for the lion's victim, if it were a rational ani
~alxt dou?tless would, or at all events should, rejoice as does 
Its Maker m the thought of the agreeable exercise which it is 
affording the "genius" of the lion. If the victim be not en
do~ed wi.th re~son, or be too mean-spirited to take a large 
P?IIosophxca~ vxew ?f the matter, the consoling insight into the 
hxg?er mea~mg of Its sufferings is still, through the happy or
dermg of thmgs, left to be enjoyed vicariously by optimistic 
archbishops. u 

Plainly this amiable 
course of his endeavor 

and devout ecclesiastic had in the . ) 

to JUstify God's ways to men, been 
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driven not only to a conception of God but also to a concep
tion of ultimate values which came somewhat strangely from a 
Christian teacher. Though King would, of course, have said 
that his God was a God of love, the term must necessarily have 
had for him an unusual sense. The God of the De orig£ne mali 
loved abundance and variety of life more than he loved peace 
and concord among his creatures and more than he desired 
their exemption from pain. He loved lions, in short, as well as 
lambs; and loving lions, he wished them to behave in accord
ance with the "nature/' or Platonic Idea, of a lion, which im
plies devouring lambs and not lying down with them. And in 
these preferences the " goodness" of God was assumed to be 
most clearly manifested - "goodness" thus meaning chiefly a 
delight in fullness and diversity of finite being, rather than in 
harmony and happiness. King and his editor seem only occa
sionally and confusedly aware how deeply their argument has 
involved them in such a radical transvaluation of values; they 
waver between this and the more conventional conception of 
"divine goodness," and for the most part touch but lightly 
upon the more paradoxical implications of their premises. 
Yet they at times betray some uneasy feeling of the incon
gruity between these premises and certain traditional elements 
of Christian belief. It was, for example, a part of that belief 
that in the earthly paradise before the Fall, and also in the 
celestial paradise which awaits the elect, most of the evils 
which these theologians were zealously proving to be "neces
sary," because required by the" divine goodness," were in fact 
absent. It seemed, therefore, difficult to avoid the awkward 
dilemma that either the paradisaical state is not good, or else a 
good "system" does not, after all, require quite so much evil 
and so many degrees of imperfection as the authors of the 
theodicies conceived. King meets this difficulty but lamely; 
he is, in fact, driven to suggest that the felicity of our first 
parents in Eden has probably been somewhat exaggerated: 
"it doth not appear that Adam in Paradise was altogether 
without pain or passion," but rather" that he was only secured 
from such pains as might cause his death, and that for a time, 
till removed to a better place." 28 

The outcome of King's reasoning (so far as it was consist-
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ently carried thr?ugh). is not, of course, surprising. He who 
attempts a theod1cy wtthout first shutting his eyes to a large 
ra~ge of t~e f~cts of experience, must necessarily take for the 
ob~ect of h1s p1ety the God of Things as They Are; and since 
thmgs as they are include the whole countless troop of natural 
ills, it became n~cessaz:y so to transform the conception of 
~ood as to make 1t ~oss1ble to argue that these ills are- not, 
mdeed, goods, considered by themselves, but implicates of 
some supreme good, in the realization of which the essential 
natu.re of deity is most t.ruly manifested. The principle of 
plemtude, taken as a spectes of value-theory, was a natural, if 
not the necessary, result of this enforced revision of the notion 
of .good. Certainly that which the author of Nature as it is 
cht~fiy v:"'lues ~ould not, on empirical grounds, be supposed to 
be ~dent1cal w1th those things which men have commonly set 
their hearts upon and have pictured to themselves in their 
dreams of p~radise. Stated in its most general terms, the para
dox u~der~ymg all these .singular implications of the optimist's 
r~asonmg 1s ~e ass_umpt10n which is of the essence of the prin
Ciple of plemtude ttself - that the dest'rabt'lity of a thing's exist
ence bears no relation to its excellence. 

King's further reflections upon the problem of evil do not 
concern us here, since the conception of the Chain of Being 
does not much figure in them. It might indeed and with . ' ' more consistency, have done so. For the sort of evil not dealt 
with by King upon the principles already indicated namely 
moral evil, might naturally have been regarded as' a speciai 
case of th: "evil of defect." A creature having the specific de
gree of blindness and weakness appropriate to man's place in 
th~ scale, and at the same time subject to the passions which 
Kmg ha~ represe~te~ as necessarily inseparable from our psy
chophysical constltutlon, could hardly fail, it would seem to 
make f~equent "wr~>ng elections." So much, indeed, Kin~ is 
constramed to admit; there are many errors of conduct which 
are due to our ignorance and necessary imperfection and 
these are to be classed among the "natural evils" an'd ex
plain~d in the same manner as others of that class. But there 
remams a residuum of" moral evil" not so explicable but due 
to a "depraved will." On this theme King for the ~ost part 
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repeats the familiar arguments. Bolingbroke did not follow the 
archbishop in this, but derived the necessity of moral evil 
directly from the principle of plenitude. If men had been so 
constituted as to follow always the ethical" law of nature, ... 
the moral state of mankind would have been paradisaical, but 
it would not have been human. We should not have been the 
creatures we were designed to be, and a gap would have been 
left in the order of created intelligences." 27 In this application 
of the principle, the antinomian implications of which are 
sufficiently obvious, Bolingbroke had been anticipated by so 
saintly a philosopher as Spinoza: 

To those who ask, Why has not God created all men such as to be di
rected solely by the guidance of reason, I reply only that it is because he 
had no lack of material wherewith to create all things, from the very high. 
est to the very lowest grade of perfection, or, more properly speaking, 
because the laws of his nature were so ample as to suffice for the produc
tion of everything that can be conceived by an infinite intellect.28 

This was carrying a step farther the argument which Pope was 
to versify: since the best of systems must be as "full" as pos-
sible, 

Then in the scale of reasoning life, 'tis plain, 
There must be somewhere such a rank as -

not man only, but also, among men, the fool and the evil-doer. 

The theodicy of Leibniz was in most essentials the same as 
that of his English precursor; 29 and in summarizing with 
approval the main argument of the archbishop's bel ouvrage, 
plez'n de savoir et d'Clegance, Leibniz significantly accentuated the 
theological paradox contained in it: 

Why, someone asks, did not God refrain from creating things altogether? 
The author well replies that the abundance of God's goodness is the reason. 
He wished to communicate himself, even at the expense of that delicacy 
which our imaginations ascribe to him, when we assume that imperfections 
shock him. Thus he preferred that the imperfect should exist, rather than 

nothing.30 

In this emphasis upon the implication that the Creator of the 
actual world cannot be supposed to be a "delicate" or 
squeamish God, caring only for perfection- and that, in 
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fact, he would, if more nicely selective in his act of creation, 
have thereby shown himself the less divine - the consequence 
latent from the first in the principle of plenitude is put with 
unusual vividness and candor; and in general, the German 
philosopher, in developing the theory of value thus implicit in 
optimism, is franker, more ardent, and more cheerful than the 
Anglican theologian. Some analogies in human life to the 
star;td~rds of valuation which the optimists had applied in ex
plammg the supposed purpose of the deity in the creation are 
not obscurely suggested by Leibniz. 

Wisdom ~equires variety (Ia ~agesse doil varier). To multiply exclusively 
the. same thmg, however noble 1t be, would be a superfluity; it would be 
~kind ofpo~erty. To ~ave a thousand well-bound copies ofVergil in your 
library; to smg only a1rs from the opera of Cadmus and Hermione· to 
break all your porcelain in order to have only golden cups· to hav; all 
your ?uttons made of diamo?ds; to eat only partridges and ;o drink only 
the wme of Hungary or of Sh1raz - could any one call this reasonable?'l 

Something very similar to this had, in point of fact, been re
garded as the essence of reasonableness both by neo-classical 
aesthetic theorists and by a multitude of influential moralists. 
It would scarcely have seemed evident to the former that two 
copies of Vergil are of less value than one copy plus a <;opy of 
the worst epic ever written- still less that a reading of the 
first followed by a reading of the second is preferable to two 
readings of Vergil. And the apparent object of the endeavor 
of mo.st ethfca~ teaching had been to produce a close approach 
to umformtty m human character and behavior, and in men's 
political and social institutions. The desire for variety- or 
for change, the temporal form of it- had rather commonly 
?e.en conceived to be a non-rational, indeed a pathological, 
1d10syncrasy of human creatures, But Leibniz not only gave it 
a sort of cosmic dignity by attributing it to God himself but 
also represented it as the very summit of rationality. ' 

The ethicall~ signifi~an~ c~nsequence which is most plainly 
drawn from th1s by Le1bmz 1s that neither what is commonly 
c~led. moral goodness, nor pleasure, is the most important 
thing m the world. Both hedonism, in short and an abstract 
moralism (such, for example, as Kant and Fichte were after
wards to express) were equally contrary to the value-theory 
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implicit in the principle of plenitude. Virtue and happi~e~s 
both, of course, have their place in the scale of values; but if 1t 
were the highest place, it is inconceivable that God would 
have made the kind of world he has made. 

The moral or physical good or evil of rational creatures does not infinitely 
transcend the good or evil which is purely metaphysical, that is to say, the 
good which consists in the perfection of the other creatures: . . . . No ~ub
stance is either absolutely precious or absolutely contemptible m the s1ght 
of God. It is certain that God attaches more importance to a man than to 
a lion, but I do not know that we can be sure that he prefers one man to the 

entire species of lions.12 

To this thesis Leibniz reverts again and again in the Theo

dicee: 
(It is] a false maxim that the happiness of rational creatures is the sole 

purpose of God. If that had been so, there wo~ld, perhaps, have been 
neither sin nor unhappiness, not even as concoffiltants. God would have 
chosen a set of possibles from which all evils were e~cluded. But he would 
in that case have fallen short of what is due to the universe, that is, what is 
due to himself. . . . It is true that one can imagine possible worlds with
out sin and without suffering, just as one can invent romances about Utopias 
or about the Sevarambes; but these worlds would be much inferior to 
ours. I cannot show this in detail; you must infer it, as I do, ab eflectu, 
since this world, as it is, is the world God chose. . . . Virtue is the noblest 
quality of created things, but it is not the only go~ q~ality of creatur~. 
There is an infinite variety of others that attract the mclmanon of God; 1t 

is from all these inclinations taken together that the greatest possible sum 
of good results; and there w~uld be less good .than there is i: there were 
nothing but virtue, if only rat10nal creatures existed. . . . M1das was less 
rich when he possessed only gold.33 

Leibniz adds the trite aesthetic argument for the indispensa· 
bility of contrasts in the production of beauty in a work of art, 
and, indeed, in the mere physical pleasure of the gustatory 

sense: 
Sweet things become insipid if we eat nothing else; sharp, tart and even 

bitter things must be combined with them so as to stimulate th~ taste. ~e 
who has not tasted bitter things does not deserve sweet, and, mdeed, Will 

not appreciate them. 

Thus these subtle philosophers and grave divines, and the 
poets like Pope and Haller who popularized their reasonings, 
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rested their assertion of the goodness of the universe ultimately 
upon the same ground as Stevenson's child in the nursery: 

The world is so full of a number of things. 

This did not, it is true, necessarily make them " as happy as 
kings." That was a matter of individual temperament; and in 
point of fact most of them had not the child's robust delight in 
the sheer diversity and multiplicity of things. They were often 
men whose natural taste or training would have inclined them 
rather to prefer a somewhat thin, simple, and exclusive uni
verse. The philosophers of optimism were not, in short, as a 
rule of a Romantic disposition; and what they were desirous 
of proving was that reality is rational through and through, 
that every fact of existence, however unpleasant, is grounded 
in some reason as clear and evident as an axiom of mathe
matics. But in the exigencies of their argument to this am
bitious conclusion, they found themselves constrained to 
attribute to the Divine Reason a conception of the good ex
tremely different from that which had been most current 
among men, and frequently among philosophers; and they 
were thus led, often against their original tell)per and inten
tion, to impress upon the minds of their generation a revolu
tionary and paradoxical theory of the criterion of all value, 
which may be summed up in the words of a highly Romantic 
and optimistic lover of paradox in our own day: 

One thing alone is needful: Everything. 
The rest is vanity of vanities. 

The results did not become fully apparent until the closing 
decade of the century." Before we turn to them, we must note 
certain other new developments which had been taking place 
in the meantime in the history of our three principles. 

VIII 

THE CHAIN OF BEING AND SOME ASPECTS OF 
EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY BIOLOGY 

No HISTORY of the biological sciences in the eighteenth century 
can be adequate which fails to keep in ~iew the fact that, _for 
most men of science throughout that penod, the theorems lm· 
plicit in the conception oft~~ Cha~n of Being c?ntinued ~o c?n· 
stitute essential presuppos1t1ons m the frammg of sc1entlfic 
hypotheses. But in those scien~es, as in other provinces ?f 
thought, certain implications wh1ch had always been latent m 
these ancient assumptions now came to be more clearly recog
nized and more rigorously applied. In the present lecture we 
shall briefly note three aspects of eighteenth-cent~ry biological 
theory in which it was eithe.r a!fected by t~e gener~l ~ccept· 
ance of the principles of contmu1ty and plemtude, or m 1ts turn 
tended to bring about a new interpretation of those principles. 
A still more important connection between the two will come 
before us in the following lecture.1 

1 • We have seen that there were present in the logic and the 
natural history of Aristotle, and therefore of the later Middle 
Ages, two opposite mo~es of t?o':ght. The first made for s~arp 
divisions, clear-cut d1fferentlat10ns, among natural objects, 
and especially among living beings. To range animals and 
plants in well-defined species, presumably (since the Platonic 
dualism of realms of being was also still influential) correspond
ing to the distinctness of the Eternal Ideas, was the first busi
ness of the student of the organic world. The other tended to 
make the whole notion of species appear a convenient but 
artificial setting-up of divisions having no counterpart in na
ture. It was, on the whole, the former tendency that prevailed 
in early modern biology. In spite. of the violent ~eaction of _the 
astronomy, physics, and metaphys1cs of the Rena1ssance agamst 
the Aristotelian influence, in biology the doctrine of natural 
species continued to be potent - largely, no doubt, because it 
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seemed ~o be .~upported by observation. "It is principally 
fr.o~ Anstotle, observes Daudin, " that are derived the tra
~Itl0na1 ~oti?ns t~ which natural history was to give app1ica
tl0n, begmmng With the Renaissance .... Thus it was that 
from the end ?f the six.tee~th to the end of the eighteenth cen
tury, the p;oject of. distrtbuting all living beings, animal or 
v~ge~ab1e, mto a ~terarchy of collective units enclosed one 
Wlthm another, gamed such a hold upon naturalists, that it 
finally seemed to them the formulation of their scientific 
task." ~he first of the great modern systematists, Cesalpino, 
was a stxteenth-century enthusiast for the Peripatetic phi
los?phy, and .it seems to have been largely a fresh study of 
Aristotle'~ 1ogic~l and scientific writings that set him upon the 
undertakmg which he executed in his De Plantis (1583). It is 
tru~ that most of the elaborate "systems" (as they were called) 
W?Ich ~ere the most monumental products of biological 
SCience m t~e seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, were 
avowedly, m great part, "artificial" classifications. But the 
assumpt10n that there really are "natural species established 
by the Auth~r of Nature" continued to be generaliy held; and 
na~ur~l species were, of course, fixed species. And even the 
arttfi~Ia1 syst~ms t~nd~d to give the notion of species a peculiar 
pr?m~nence m sc~entific thought, to encourage the habit of 
~hmkmg of. orgamsms, and of other natural objects, as falling 
mto .we~1-dtffere.ntiated classes, rather than as members of a 
qualitative contmuum. 

There we~e, neve~theless, at work in the thought of both 
thes: centunes two l?eas which tended increasingly to dis
credit the whole notion of species. The first, which is less 
c.losely .re~ated to our general subject, was the semi-nominalis
tic stram m the philosophy of Locke. In the Sixth Chapter of 
Book III of the Essay concerning Human Understanding he had 
granted that there are "real essences" - by which he chiefly 
~eant "natures". or attributes of which the "ideas" imply the 
!?eas of ~~~e~ att;Ib.utes n~cessarily and a priori, so that one such 

nature IS m.tr~ns1cally mcapable of separation from another. 
In so far .a~ this IS t~e case, there arise class-concepts of which 
the definit10ns are mherent in the nature of things not arbi
trary and contingent.2 With these real essences Locke believed 
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that the Creator certainly must be, and the angels possibly 
may be, acquainted; but to us mortals knowledge of them has 
(with the exception of the essences of mathematical figures and 
perhaps of moral properties) not been imparted; and our con
ceptions of species are therefore merely "nominal essences," 
combinations of ideas of attributes put together by the mind 
and corresponding to no fixed objective and inherent division 
between natural things. "Our distinguishing substances into 
species by names is not at all founded on their real essences; 
nor can we pretend to range and determine them exactly into 
species, according to essential internal differences." 3 "I do 
not deny," says Locke, ''but nature, in the constant produc
tion of particular beings, makes them not always new and 
various, but very much alike and of kin to one another; but I 
think it nevertheless true that the boundaries of species, where
by men sort them, are made by men." And thus biological 
classifications are but verbal, and relative to varying con
siderations of convenience in the use of language. Locke is 
unable to see "why a shock [a breed of shaggy dog] and a 
hound are not as distinct species as a spaniel and an elephant," 
. . . " so uncertain are the boundaries of species of animals to 
us." • Even the nominal essence "man" is a term of vague 
and fluctuating import, which cannot be supposed to corre
spond to "precise and unmovable boundaries set by nature." 
It is, in fact, "plain that there is no such thing made by na
ture, and established by her amongst men." 6 It is, then, only 
by virtue of some arbitrary definition framed by us " that we 
can say: This is a man, this is a drill," 6 i. e., a baboon;" and 
in this, I think, consists the whole business of genus and species." 

But it is evident from much that has been already said that 
the principle of continuity tended equally directly to the same 
conclusion; and it did so even more potently because it had a 
still greater body of tradition behind it, and because both of 
the philosophers who exercised most influence in the early and 
middle eighteenth century, Leibniz and Locke, had made so 
much of it. The result was a rejection of the concept of species 
by some of the greatest naturalists of that age. Buffon in the 
opening discourse of the Histoire Naturelle (1 749) attacked the 
entire enterprise of the systematists. There is, he declared, 
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::an erro;, in me~~ physics" underlying all attempts to find a 
natural defimt10n of species and thereby to arrive at a 

"':atural" system of classification. "The error consists in a 
fallure to understand nature's processes (marche) which always 
take place by gradations (nuances). . . . It is ~ossible to de
scend by almost insensible degrees from the most perfect crea
ture .to the most formless matter. . . . These imperceptible 
shadi.ngs are. the great work of nature; they are to be found not 
only m ~he s1zes and the forms, but also in the movements, the 
generations and. the successions of every species. . . . (Thus] 
nature, proceedmg by unknown gradations, cannot wholly 
lend her~elf to these divisions [into genera and species] .... 
There Wil.l be found ~ great number of intermediate species, 
an~ of object~ belongmg half in one class and half in another. 
Objects ?f this sort, t~ which it is impossible to assign a place, 
necessar~ly render ~am the attempt at a universal system.'' 
The notion of species, then, Buffon concludes is an artificial 
and for the biologist a mischievous one: ' 

In general, the more one increases the number of ~ne's divisions, in the 
case. of .the. ~roducts of nature, the nearer one comes to the truth; since in 
reahty mdivJduals alone exist in nature. 7 

~u.ffon, it is true, soon abandoned this position. In the in
ferti~Ity of hy~rid~ he imagined that he had found a proof that 
~pec1es areA ObJective and fundamental realities- are, indeed, 

les seu/s etres de la Nature, as ancient and as permanent as 
Nat~re ~erself," while "an individual, of whatever species is 
nothmg m ~he universe." A species fs "a whole independ~nt 
of number, mdependent of time; a whole always living alwa.ys 
the same; a .whole which was counted as one among the works 
of th~ cr~a!wn, and therefore constitutes a single unit in the 
cr~at10n. ;r'hough he s~bsequently wavered somewhat on 
this matter, h1s supposed discovery of a scientific test of differ
ence of "real" .species did much for a time to counteract the 
tendency to wh1ch he had at first given his powerful support. 9 

But Bo':net took up the strain which Buffon had abandoned. 
RepeatJ.ng the customary phraseology about the continuity of 
the cham, Bonnet unequivocally draws the consequence that 
there are no such things as species: 
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If there are no cleavages in nature, it is evident that our classifications 

are not hers. Those which we form are purely nominal, and we should 
regard them as means relative to our needs and to the limitations of our 
knowledge. Intelligences higher than ours perhaps recognize between two 
individuals which we place in the same species more varieties than we 
discover between two individuals of widely separate genera. Thus these 
intelligences see in the scale of our world as many steps as there are in
dividuals.10 

Goldsmith, who, it will be remembered, was the author of a 
popular compendium of natural history, adopted and helped 
to diffuse this doctrine of the scientific inadmissibility of the 
concept of species: all "divisions" among the objects of nature 
"are perfectly arbitrary. The gradation from one order of be
ings to another, is so imperceptible, that it is impossible to lay 
the line that shall distinctly mark the boundaries of each. All 
such divisions as are made among the inhabitants of this globe, 
like the circles drawn by astronomers on its surface, are the 
work, not of nature, but of ourselves." 11 Numerous other 
illustrations might be given, but it would be tedious to mul
tiply them. 

Thus the general habit of thinking in terms of species, as 
well as the sense of the separation of man from the rest of the 
animai creation, was beginning to break down in the eight
eenth century. In an age in which, more than in any preced
ing period, the principle of continuity was reckoned among the 
first and fundamental truths, it could not have been other
wise. And the change was a pregnant one for science and for 
other provinces of thought. 

2. Even for those biologists who did not explicitly reject the 
belief in natural species, the principle of continuity was not 
barren of significant consequences. It set naturalists to look
ing for forms which would fill up the apparently "missing 
links" in the chain. Critics of the biological form of this as
sumption attacked it largely on the ground that many links 
which the hypothesis required were missing. But the more ac
cepted view was that these gaps are only apparent; they were 
due, as Leibniz had declared, only to the incompleteness of the 
knowledge of nature then attained, or to the minute size of 
many of the- presumably lower- members of the series. 
The metaphysiCal assumption thus furnished a program for 
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scientific research.. It was therefore highly stimulating to the 
work ?f the zo?lo~1st and. the botanist, and especially to that of 
the mxcroscop1st, 10 the exghteenth century. Every discovery of 
~new form could be regarded, not as the disclosure of an addi
tiOn~! unrelated fact in nature, but as a step towards the com
pletiOn ?fa systematic structure of which the general plan was 
known 10 advance, an additional bit of empirical evidence of 
th~ truth of the generally accepted and cherished scheme of 
t?10gs. Thus. t.he theory of the Chain of Being, purely specula
tl':e an~ trad1t1onal though it was, had upon natural history in 
thts penod an effect somewhat similar to that which the table 
of the elements and their atomic weights has had upon chemi
cal research in .the past half-century. The general program of 
the ~oyal Socxet~, wro~e its first historian ( 1667 ), in an in
terest10g passage 10 whxch Platonistic and Baconian motives 
are conjoined, was to discover unknown facts of nature in order 
to range them properly in their places in the Chain of Being 
and at the same time to make this knowledge useful to man.' 

Such.i~ the depen?ence amongst all the orders of creatures; the animate, 
the sens1t1ve, th~ rational, the natural, the artificial; that the apprehension 
of.o~e of the~, 1s a good step towards the understanding of the rest. And 
thiS. 1s ~he htghe.st pitch of humane reason: to follow all the links of this 
ch~m! tdi all thetr secrets are open to our minds; and their works advanc'd 
or 1m1t~te.d by our hands. Th.is is truly to command the world; to rank all 
~he vartetles and degrees of thmgs so orderly upon one another; that stand
mg on the top of them, we may perfectly behold all that are below and make 
them. all ser~ceable to the quiet and peace and plenty of Man•: life. And 
to thiS happmess there can be nothing else added: but that we make a 
second advantage of this rising ground, thereby to look the nearer into 
heaven .... 12 

The Encyc~opedie in the middle of the eighteenth century 
also, though m a less devout tone, dwelt upon this as the pro
gram o~ th~ advancement ,?f ~nowledge: Since "everything in 
nature xs hnked together, smce "beings are connected with 
~ne another by a. chain of which we perceive some parts as con
t10uous, though m the greater number of points the continuity 
~scapes us," the "art of the philosopher consists in adding new 
hnks to the separated parts, in order to reduce the distance be
tween them as much as possible. But we must not flatter our
selves that gaps will not still remain in many places." ta It 
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was, in the eyes of the eighteenth century, a great moment in 
the history of science when Trembley in 1 739 rediscovered the 
fresh-water polyp Hydra (it had already been observed by 
Leeuwenhoek), this creature being at once hailed as the long
sought missing link between plants and animals- for which 
Aristotle's vague zoophytes were no longer considered quite 
sufficient. This and similar discoveries in turn served to 
strengthen the faith in plenitude and continuity as a priori 
rational laws of nature; and the greater credit, it was some
times remarked, was due to those who, not having seen, yet 
had believed in these principles. The chief glory, said a Ger
man popularizer of science, a propos of Trembley's work, is 
that" of the German Plato [Leibniz ], who did not live to know 
of the actual observation" of this organism, "yet through his 
just confidence in the fundamental principles which he had 
learned from nature herself, had predicted it before his 
death." 14 

The quest of organisms not yet actually observed which 
would fill these lacunae was prosecuted with especial zeal at two 
points in the scale: near the bottom of it, and in the interval 
between man and the higher apes. "Nature," remarked Bon
net," seems to make a great leap in passing from the vegetable 
to the fossil [i. e., rock]; there are no bonds, no links known to 
us, which unite the vegetable and the mineral kingdoms. But 
shall we judge of the chain of beings by our present knowl~ 
edge? Because we discover some interruptions, some gaps in it 
here and there, shall we conclude that these gaps are real? ... 
The gap that we find between the vegetable and the mineral 
will apparently some day be filled up. There was a similar 
gap between the animal and the vegetable; the polyp has come 
to fill it and to demonstrate the admirable gradation there is 
between all beings." 

But the program of discovering the hitherto unobserved 
links in the chain played a part of especial importance in the 
beginnings of the science of anthropology. The close simi
larity in skeletal structure between the apes and man had early 
been made familiar; yet careful zoologists recognized apparent 
solutions of continuity, anatomical as well as psychological, in 
this region of the series. Leibniz and Locke had asserted a 
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greater degree of continuity than could yet be actually ex
hibited at this important point. It therefore became the task 
of science at least to increase the rapprochement of man and ape. 
"In the first phase of this quest," as a German historian of 
eighteenth-century anthropology has pointed out, "the miss
ing link was sought at the lower limits of humanity itself. It 
was held to be not impossible that among the more remote 
peoples semi-human beings might be found such as had now 
and then been described in traveller's narratives. Some voy
agers testified to having seen with their own eyes men with 
tails; others had encountered tribes incapable of speech." 16 

Linnaeus mentions a homo troglodytes concerning whom it was 
not established with certainty whether he was more nearly 
related to the pygmy or the orang-outang; and a writing of his, 
not published until long after his death, is entitled The Cousins 
of Man and speaks of the apes as the "nearest relations of the 
human race." 18 This preoccupation with the question of 
man's relation to the anthropoids gave an especial "philo
sophical" interest to the rather numerous descriptions of the 
Hottentots by late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 
voyagers. They were probably the "lowest" savage races 
thus far known; and more than one writer of the period saw in 
them a connecting link between the anthropoids and homo 
sapiens. An. English essayist of 1713, observing, in the usual 
fashion, how "surprising and delightful it is" to trace "the 
scale or gradual ascenc from minerals to man," adds: 

'Tis easy to distinguish these Kinds, till you come to the highest one, and 
the lowest of that next above it; and then the Difference is so nice, that the 
Limits and Boundaries of their Species seem left unsettled by Nature to 
perplex the curious, and to humble the proud Philosopher. . . . The Ape 
or the Monkey that bears the greatest Similitude to Man, is the next Order 
of Animals below him. Nor is the Disagreement between the basest In
dividuals of our species and the Ape or Monkey so great, but that, were the 
latter endow'd with the Faculty of Speech, they might perhaps as justly 
claim the Rank and Dignity of the human Race, as the savage Hotentot, or 
stupid native of Nova Zembla. . . . The most perfect of this Order of 
Beings, the Orang-Outang, as he is called by the natives of Angola, that is the 
Wild Man, or the Man of the Woods, has the Honour of Bearing the greatest 
Resemblance to Human Nature. Tho' all that Species have some Agree
ment with us in our Features, many instances being found of Men of Monkey 
Faces; yet this has the greatest Likeness, not only in his Countenance, but 
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h' AbT to walk upright, as well as on all 

in the Structure of his Body, ~s •;ty A rehension and his gentle and 
fours, his Organs o~ Speech, ~ts r~. y an~~fthe Ape,Kind, and in various 
tender Passions, whtch are not oun m 
other respects. 17 

) d after him Lord Monboddo 
Later Rousseau (1753 an f . that man and the 

(x no) took the further step o ass.ertm~zee) are of the same 
higher apes (the orang-outang ?~ calhtlmy~'anatural to man," but 

· 1 age being not ongm d 
spectes, a~gu . ty of this species has gradually e-
an art whtch one v~.te . t at least the continuity of the 
veloped.u Thus at t .18 pc~~~ed e~etically. Bonnet, too, 
series was already betfg. well gas a great naturalist, did 
though a devo~t ~heo ogtadn ~t whether man and ape are dis
not hesitate to mttmate a ou 
tinct species. 

. ates man from the true quadrupeds is 
The wide interval whtch ~epa; hich most nearly approximate them, 

filled by the apes and th~ amma s w ed (tris-nuancies) . •.• We ascend 
of which the species are mtnutely ugr:~~:~r principal species which so closely 
as it were by so many steps to a .s ~· the name of orang-outang, or savage man. 
resembles man that he h~ r~c?tve ssible to fail to recognize the graduated 
It is here above all that tt ts tm~ 11 that is verified the famous axiom 

Progression of beings; it is here a k ve a l ,J.s The contemplator of 
PI ~ ture ma es no ear · · · · th of the German ato, a be' resembling man so nearly, that e 

Nature arrives with surp~se aht a mg 1 the characters of species than 
characten which distingutsh t em seem ess 
of mere varieties. 

oes on to observe, the orang-outang has the 
For, as Bonnet g . the u right posture of man; 
size, the members, ~he ca7tage~l , buf has "a regular face," 
he is "e':tirel'>: d.esttt~te o a tat 'h to use sticks and stones as 
un vrai vtsage; lS mtelhgent ~bnlougf educatt'on to the point of 

· " suscept1 e o • weapons; lS even d' bl f the functions of a valet de 
acquitting himself ere ~ta y o other modes of behavior
t;hambre"; and can acqUire f.any _ which have been sup
including even a .sort of po tt~~~ther in short, we compare 
P?sed. to be ph~c~~r ~i~a~rs "we ar~ astonished to see how 
hts mmd or 1s Y . ' d h w manifold and r ht and how few are the dtfferences, an 0 
s tg h bl ces , ta 
how marked are. t e rese7 han . . . g-link hunters were being 

By 1 76o the trmmphs o t e rmssm 
celebrated in verse: 
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Tousles corps soot lies dans la chafne de l'etre. 
La Nature partout se prec~de et se suit ... 
Dans un ordre constant ses pas developpes 
Ne s'emportent jamais a des bonds escarpes. 
De l'homme aux animaux rapprochant la distance 
Voyez l'Homme des Bois lier leur existence. ' 
Du corail incertain, ne plante et mineral 
Revenez au Polype, insecte vegetal.u ' 

. From at le.ast t~e middle o~ t~e eighteenth century to the 
time of Darwi.n this hunt for ~m~sm~ links continued to engage 
not onl.y ~he mterest of specialists m natural history but also 
the cun.oS1ty ~f the general public. On the last point a piece of 
~onclusiVe evidence may be cited. No one was ever a better 
JUdge of ~hat the public wanted than that eminent practical 
psychologist, P. T. Barnum; and it appears that one of the 
thmg~ that the public wanted in the early eighteen-forties
th~t. lS, near~y two decades before the publication of The 
Ongm of Speczes- was missing links. For we are told that the 
great showman in 1842 advertised among the attractions of his 
Museum, in addition to the "preserved body of a Feejee Mer
maid," other scientific specimens, such as "the Ornithorhin
c~s,. or the c~nnecting link between the seal and the duck; two 
d~stmct species of flyin~ fish, which undoubtedly connect the 
bird and the fish;. the S1ren, or Mud Iguana, a connecting link 
betwee~ the .reptl!es and fish, ... with other animals forming 
connectmg lmks m the great chain of Animated Nature." 21 

We may be pretty sure that if Aristotle had been per~itted to 
return to the sublunary scene in the eighteen-forties he would 
have made haste to visit Barnum's Museum. ' 

3· We. must now. turn b~ck to the beginning of that great 
a.dvance m .observ.atiOnal science which began with the inven
tiOn of efficient microscopes. With the history of the develop
ment of this device we are not concerned; for our purpose it 
suffices t_o recall that th~ mi:roscope began to figure as an im
portant mstrument of btolog1cal discovery in the second half of 
the seventeenth century, above all through the work of An
tony van Leeuwenhoek. The story of his achievements has 
often been told,22 and its details need not be repeated here. 
~hat, ~owever, ~e must not forget is that these disclosures of 
rmcrob10logy - like the earlier discoveries of the non-biologi-
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cal microscopists - seemed at once to give fresh empirical 
corroboration to the principles of plenitude and continuity, 
and in turn- for minds with whom these still passed as 
virtually axiomatic- received theoretical confirmation from 
them. The world of micro-organisms was after all nothing 
more than might have been expected, if those principles were 
valid; it might have been deduced a priori even though it had 
never become sensibly observable. The existence of units of 
matter, both organic and inorganic, far more minute than the 
microscope had yet revealed had, in fact, been conjectured a 
priori before Leeuwenhoek. In a scientific treatise of 1664 the 
writer, Henry Power, observes: 

It hath often seem'd to me beyond an ordinary probability, and some
thing more than fancy, (however paradoxical the conjecture may seem) to 
think that the least bodies we are able to see with our naked eyes, are but 
middle proportionals (as it were) 'twixt the greatest and smallest bodies in 
nature, which two extremes lye equally beyond the reach of humane sen
sation: For as on the one side they are but narrow souls, and not worthy 
the name of Philosophers, that think any Body can be too great or too vast 
in its dimensions; so likewise are they as inapprehensive, and of the same 
litter as the former, that on the other side think the particles of matter may 
be too little, and that nature is stinted at an Atom, and must have a non
ultra of her subdivisions. Such, I am sure, our Modern Engine (the Micro
scope) will ocularly evince and unlearn them their opinions again: for 
herein you may see what a subtil divider of matter Nature is. 

Thus," if the Dioptricks further prevail," its past achievements 
will be vastly surpassed; and though the author, in the sequel, 
deals chiefly with inanimate bodies, his inference seems clearly 
to imply a parallel extension of the world of organisms into the 
region of the infinitely small, in which the "incomparable 
Stenography of Providence" has produced "the Insectile 
Automata (those Living-exiguities)." 23 

The same logic required this extension of the realm of life 
downwards which required the hypotheses of the "infinity of 
worlds" and of inhabited globes within those worlds. The 
"two infinites" - the infinitely great and the infinitely little 
-both were implicates of the same premises. We have seen 
Fontenelle in the Entretiens sur Ia pluralite des mondes arguing 
from already known facts of microbiology to the conclusion -
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Itsel~ not susceptible of observational proof- h. h h 
seeking to establish E d w tc e was 
"petits poissons oti. et~:r:er rop of wa~er is crowded with 
sou~onnes d'y habi~er , et peS~ que ~on n'aurait jamais 
liberally disseminated a~imal~· mce, t en, '.?~a~ure has so 
lieved that" after having pushe~p~n t7,e ear~h, ts tt to be be
she has, in the other planets been s~rst;c.~ndtty here to excess, 
them no living things?" u And h n e as to produce upon 
in the common remi. f to t ose who found edification 
dence which te~ed t~e~~nfiboth ~o~clusions, any concrete evi-

h
tion of supposed metaphysic:zr t:t~~ ~~~;:~~~~ ve~ifica-
owever, played a much greater . . sctence, 

public sensible of this biolo i . pa~t 1~ makmg the general 
plenitude than it d'd · g cal 1~phcat10n of the principle of 
new cosmography. 1 m persuadmg them of the truth of the 

This second enlargement f 
effects upon men's ima . . o nature had two conflicting 
world they lived in Ongmthat10ns ahnd dtheir feeling about the 
h . h . · e one an there was hi 

Ig ly smister about it. it presented th ' somet ng 
universal parasitism, of life ever h e gha_stly specta.cie of a 
of the human body itself as infest:; :i~~ prey~ng upo~ hfe, and 
tory creatures which made of it their ft myta~ of tm~ preda
as soon began to b . 00 an somettmes -
On the othe h d e. conJectured - their eventual victim. 26 

r an ' Jt seemed to affo d dd .. 
striking illustrations of the prodigious f:cu~d.;tlo~~ and very 
at the same time of her admirable thrift Li;/ ·~ aturde and 
ubiquitous No b't f · , 1 seeme , was 
afford lodging an~ ~utr;;~;~~ 7:: ~~~i~mall .that it. could not 
and animate matter itself g bemgs still smaller; 

. was everywhere turned to 
sustam yet more animate matter and th' . use to 
and s · h ' ls m turn yet more 

o on Wit out ascertainable limit The mi b' 1 . ' 

:~:;r~;:~::~~~~::i~~~~d Pope's description c~~ N~t~~~! 
See, thro' this. air, this ocean, and this earth, 
All matter qu~ck, and bursting into birth. 
Above, how high, progressive life may go' 
Around, how wide l How deep extend beiow! 

It ':as upon the unpleasant side of the ic 
gloomier mmds preferred to dwell. It served! lltuPre talh~t the 

e asc spur-
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pose of" lowering" and terrifying man, of making him vividly 
sensible of his small place in the cosmic scheme and the limita
tions of his powers of understanding. Swift's lines on the sup
posed infinite regress of parasitism are too familiar to quote. 
This peculiarity of nature was to his mind, no doubt, an illus
tration of that general nastiness of things on which he was 
prone to dwell. It was, in the main, on the alarming aspect 
of the conception of "the two infinites" that £couchard-Le 
Brun poetically dilated: 

Entre deux infinis !'Homme en naissant place, 
Se voit de tous les deux egalement pre,sse. . . . 
Pour confondre ses yeux qu'effraya !'Elephant, 
Le Ciron l'attendait aux confins du Neant. 26 

But the other imaginative reaction was apparently much more 
common in eighteenth-century philosophy and literature. 
The discoveries of the microscopists, and the assumed exist
ence of micro-organisms far smaller and more numerous than 
had actually been discovered, provided delightful new evi
dence of that insatiable generativeness in which the "good
ness of God" had, in all the Platonistic philosophies, been held 
peculiarly to consist; and there was thus furnished a new in
citement to those types of cosmic emotion and piety which had 
always been associated with the principle of plenitude. The 
following, for example, which might be supposed to have been 
written by a late nineteenth- or a twentieth-century bacteriolo
gist in a rhetorical moment, is in fact to be found in one of 
Addison's Spectators (No. 519): 

Every part of Matter is peopled; every green Leaf swarms with Inhab
itants. There is scarce a single Humour in the Body of a Man, or of any 
other Animal, in which our Glasses do not discover Myriads of living Crea
tures. The Surface of Animals is also covered with other Animals, which 
are in the same manner the Basis of other animals that live upon it; nay, 
we find in the most solid Bodies, as in Marble itself, innumerable Cells and 
Cavities that are crouded with such imperceptible inhabitants, as are too 
little for the naked eye to discover. 

And all of this, for Addison, was a part of that "wonderful and 
surprising contemplation" which is afforded by the spectacle 
of the Chain of Being, and a further evidence of " the exu ber
ant and overflowing goodness of the Supream Being, whose 
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~ercy extends to all his Works." Addison even finds in the 
rm:robes an argument for the existence of angels or other 
bemgs above man in the scale, "since there is an infinitely 
greater Space and Room for . different Degrees of Perfection 
between the S.upreme Being and Man, than between Man and 
the mos~ desp1cable Insect." James Thomson's emotions were 
m?re rruxed. On the one hand - referring as usual to "the 
rmghty c?ain of beings" - he is sure that micro-organisms 
ha.ve the1r necessary and "useful" place in the scheme of 
thmgs, and he rhapsodizes over the way in which, as the exist
ence ~f such cre~t~res shows, "full Nature swarms with life." 
For h1m, too, th1s 1s a reason to praise 

that Power 
Whose wisdom shines as lovely on our minds 
As on our smiling eyes his servant Sun. ' 

On the other hand, the poet cannot but think it fortunate that 
most of the minuter animals ' 

conceal'd 
By the kind art of forming Heaven, escape 
The grosser eye of man; for if the worlds 
On worlds enclosed should on his senses burst 
From cates ambrosial, and the nectar'd bowl ' 
He would abhorrent turn; and in dead nigh;, 
When silence sleeps o'er all, be stunn'd with noise.t7 

Thus, even in those who accepted the premise of the opti · ts 
~~at the ,~ationality an? excellence of nature consist i:~ts 

fullness, there so~e~1mes broke through a feeling that it 
would be pleasanter 1f 1t were not quite so full. 

Even a~ the end of the century the principle of plenitude 
~nd espec.1~lly that of continuity are still recognized by Kant 
m th: Kn~zk der reinen Vern~njt as sound guiding principles for 
!he b1olog1cal a~d ot?er sc1ences, though with the special and 
n~port.ant .quahficat1ons which followed from the impossi
blhty, tmphed by the Critical Philosophy, of the detailed com
pletton. by our underst~nd.ing . of any such comprehensive 
synthests . . T.he former prmc1ple 1S called "the law of specifica
tiOn ." ... wh1ch requires manifoldness and diversity in things" 
and nught be expressed by entium varietates non tnnere esse 
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minuendas"; the latter is "the principle of the affinity of all con
cepts, which requires a continuous transition from every species 
to every other species by a gradual increase of diversity." 
From it "springs its immediate consequence datur continuum 
jormarum: that is, that the diversities of species touch each 
other and admit of no transition from one to another per sal
tum." This, however, does not" rest upon empirical grounds," 
and" no object corresponding to it can be pointed out in experi
ence," since such a continuum would be infinite, and since the 
principle does not tell us the " criterion of degrees of affinity" 
between adjacent species, but "only that we ought to seek for 
them." Kant's conclusion, then, concerning" the famous law 
of the continuous scale of created beings," which he ignorantly 
supposes to have been "brought into vogue by Leibniz," 
is that, while "neither observation nor insight into the con
stitution of nature could ever establish it as an objective affir
mation," nevertheless "the method of looking for order in 
nature according to such a principle, and the maxim of ad
mitting such order (though it may be uncertain just where 
and how far) as existing in nature, certainly constitute a legiti
mate and excellent regulative principle of reason." It "points 
the way which leads towards a systematic unity of knowledge." 
It follows, in short, from the Kantian analysis of the general 
conditions of the possibility of knowledge that the conception 
of the Chain of Being, in its fullness and strict continuity, is a 
controlling "ideal of the reason" which can never be actually 
satisfied, though science may hope, and should seek, in its 
gradual advance to exhibit more and more the empirical evi-
dence of its approximate truth. 28 



IX 

THE TEMPORALIZING OF THE CHAIN OF BEING 

':V~EN the principle of plenitude was construed either re
hgiOu.sly, as ~n expression of the faith in the divine goodness, 
or phdo~ophtcally, as an implicate of the principle of sufficient 
r.eas~>n, It was, as us~ally un?erstood, inconsistent with any be
hef m ~rogress, or, mdeed, many sort of significant change in 
the ';Jlll~erse as a whole. The Chain of Being, in so far as its 
continuity and completeness were affirmed on the customary 
gro';Jnds, was a pe:fect exa~ple of an absolutely rigid and 
statiC scheme of thmgs. Rationality has nothing to do with 
dates. If the non-existence of one of the links in the chain 
would be pr~of of the arbitrariness of the constitution of the 
world today, It would have. been so yesterday, and would be so 
tomorrow. As ~n early etghteenth-century English philoso
pher put the pomt: 

1 [G~] ~]ways acts upon some ground or Reason, and from thence it fol
ows eclat e had some Reason for Creation, otherwise he never would have 

creat at all. If then he had any Reason, that Reason certainly was the 
same from all Eternity that it was at any particular time: For instance, su 
pose Goodn.ess was .the <?round of his Creation, it follows that if it was g~ 
at any part1cular t1me, 1t was equaily so from all Eternity.l 

This, a contemporary pointed out, if true must be true not 
?nly.of the c~;ation in general, but of eve~ kind of being: it 
tmphes that, not onl>: Angels and Men, but every other species of 
creatures, every Planet with all its Inhabitants were eternal" and 
wh t • " h G ' ' ' a .Is more, t at od cannot hereafter create any new Species 
~f Bei~gs; because, whatever it is good for him to create in 
t1me, 1t was e~ual~y g?Od from all Eternity." 2 

The same 1mphcat10n of optimism was remarked by the 
po( et H) enry Brooke, in a prose note to The Universal Beaut11 

1735 : ;..> 

Ei~e~ there is a present absolute fitness in things; or a fitness in futuro 
th~t /s, ~~prospect and tendency, and only relative here to what must~ 
a o ute ereafter. But if there were an absolute fitness in the present state 
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of things, there could then be no change in anything; since what is best can 
never change to better. 

To many eighteenth-century minds this conception of a 
world in which, from the beginning, no emergence of novelty 
had been or would hereafter be possible seems to have been 
wholly satisfying. The Abbe Pluche, for example, in a widely 
read popularization of the astronomical knowledge of the time, 
described the essential immutability of nature as one of the 
definitive conclusions of philosophy; and he apparently re
garded it as an eminently edifying conclusion. No doubt, he 
grants, the work of creation was in a sense progressive until 
man was produced. But with him the consummation to which 
all the earlier phases had been preparatory was reached. 

Nothing more, therefore, will be produced in all the ages to follow. All 
the philosophers have deliberated and come to agreement upon this point. 
Consult the evidence of experience; elements always the same, species that 
never vary, seeds and germs prepared in advance for the perpetuation of 
everything, ... so that one can say, Nothing new under the sun, no new pro
duction, no species which has not been since the beginning.3 

This assumption sometimes was used early in the century 
against the then incipient science of paleontology. The view 
that fossils are the remains of actual organisms now extinct was 
combated on the ground that, in a well-conducted universe, 
every species must be constantly represented; so wrote the 
great English botanist John Ray in 1703: 

It would follow, That many species of Shell-Fish are lost out of the World, 
which Philosophers hitherto have been unwilling to admit, esteeming the 
Destruction of any one Species a dismembring of the Universe, and rendring 
it imperfect; whereas they think the Divine Providence is especially con
cerned to secure and preserve the Works of the Creation.' 

This conclusion was both supported and extended by the 
reigning embryological theory of preformation or embo!tement 
which declared that not only all species but all individual or
ganisms have existed from the beginning. The individuals, no 
doubt, unlike the species, seem to increase in numbers and to 
undergo change, but in reality this is a mere expansion or 'un
folding' (evolutio) of structures and characters that were al
ready pre-delineated, on a minute scale of magnitude, in the 
primeval germs which lay encased one within another like a 
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nest ~f boxes. As Brooke poetically phrased it, the Creative 
Ommpotence 

could infinitude confine 
And dwell lmmmse within the mini~ shrine: 
The eternal species in an instant mould 
And endless worlds in seeming atoms hold 
Plant within plant, and seed enfolding seed. • 

. Thus ·an important group of the ruling ideas of the early 
eighteenth century - the conception of the Chain of Be' 
th . . 1 f 1 . mg, 

e pn?cip es o ,P ei;utude and continuity on which it rested, 
t~e optmusm which .It served to ~ustify, the generally accepted 
b~ology - ~11 were m accord wtth the supposedly Solomonic 
dic~um,. which many others besides Pluche were wont to cite as 
a~ msp1red confirmation of the conclusions of philosophy and 
sci.ence. There not only is not, but there never will be, any
t~·ung new under the sun. The process of time brings no en
nch~ent of the world's diversity; in a world which is the mani
festa:IOn o~ eterna~ rationality, it could not conceivably do so. 
Yet It was •? precisely the period when this implication of the 
old. conce~tio~ became most apparent that there began are
actiOn agamst It. 

For one of the principal happenings in eighteenth-century 
thought was the temporalizing of the Chain of Being. The 
plenum formarum came to be conceived by some, not as the in
ventory but as the program of nature, which is being carried 
out .gradually and. exceedingly slowly in the cosmic history. 
While ~II the possibles demand realization, they are not ac
corded It all at once. Some have attained it in the past and 
have apparently since lost it; many are embodied in the kind 
of creat~res which now exist; doubtless infinitely many more 
are destmed to receiv~ the gift of actual existence in the ages 
that are to come. It Is only of the universe in its entire tem
pora~ span ~hat t~e principle of plenitude holds good. The 
De~I~rgu~ IS not m a hurry; and his goodness is sufficiently 
exhiblte? if, soon or late, every Idea finds its manifestation in 
the sensible order. 

~he .causes of this change were of several sorts; but the one 
wh~ch lS mos~ p~rtinent to ~ur subject lay in the difficulties to 
which the prmc1ple of plemtude itself, as it had traditionally 
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been interpreted, gave rise, when its implications were fully 
drawn out and seriously considered. Those implications were, 
on the one hand, intolerable to the religious feelings of many 
minds; and, on the other hand, it became increasingly appar
ent that they were hard to reconcile with the facts known about 
nature. The static and permanently complete Chain of Being 
broke down largely from its own weight . 

Let us note the religious and moral difficulties first. The 
fatal defect of optimism - and of the principle of plenitude 
upon which its dialectic chiefly depended- was that which 
we have seen Voltaire pointing out: it left no room for hope, at 
least for the world in general or for mankind as a whole. If all 
partial evils are required by the universal good, and if the uni
verse is and always has been perfectly good, we cannot expect 
that any of the partial evils will disappear. Logically thor
ough-going optimism is equivalent to the doctrine of the Con
servation of Evil, metaphysical, moral, and physical; the sum 
of imperfection in the parts must remain constant, since it is in 
the realization of just that sum that the perfection of the whole 
consists. But to minds whose sense of the reality of the con
crete evils of existence was too profound to be alleviated by a 
syllogism, this optimistic paradox was a grotesque mockery. 
It was better to admit the world to be not at present entirely 
rational, and retain some hope of its amendment, than to con
ceive of it as perfectly rational- and utterly hopeless. 

For the individual, it is true, the principle of plenitude did 
not necessarily exclude a prospect of attaining a higher state of 
being in another life. Though the permanent structure of the 
world consisted of a fixed set of ideal pigeon-holes, and though 
every hole must be occupied, it was not impossible for the 
inmate of one hole to transfer to a better one. But to this pos
sibility there was attached- according to the interpretation 
given the principle by some of its most approved expositors
a strange condition. Those of "the inferior orders" in the 
universe, Edmund Law pointed out, "could not aspire to a 
higher station without detriment to the superior which pos
sesses that station; for he must quit his place before another 
can ascend to it." Hence, though a man by the right exercise 
of his moral freedom might "become fit and qualified for a 
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superior state," he could not be promoted to it until a vacancy 
occurred through the "degradation" of one of those above 
him, as a consequence of wrong-doing. This was a strictly 
consistent deduction from the theory, if it was assumed that 
each degree of possible difference can have only one repre
sentative at a time; and this assumption was required by the 
principle of the identity of indiscernibles. Two creatures oc
cupying precisely the same place in the scale would be the 
same creature. But the consequence that no one can ever rise 
in the world except at the cost of another's fall was, it is evi
dent, a morally monstrous one. The optimist's proof of the 
rationality of the general constitution of things turned out to 
be a proof of its essential immorality. 

A revolt against these two implications of the scheme then 
was .inevita~le, as soon as they became fully appare~t. Th~ 
Cham of Bemg must perforce be reinterpreted so as to admit 
of progress in general, and of a progress of the individual not 
counterbalanced by deterioration elsewhere. And on the other 
hand, the traditional conception, when so reinterpreted, sug
gested a new eschatology, or rather the revival of an old one. 
~ince the scale was still assumed to be minutely graduated, 
smce nature makes no leaps, the future life must be conceived 
to be - at least for those who use their freedom rightly - a 
gradual ascent, stage after stage, through all the levels above 
that reached by man here; and since the number of these 
levels between man and the one Perfect Being must be infinite, 
that ascent can have no final term. The conception of the 
destiny of man as an unending progress thus emerges as a con
sequ~nc.e of reflection upon the principles of plenitude and 
cont1nu1ty. 

This revision of the traditional eschatology had been fore
shadowed in the previous century by Henry More. Inasmuch 
as natura non facit saltus, the dead, he inferred, do not leap im
mediately from their terrestrial imperfection to ·Celestial beati
tude; nor need the plenitude of being be supposed to be rea
lized simultaneously. 

A Musician strikes not all strings at once; neither ia it to be expected 
that everything in Nature at every time should act; but when it ia its turn 
then touched upon it will give the tound; in the interim it liea silent. • ' 
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Addison, whom we have already found descanting with a kind 
of poetic rapture upon the notion of the Chain of Being, was led 
by it to reject even more sharply than More the orthodox Prot
estant conception of life after death as an eternal fixation in 
changeless bliss or changeless misery. He wrote in the Spectator 
in I7II: 

Among ... other excellent arguments for the immortality of the soul, 
there is one drawn from the perpetual progress of the soul to its perfection, 
without a possibility of ever arriving at it; which is a hint that I do not 
remember to have seen opened and improved by others who have written 
on this subject, though it seems to me to carry a great weight with it. 7 

We must believe, Addison declares, 

that the several generations of rational creatures, which rise up and disap
pear in such quick successions, are only to receive their first rudiments of 
existence here, and afterwards to be transplanted into a more friendly eli· 
mate, where they may spread and flourish to all eternity. There is not, in 
my opinion, a more pleasing and triumphant consideration in religion than 
this of the perpetual progress which the soul makes towards the perfection 
of its nature, without ever arriving at a period in it. To look upon the soul 
as going on from strength to strength, to consider that she is to shine forever 
with new accessions of glory, and brighten to all eternity, that she will be 
still adding virtue to virtue and knowledge to knowledge; carries with it 
something that is wonderfully agreeable to that ambition which is natural 
to the mind of man. Nay, it must be a prospect pleasing to God himself, 
to see his Creation ever beautifying in his eyes, and drawing nearer to him, 
by greater degrees of resemblance. 

This conception of an endless prospect of bettering one's 
position in the universe, a prospect equally open to all rational 
beings, evidently attracted Addison partly because it rid the 
picture of the Scale of Being of that look of irremediable in
equality which it had in its usual form. 

Methinks this single consideration, of the progress of a finite spirit to 
perfection, will be sufficient to extinguish all envy in inferior natures, and 
all contempt in superior. That Cherubim, which now appears as a God to 
a human soul, knows very well that the period will come about in eternity, 
when the human soul shall be as perfect as he himself now is; nay, when 
she shall look down upon that degree of perfection as much as she now falls 

short of it. 

The Scale of Being thus becomes literally a ladder, with an 
infinite number of rungs, up which individual souls forever 
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climb. In so far as all do so at an equal pace, the hierarchical 
order remains and the relative positions do not alter: 

It is true, the higher nature still advances, and by that means preserves 
his distance and superiority in the Scale of Being; but he knows that how 
high soever the position is of which he stands possess'd at present, the in
ferior nature will at length mount up to it and shine forth in the same de
gree of glory. 

Leibniz, a few years later, concludes his Principles of Nature and 
of Grace (1718) with the assurance that no man is destined ever 
fully to attain the beatific vision: 

Our happiness will never consist, and ought not to consist, in a full en
joyment, in which there is nothing more to desire, and which would make 
our mind dull, but in a perpetual progreu to new pleasures and new per
fections.• 

This reconstruction of the doctrine of immortality is mani
fest also in the same writing in which the melancholy conse
quences of the argument for optimism had been so frankly de
duced. Edmund Law, a divine sufficiently orthodox to attain 
a bishopric in his own subsequent ascent of the Scale of Being, 
finds himself unable to accept the conclusion which Arch
bishop King's logic and his own required. For he appends 
to the seemingly triumphant conclusion of the argument -
namely, that "the present state of the world is the very best 
that could be" - a footnote, in which he raises the question 
"whether God may be supposed to have placed any order of 
beings in such a fixed, unalterable condition as not to admit of 
advancement; to have made any creatures as perfect at first 
as the nature of a created being is capable of." The answer 
Law thinks, is not altogether" easy to be determined." Thos~ 
who answer the question in the affirmative "argue from our 
notion of infinite or absolute goodness, which must excite the 
Deity always to communicate all manner of happiness in the 
very highest degree for the same reason that it prompts him to 
communicate it ever in any degree. But this, they say, he had 
not done, except he at first endowed some creatures with all 
the perfection a creature could possibly receive and gave to 
every subordinate class of beings the utmost happiness their 
several natures were capable of." Law himself, however, in-
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clines to the contrary view: "though it may appear something 
like a paradox," he thinks it "will perhaps upon further con
sideration, be judged not improbable." 

For a creature ... to meet with a perpetual accession of new, unknown 
pleasure, ... and to be always approachin~ nearer ?nd nearer to perfection 
-this must certainly advance the sum of 1ts happmess even above that of 
others whose condition is supposed to have begun and to have ended in 
that degree of perfection where this will end (if there be a~y end in either), 
and which never knew defect, variety, or increase. A fimte being fixed in 
the same state, however excellent, must according to all our conceptions 
(if we be allowed to judge from our present faculties, and we can judge from 
nothing else) contract a kind of indolence or insensibility · .. which noth
ing but alteration and variety can cure. It does not, therefore, seem prob
able that God has actually fixed any created beings whatsoever in the very 
highest degree of perfection next to himself. N~~· it ~s impossible to con
ceive of such a highest degree, and the supposltlon 1s .absurd, since that 
which admits of a continual addibility can have no h1ghest. . . . [God 
will then ] we believe never produce any beings in such a state as shall not 
hav~ roo~ enough for them to be still growing in felicity and forever ac· 
quiring new happiness, together with new perfection.9 

This change in the form of the belief in a future life was 
closely associated - as the last citation illustrates -with a 
psychological observation, a generalization about human 
nature, which was a favorite one with just those philosophers 
who loved most to dilate upon the principle of plenitude. 
Man, it was remarked, is capable of happiness only through 
perpetual alteration. At the opening of Bruno's Spaccio della 
bestia trionjante, which had been englished in I 7 I 3 and was 
much read and admired in the eighteenth century, "Wisdom" 
appears and utters these words: 

If there was no change in bodies, no variety in matter, and no vicissirude 
in beings, there would be nothing agreeable, nothing good, nothing pleasant. 
. . . Pleasure and satisfaction consists in nothing else but a certain passage, 
progress, or motion from one state to another. . . . We can have no de
light in anything present till we have been first weary of What is past. 
The change from one extreme to another, with all the intervals, moving 
from one contrary to another by all the intermediate spaces, is sure to bring 
satisfaction.10 

The same psychological remark occurs repeatedly in Leib
niz; e. g., "This is the very law of enjoyment, that pleasure 
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does not have an even tenor, for this begets loathing, and makes 
us dull, not happy." 11 

~e pr~c~pal historical significance of all this lies in the fact 
~hat It exhibits the emergence and diffusion of a way of think
mg. about the nature of the good which was to unite with that 
~hich we have already seen resulting from the logic of optim
Ism. The ne:w eschatology was the manifestation of a second 
new conception of value. The Platonic identification of the 
~onsummate good with a.bT6.pKna. and cessation of desire-

he .who ~esses it has always the most perfect sufficiency 
and Is.ne~er m ne:ci of anyt~ng else" - was giving place to its 
opposite. no finality, no ultimate perfection no arrest of the 
outreach of the will. Such passages as th~se which I have 
quoted from Leibniz and Addison and Law were plainly fore
shad?~ngs of.the F~ust-ideal. Man is by nature insatiable, 
and It 1S t~e will ?f his Maker ~hat he should be so; to no mo
me~t of his exper1ence can he, if true to his nature and his vo
cation, ever say: "Verweile doch, du bist so sch<>n !" The 
tendency to substitute the ideal of a Streben nach dem rr.,,._.J,. 1.__ 

' t ' bl • VIKTU.UICuen, 
an m ermma e pursu.It of an unattainable goal, for t!1at of a 
fin~ ~es~ of th~, soul m the contemplation of Perfection, an 
asstmilat~on to the peace which makes quiet the centre" of 
heaven ~n Dante's vision of the Celestial Paradise- this 
~ende~cy has usually been post-dated by historians. It was no 
mventi~m of Goethe, nor of the German Romanticists, nor even 
of Lessmg, but h~d been expressed repeatedly throughout the 
century, both by e~nent philosophers and universally read 
men of letters! and It was closely associated in their minds with 
the accepted tdea of .the Scale of Being, which had long been 
more vaguely described by theologians of unimpeachable 
orthodoxy as the course of the mind's ascent to God. 

In Lenz's essay on ~he First Principles of Morals (1772) may 
be hear~ soun~ed agam, somewhat mildly, this prelude to the 
Romantic stra~n, then soon to burst forth in full volume. He 
has been definmg the nature of the "urge towards complete
ness" ( V:olkommen!'tit), which he declares to be one of the funda
~entallmpulses m human nature. This completeness consists 
m the full d~velopment .of all "the powers and capacities which 
Nature has Implanted m us." But two qualifications, both of 
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them connected in Lenz's mind with the principles of plenitude 
and continuity, are attached to this ethical ideal of self-realiza
tion. (1) "We have learned in our Age of Enlightenment that 
among our faculties some are superior - those of the mind -
and that to these so-called higher faculties of the soul the others 
should be subordinated. In this proportionality, therefore, 
should we seek to cultivate and develop them. But since all of 
them stand in an inseparable, infinitely minute connection 
with one another, 12 the others [i. e., the 'lower'] are no more 
to be neglected than the higher- and this in accord with the 
different tendencies of each individual." (2) But for both the 
race and the individual the same principle demands a per
petual rejection of the status quo, an endless ascent of the Scale 
of Being. 

Take heed that I am speaking here of a human perfection. I hope that 
the reproach will not here be brought against me that, since God created 
the fint men good, they must, on my view, have required no morality, i.e., 
conscious moral effort. 'Good,' in the case of the earliest men, meant per
fectible, not perfect, for otherwise there would have been no fall. All crea· 
tures from the worm to the seraph must be capable of perfecting them
selves, else they would cease to be finite creatures, and would lose themselves, 
in accordance with the Platonic conception, in the infinite and perfect 
Being.11 

This is one of the numerous eighteenth-century anticipations of 
Emerson's familiar couplet: 

Striving to be man, the worm 
Mounts through all the spires of form. 

While, in an age in which many men of science were also 
theologians, this change in the religious and ethical application 
of the conception tended, of itself, to promote a kindred change 
in scientific ideas, the latter was enforced also by reasons of a 
Jess speculative kind. One of these was the difficulty, not to say 
the impossibility, of seeing in extant organic types the degree 
of continuity which the theory required. Nature as now ob
servable did not appear to present even a segment of the chain 
which was complete and unbroken. This objection was made 
much of by those few writers who were bold enough to attack 
the whole assumption of the plenitude of the creation. In the 
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s~cond half of the century Voltaire and Dr. Johnson and the 
pioneer. ~nthropolo~ist Blumenbach were the most notable of 
these cntics. yoltarre had once, indeed, he tells us, been fasci
nated by the tdea of the Scale of Being. 

. When I first. read Plato and came upon this gradation of bein s which 
"s:e' ~rom the hghtest atom to the Supreme Being, I was struck ~ith ad
~~atton. · ~ut when I looked at it closely, the great phantom vanished as 
ln ~rm5 tu~es all apparitions were wont to vanish at cock-crow. At first 
~e l~agmatton t~es a pleasure in seeing the imperceptible transition from 
~ammate to orga.x.nc matter, from plants to zoophytes, from these to animals 
rom ~ese to gmn, from these genii endued with a small aerial body to im: 

mater1al substances; and finally angels, and different orders of such sub
st:"nces, ascending in beauties and perfections up to God himself This 
~erarchy pleases those good folk who fancy they see in it the Po· and 
h1s cardmals ~ollowed by. archbishops and bishops; after whom co!:e the 
curates, the VICars, the Simple priests, the deacons, the subdeacons· then 
the monks appear, and the line is ended by the Capuchins." ' 

~ut Volt~ire ar~es on three grounds that the continuous series 
1s non-e~Istent m th~ organic world. First, some species which 
o.nce eXISted have disappeared; others are in process of extinc
?on; and yet others might be or may yet be destroyed by m 
if he sho~.l1d so desire. "If the rest of the world had imita::J 
~e Enghsh there would be no more wolves on the Earth." It 
IS p~obable also that there have been races of men which have 
yaniS~ed. Sec~nd~y, the o~vious fact that we can conceive of 
rmagmary ~pectes mtermed1ate between the actual ones shows 
at once that the sequence of forms is broken: 

Is there not visibly a gap between the ape and man? 1 · 
imagine a feath 1 b' ed s It not euy to th h er ess 1p possessing intelligence but having neither speech 
~r e ~ shape, ~ho would answer to our gestures and serve us? And 

tween new spectes and that of man can we not imagine others? 

F~ally, the s.upposition of the completeness of the chain re
qurres the exiStence of a vast hierarchy of immaterial be' 
a~ve man. Doubtless a Christian will believe in some oft~~: 
bemgs, parce que la.Joi nous fenseigne. But what reason is there 
apart from revelation for believing in them - in other words 
~hat :easo~ had Plato to do so? As for the inanimate world' 
t ere 1S pl~nly no gradation in its component members - fo; 
example, m the magnitudes of the planets or of their orbits 
In sum, then, Voltaire's criticism is that any man who will giv~ 
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the slightest attention to the known facts will see at once the 
falsity of the supposition that "nature makes no leaps." He 
concludes, then, with an apostrophe to Plato, source, as Vol-
taire supposes, of the entire delusion: 

0 Plato, so much admired! I fear that you have told us only fables, and 
have never spoken except in sophisms. 0 Plato! you have done more harm 
than you know.-How so? I shall be asked; but I shall not answer.u 

Voltaire also argued elsewhere, though with no too meticu
lous consistency, against the a priori assumptions upon which 
the principle of the cosmic plenum rested. "Why should, and 
how can, existence be infinite? Newton demonstrated the 
reality of a vacuum. If in nature there can be a void beyond 
nature, wherein lies the necessity that entities should extend 
to infinity? What would an infinite extension be? It could no 
more exist than an infinite number." Yet in the same para
graph in which he denies the infinity of the world in space 
Voltaire asserts its infinity in time, and therefore attacks the 
traditional doctrine of creation on grounds equally tradi
tional. "The great principle nothing comes from nothing is as 
true as that two and two make four." The universe, there-

fore, must be "eternal." 
It is an absurd contradiction to say that the Active Being passed an eter

nity without acting, that the Creative Being existed through infinite time 
without creating anything, that the Necessary Being was through an eternity 

a useless being.16 

Dr. Johnson's attack upon the theory was based upon 
similar grounds; but, of the two, it was, somewhat surprisingly, 
the more profound and more dialecticalY Not only did the 
principle of plenitude contradict observable facts; it also 
seemed to him to contradict itself. The Chain of Being must be 
a genuine continuum, if that principle has any validity at all; 
but in a continuum there must be an infinity of intermediate 
members between any two members, however "near" to one 
another. Johnson thus applied to the accepted conception of 
the universe some of the reasonings which, as applied to the 
line, were as old as Zeno of Elea. 

The Scale of Existence from Infinity to Nothing cannot possibly have 
Being. The highest Being not infinite must be, as has been often observed, 
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at ~n infin~te ~istance below Infinity. . . . And in this Distance between 
fimte and m~mte, there will be Room for ever for an infinite Series of in· 
definable EXIStence. Bern:e~n the .lowest positive existence and Nothing, 
w~erever we suppose pos1t1ve Existence to cease, is another chasm in· 
fimtely deep! where there is Room again for endless Orden of subordinate 
Na.ture, continued for ~ver. and for ever, and yet infinitely superior to Non· 
Ex1s.tenc~. · · · .~or IS this all. In the Scale, wherever it begins or ends, 
ar~ mfimte Vacuities. At whatever Distance we suppose the next Order of 
Bemgs to be above ~an, there is room for an intermediate Order of Beings 
bet:ween them; ~nd 1ffor one order, then for infinite Orders; since every 
Th~ng that . adm1ts of more or less, and consequently all the Parts of that 
:Wh1ch admits them, may be infinitely divided. So that, as far as we can 
Judge, there may be Room i~ the Vacuity between any two Steps of the 
Scale, o~ between any two Pomts of the cone of Being, for infinite Exertion 
of Infin1te Power. 

!he priz:ciple of plenitude, moreover, Johnson observes, has 
1mpbcat10ns which should be susceptible of empirical verifica
tion but are in fact false. 

Every ~eason whi~h can be brought to prove, that there are Beings of 
every poss1ble sort, wxll prove that there ia the greatest Number possible of 
every .Sort of beings; but this, with respect to Man we know, if we know 
anything, not to be true. 

In short, Johnson concludes, "this Scale of Being I have 
demonstrate? to be raised by presumptuous Imagination, to 
rest on Nothmg at the Bottom, to lean on Nothing at the Top 
and to have .Vacuities from step to step through which an~ 
Or~er of Bemg may sink into Nihility without any Incon
vemence, so far as we can Judge, to the next Rank above or 
below it." Thus 

it appean how little Reason those who repose their Reason upon the Scale 
of Be~ng have to triu~ph o.ver ~em who recur to any other Expedient of 
Solution, and what difficulties ame on every Side to repress the Rebelliona 
of presumptuous Decision. Qui pauca considerat, facile pronunciat.u 

Johnson'~ criticism reached very nearly to the root of the 
matter. I~ 1t had been duly considered by his contemporaries, 
the late etghteenth ~en.tury might. have been marked by the 
breakdown of the prmctple of contmuity and of the traditional 
argument f~r. optimis~, which he also vigorously assailed in 
th~ s~me .~r~ting. But It does not appear that either his or Vol
taire s cntlctsms produced much effect. Throughout the cen-
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tury the assumptions of plenitude, continuity, and gradation 
continued, as we have seen, to operate powerfully upon men's 
minds, especially in the biological sciences. 

Nevertheless, it was becoming increasingly evident- as it 
had, indeed, been to some medieval writers - that something 
had to be done to fit the postulate of the necessary complete 
realization of all the possibles with the fact that the concrete 
world is temporal. The assumed necessity was an eternal neces
sity; but its execution, so to say, manifestly was not eternal. If 
individuals are the links in the chain, they plainly do not exist 
all at once; and even if the links - by a departure from the 
rigor of the principle of continuity - were assumed to be 
species, the simple factual difficulty of the occurrence of gaps 
in the known organic series had long troubled the believers in 
the "fullness" and continuity of the creation. One device for 
meeting this embarrassment, to which so great a mind as Leib
niz at times resorted, consisted, as we have seen, in assigning 
members of the series consecutive in kind to spatially distrib
uted planets or solar systems. To find the links missing here 
you might need to fly to Mars or the Pleiades.18 Maupertuis, 
who ranked as a great man of science in his time, proposed an
other equally far-fetched conjecture to save the doctrine of the 
original completeness of the sequence of forms. Many species 
once existing must, he suggested, have been eliminated by 
some accident, such as the approach of a comet. Nature as we 
now see it is like a once regular edifice after it has been struck 
by lightning: "it presents to our eyes only ruins in which we 
can no longer discern the symmetry of the parts nor the design 
of the architect." 20 But to those whose faith in the plenitude 
and continuity of the universe was tenacious a less unsatisfac
tory and less arbitrary hypothesis naturally suggested itself: 
that the Chain of Being, though not observably complete now, 
would be seen to be so, or to be tending to become ever more 
nearly so, if we could know the entire sequence of forms in 
time, past, present, and future. 

It has been maintained by several recent writers on Leib
niz that this solu!ion was not adopted by him, that he still ad
hered to the conception of a static universe. A number of pas
sages tending to support this interpretation can be cited; but 
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the evidence is, on the whole, against it. 21 There is a famous 
lett.er, probabl~ of I 70_7, part of which I have already cited, in 
wh1eh he expatiates With even more than his usual enthusiasm 
~pon the scientific importance of the principle of continuity· 
It concludes as follows : that principle ' 

i~ therefore to me.beyond the reach of doubt; and it might serve to estab
lish a number of 1mport~nt matters in veritable philosophy, which, rising 
?bove the sens~ and the Imagination, seeks the origin of phenomena in the 
mtelle~tual r7gions. I flatter myself that I have some ideas of these truths; 
but this age 1s not prepared to receive them. 

What, then, were these further implications of the principle 
so str~nge that Le~bniz hesitated to make them explicit? 
The;e IS reason to thmk that one of them, at least, was the con
ch.~sion that the world is as yet incomplete, that the Chain of 
Bemg must be construed as a process in which all forms are 
gr~du~lly n;alized in the order of time. In the Protogaea (I693) 
L~Ibmz. pomt~ out _that many species of organisms which 
exi~ted m earher penods of geological time have now become 
ex~mct and that many known to us were then apparently non
~xistent, and adds that it is a hypothesis "worthy of belief that 
m the co~~se of the vast changes" which have taken place in 
the condition of the earth's crust "even the species of animals 
ha~e many times been transformed." 22 "It is possible," he 
write~ agam, that at ~orne previous time "many species which 
have m them somethmg of the cat, such as the lion the tiger 
the lynx, may have been of the same race, and may ~ow be re~ 
garded as ~e.w sub-varieties of the original cat-species." 2a In 
ano~her ~ttmg (I 7 I o) he suggests that it is probable that the 
earliest anu~als were marine forms, and that the amphibia 
an? l~nd-ammals are descended from these.24 And elsewhere 
Leibmz on metaphysical grounds extends this conception of 
g;adual development to the entire universe. The significance of 
time a~d change, he declares, the reason why le changement est a 
propos, ~s that there may thereby "be more species or forms of 
perfect10n, even though they may be equal in degree." 25 

T~ere are, he elsewhere observes, two possible hypotheses on 
this matter: . "?rst, that. natuz:e is always equally perfect, 
~econd, t~at tt IS always. mcreas1?g ~n perfection, ... suppos
mg that It was not possible to glVe 1t its full perfection all at 
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once." If the latter is true, the fact might be explained in 
either of two ways: "either that there was no beginning, and 
the moments or states of the world have been increasing in per
fection from all eternity, or that there was a beginning of the 
process." 20 And in one of the most interesting of his shorter 
writings he pronounces with all possible definiteness in favor of 
the hypothesis of continual advance. The plenum of possi
bility is now, and will forever be, like a partially tilled field, 
out of which new and finer growths must spring without end, 
since a continuum can never be exhausted. 

A cumulative increase of the beauty and universal perfection of the works 
of God, a perpetual and unrestricted progress of the universe as a whole 
must be recognized, such that it advances to a higher state of cultivation, 
just as a great part of our earth is already subject to cultivation and will 
hereafter be so more and more. . . . As for the objection which may be 
raised that if this is true the world will at some time already have become 
paradlse, the answer is not far to seek: even though many substances shall 
have attained to a great degree of perfection, there will always, on account 
of the infinite divisibility of the continuum, remain over in the abyss of 
things parts hitherto dormant, to be aroused and raised to a greater and 
higher condition and, so to say, to a better cultivation. And for this reason 
progress will never come to an end.17 

This general thesis of the creative advance of nature, and 
also the occasional more concrete assertions of the transforma
tion of species, Leibniz was under the necessity of reconciling 
with certain other features of his system with which they might 
at first sight have appeared incongruous. Both his theory of 
monads and his preformationist embryology affirmed that, in 
a certain sense, every being which ever exists in nature has al
ways existed in it. The number of individual "substances" 
i.e., monads, is constant. It can (he wrote in 1715) be de
clared with certainty, not only that" the soul of every animal 
has pre-existed" since the creation, but also that it has pre
existed "in an organic body" of its own. "Every birth of an 
animal is only the transformation of an animal already 
alive." 28 An individual organism living today existed as an 
animalcule in the germ-plasm of a primeval ancestor. But 
this, for Leibniz, did not necessarily mean that the ancestor 
was morphologically similar to the descendant, a creature of 
the same species (in the usual sense of the term) ; nor that 
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~~e "pr~for~ed :: bo~y of the present organism was a precise 
predehneat10n of 1ts present, or its foetal, form; nor yet, 

apparent!~, that, throughout the intervening time, the soul of 
the orgamsm has always been of the same "grade" and its 
body ~f the sa~e type. It is through a vast series of" changes, 
e;olut10ns and mvolutions," 29 that is, of new developments and 
(m some cases) of retrogressions, that the original animalcule 
"h~ become t~e J?r~sent animal." In particular, at the con
~eptlon of an mdtvt.dual a radical change may take place. 
. Not only the orgamc body, but also a soul in this body and 
~~a word, the animal itself, was already there before c;ncep~ 
t10n; and by means of conception the animal was merely pre
pared for a grea~ transformation, in order to become an animal 
of anot~er species. Even apart from generation we may see 
somet~mg approximating this when worms become flies and 
c~t~rplllars become butterflies." 80 This elevation of the in
dividual germ to a higher species is, Leibniz in this passage 
observes? the. exception rather than the rule; "most of the 
spermatic ammals remain in their own species," and "there is 
only a ~~~II number of t~e elect that pass on to a greater 
t~eatr~. ~ut the pre-ex1stent souls of men were not, Leib
mz thmks, stnctly speaking, human souls. 

. I should suppose that souls which will some day become human have 
l1ke those of the other species, been in the seeds, and in the ancestors u t~ 
~dam, and have ~onsequently existed since the beginning of things, ;.h!'ays 
m a sort of orgamzed body. . . . But it seems proper for several reasons 
that they should have existed then only as sensitive or ~nimal souls J 
that they should remain in that state until the time of the generatio~·~f ~e 
man to whom they were to belong, but that they then received reason _ 
whether there be a natural method of elevating a sensitive soul to the ade 
of a reasonable soul (which I have difficulty in believing) or whethetGod 
gave rea~on to this soul by a specia: operation, or (if you will) by ki d r 
transcrtahon,lll a n o 

Once generated, rational souls not only are exempt from re
l?~se to a lower grade, but (according to Leibniz's pro es
SIVlS~ eschatol?gy already set forth), "they advance and r~en 
cont1~~:lly, hke the world itself, of which they are but im
ages.. Tho?gh ~he souls of other individual animals are 
also mdestructtble ' so long as the world endures " the 

t Le'b . . ' y are 
no , 1 mz at ttmes, and apparently usually, supposed, thus 
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assured of indefinite and continuous progress to higher grades 
of being; their bodies are subject to "involutions" as well as 
"evolutions," and, the status of a soul corresponding to that of 
its body, the former may, through various natural vicissitudes, 
sink in the scale. u Yet he also pronounces it "a certain truth 
that every substance must arrive at all the perfection of which 
it is capable, and which is already found in it, though in an 
undeveloped form (comme enveloppee)"; 86 and he sometimes 
intimates that the possibility of an unlimited advance lies i;>e
fore all monads: '1 The eternity which is reserved in the future 
for all souls, or rather for all animate beings, is a vast field, 
designed to give, though by degrees, the greatest perfection to 
the universe." 36 Since Leibniz held that this belief was con
firmed by "the gradual progress of physical observation," he 
probably had in mind, inter alia, such paleontological and other 
evidences as were then available of organic evolution - evi
dences which he had himself cited in the Protogaea and other 
writings already mentioned. Phylogenetic advance was for 
him, in consequence of his preformationist embryology, always 
the manifestation of ontogenetic advance; and any observable 
fact which pointed to the probability of the one pointed also to 
the probability of the other. Thus with the increase of empiri
cal knowledge "we attain to the most sublime and most im
portant truths of metaphysics and of natural theology" - the 
truth here in question being that of the general progressiveness 
of the universe. But the "physical observations" which could 
be invoked in support of such a theory were, it need hardly be 
said, in the early eighteenth century very scanty; the con
siderations which led Leibniz and a number of his contem
poraries and immediate successors to adopt such a theory must 
have chiefly consisted in those arguments "of metaphysics and 
natural theology" already indicated which, intelligibly 
enough, were converting the once immutable Chain of Being 
into the program of an endless Becoming. 

Yet this introduction of the doctrine of universal progress, at 
once an individual, biological, and cosmical evolution, into the 
philoS'ophy of Leibniz split his system - as the historians of 
philosophy have seldom, if ever, observed - completely in 
two. It conflicted, in the first place, with the principle of suffi-
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cient reason, which he had so often declared to be the first and 
fund~mental t~th of metaphysics. That principle, as we have 
seen m an earher lecture, required the actualization in the 
created ~orld of a!l the ideal 'possibles' in so far as they are 
comp.ossib~e. Bu~ If, ~ we have also seen, it required this at 
one t!me, 1t reqm~ed 1t at all times; a 'necessary and eternal 
truth cannot be m process of gradually becoming approxi
mately true. .An.d :- an~ther aspect of the same consequence 
- the .evolutiom~ttc. verswn of the system played havoc with 
the logtc of the prmctple of plenitude itself and with the theory 
of monads. ~t was an essen~ial part of that theory that the 
whole of reahty always consists of the same individuals in a 
fixe~ number. ~he number is fixed by the number of degrees 
of d~ff~rence which the Eternal Reason recognizes as possibly 
subststmg between monads with respect to the function which 
~s characte:istic of ~hem- that of" mirroring" or represent
Ing the umverse Wlth greater or less clarity and distinctness. 
There will be .o~e thinking substance corresponding to each of 
these nuances;~ It were. not so, the universe would be an utterly 
haphazard t~ung, haVIng no reason determining its numerical 
range. The 1dea of monads as advancing to higher grades did 
not, as has been sh~wn, formally contradict the assumption of 
t~e constancy o~thetr number; but it did conflict by implication 
With the doctrme of the immutable identity of the "sub
st~nc~s" makin~ up .that number. For - by virtue of the 
pn~c~ple ~f the tdentlty ~f indiscernibles - what defines the 
~ndtvi~uahty ~fa ~onad IS the unique degree in which it real
Izes thts fun~tion, 1~ place in .the Scale of Being - which, in 
fin~ analysts, consiSts for Letbniz simply of the continuous 
sene~ of monads thus minutely differentiated from one another. 
But if a monad changes its place in the scale by becoming ca
pable of a more adequate representation of the rest of the uni
v~rse, it loses i~ identity. In the case of rational souls endowed 
With memory 1~ was possible for Leibniz to escape this diffi
~ul~~ by .re~ortmg .to ano~her way of defining the principium 
zndwzduatzoms: a bemg which recalls its past experiences as its 
own experience has a continuing sense of personal identity 
which may persist through any number of changes of any de
gree. But there are "sensitive" and "animal" souls as well as 
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rational, and to these this psychological basis of individuality 
is not attributed; nor, indeed, do human minds remember 
much of their past. We are not able to identify ourselves as 
having once been animalcules of such and such a kind on the 
first morning of creation. Consequently, the progress of all 
monads of lower grades, and of the monads which are now 
human souls, during the earlier phases of their existence, im
plied that the universe is not at all times composed of the same 
individuals; and the constancy of the number could be main
tained only if it were assumed that the advance of some, or all, 
of the monads left gaps somewhere in the scale. If they all ad
vanced, the lower rungs of the ladder .would be left vacant. 
But this was irreconcilable with the principle of plenitude -
and consequently with the principle of sufficient reason. 
Ehher the number of existing monads was increased with the 
course of time, or else there was- what Leibniz virtually 
denied- a vacuumformarum, and the Creator, by failing to fill 
up the grades which the progressive monads had vacated, was 
guilty of at some time denying to some possible and compossible 
essences in the series the grace of existence, the satisfaction of 
their exigentia existendi. Finally, Leibniz's doctrine of universal 
and perpetual progress was obviously an abandonment of 
optimism (in the proper philosophical sense of the term) in 
favor of meliorism. This world is not now, and, indeed, never 
will be, "the best of possible worlds"; it is only a world which 
is in process of growing better. It is true, however, that, for 
Leibniz, a world thus forever falling short of perfection was 
better than the optimist's "best," becauise a finite good inca
pable of being transcended lacks the first essential of value. 

There are, then, two Leibnitian systems of philosophy, quite 
irreconcilable with one another - though their author was 
seemingly unaware of the fact. If we are, as Professor Mon
tague has- suggested, to classify philosophers by their char
acteristic "visions" of the universe, Leibniz had two visions: 
one of them that outlined in Lecture V, the other that which 
we have just seen. The first is the vision of a world which is 
through and through rational, fashioned completely, so far as 
the nature of a created world permits, after the model of the 
eternal order of the Ideas in the Divine Reason. It was, there-
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fore, in i~ essential structure, an immutable world. Temporal 
change, 1t could not be denied, is characteristic of it but it is 
not a significant characteristic; in such a vision _:_ so close 
akin to Spinoza's -time is not "taken seriously." In the 
other v~ion, the t~me-process, ~onceived as a continuous aug
me~tat10n of reahzed v~ues, 1s the most significant aspect of 
reahty - and change 1S the most indispensable mark of 
excellence. 87 

From the labyrinth of the Leibnitian metaphysics, cosmol
~gy,, and. embryology I turn to two poetic expressions of evolu
tlomsm m the first ~alf ?f the century. Young in the Night 
Thoughts (I 742-44) g1ves 1t an astronomical application. Each 
planet, or rather each solar system, Young suppose~, has passed 
through a long gradual series of stages of what we should now 
call stellar evolution; has risen 

From obscure to bright, 
By due gradation, nature's sacred law. 
. . · . . . . . . . . . . . All the stars, 
Those bright temptations to idolatry, 
From darkness and confusion took their birth · 
Sons of deformity: from fluid dregs ' 
Tartarean, first they rose to masses rude; 
And the?, to S{>heres opaque; then dimly shone; 
Then bnghtened; then blazed out in perfect day. 
Nature delights in progress; in advance 
From worse to better.u 

~ oung was presumabfy constructing this account of the normal 
h1story of a star chiefly from his imagination. It happens to be 
not so widely divergent from some recent astronomical hy
potheses as might be expected; but that, of course, was mainly 
a lucky chance. What is of interest in the passage is once 
more, the illustration which it affords of the fact that the ap
pearance of the general notion of our own and other stellar 
systems as t.he scenes of an evolutionary advance long ante
dated the discovery of most of the scientific evidence for that 
h>1>~thesis; that it w~s becoming familiar in very widely read 
Wfltings before the ~uddle of the eighteentp century; and that 
the development of 1t seems to have been chiefly due to the in
fluence of the principles of plenitude and continuity, conceived 
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as expressed in a succession and not in a ready-made cosmical 
order. Young characteristically turns this conception also to 
the uses of moral edification. His youthful Lorenzo is bidden 
to imitate the stars. But it is not the usual sort of moral teach
ing drawn by so many other edifying writers from the con
templation of the heavens. It is not in the regularity or 
changelessness of behavior of the stars in their courses that 
man is to find a model for his own conduct, but in their pro
gressiveness, their continuous passage from "low to lofty, 
from obscure to bright." The moral imitation of nature in 
this case consists in a conscious and deliberate effort at per
petual self-improvement. 

When minds ascend, 
Progress, in part, depends upon themselves . 
0 be a man ! and thou shalt be a god ! 
And half self-made! Ambition how divine! 

This, it will be noted, was precisely opposite to the moral 
which Pope had, shortly before, drawn from the conception of 
the static Chain of Being. 

At almost the same time another and a better English poet 
was elaborating the theme much more fully, and- naturally, 
since he was also a physician- with an emphasis upon its 
biological rather than its astronomical bearings. Akenside's 
Pleasures of the Imagination was, as an authority on the poetry of 
this period has remarked," aside from the Essay on Man and the 
Night Thoughts, the greatest and most admired philosophical 
poem of the century"; u and its most striking passages are a 
vaguely evolutionistic version, in an eighteenth-century poetic 
style, of the cosmogony · of the Timaeus. Akenside was ac
quainted with Leibniz's Theodicy and with some of his other 
then published writings; but the chief inspiration of his poem 
is clearly Platonic. He too begins with the World of Ideas; 
before Nature was formed, 

The Almighty One, then deep retir'd 
In his unfathom'd essence, view'd the forms, 
The forms eternal of created things. 
. . . . . . . . From the first 
Of days, on them his love divine he fix'd, 
His admiration: till in time complete 
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What he admir'd and lov'd, his vital smile 
Unfolded into being. Hence the breath 
Of life informing each organic frame, 
Hence the green earth, and wild resounding waves· 
Hence light and shade alternate; warmth and cold'; 
And clear autumnal skies and vernal showers 
And all the fair variety of things. co ' 

The Sovereign Spirit of the world, 
Though, self-collected from eternal time 
Within his own deep essence he beheld ' 
The bounds of true felicity complete; 
Yet by immense benignity inclin'd 
To spread around him that primeval joy 
Which fill'd himself, he raised his plastic arm, 
And sounded through the hollow depths of space 
The strong creative mandate}1 

Thus "from the wide complex of coexistent orders" there arose 
one temporal world, "all involving and entire." But here the 
poet departs from his Platonic original. He cannot believe 
that the process of time brings no enrichment to reality, that 
the world was as perfect and complete at its birth as it will 
ever be. No: its Author 

beholding in the sacred light 
Of his essential reason, all the shapes 
or swift contingence, all successive ties 
Of action propagated through the sum 
Of possible existence, he at once, 
Down the long series of eventful time, 
So fix'd the dates of being, so dispos'd 
To every living soul of every kind 
The field of motion and the hour of rest 
That ~II conspir'd to his supreme design: 
To umversal good: with full accord 
Answering the mighty model he had chose, 
The best and fairest of unnumber'd worlds 
That lay from everlasting in the store ' 
Of his divine conceptions. Not content 
By one exertion of creative power 
His goodness to reveal to every age, 
Through every moment up the tract of time 
His parent hand with ever new increase 
Of happiness and virtue has adorn'd 
The vast harmonious frame: his parent hand, 
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From the mute shell-fish gasping on the shore, 
To men, to angels, to celestial minds, 
Forever leads the generations on 
To· higher scenes of being ... 
So all things which have life aspire to God, 
The sun of being, boundless, unimpair'd 
Centre of souls! 

Each creature receives from Nature the means of participat
ing in this universal progress, so that 

in their stations all may persevere 
To climb the ascent of being, and approach 
For ever nearer to the life divine.G 

Yet Akenside, it is interesting to observe, is apparently still in
fluenced by the assumption that the series of possible forms, if 
it is to be rational, must be kept "full"; for he assures us that 
as this progress goes on, 

Inferior orders in succession rise 
To fill the void below. 

On the other hand, in a later revision of the poem, while still 
retaining these lines, Akenside declares that not even in an in
finite time will all the Ideas be realized in the created world: 
the Forms of being, eternally" plac'd in the essential Reason" 
of the Deity, constitute 

That vast ideal host which all his works 
Through endless ages never will reveal. 43 

That Kant in the following decade propounded a theory of 
cosmic evolution is well known; what is less familiar is the fact 
that in doing so he too was simply giving a temporalized ver
sion of the principle of plenitude. That this principle was for 
him a fundamental maxim of philosophical cosmology we have 
already seen. The creative potentiality of the world-ground is 
infinite; and "the number and excellence of the systems of 
worlds" which swarm in the infinity of space must be "com
mensurate with the immensity of their Creator." 4' "The 
fruitfulness of Nature is without limits, since it is nothing but 
the exercise of the divine omnipotence." 45 But this conversion 
of an infinite ideal possibility into concrete actuality does not 
take place all at once. The universe began its history in a state 
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of ~elative simplicity; it ~as grown increasingly larger, more 
var10us, more complex, w1th the lapse of ages· and the inex
haustibility of its source is the ground of our a~surance that it 
must continue to do so in the future. 

In t~e applicat~on of these postulates in the Allgemeine Na
t~rgeschtchte Kant~ concerned chiefly with pre-organic evolu
tl~n - the form~t1on of stellar systems and systems of systems. 
HlS c~sm~gony 1s a~ attempt to combine the implications of 
t~e ~rmctple of ple~utude with the astronomical knowledge of 
hlS t1m~; the .de~a1ls he professes to work out upon purely 
mechantcal prmc1ples, but these are in fact constantly supple
mented by the metaphysical assumptions with which we are 
familiar. The existence of matter is presupposed. In the 
"original condition of nature" all the material of which the 
future stellar systems were to be composed existed in the form 
of.p?rticles diffused through infinite space. But even in deter
mmt~g the presu.m.able character of this initial phase of cosmi· 
cal hist~ry Kan~ 1S mfluenc~ by a c~mbination of the principle 
of plemtude wtth mecharucal considerations. "Even in the 
essential properties of the elements" that constituted this pri
meval chaos, "there could be traced the mark of that com
pleteness [Vollko'?menheit] which they derive from their origin, 
masmuch as therr nature is but a consequence of the eternal 
Idea of the divine. Intelligence. The matter which appears to 
?e ~er~ly passive and without form and arrangement has even 
m 1ts stmplest .stat~ <l:n urge [Bestrebung] to fashion itself by a 
natural evolut10n mto a more perfect constitution." •e What 
Kan.t means by this, in concrete terms, is that the elementary 
parttcles were not all alike; "the kinds of this primary matter" 
~ere "~ithou~ doubt infinitely diverse, in accordance with the 
unmenstty whtch nature manifests on all sides." This is not 
however,, to be taken literally. The differences in question ar; 
not defin1tely declared to be qualitative, nor are the laws of the 
behavior of the original bits of matter various· Kant did not 
a?ticipate Peirce's tychism. But the prime p~rticles at least 
~tffered "~~much as. possible" in specific density and" attrac
tive force, and - m consequence of this - they wer..! un
equ~ly ?iffused through space. Kant apparently reasoned 
that tf th1s were not the case no sort of mechanical explanation 
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of the beginning of the process :Vhich he is .tO. ~es~ribe co~~d ~e 
given: the totality of matter, wtthout such 1mt1al mequaht1es m 
density and distribution, would have remained in an eternal 
equilibrium. But, given these, there must have taken place a 
condensation of the heaviest particles at a certain point. From 
this centre the diffusion progressively thinned out in proportion 
to the levity of the particlesY But the "primary activation" 
of nature which was due to this local condensation led to the 
formation there of a" world," that is, of a system of planets and 
satellites revolving around a central mass. Kant attributes 
this, in general, to the action of gravitational and inertial 
forces, but the mechanics of it remains, if I am not mistaken, 
somewhat obscure. From this nucleus" the creation, or rather 
the development (Ausbildung), of Nature spreads by degre~ 
... with a continuous advance to an ever greater breadth, m 
order that, in the process of eternity, the infinity of space may 
be filled with worlds and systems of worlds." Since the forma
tion of a solar system requires many millions of years, different 
stages of stellar evolution are always simultaneously rep~e
sented verging from the highest stage thus far reached, whtch 
is of c~urse at the centre, to the bare beginnings in the outlying 
regions- beyond which cosmical fron!iers, i~ ~is ~iew, lies 
matter in a merely "confused and chaottc condttlon, the raw 
material of worlds yet to be born. Though this process had a 
beginning, it will never end; die SchOpjung ist niemals vo~lentfet. 
"It is forever busy achieving new ascents of nature, brmgmg 
into existence new things and new worlds." 

48 

No doubt each of these separate worlds, and congeries of 
worlds after it has at the end of vast aeons reached "the ma
turity ~fits development," will be su~ject to a reve~se P.rocess 
of dissolution and eventual destruct1on; but the mfin1te fe
cundity of Nature warrants us in believing that the losses sus
tained by the universe in one region will be compensated, and 
more than compensated, by the production of new w~rl~s else
where.'9 Between the law which dooms every part m 1ts turn 
to final dissolution and the law that the universe as a whole 
makes incessantly for greater fullness and variety of bein~ 
there is no conflict· on the contrary, Kant finds that the one 1s 
a corollary of the o~her. "Nothing is more congruous with the 
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abu~dance (Reich;~m) ~f Nature" than the transiency of all 
th?t It produces. For If a system has, in the long period of its 
extstence, exhausted all the diversity of which its constitution is 
capable, and has thus become a superfluous member of the 
Chain of Beings, nothing is more fitting than that it should 
then play its final r6le .in the cosmic spectacle of ever-lapsing 
cha?ge :- t~e r6le whtch becomes every finite thing, that of 
paymg Its tnbute to mortality." 

Thus to Kant at this time continuous development and pro
gressive d~versification is the supreme law of nature, not only 
for the umverse as a whole but for every component of it, from 
solar systems .to. i?dividual living beings. But in any part the 
latent potentiahttes of development have a fixed limit; and 
when all the "manifoldness" of which it is capable has been 
realized, it no longer fits into the cosmic scheme. Nature has 
no more use f?r that which has ceased to grow, and, sometimes 
slowly, somettmes speedily and catastrophically, eliminates it. 
Not o~ly is the. C~ain of Being as a whole perpetually self
expansive, but 1t Will tolerate no links which do not conform 
to the same law. 

Yet Kant thinks it reasonable to assume that even the la
cunae caused by the death of worlds will not be permitted by 
N~t~re to remam unfilled; this is" an idea which is as probable 
as tt IS conformable to the general plan of the divine works." 60 

~en a solar system, through the slowing down of the motions 
of tts component parts, collapses· and the planets fall into the 
central mass, the whole process starts over again, and so on in 
saecula saeculorum. 

In, .roughly, the third quarter of the century theories which 
may, m a broad sense, be called evolutionistic multiplied. The 
general hypothesis of the derivation of all present species from 
a small number, or perhaps a single pair, of original ancestors 
w~s propounded b~ t~e President of the Berlin Academy of 
Sc~ences, Maupertms, m 1745 and I75I, and by the principal 
edttor o~ the Encyc:ope~ie, Diderot, in r 749 and I 754· 61 The 
assumptto? of con~nutty pl.ayed some part in Diderot's argu
m~nt m hts suggest10n of thts theory in the Pensees sur l'interpre
tatzon de/a N~ture (175~); but in the main these two expressions 
of transformiSm were mdependent of the group of ideas which 
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concern us here. The evolutionist tendency was manifesting 
itself in diverse quarters, and under the influence of differing 
considerations. Yet, even when the principles of plenitude and 
continuity, and the difficulties in maintaining the conception of 
the immutable Chain of Being, were not important factors in 
promoting this tendency, the result was, nevertheless, to in
crease the pressure towards the transformation of those prin
ciples into what I have called their temporalized form. In some 
cases the growth of the philosophy of change led, by a natural 
consequence, to the explicit rejection of the assumption that all 
species must always exist - as in a passage of d'Holbach's 
Systeme de Ia ){ ature (I 770) : 

Of those who ask, why does not nature produce new beings, we inquire 
in turn how they know that she does not do so. What authorizes them to 
believe this sterility in nature? Do they know whether, in the combinations 
she is at every instant forming, nature is not occupied in producing new 
beings without the cognizance of these observers? Who told them whether 
nature be not now assembling in her vast laboratory the elements fitted to 
give rise to wholly new generations, that will have nothing in common with 
the species at present existing. What absurdity, then, would there be in sup
posing that man, the horse, the fish, the bird, will be no more? Are these 
animals so indispensable to Nature that without them she cannot continue 
her eternal course? Does not all change around us? Do we not ourselves 
change? . . . Nature contains no constant forms. 62 

But the most interesting and curious example of the trans
formation which the Chain of Being was undergoing in this 
period is to be found in the writings, late in the third quarter of 
the century, of the Frenchphilosophe]. B. Robinet. He did not, 
it is true, have a high repute in his own time, and the historians 
of eighteenth-century thought have usually done him some
thing less than justice. This has been chiefly due to the fact 
that, in his excursions into the field of natural history, he fell 
into some absurdities by which he became better known to 
posterity than J?Y. his more creditable performances. Yet even 
in these absurdities he is illustrative of certain aspects of the his
toric phenomenon which we are concerned with. The con
sequences of the pressure upon Occidental thought of the prin
ciples of plenitude and continuity range, as you have already 
had opportunity to judge, from the sublime to the ridiculous; 
and if in Robinet we find, among other things, some . of the 
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~hapters of comedy in this history, an examination of his ideas 
IS hardly on that account the less to our purpose. And on the 
other hand, he sometimes shows a good deal of philosophical 
~cumen as ~ell as ori~nality in penetrating to new implica
tion:', or P?SSible new Interpretations, of old assumptions. His 
ment lay m the characteristic which Grimm found to be his 
prin~ip?l defect; he ~ad in a high degree the esprit de systeme, 
and msisted on carrymg out to what he conceived sometimes 
rightly, to be their full consequences premises whlch his pre
decessors had left undeveloped. And he was in any case an 
early re~resentative ~f conce~tions which we;e to be take~ up 
by certau:~ more emment writers, poets, and philosophers of 
the followmg de~ades, were to enjoy in the Romantic period 
great vogue and mfiuence, and were to be revived in our own. 

In the earlie.r volumes of his magnum opus, De !a Nature &a 

(1761-68) Robmet dwells rather upon the static than the tem
p~ralized form of the conception of the Chain of Being. The 
third volume was in the main an especially full and methodical 
restatement and defence of the principle of plenitude and of 
all the familiar deductions which had, for the most part sepa
rately, been drawn from it by various earlier writers- the 
temJ?Or~l in~nity of the creation, both in past and future, its 
spatial mfimty, the numberlessness of inhabited worlds and 
the fullness of the series of beings. ' 

The ac~ivity of the Sole Cause is complete; in the product of this activity 
is ev~hing tha~ could exist. . . . The work of the Creator would have 
been mcomplcte if aught could be added to it. . . . He has filled the fossil 
kingdom with all possible combinations- earths and salts and oils and 
roc~·forming s~bstances and metals. He has made all vegetable species 
wh1ch coul~ exist. All the minu~e gradations of animality are filled with 
as many bemgs as they can contam. The animal mind exists under all the 
forms fitted to receive it." 

And ~ince the same logic which requires us to suppose that the 
lnfin!te C~u~e was never inactive also requires us to suppose 
that Its actiVIty has always been exercised to the full, it follows 
that there have always been present in the universe as many 
kinds of creature as there are now. "Can God, then no more 
make anything new?" asks Robinet, and answers flatly that 
he cannot, "for he has already made everything - all possible 
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extension, all possible matter, all possible intelligences, all pos
sible beings." 55 It may not seem so to us; but "we must be 
very careful not to judge of the system of the world by the 
small sample of it with which we are acquainted." Besides the 
innumerable multitude of organisms which we can see, "how 
many more are hidden in the depths of the sea, on the summits 
of mountains, and in deserts ! How many others ... elude the 
powers of even our best instruments ! " And those kinds that 
are missing here are doubtless to be found on other globes; 
"and who can count the number of globes that form the total 
system? . . . But we are sure that there are as many of them as 
can be, and that each possesses all that it can in all possible 
respects, in such wise that the Creator could not have made 
more in any class. Otherwise, he would have acted with parti
ality, would have exercised but a portion of his power; and 
this cannot be supposed without contradiction." 66 

Unfortunately for his reputation, Robinet pushed his faith 
in the fullness of nature to somewhat startling lengths. He is 
perhaps best known to fame, not for his place in the history of 
biological evolutionism, nor for his frequently acute and scep
tical philosophical reasonings, but for his belief in the reality of 
l'homme marin. "There is," he writes," so much authentic testi
mony to the existence of fish-men and fish-women (human 
with respect to the upper part of their bodies) that it would be 
obstinacy to doubt it." For example,, " several persons worthy 
of credence" had, as recorded by Thomas Bartholin, testified 
that ''in r66g a siren appeared in the port of Copenhagen." 
Though the witnesses were unhappily not in accord as to the 
color of her hair, "all agreed that she had the visage of a beard
less man and a forked tail." The Histoire generate des voyages had 
told how in I 560 some Cingalese fishermen had caught as 
many as seven mermen in their net. A living female of the 
species had even been exhibited in Paris in I 7 58, doubtless by 
some ingenious precursor of Mr. Barnum. Again, one could 
read in the De/ices de la Hollande of a femme marine stranded in 
that country after an inundation, who was taken to Edam, 
"permitted herself to be clothed," and was taught to sew, but 
could never learn to speak, "and always retained an instinct 
which led her towards the water." Nor were these interesting 
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creatures peculia: to t~e Old World; a ship's captain who, 
oddly! was nomme Schmt~t, though Anglais de nation, "saw in 
16~4 m New England a.stren of great beauty, in no respect in
fenor to the most beautiful women.~• Robinet cites more than 
a score of other witnesse~ who had enjoyed similar privileges; 
and the fifth volume of h1s De Ia Nature is embellished with sev
eral agreeable representations of these less familiar links in the 
Chain of Being. This sort of credulity is not to be set down 
~holly to the personal discredit of Robinet. It was a suffi
Ciently natural re~ult of the belief th~t nature is capable de tout; 
even so sober a nund as Locke had 1t will be remembered in
cluded "what is confidently report~d of mermaids or sea-m~n" 
amo~g .the possible. examples of the infinite variety and the 
contm~Ity of th~ sertes of natural forms. 57 Given the principle 
?f plemtu~e, wh1ch most well-instructed persons then accepted 
m theory, It followed that the existence of aquatic anthropoids 
was mor~ probable than their non-existence. As Robinet him
self put 1t- very much as Descartes had done-" I have 
formed so vast an idea of the work of the Creator that from the 
fa~t ~at a thing can exist I infer readily enough that it does 
ex1st ... There was thus no reason for an attitude of harsh 
scept1c1sm towards the worthy seafaring men and others who 
had reported having actually seen such animals. As Lord 
Monboddo observed in r774 (a propos of stories of "tailed 
men"): "A modest inquirer into nature will set no other 
bo~nd to the va.riety of her productions, than that which 
Anstotle has set, m that famous maxim of his adopted I see 
by Mr. Buffo~, quicquid fieri potest, fit, and eve;ything ca~ exis; 
t?at does not. tmply. a contradiction. We ought, therefore, to 
hsten to credtble eVldence concerning the existence of any ani
mal, howe~e.r strange, .ux:Iess we can take upon us to pro
no~nce decisively, that It 1s impossible by nature that such an 
ammal should exist." 58 The notion of the Chain of Being in 
shor.t, though favorable to certain new hypotheses which ...;ere 
~estmed to play a part of the utmost importance in the scien
tific. thought of the subsequent century, was certainly not con
du~Ive t? the cautious and sceptical temper requisite in the 
ver1ficat10n of hypotheses. 

Even in his first volume Robinet adopted Turgot's and 
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Rousseau's notion of perfectibility and applied it to all living 
beings, though with the assumption of limits fixed by the pre
ordained potentialities of each species. "Every being cherishes 
its own existence and seeks to expand it, and little by little at
tains the perfection of its species." 59 Thus from the outset 
Robinet was an opponent of the still influential primitivism. 

The human mind must be subject to the general law. We cannot see 
what could arrest the progress of its knowledge, or oppose its development, 
or stifle the activity of this spirit, all of fire as it is, which has certainly a 
destiny, since nothing has been made in vain. Its destiny can be nothing 
other than to exercise imagination, to invent, and to perfect. No; men 
were not made to wander in the forests after the manner of bears and tigers. eo 

"The true State of Nature is," then, "not t~at in which beings 
find themselves at their birth, apart from the additions which 
they are able to give to themselves by virtue of an internal 
energy or to receive from the action of external objects upon 
them." "Society, therefore, is the work of Nature, since it is a 
natural product of human perfectibility, equally fertile of evil 
and of good. Arts and sciences, laws, the diversity of the forms 
of government, war and commerce- everything, in short, is 
only a development. The seeds of all were latent in Nature; 
they have unfolded, each in its own time. Perhaps she still re
tains in her womb other germs, of slower growth, of which 
future races will reap the fruits. Then genius will expand and 
take on a still greater form. The tree of science will acquire 
new branches. As the catalogue of the arts is extended, their 
scope will become more ample. Thus new vices and other 
virtues will manifest themselves." But let it not be supposed 
that any creatures "have the power to transcend their natural 
state; they are held within it by bonds not to be broken. If 
some have the power to modify their existence, this liberty 
does not pass beyond the limits of their species." 61 

Robinet, however, at this point, characteristically, becomes 
sensible of a difficulty. If perfectibility is an attribute of man, 
why has so great a part of the species failed to manifest it? Why 
do many races remain in the state of savagery? The explana
tion Robinet, amusingly enough, finds in the universal solvent 
- the principle of plenitude: "it is because the productive 
cause must necessarily fill, with a magnificent profusion, all 
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the classes of animality - must make both domesticablt ani
mals and animals incapable of being tamed, savage man and 
men ~apable of social life." 62 In short, a full universe must 
contam unprogressive as well as progressive creatures. 

But perfectibility is soon extended by Robinet from a tend
en~y to progre~s within the limits of specific characters to a 
um~ers~l cosm1callaw. Doubtless, as Leibniz and Bonnet had 
mamtamed, the ".gen~s '.' of all things have always existed; 
but these all contam Wlthm themselves an internal principle of 
development which drives them on through a vast series of 
metamorphoses through which they ascend the " universal 
scale." And, as in Leibniz, the assurance of the infinite prog
ress of the whole universe is curiously connected with the 
~athematical principle of the infinite divisibility of the con
tmuum. 

. All g~rms.have individual differences; that is to say, their life, organiza
tion, ammahty, have nuances which distinguish each of them from all the 
others. There are no elements except the germs; all the elements are there
fore hetero~eneous. Th.ese elements are not simple beings; simplicity is 
not an attnbute compatible with matter. Elements are composed of other 
ele~e?ts; or germs are composed of other germs. There is no n~tural nor 
aru~c1al P.r~c.ess which can bring an element, or germ, to the last degree of 
poss1bl7 d1v1s1on. Germs, as germs, are indestructible. They can be dis
solved mto oth~r germs only after the completion or the beginning of their 
~evelopment; m the state of germ they admit of no division. In the resolu
tion of a dev~loped g~ into ~ multiplicity of other germs, there is no 
matter that d1es. All of 1t remams alive; only its form and combinations 
chang;. The g~~s considered as forms or moulds pass; considered as 
orgamzed ~nd hvmg ~att~r, they do not pass. This is to say that there is 
?o destructiOn ?f anythmg m nature, but a continuous transformation. The 
~dea of succe~s1on enters necessarily into the .definition of Nature. Nature 
IS the success1ve sum of phenomena which result from the development of 
the ge.rms. · · . The series (of germs] is inexhaustible, whether read back
ward mto the past or forward into the future. A germ which has begun to 
develop a?d has encountered an insurmountable obstacle to the continu
ance of ~IS de~elopment, does nc.t retrogress to its original state. It strug
gle~ agamst th1s obstacle until its useless efforts bring about its dissolution, 
as Its complete development would also naturally have done. ea 

Robinet accordingly makes his own a proposition which had 
been suggested by Diderot some two decades earlier. e• 

The existence of Nature is necessarily successive. . . • A state of per
manence does not befit it. Germs created all together do not all develoo 
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together. The law of their generations, or manifestations, brings about 
these developments one after another. . . . In this continual vicissitude, 
there are no two points in the existence of Nature precisely similar in whole 
or in part. Though always the same, it is always different. I answer, there
fore, that it is true that Nature never has been, and will never again be, pre
cisely what she is at the moment at which I am speaking. . . . I doubt 
not that there was a time when there were not yet either minerals or any of 
the beings that we call animals; that is to say, a time when all these individ· 
uals existed only in germ, and not one of them had come to birth. . . . At 
least it appears certain that Nature has never been, is not, and never will be 
stationary, or in a state of permanence; its form is necessarily transitory. 
. . . Nature is always at work, always in travail, in the sense that she is 
always fashioning new developments, new generations." 

Both before and after this apparently evolutionistic trans
formation of the principle of plenitude, Robinet is equally 
zealous in developing and illustrating the implications of the 
/oi de continuite. That principle itself, he observed, needs no de
fence; it is one which" the philosophers have long affirmed and 
reiterated." It is" the first axiom of natural philosophy" that 

the Scale of Beings constitutes a whole infinitely graduated, with no real 
lines of separation; that there are only individuals, and no kingdoms or 
classes or genera or species. . . . This great and important truth, the key 
to the universal system, and the bo::sis of all true philosophy, will day by 
day become more evident, as we progress in the study of Nature." 

Yet Robinet complains that some naturalists "whom its im
perious force had constrained to render homage to it" in gen
eral terms, nevertheless failed to carry out this law rigorously. 
Thus Bonnet, "grand amateur de Ia loi de continuite" though 
he was, had still thought it possible to "divide the different 
orders which constitute the scale of being into four general 
classes: (1) inorganic, (2) organic but inanimate (i.e., plants), 
(3) organic and animate, but without reason, (4) organic, ani
mate, and rational." Such a classification, Robinet contends, 
is a plain denial of continuity, because it credits some classes of 
beings with the possession of certain positive attributes which 
others absolutely lack. "The negative is always at an infinite 
distance from the positive," hence distinctions between mem
bers of the series should always be in terms, not of positive and 
negative, but of more and less of some common character. 
And when this consideration is borne in mind, the principle of 
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continuity is seen to have sweeping philosophical consequences 
usually overlooked. Every purely qualitative difference between 
two things - whatever be true of differences of position, quan
tity, or degree -is necessarily a discontinuity. The only way 
to save the principle, therefore, is by supposing all things to 
have some degree or measure of any quality which is possessed 
by anything. Thus to the lowest orders of being must be as
cribed some rudiments of the attributes conspicuous in the 
highest, and to the highest some vestiges of the characteristics 
of the lowest. 

What continuity can there be between the organic and the inorganic, 
between the animate and the inanimate, between the rational and the non· 
rational? It is evident that there is no mean between. the positive and the 
negative, and consequently, that there are no intermediate beings which 
link the two together. If there were such beings, it would be necessary that 
their constitution should simultaneously participate in two mutually ex
clusive contraries; ... e. g., that the passage from inorganic to organic 
should be filled up by a middle sort of beings which are both organic and 
inorganic. But such beings are self-contradictory (rlpugnent). If we wish 
to leave the law of continuity standing, ... if we wish to allow Nature 
to pass insensibly from one of her productions to another, without compelling 
her to make leaps, we must not admit the existence of any inorganic beings, 
or any inanimate, or any non-rational. . . . Where there is a single es
sential quality (an emntial one, I say) characteristic of a certain number of 
beings to the exclusion of others, . . . the chain is broken, the law of con
tinuity becomes a chimera, and the idea of a whole an absurdityY 

This was an acute and important observation upon the con
cept of the qualitative continuum. It made explicit, and gen· 
eralized, the logic which was to be more vaguely and less con· 
sistently followed by many later philosophers. One of the 
principal motives, for example, of panpsychism in the philoso
phy of our own time is the desire to avoid the discontinuity 
which is manifestly implied by the supposition that conscious
ness or sentiency is an "emergent" property or function, which 
abruptly supervenes at a certain level of the integration of mat
ter, and at a certain stage in planetary evolution. Underlying 
all such reasoning is the assumption of the necessity of what 
may be called the "retrotensive method" 68 - the rule that 
whatever is empirically found in or associated with the more 
complex and highly evolved natural entities must inferentially 
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be read back into the simpler and earlier ones. But where 
later writers have, as a rule, appli~d this .method on~y spas
modically and without full realizatiOn o.f 1ts g~neral 1mport, 
Robinet saw that it must either be apphed un~ver~ally or be 
admitted to have no cogency at all. The result, 1~ wtll perhaps 
seem to the judicious reader, was simply~ red~ctw ad absurdum 
of the principle of continuity. But to Robmet 1t was the est~b
lishment, by a single stroke of logic, of a whole group of .tm
portant philosophical conclusions - among. them, hyloz.01smf 
panpsychism, and a peculiar sort of p~nlog~sm,. a doctrme o 
the ubiquity of the rudiments of ratlonahty m all natural 

things. 

For myself I would rather give even intelligence t? the .least ato'? of 
'ded it were in a degree and of a quality suitable to It 

matter - proVl k f h · 1 ted beings 
than refuse organization to the fossils and ma e o t em ISO a . • 
havin no connection with others. It is to no purpose to te~l me that this 

~ · · d that it is not possible that a stone thmks. I should 
~e~!~~:~:~~~~~~· r:~ly to say that I am not responsible for co~seque~ces 

tl ded ced that I have not measured the extent of what 1s possible, 
~~~e~ha~ if t~e l~w of continuity is admitted, we ought likewise to admit 
all that follows from it; ~hile it is i~~xcusable to abandon so general a 
principle without a sufficient reason. 

Though the non-existence of me:e '~brute matter:• is thus 
inferrible from the principle of contmutty alone, R?bmet .does 
not fail to offer further argument for the concluston,. W1t~ a 

rolixit which I shall not emulate. But a ~urther (for him) ~m
p ortan/consequence of the same observatton ~p?n the logtcal 
~eaning of the lex continui must be noted; for ~t t~volves a r~
striction by that principle of the scope of. the prmclple of plem
t d of which it was nevertheless concelved to be a corollary. 
S~n~~ there is no continuous series unless .all ~e~bers of the 
series have something in common, though m dlffermg degr~es, 
,it follows, Robinet finds, that there must be a .sin~le anatomtca! 

~ mmon to all living things- whtch 1s to say, to all 
type-1orm co ~ d' · t 
h. And this must of course, be a particular !Orm, lStmc 
~~:S~u other possibl; forms; so that t~e "full~es~" of nature 
is limited to the realization of all posslble vanatlOns upon a 

single "prototype." 
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.There was only one possible plan of organic or animal existence but 
tlus plan could be, a~d ~ust ?e• varied in an infinity of ways. The ~nity 
of ~odel or pla? ~amtamed m the prodigious diversity of its forms is the 
bws of the continuity or. graduated sequence of beings. All differ from one 
another, but all these d1fferences are natural variations of the proto e 
which must be regarded.as the element generative of all beings. . . . ~~ 
I .compare the stone With the plant, the plant with the insect the insect 
~th the reptil~, the reptile with the quadruped, I perceive, thr~ugh all the 
differences which characterize each of them, relations of analogy which 
~rsuade. me that they have all been conceived and formed in accordance 
~~ a smgle mod~ .(dessein), of .which they are variations graduated ad 
•'!fi~t~. The.y.exh~blt all the sahent traits ... of this original exemplar, 
wh1ch. 1n reabzmg Itself has. taken on successively the infinitely numerous 
and d1verse forms under wh1ch Being manifests itself to our eyes. 70 

But a patt:r~ e~emplified equally in so great a variety of 
shapes must, It IS evtdent, be itself simple and meagre in the last 
degree. The proto.type is nothing more than an "elongated 
tube o~ ~ollow cylmder, naturally active." But in asserting 
that thrs I~ the "model" of which all organic forms are vari
ant.s, Robmet o~ten seems really to mean that it is the unit of 
which all orgamc structures are integrations· in other words 
his" t ,. h ' ' pro otype, m t e concrete, is equivalent to what he calls 
an "orga?e," which is in turn equivalent to a protoplasmic 
cell. 

71 
.Hrs quest of c:o?tinuity here, in short, has led him to the 

conclusron that all hvmg things are built up of ultimate units 
o_f the same general shape and homogeneous in their proper
ties. But why they should unite into structures so various in 
for~ t~e l~w of continuity can hardly be invoked to explain; 
no: rs _It evrdent that the grosser structures are a continuous 
sertes m the sense required. Robinet thus seems to have es
caped ~orne o~ the difficulties of his thesis here by conveniently 
confust~g the td~a of a community of form between gross struc
tures Wtth the tdea of a community of form (and function) 
between the component units of gross structures. 

Here. too Robinet was merely elaborating and extending a 
suggestton o~ Diderot's, similarly connected with the postu
lates of plemtude and continuity. Diderot had written in 
1754= 

It s~e~ that ~ature has taken pleasure in varying the same mechanism 
in an mfimty of d1fferent ways. She abandons one type (genre) of products 
only after having multiplied individuals in all possible modes. When one 
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considers the animal kingdom, and observes that, among the quadrupeds, 
there is not one of which the functions and the parts, above all the internal 
parts, are not entirely similar to those of another quadruped, would not 
one readily believe that Nature has done no more than lengthen, shorten, 
transform, multiply, or obliterate, certain organs? Imagine the fingers of 
the hand united, and the substance of the nails so abundant that, swelling 
and spreading,.it envelops the whole, and instead of the hand of a man you 
have the foot of a horse. When one sees the successive metamorphoses of 
the envelope of the prototype, whatever it may have been, approximate one 
another, from one to another kingdom, by insensible degrees, and people 
the confines of the two regions (if it is permissible to speak of confines where 
there is no real division) with beings of uncertain and ambiguous kinds, 
divested in great part of the forms, qualities, functions of the one, and en
dowed with the forms, qualities and functions of the other - who would 
not feel persuaded to believe that there has never been but one primary 
being, prototype of all beings? But whether this philosophic conjecture be 
admitted with Doctor Baumann [Maupertuis] or rejected with M. de 
Buffon, it will not be denied that it is necessary to adopt it as a hypot~
esis essential to the progress of experimental physical science, to the d18-
covery and the explanation of those phenomena which depend upon 
organization. 72 

By "prototype" Robinet usually meant, however, not 
simply a primordial germ of all organisms, but an ideal model 
or pattern embodied in countless differing particulars: le pro
totype est un principe intellectuel qui ne s' altere qu' en se realisant dans Ia 
matiere. 73 It is thus a model which represents the living being 
"reduced to its lowest terms; it is an inexhaustible ground of 
variations. Each variation realized constitutes a being, and 
may be called a metamorphosis of the prototype, or rather of 
its original envelope, which was its first realization." A gr~at 
number of accumulated variations "may so disguise the ong
inal that it escapes us"; yet we may be sure that in every case 
the underlying unity is there. If Robinet had limited the ap
plication of this notion to the vertebrates he would have been 
expressing a definite scientific fact, already abundantly est~b
lished by the anatomical knowledge of his time; but the prm
ciple of continuity, as construed by him, compelled h~m to 
postulate a single model for all animate and even inammate 
natural individuals. 74 Thus Robinet, though not the origina
tor, was (so far as I know) the first elaborator and enthusiast~c 
champion of that notion of an Urbild, upon which all organic 
and perhaps all natural forms are variations, which was to be 
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taken up by Herder 76 and to become almost an obsession of 
Goethe at one period. 

Alle G~ieder bilden aich aus nach ew'gen Gesetzen, 
Und d1e seltenste Form bewahrt im geheimen das Urbild." 

Robinet wavers, however, between two ways of conceiving 
ofw?a~ Nature is about in her incessant travail. Sometimes he 
sees m 1t merely an illustration of what, in our terminology, we 
have ~al.led the temporalized form of the principle of pleni
tude: 1t 1s an effort to multiply variety to the greatest possible 
degree. 

. If the march o~ Nature seems ~o us sometimes uncertain and ill-assured, 
~ ~e seems sometimes to operate m a fumbling, devious, equivocal manner 
1t 1s a false appearance, due only to our ignorance and our prejudices. w; 
forg~t that she ~hould not and cannot let any nuance, any variation, go un· 
realized; we fall :o see the too subtle differences of contiguous forms. . . . 
Nature does. nothing us~less, her course is minutely graded (nuancee), and 
each nua~e 1s ne~~sary m the total plan. The forms which we so ineptly 
take ~or trregulanttes, redundancies, inutilities, belong to the infinite order 
of bemgs and fill a place which would be empty without them.n 

. But in othe~ passages Robinet, under the influence of the 
tdea of. the umversal prototype, sees in the past history of the 
form~tion of new. sp.ecies something more than an urge towards 
p:orm~cu~us :vanat;ton; a movement of Nature in one general 
d1rect10n 1s d1scermble, a striving towards a particular goal -
though the movement is stumbling and full of deviations a 
pro~es~, _as we should now say, by trial-and-error. Thus ;he 
mult.1phc1ty of forms is, in part, a consequence of Nature's 
tendmg toward~ a consummation not clearly foreseen. Her 
workshop contams many unsuccessful and discarded models. 

In th~ prodigiously ':aried sequence of the animals below man, I see 
Nature m labor advancmg fumblingly towards that excellent being h 
~rowns her work .. ~owever imperceptible the progress which she m:k~ 
m. o.ne step! that ~s, m each new production, in each variation upon the 
on~nal des1gn whtch.she achieves, nevertheless the advance becomes clearly 
sens1ble after a certam number of metamorphoses All th · · · ed' · · · · e vaneties 
mterm 1at~ ~etween the prototype and man I regard as so many essays 
of_N~ture, a1mmg at the most perfect, yet unable to attain it except through 
th1s mnu~er~ble seque.nce of sketches. I think we may call the collection 
of the prelirmnary stud1es the apprenticeship of Nature in learning to make 
a man.n 
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When man is thus viewed as the objective of the slow proc
esses of creation, up to its present phase, the unity and spec
ificity which is the characteristic of the successive series of 
forms can - Robinet now suggests - be better recognized by 
considering the goal rather than the start; i. e., by seeing in the 
other forms adumbrations of man's, rather than in man or 
other relatively high types variations upon a primitive simple 
model. This is the theme of the Paralfele, in which (if it is his 
own) his zeal again got the better of his discretion: 

Envisaging the sequence of individuals as so many steps in the progress 
of being towards humanity, we shall compare each of these with man, first 
with respect to his higher faculties, that is, his reason. This new way of 
contemplating Nature and her productions, which refers them all to a single 
idea generative of the world, is founded upon the law of continuity which 
links together all the parts of this great whole. Each [organic] mechanism 
tends immediately and of itself to produce only that which we see it in fact 
engendering; but the sum of these mechanisms tends towards the final out
come; and we here take man as the final outcome, in order to limit our
selves to terrestrial beings, which alone are within our knowledge. 

In the. quest of these adumbrations of the human form in the 
lower orders of creation, Robinet was unhappily led to find 
similitudes of faces, as well as of arms and legs, in the radish 
and other plants, and to publish drawings of these vegetable 
anthropoids. 79 

But the curiously mixed historic r6le of Robinet may be fur-
ther seen in the fact that the type of biological evolutionism 
which he adopted was developed by him into a general phi
losbphy of nature of an essentially 'Romantic' sort; it antici
pated some of the most characteristic conceptions both of the 
Naturphilosophie of Schelling and of Bergson's in our own time.

80 

Robinet was one of the earlier prophets of the elan vital. The 
fundamental reality in nature for him is not matter but l'ac
tivite; and the pageant of evolution is the manifestation of the 
expansive, self-differentiating energy, the creative urge, of this 
puissance active. Yet (as his final volume admits) inert matter, 
in some sense, also must be recognized; and between it and the 
active principle there is an age-long struggle . At the begin
ning, and in the lower grades of the Scale of Being, brute mat
ter is dominant; the tendency to spontaneous action is wholly 
clogged by it; but little by little the force that makes for life 
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gains strength, and finally, in man, establishes its d . 
completely .that matter becomes Jess an obstacle ~~n~~~ei~~ 
s~me~t ':nereby that force achieves its ends. (The principl 
o contmu1ty seems here to have disappeared.) e 

In the inferior beings s h i 
phenomena that occur 'touc as m nerals and. v~etables, we refer all the 
prindpal) of these beings matt~'\~ ~~ pnn~Ipal constituent {le fond 
doubt; we are undecided.' We re~!r e Igher m ~he scale, we begin to 
operations which di'scloses . k a spontaneity of movements and 

. an actlVe princ'pl h' h 
attribute to them. Nevertheless this a . . 1 e . w lC we cannot but 
along and invincibly determined b CUV1ty may stl~l be seen to be dragged 
and activity appear to dominate ;y ~atter, ~o. that, m such systems, matter 
accessory, according to circumstances ur~ ei~g alternately principal and 
ing efforts to raise itself above th . ; acnv~ po~er seems to be mak
which it is chained but ofwhi h 't ~ e~ten ed, sohd, Impenetrable mass to 
In ~an, on the co~trary, it is ;vi~e~t ~:~ ~ompel.led to submit to the yoke. 
Which the active principle brin s its £; 1 . at!er lS only the organ through 
envelope which modifies the acl f ~c~ ties mto pl~y. The former is an 
perhaps act more freely, but al:~th e atte~, one wtthou~ which it would 
at all, and without which it assured! c ou~ Which, perh~ps, It· ~o~ld not act 
Does it not, once more seem that tt7e o~ not render Its actiVIties sensible. 
in being, in proportion ~sit raises itself a~ ve power grows and perfects itself 
to this hypothesis would be the a .ve matter? . . . Such, according 
matter. At first i; would be but :::~~on of th.e active ~orce inherent in 
plication of efforts and progressive d I est poruo~ of bemg. By a multi
~oming the principal part. I am stro~ve opm:nts, It wo~ld succeed in be-
IS the most essential and the m t ~ly m~lme~ to beheve that this force 
fltre) -and that matter is th os umversa attribut~ of being (le fond de 
operations. If I am asked to de~~r~n where~y this force manifests its 
answer, with a number of philoso her~ conceptiOn of sue? a force, I shall 
tendency to change for the bett . P. , that I represent 1t to myself as a 
disposition to another and betteerr, smc; every change is the proximate pre-

one. 

And the end of the process is not yet, Robinet adds: 

La progression n'est pas finie. There ma b ti 
more active, than those which co y e orms more subtle, potencies 
able to rid itself insensibly of all m:::~r~:~itman. d The fore~ may, indeed, be 
but we must not let ourselves go t . y,han so to begm a new world -
sible. n as ray m t e boundless regions of the pos-

Here, manifestly is a phil h , , 
line. and ,·ts b, I osop y oft evolution creatrice in out-

' resem ance to its t · h 
is heightened by the fact that it 7::~Iet. -c~ntury counterpart 
combined with a species of phenome~sa,l~n t. ehend, puzzlin~ly 

Ism, t e matter wh1ch 
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hampers the active principle is nevertheless its product and 
exists only as an appearance, while the active principle is in 
itself non-spatial. 

Accustomed as we are to judge of the reality of things by the appearances 
which strike our senses, we are unwilling to admit that anything exists in the 
world except matter, since we see only matter. And, to borrow the words 
of a modern author, since all the modifications which our senses observe in 
Nature consist simply in the variation of the limits of extension, as soon aa 
we are compelled to give up this extension we seem to be confronted with 
mere nothingness; we come to a stop as if there is naught beyond. We do 
not give heed to the fact that the material or visible world is an assemblage 
of phenomena and nothing more - that there must necessarily be an in
visible world, which is the foundation, the subject, of the visible world, and 
into which we ought to resolve all that is real and substantial in Nature. 
This invisible world is the collection of all the forces which tend to ameliorate 
themselves, and which do so in fact, by incessantly extending and perfecting 
their activity, in the proportion suitable to each of them. There is a grada
tion of forces in the invisible world as there is a progression of forms in the 
extended or visible world.13 

Bonnet, in his Palingenesie philosophique, ou Idees sur /'Ctat passe 
et sur l'Ctat jutur des etres vivans (I 770) presented one of the most 
extraordinary speculative compounds to be found in the his
tory of either science or philosophy - an interweaving, even 
more elaborate than Leibniz's, of geology, embryology, psy
chology, eschatology, and metaphysics into a general view of 
the history, past and to come, of our planet and the living 
beings thereon- a history which may be presunied to have its 
counterpart on other globes. It was another attempt, differing 
in some details, to work out in somewhat concrete terms, and 
with the utilization of the scientific knowledge or generally 
accepted hypotheses of the time, the Leibnitian conception of a 
universe essentially and infinitely self-differentiating and pro
gressive. Whether it can properly be called a form of' evolu
tionism' is a question of terminology. 

Bonnet, following Leibniz, is not prepared to abandon for
mally the traditional implication of the principle of plenitude 
that everything was created at the outset. ''All the component 
parts (pieces) of the universe are contemporary. The Effica
cious Will created by a single act all that could be created." 84 

But on the other hand, the fact of the universal mutability of 
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nature IS too evident to need ar . 
a progressive differentiation anfment; and. the mdications of 
life on our globe augmentatiOn of the forms of 
can this be recon~ffJ~i:~ ~n~et t? be conclusive. But how 
the original creation? Ob . e tct~me of the completeness of 
literally. The sensei~ whi~o.~s. y t ~ latter cannot be taken 
the embryologico-meta h ic~ IS to e taken .is to be found in 
over the fundamentals lm~ Lei~~~01J~f w~Ic~ :SOnnet takes 
up the universe are as old . : the mdwzduals making 
These i~dividuals are primar~~ ~; s~~l a~d Eare indestr~ctible. 
a soul; 1t has also adds Bo t bos.d very orgamsm has ' nne a y a " g , . c~rps orga.nique, equally indestruc~ible d erm or pettt 
Ciated With that individual I B ' an permanently asso-
body of an individual orga~?u . . ut ~t any given time the 
these minute organic cor usc;: IS ~a e up of a number of 
organized bodies of thei: o , which have as yet to develop 
similation growth a d d capable of the functions of as-
organized' body m~y ;er:f:~h uctwn .. The dissolution of the 
in business so to say on th . e contau~ed corpuscles to set up 

, ' eir own. Smce the " 1, f ~ 
example, a polyp is "indivisible th' 1 . son o ' or 
parts when the polyp is broken' u ~s ~ou IS no~ broken up into 
tunity is given for certain germs'r:._ ~t by this -~eans oppor
pressed germs previou 1 . .1

· ~-, subsidiary and re
- "to de 1 . d s y contamed wtthm the creature's body 

. ve 0 P' an the soul which I hav dent m these germs will then b . e supposed to be resi-
related to the conservation of th e~nd~o.;xpenence sensations 
be formed so many new p e 

10 
lVl ual. There will thus 

f h 
, . ersons new egos " 86 D · 

o t eir existence, therefore m;n . unng . most 
merely potentialities of sensibil't y, o~ most, of the souls are 
ent; and their germs remain s~fi' rather than a_ctually senti
matter, until the a ro . unc anged umts of animate 
active life as individ~alt;la~e ho~ for the beginning of their 
to each soul a sort of or an%.lves. ever~heless Bonnet ascribes 
the germ is the materi!l veh~~l:ubcons~IOus memory, of which 
record of the effects of its p t ' car;ymg along a permanent 

N · · 
1 

as expenences 
ow lt IS c ear from the evidence of . 

says Bonnet, that our lobe has geology and astronomy, 
~poc~s, each terminat~d by a "~:_s~d ~hro~~h a long series of 
m whlch all the then existin .o utiOn, 1. e., a cataclysm g orgamc structures were destroyed 
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-but not the germs nor, of course, their associated souls. But 
as the external conditions of each epoch differ materially from 
those in the preceding eras, and the form, organs, and senses 
of any species must be adapted to the physical conditions of the 
epoch in which it lives, the kind of gross body which a given 
germ takes on when it comes to life again in a new epoch will 
differ from its preceding embodiments. All these later trans
formations had been provided for - whether literally pre
delineated or not - in the constitution of the germ at the 
creation: "I conceive," says Bonnet, "that the germs of all 
organized beings were originally constructed or calculated 
with a determinate correlation with the diverse revolutions 
which our globe was to undergo." 86 Thus the first morning of 
creation, after all, in some sense wrote what all later dawns 
should disclose - but wrote only in a kind of prophetic short-

hand. 
Bonnet, on scientific, not to speak of religious, grounds, is 

sure that the sequence of epochs, and accordingly of organic 
types, constitutes a progress from lower to higher. The em
bryological stages of ontogenesis show the forms through which 
the animal has successively passed in the previous epochs of the 
globe. (This is one of the early foreshadowings of the recapitu
lation theory.) The "revolutions of the globe," however, can
not be supposed to have an end. In the future, therefore, as 
in the past, every germ will reappear in a succession of ever 
higher embodiments. Our present species will somehow un
fold into forms" as different from their present ones as the state 
of our globe will be different from its present state. If it were 
permitted us to contemplate the scene of this ravishing meta
morphosis, we should probably not be able to recognize any of 
the species of animals with which we are now most familiar. 
... We should behold a world completely new, a system of 
things of which we have now no idea." 87 This progression of 
types, however, does not seem to be, for Bonnet, a progress 
from generation to generation. The "perfectibility" of the 
oyster does not mean that oysters will be gradually transformed 
in the course of heredity, in the present epoch, until their re
mote posterity become elephants or men or cherubim; it means 
that the corps organique of each individual oyster will, after its 
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death, be conserved without alteration until the right state of 
the globe supervenes to call forth its next and higher unfolding. 
In the case of the germs which actually developed into full
fledged individual animals in this or a preceding age of the 
world, there will also be a conservation of a sort of personal 
identity through memory; of those germs that did not come to 
birth " in the present economy of our world," there will also be 
a resurrection, but without memory. "The same gradation 
which we observe today between the different orders of or
ganized beings will doubtless be found also in the future state 
of our globe [i. e., the series will still be continuous]; but it will 
follow proportions which will be determined by the degree of 
perfectibility of each species. Man - who will then have 
been transported to another dwelling-place, more suitable to 
the superiority of his faculties- will leave to the monkey or 
the elephant that primacy which he, at present, holds among 
the animals of our planet. In this universal restoration of 
animals, there may be found a Leibniz or a Newton among the 
monkeys or the elephants, a Perrault or a Vauban among the 
beavers." 88 Every present species, to be sure, will, as Bonnet 
conceived, progress towards "perfection"; but only because 
every individual of it will rise again in improved form, through 
the future "revolutions of the globe." It would seem, there
fore, that it is only in a rather dubious sense that Bonnet can 
be called, as he sometimes has been called, a "forerunner of 
evolutionism." The progressive sequence of organic forms 
which he asserted was not conceived as resulting by the ordi
nary processes of generation within our present, or any single, 
world-epoch; it consisted in extreme and discontinuous muta
tions occurring, apparently, only at vast intervals of time, and 
after great cataclysms in which, with the exception of the in
destructible and imperceptible "germs" of individual animals, 
the entire organic life of the globe is destroyed. As compared 
with the evolutionary hypotheses which had already been put 
forward by Maupertuis, Diderot, and Robinet, these specula
tions of Bonnet's were obviously crude and retrogressive. 

We have now, in the roughly chronological order of our r~
view of the history of an idea, already reached the beginning of 
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tous but complex and confused, 

that profound and ~omen v~luations which is commonly, 
change in preconceptiOns an~ l called Romanticism. With 
though somewhat unfort~n~ e y, of two of the most character· 
the relation to our generad t ~me f thought in the Romantic 
istic and significant ten encte~ o 
period the following lectures wtll deal. 



X 

ROMANTICISM AND THE PRINCIPLE OF PLENITUDE 

IT. IS ?ne ~f the instructive ironies of the history of ideas that a 
prmciple Introduced by one generation in the service of a 
tende?cy or philosophic mood congenial to it often proves to 
con tam,. unsuspe.cted! the ~erm of a contrary tendency _ to 
~e,. b~ vtrtue o_f Its. hidden Implications, the destroyer of that 
'\..eztgerst .to_ which 1t was meant to minister. There are few 
more s!rlldng e~amples of this irony than that which may be 
f?u~d m the history of the principles of plenitude and con
tm~Ity. As ~e have seen, they were invoked in the seventeenth 
an ~arly eighteenth century primarily as a support for the 
doctrme of the essential logicality of the world Th 
d · d · if · ey were 
:szgne . to JUSt y the belief in the rationality, the perfection 

t e . stattc completeness, the orderliness and coherency of 
real~ty .. Yet the>': wer~ at heart ideas profoundly antipathetic 
to t e simp!e ratiOnahsm of the Enlightenment; the ultimate 
effect of their vo~e was to introduce subtly and gradually into 
the ~uropean mmd several of those tastes and those . hil -
;,ophi~al presu~positions which at the end of the centur: to~k 
~rm ~ a conscious and aggressive revolutionary movement in ! 0~~ dt, t~~ to which ~he name of Romanticism is commonly 
PP Ie · e conceptiOn of the complete and continuous 

Scale of .Being ~arne into the circle of accredited eighteenth
century Ideas wah a .letter of recommendation from that ven
erat:d figure, th~ Pnncip1e of Sufficient Reason; it ended b 
~elpm~ to .make Intellectual outcasts of not a few of that circl: 
mcludmg Its own sponsor. ' 

For in nea:Iy all the provinces of thought in the Enlighten
m~ntdthe ruhng assumption was that Reason - usually con
c~~e .:s summed up m the knowledge of a few simple and 
se -evt ent truths ~ is the same in all men and equally pos
s~ssed by all; that this common reason should be the gu'd f 
hfe; and therefore that universal and equal intelligibility: ~n~-
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versa! acceptability, and even universal familiarity, to all nor
mal members of the human species, regardless of differences of 
time, place, race, and individual propensities and endowments, 
constitute the decisive criterion of validity or of worth in all 
matters of vital human concernment; that (the German words 
sum it up rather more neatly) Gultigkeit means Allgemeingiiltig
keit and is, indeed, to be tested by actual (or supposed) Gemein
heit. Let the individual, when a creed is presented for his 
belief or a work of art for his admiration and enjoyment, con
sider whether there b~anything in it which he cannot suppose 
to be accessible and obvious to every rational mind through the 
"unaided light of nature" or through those modes of experi
ence which are everywhere the same. If such a non-univer
salizable element be found in it, let him reject it as a false 
religion or as unsound ethics or as bad art, as the case may be. 
Thus the deist objected to revealed religion chiefly because, in 
two ways, it lacked universality: (a) it was "historical" and 
therefore its doctrines could not be known to those who lived 
before its disclosure or to whom convincing historical evi
dences of it had not come; (b )it was, as embodied in the creeds, 
complicated and "mysterious," and therefore not the sort of 
thing that all men, savage and civilized, simple and learned, 
could instantaneously understand and intuitively perceive to 
be true. "La religion naturelle," to recall one of Voltaire's 
definitions of it, can include only "les principes de morale 
communs au genre humain." 1 That truculent defender of 
orthodoxy, Dr. Samuel Clarke, declared truly enough that 
"all the deniers of revelation" agreed in the premise that 
"what is not universally made· known to all men is not need
ful for any." As Swift satirically but not altogether unfairly 
put it, the assumption was that unless a proposition "can be 
presently comprehended by the weakest noddle, it is no part of 
religion." 

The same connotation of universality, obviousness to every 
rational mind as such, and uniformity of content, was oftenest 
carried by the protean term" nature" in its ethical application 
- i. e., in the conception of the" law of nature" in moral and 
political philosophy. Cicero had already set up a formal equa
tion of "the universally accepted" with the lex naturae; 2 and 
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the :Roman ~urists had s~mi.larly identified jus naturale withjus 
gentzum - with thos~ prmcxples of rig~t quae apud omnes gentes 
peraeque ser.vantur, .d~vma quadam provzdentia constituta, semper 
firma atq~e tmmutabzlta perman~t. 3 And this was the one thing 
upon which most schools of exghteenth-century moralists were 
agreed and upon which they were never weary of discoursing. 
"The tables of natural law," said Bolingbroke," are so obvious 
that no man who is able to read the plainest character can mis
take them, a~d th.erefore no political society ever framed a sys
tem of law m direct and avowed contradiction of them." 
"The law of nature is too obvious and too important not to 
have been always the law of laws." ' It was to this same uni
versal and unvarying code- exceedingly simple in its pro
visions- that Voltaire reduced the whole duty of man: 

La morale uniforme en tout temps, en tout lieu. . . . 
C'est la loi de Platon, de Socrate, et Ia vOtre. 
De ce culte eternel la Nature est l apOtre. 
Cett~ loi souveraine en Europe, au Japon, 
Insp1ra Zoroastre, illumina Solon. 

But the same assumption was manifestly the root from which 
grew most of the principles of neo-classical criticism. Here too 
hi~h ancient authority could be (and was) cited: Longinu~ had 
wntten: 

You may pronounce th~t sublime, beautiful, and genuine which always 
pleases and takes equally with all sorts of men. For when persons of different 
hu~ours, ages, professions, a~d incli~ati~ns, agree in the same joint appro
bation of any performance, · th1s combmat10n of so many different judgmentg 
s~mps a high and indisputable value on that performance, which meet~ 
wah such general applause. & 

The principal eighteenth-century examples of this limitation 
of aesthetic value to that which makes a universal appeal 
scarcely need to be recalled: e. g., the familiar passage in 
Pope's Essay on Criticism in which the word "nature" is vir
tually synonymous with the obvious - i. e., with" what oft 
was thought": 

Something whose truth convinced at sight we find 
That gives us back the image of our mind.' ' 

Dr. Johnson's expressions of this universalism and uniformi
tarianism in aesthetic theory are equally familiar; but it is 
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worth while to observe how he brings out the logical connec
tion between the demand for universality of appeal in a work 
of art and the neo-classical requirement that art shall restrict 
its "imitation of nature" to generic types and avoid the por
trayal of the individual - with the consequent deliberate ex
clusion of local color and the deliberate preference in poetry 
for the conventional and generalized epithet. The precise 
reason, it will be remembered, why it was held to be "a gen
eral rule of poetry that all appropriated terms of art should be 
sunk in general expressions" was that "poetry is to speak a 
universal language." 7 It will also be recalled how prepos
terously Dr. Johnson, under the influence of this principle, mis
praised Shakespeare, on the ground that his Romans are not 
particularly Roman nor his kings especially kinglike- that, 
in short, " his characters are not modified by the peculiarities 
of studies or professions which can operate upon but small 
numbers," but exhibit only the traits of" common humanity, 
such as the world will always supply, and observation will al
ways find." Dr. Johnson detested the deists; but in his famous 
dictum in Rasselas about the streaks of the tulip he demanded 
in the poetic description of a flower or a landscape precisely 
what the deist demanded in a religion - and did so, in the last 
analysis, under the influence of the same preconception. 8 Aes
thetic orthodoxy and religious heterodoxy in that age grew 
from a common root. The classic exposition of all this in Eng
lish, however, is to be found in Reynolds's Discourses; of these 
there is neither time nor need to speak here. I content myself 
with recalling a single example of the effect of Reynolds's in
fluence . When Thomas Warton in q82 recanted his youthful 
deviation into a taste for Gothic architecture, he exclaimed, 
apostrophizing Reynolds: 

Thy powerful hand has broke the Gothic chain, 
And brought my bosom back to truth again. 
To truth, by no peculiar taste confined, 
Whose universal pattern strikes mankind. 

This aesthetic conversion was, according to the poet, brought 
about merely by gazing upon Sir Joshua's painted window in 
the chapel of New College, Oxford; but we may be tolerably 
sure that that example of supposedly "classic" qualities in art 
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would have had no such effect unassisted by the reasonings of 
the Discourses. 

As for the doctrine of the superiority of the ancients and of 
that art which followed the example of the ancients, it was ob
viously a corollary of the same universalism. For the ancients 
alone had, so to say, had time for the test of (supposed) univer
sal acceptance to be applied to them. As a minor but typical 
writer put it: 

It is not because Aristotle and Horace have given us the rules of criticum 
that we submit to their authority, but because those rules have been derived 
from works that have been distinguished by the uninterrupted admiration 
of all the more improved part of mankind from their earliest appearance to 
the present hour. For whatsoever, through long ages, has been universally 
esteemed beautiful, cannot but be conformable to our just and natural 
ideas of beauty.• 

The scales were thus heavily weighted against any modern 
innovator, since in the nature of the case he could not claim to 
have been "universally esteemed through long ages." More· 
over, no quality, no effect, essentially foreign to ancient art 
could be permitted, since it eo ipso must lack universality. 
Aesthetic or other universalism, so far as it was consistently 
carried out, had thus an obvious affinity for a kind of primi
tivism - inasmuch as anything which was not within the 
reach of the earliest men, or at least of the earliest practitioners 
of a given art, plainly was not common to the race. By a simi
lar logic the deists were obliged to declare their creed " as old 
as the creation." 

Thus for two centuries the efforts made for improvement 
and correction in beliefs, in institutions, and in art had been, in 
the main, controlled by the assumption that, in each phase of 
his activity, man should conform as nearly as possible to a 
standard conceived as universal, uncomplicated, immutable, 
uniform for every rational being. The Enlightenment was, in 
short, an age devoted, at least in its dominant tendency, to the 
simplification and the standardization of thought and life -
to their standardization by means of their simplification. 
Spinoza summed it up in a remark reported by one of his early 
biographers: "The purpose of Nature is to make men uniform, 
as children of a common mother." 10 The struggle to realize 
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this supposed purpose of nature, the general atta~k upon t.he 
differentness of men and their opinions an~ valuations and 10-
stitutions -this, with the resistances to 1t an~ th~ eventu~l 
revulsion against it, was the central and dom1.nat10g fact 10 
the intellectual history of Europe from the late sixteenth to the 
late eighteenth century.11 

• • 
There have, in the ent1re h1story of thought, been few 

changes in standards of value more profound and more ~o
mentous than that which took place when the contrary pr10-
ciple began widely to prevail - when it came to .be believed 
not only that in many, or in all, ph~ses. of h~man hfe there are 
diverse excellences, but that divemty 1tself IS of the ~sse~ce ~f 
excellence· and that of art, in particular, the obJeCtive 1s 
neither th; attainment of some single ideal perfection of form 
in a small number of fixed genres nor .the grati~c~~ion o~ th~t 
least common denominator of aesthetiC susceptiblhty which IS 

shared by all mankind in all ages, but rather the fullest p~s
sible expression of the abundance of differentness that there 1s, 
actually or potentially, in nature and. human_ nature.' and
for the function of the artist in relat10n to his pubhc - the 
evocation of capacities for understanding, sympathy, enjoy
ment, which are as yet latent in most men, and p~rhaps never 
capable of universalization. And these assumptiOns, thou~h 
assuredly not the only important, are t~e on~ common, factor 10 
a number of otherwise diverse tendenc1es which, by one or an
other critic or historian, have been termed "Romantic": the 
immense multiplication of genres and of verse-~orms; the ad
mission of the aesthetic legitimacy of the genre mtxte; the goat de 
Ia nuance; the naturalization in art of the "grot~sq';le";. the 
quest for local color; the en?eavor to reconstruct 1? 1~ag10a
tion the distinctive inner hfe of peoples remo.te m time or 
space or in cultural condition; the eta/age du .mo_z; the demand 
for particularized fidelity in landscape-desc:npt10n; the rev~l
sion against simplicity; the distrust of um~er~al form~las ~~ 
politics· the aesthetic antipathy to standardizatiOn; the Identi
fication' of the Absolute with the "concrete universal" in 
metaphysics; the feeling of "the glory of ~he impe_rfe~~"; the 
cultivation of individual, national, and racial pec_uhanues; ~he 
depreciation of the obvious and the general htgh valuatton 
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(wholly for~ign to most earlier periods) of originality, and the 
usually futile and absurd self-conscious pursuit of that attri
bute. It is, however, of no great consequence whether or not 
we apply to this transformation of current assumptions about 
value the name of "Romanticism"; what it is essential to re
member is that the transformation has taken place and that it, 
perhaps, more than any other om thing has distinguished, both 
for better and worse, the prevailing assumptions of the mind 
of tJ:e ninet~ent.h and o_f our own century from those of the pre
cedmg ~enod m the mtellectual history of the West. That 
change, m ~hort! h~ c?nsisted in .the substitution of what may 
be called d~ve~1tanamsm for umformitarianism as the ruling 
preconception ~ most o~ the normative provinces of thought. 

Now the relat10n of this change to the ideas of which we are 
reviewing the historic influence and vicissitudes is what I 
chiefly wish to point out in this lecture. La nature est partout Ia 
mime was. the pre~se from. which, explicitly or implicitly, the 
neo-class1c aesthetic theoriSts had deduced the consequence 
t~at art should be the same among all peoples and at all 
times; 11 but the writers on the Chain of Being -who were in 
many cases the same writers- had endlessly reiterated the 
contrary of this premise: that "Nature diversifies its art in as 
many ways as possible." 18 The rationality of the World
Ground, according to the philosophy of Leibniz had as we 
have seen, manifested itself in the maximal diffe~enti~tion of 
the creatures. Every monad mirrors the world from its own 
~n~que poi~t of view and therefore in its ~ unique way, and 
1t. 1s. by this means that the fullness of diversity which con
stltut~s the I?errection of the universe is attained: "the glory of 
God lS mult1phed by so many wholly different representations 
of his world." 14 • 

~ a city viewed from various sides appean wholly different and receives 
at 1t were a perspective multiplication, in like manner throu~h the infinite 
mul~pl~c~ty of ~he simple. substances [monads], ther~ is a corresponding 
~ultiphc1ty of d1fferent umvc:rses, which, ~evertheless, are only the perspec
tiVes of one and the same umverse accordmg to the different points of view 
?f eac~ monad. ~d this is the means whereby the greatest variety possible 
u obtamed, that 11 to say, the means whereby is obtained the greatest possi
ble perfection. u 
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Any endeavor by man to diminish this differentness would 
therefore be contrary to the cosmic plan. We have already 
seen Addison finding the "goodness of God" not less " in the 
diversity than in the multitude of living creatures"; in the fact 
that "he has specified in his creation every degree of life, every 
capacity of being," and filled "the whole chasm of nature, 
from a plant to a man, with diverse kinds of creatures, rising 
one above another. . . . The intermediate space is so well 
husbanded and managed, that there is scarce a degree of per
ception which does not appear in some part of the world of 
life." 16 Haller had explicitly drawn the moral for man: "Das 
Gluck der Sterblichen will die Verschiedenheit." These are 
but a few <examples out of a long series of early eighteenth
century expressions of this creed; and back of these was the 
whole continuous tradition from Plato through the Neopla
tonists, the Schoolmen, Bruno, and other writers of the Renais
sance. And it is to be remembered that it was equally a part of 
the orthodox tradition in religion and morals that man is to 
imitate God, to seek, so far as he may, even in this life, to reflect 
the divine attributes; and that it was not less a part of the 
classical tradition in aesthetics that art should imitate nature, 
not merely in the sense of copying natural objects or portray
ing faithfully the characters of men, but also in the sense of con
forming to the general characteristics of nature and to the 
ways of working of its Author. The human artist must copy 
not only the products but, in so far as he can, the methods 
of the Master Craftsman. The vocation of the sculptor, the 
musician, the painter, said Akenside, is" to strive to display to 
all the world, by forms, or sounds, or colors," the whole range 
of the essences present to the divine mind, 

Even as in Nature's frame (if such a word, 
If such a word, so bold, may from the lips 
Of man proceed) as in this outward frame 
Of things, the great Artificer portrays 
His own immense idea . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . But the chief 
Are poets; eloquent men, who dwell on earth 
To clothe whate'er the soul admires or loves 
With language and with numbers. Hence to these 
A field is open'd wide as Nature's sphere; 
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Nay, wider: various as the sudden acts 
Of human wit, and vast as the demands 
Of human will. The bard nor length, nor depth, 
Nor place, nor form controls.U 

A~d by the late eight~enth century, we must also recall, the 
cos~ca.l o~er was commg to be conceived not as an infinite 
static dt~erstty, ?ut as ~ process of increasing diversification. 
The Cham of Bemg havmg been temporalized the God h 
ttr'b · d' 1 • w ose a . 1 utes 1t tsc osed had been declared by not a few great 

wrtters. to be one who manifests himself through change and 
becomm~; nature's incessant tendency was to the production 
of new kmds; and .the destiny of the individual was to mount 
through. all the sprres of form, in a continual self-transcend
ence .. Smce the strain in Western thought summed up in th 
doctrm~ of the Chain of Being thus consisted in an increasin; 
emphasts upon the conception of God as insatiably creative it 
~ol~owed that the man who, as moral agent or as artist, wo~ld 
1m1tate ~d, must do so by being himself "creative." The 
word, whtch tiu:ough much repetition has in our own day be
come a sort of ttresome cant, could still in the late eighteenth 
ce~tury. e~press a very exciting, and for the arts a very stimu
latmg, tdea. Man's high calling was to add something of his 
own to the creation, to enrich the sum ofthings and th · h' fi · f h · . , us, m 1s 
m~e as ton, :onsc10usly to collaborate in the fulfilment of the 

Umversal Destgn. 
Not only diversit~ and perpetual innovation, but sometimes 

also a measure of dtscord and especially of conflict, had been 
found by the most esteemed philosophers of the early eight
eenth century to be implicit in the nature of the good when 
the ~ood was construed in conformity with the prin~iple of 
~lemtude. And in this also they were but repeating what Plo
tmus and t?e Schoolmen and the Renaissance Platonists and 
~h~ th~ologtans and metaphysicians of the seventeenth century 
. a satd before them. The traditional argument for optimism 
m all age~, as ~as been made sufficiently evident, represented 
th~ Cosrmc Arttst as cramming his canvas with diversified de
tall to the last infinitesimal fraction of an inch· as caring far 
more f~r fullness and variety of content than for ~implicity and 
perfect10n of form; and as seeking this richness of coloring and 
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abundance of contrast even at the cost of disharmony, irregu
larity, and what to us appears confusion. For there is much 
truth, said Leibniz, in "the fine principle of St. Bernard: 
ordinatissimum est, minus inter dum ordinate fieri ali quid." As Black
more, in one of the most conventional of early eighteenth-cen
tury poems, had said, when speaking not of the human artist 

but of the Creator: 
If all perfection were in all things shown, 
All beauty, all variety, were gone. 

If, then, we recognize in the shift from the uniformitarian to 
the diversitarian preconception the most significant and dis
tinctive single feature of the Romantic revolution, it is evident 
that there had always been present in the Platonic tradition a 
principle tending towards Romanticism, and that this had 
been enunciated with especial clarity and insistence by the 
philosophers and moralists and philosophic poets of the so
called Age of Reason. And in the ideas of these philosophers 
and poets the young men, especially in Germany, who were, in 
the later decades of the eighteenth century, to be the leaders of 
that revolution had been reared. By Leibniz and Locke and 
Kant, by Buff on and Bonnet, by Addison and Pope and Aken
side and H~ller, and by a hundred minor writers, they had 
been taught that the best of possible worlds is the most varie
gated, that it was the divine purpose that no possibility of being 
should be left unrealized. Most of all had these diversitarian 
preconceptions been impressed upon the eighteenth-century 
mind by the controversy over optimism, in which so great a 
part of the intellectual energy of that age had been engrossed. 
These presuppositions had, it is true, usually been associated 
with other conceptions with which they were fundamentally 
inconsistent and with a temper with which they were not 
in accord; their full implications could become apparent 
only when they were more sharply disengaged from these 
other ideas which had tended to counteract and partially 
neutralize them. But in the minds of a new generation 
they came into their own. It is to be remembered, also, 
that a revival of the direct influence of Neoplatonism was 
one of the conspicuous phenomena in German thought of 
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the nineties. A special student of this period has gone so far 
as to declare that 

if we are to speak of a 'key' to early Romanticism it is to be found in one of 
the~~ of antiq~ty, Plotinw. For this N;oplatonic philosopher not 
only mspll'ed the entire system of Novalia, scattered through innumerable 
fragments, and many of the ideas of Schelling in his middle period; his 
arm reached farther: through Novali.s and Schelling he exercised an in· 
ftuence, though. an indirect one, upon both the Schlegels, and without a 
kno~ledge of th!' fact many a passage in the 'Dialogue concerning Poetry' 
and m the Berhn lectures [of Wilhelm Schlegel) remains an enigma.u 

There were, indeed, several other powerful forces at work 
upon these minds which helped to produce a fresh intellectual 
fern~ent and tended, in some degree, to suggest the same con
clusions. But the pressure of the principle of plenitude can be 
s~own to. be a major factor in the great change in presupposi
?ons wh1ch becomes most clearly manifest in the religious 
1deas and the moral and aesthetic ideals and enthusiasms of 
the generation of German writers who came to maturity be
tween the seventies and the nineties, and which were (chiefly) 
?Y them to be communicated to the rest of the world. It may, 
mdeed, be suggestr;d, with some plausibility, that these ideas 
are but the. expressiOn of some constant propensities of human 
n~tur~, which became, ror so~e reason, peculiarly potent at 
this time, and that the mvocation of these ancient principles 
was but a device for "rationalizing" desires and aesthetic 
susc~ptibili~es previol.4sly restrained. The general psychologi
cal ~ue :alSed ~y such a suggestion - the question how far 
men s phil~oph1es ar: generated, not by the logical, or sup
~oset!ly log~cal,, working. ~ut of accepted premises, but by 
emotional cravmgs, by 1d10syncrasies of personal tempera
~ent, or. by !h: social and other practical problems of a par
ticular ~1Stor1c JUncture - I shall not attempt to discuss here. 
It remams the fact that, throughout the Enlightenment, the 
unifor~tarian creed .had in practice been effectively dominant 
- whlle the theoretical premises of diversitarianism had in 
the same. period, been constantly and with increasing fre
quency dilated upon, and that their practical implications did 
even~ally find acceptance and application. It also, I think, 
remams the fact that, even though it be assumed- as I am 
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not prepared to assume without a good deal of qualification -
that the reasons which men give for their beliefs, their stand
ards, and their tastes are but the "rationalization" of their 
desires and their spontaneous likings and dislikes, the possi
bility of giving reasons, or what appear to be such, is not less 
indispensable. And it was in the principle of plenitude that 
the protagonists of the revolution with which we are here con
cerned found one of the two most fundamental and, for their 
generation, most effective of their reasons. 

In the youthful philosophy of Schiller, set forth in the 
Philosophische Brieje, these anti-rationalistic and diversitarian 
consequences of that principle are deduced with the utmost 
boldness. From Platonic and Leibnitian premises emerges a 
justification of the temper of the Sturm und Drang. 

Every kind of perfection must attain existence in the fullness of the world. 
. . . Every offspring of the brain, everything that wit can fashion, has an 
unchallengeable right of citizenship in this larger understanding of the 
creation. In the infinite chasm of nature no activity could be omitted, no 
grade of enjoyment be wanting in the universal happiness. . . • 

That great Householder of his world who suffers not even a straw to 
fall to the ground uselessly, who leaves no crevice uninhabited where life 
may be enjoyed, who hospitably grants even that little flowering of pleasur.e 
which finds its root in madne!JS, ... this great Inventor could not pennlt 
even error to remain unutilized in his great design, could not allow this 
wide region of thought to lie empty and joyless in the mind of man. . . • 
It is a genuine gain for the completeness of the universe, it is a provision of 
the supreme wisdom that erring reason should people even the chaotic land 
of dreams and should cultivate even the barren ground of contradiction.

11 

From all which the young philosopher-poet romantically 
concludes that neither he, nor the friend to whom he imparts 
his musings need be greatly concerned lest he have sometimes 
''mistaken ~he ebullitions of his blood, the hopes and desires of 
his heart, for sober wisdom." Perhaps the entire structure of 
his conclusions is but the baseless fabric of a dream; no matter; 
the world is the richer for the illusion, and the purposes of the 
Creator are the more fully realized. 

In the work of the Divine Artist, the unique value of each part is respected, 
and the sustaining gaze with which he honors every spark of energy in even 
the lowliest creature manifests his glory not less than the harmony of the 
immeasurable whole. Life and liberty to the greatest possible extent are the 
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glory of the divine creation; nowhere is it more sublime than where it 
seems to have departed most widely from its ideal. 

~he aesthetic implication also is evident, and is not left by 
Schtller unexpressed. The human artist must like the divine 
make fullnes.s in the expression of all possible' modes of bein~ 
a~d of expenence the purpose of his activity. For him, indeed, 
thiS can only be a program to be realized gradually, as the con
tent of art is progressively enriched and diversified through 
generation after generation. 

;t'his higher ~o.mpleteness cannot be grasped by us, with our present limi
tations. Our VISion covers too small a part of the universe; and the har
monious fusion of the vast multiplicity of discords cannot reach our ears. 
Every step w~ch v:e mount in the Scale of Being makes us more capable 
?f th1a aest~et1c enJoyment; ~u~ such enjoyment has value, certainly, only 
m so far as It rouses us to a Similar activity. To wonder idly at a greatness 
not our own can never highly profit us. To the man of noble character 
there is lacking neither matter to act upon nor the power to be in his own 
sphere, himself a creator. so ' 

And the human artist who takes this for his program is bidden 
to remember that he will not be following the cosmic model in 
his small creative efforts if he allows too much concern for 
"form" to lead him to sacrifice richness of content: der Fleiss 
in den Formen kann ~uweilen die massive Wahrheit des Sto.ffes verges
sen lassen. Here, plainly, the fundamental principles of neo
classical criticism are undergoing reversal. 

In t~e same wri~~g the young theologian formally rejects 
the not1on of the dtVlne self-sufficiency, the Aristotelian prin
ciple that a God "can have no need of friends." The pious 
Klopstock, not long before, had once more apostrophized the 
deity with the ancient question: 

Warum, da allein du dir genug warst, Erster, schaffst du? ... 
Wurdest dadurch du Seliger, dass du Seligkeit gabst? 11 

But the Absolute gave no reply. The mystery 19opstock pro
nounced insoluble; the finite mind here reaches its limit. 
Schiller answers the question in terms which would have 
scandalized most of the great speculative theologians since 
Aristotle: 

f 
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Freundlos war der grosse Weltenmeister, 
Fiihlte Mangel, darum schuf er Geister, 

Sel'ge Spiegel seiner Seligkeit. 
Fand das hochste Wesen schon keine Gleiches, 
Aus dem Kelch des ganzen Wesenreiches 

Schaumt ibm die U nendlichkeit. 

The direct relation of the thought here to that of the Timaeus 
is evident; these famous lines, too, are a sort of commentary on 
that dialogue, and a highly pertinent one, tho_ugh Schiller 
himself may have been unaware of the connect10n. ~or we 
here see the definite separation of those two concept10ns of 
deity which had been joined together in hopeless discord 
throughout most of the history of European.religious th?ught. 
The Platonic Demiurgus has been recogmzed to be mcon
sistent with the Platonic Absolute, the God identified with the 
Idea of the Good as perfection or self-sufficiency; and the latter 
has been sacrificed in order that the former may be retained. 
A God who creates a world of finite spirits must be a God who 
is not sufficient unto himself. 

In consequence, chiefly, of the belated wave of classicism 
which swept over the younger German generation in the late 
seventeen-eighties and early nineties, these exuberances of 
Schiller's youth presently came to seem to him, not, indeed, 
false, but one-sided. His attempt to provide the need~d com
plement to them still too~ ~he forx:n. of a new synthes1.s of ~he 
two strains in the Platomsttc trad1t10n - the synthesis bemg 
facilitated for him by some conceptions which he had lately 
learned from Kant and Fichte. The result is set forth in his 
Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Mankind (1795), which have a 
wider bearing than their title suggests. The constructive part 
of them begins with an analogy between the two fundamental 
attributes of the Platonic, or Neoplatonic, Absolute, and two 
corresponding elements in the constitu~ion of man. <;:>n ~?e .one 
hand "a divine being cannot be subJeCt to becommg, smce 
it is 'by its essence "infinite," i. e., it is eternally complete, 
and' can gain no in~rement through any process in time. But 
on the other hand, 
a tendency ought to be named divine which has for its infinite ~rogram the 
most distinctive attribute of the divinity - the absolute mamfestation of 
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potency, the actuality of all that is possible- and the absolute unity of 
the manifestation- the necessity of all that is actual.u 

Schiller thus brings back again the two Gods of Plato -
the immutable and self-contained Perfection and the Creative 
Urge which makes for the unlimited realization in time of all 
the possibles. In these two characteristics of the divine nature 
man shares; and there are therefore two forever conflicting 
tendencies in him, the "two fundamental laws" of a being 
which is at once rational and sensuous - which has, in 
Kantian terms, both a noumenal and a temporal Ego. The 
one is the demand for pure unity, for "form" in the abstract -
the Formtrieb, as Schiller calls it; and since it is alien to time, 
it is adverse to change. "It can never exact at one time any
thing but what it exacts and requires forever." The other, the 
Sto.fftrieb, is the demand for diversity, for fullness of concrete, 
particularized content; and it necessarily manifests itself in the 
life of an incomplete and temporal being as a perpetual im
pulsion towards change, towards the enrichment of experience 
through innovation. The object of this "sensuous impulse" 
(as Schiller also, less adequately, names it), of that which 
makes man a part of the natural world of becoming, is "life, in 
the widest sense of the term, in which it embraces all material 
existence and all that is immediately present to the senses." 23 

Since the world is spread out in time, since it is change, the complete reali
zation of that potentiality which relates man to the world must consist in 
the greatest possible variability and extension. Since the persora is that which 
is permanent through change, the complete realization of that potentiality 
which is antithetic to change must consist in the greatest possible self· 
sufficiency and intension." 

Though these two elements in man are forever at war, they are 
equally indispensable to the attainment of excellence, in char
acter and in art. Beauty, the objective of art, requires always 
definiteness of form (Bestimmtheit); but those aestheticians and 
critics who dwell upon this truth are prone to forget that that 
objective is to be attained, not "through the exclusion of cer
tain realities," but through" the absolute inclusion of all." 26 

Thus the temporalized principle of plenitude and the op
posite idea of the restriction of content by the imposition of 
immutable rules of formal perfection are made by Schiller the 
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joint dictators of t~e p.rogram of life .and of a~t. Sine~ they are 
essentially antithetic, many actual JU~cture m expenence one 
of them must in .some degree be sacnficed to the ot~er. Be
tween them Schiller himself constantly wa~ers; so~etlmes ~he 
primacy seems to be given to th~ one, so~eumes. to 1ts opposxte. 
yet he conceived that he had dxscovered m a thxrd tendency of 
man, the Spieltrieb or play-impulse, the harmonio~s union ~f 
both. Into this confused effort of Schiller to reconcxle the ~ltx
mately irreconcilable we need not enter. In the end he. him
self admits that no definitive reconciliation can. be achxeved. 
The "equilibrium of form and of content remam~, always ~n 
idea" that reality can never completely reach. In reahty 
there will always remain a preponderance .of one o! these 
elements over the other; and the highest pomt to wh1ch ~x
perience can attain consists in an oscillation between two prm
ciples," in which now the one and now t~e other ~ill .b~ pre
ponderant.to Thus there must be, in t~e life of the md1vxdual, 
the development of the race, and the h1story of art, an unend
ing alternation of contrary phases. Now the insatiable quest ?f 
more "life," of greater variety and full~ess of content, Will 
break down the forms which have been Imposed upon art or 
upon other modes of man's self-expression; and now the de-

nd for "form " for fixed "principles" and stable order, 
~1 arrest the ex~ansive process of life. Thus hu~anity in all 
of its activities will- and should- forever s~m.g ?etw~en 
opposite exaggerations. But on the. whole - xt 1~ x~phed, 
though not acknowledged, by Schiller - the prmcxp~e of 
plenitude has the last word. Since he h?lds that every umfica
tion must be incomplete, every aesthetic form or m?r~l.code 
prove in the end too narrow to contain the potentxalxtxes of 
humanity, it follows that the tendency to increasing diversifi
cation through perennial change will be, and should be, the 
dominant force in man's existence. . . 

In the writings (after I 796) of the German .P?;ts, cntx~s, and 
moralists who adapted the word "romantxc . to thexr. own 
uses and introduced it into the vocabulary ~f ht.erary hx~t9ry 
and of philosophy, the diversitarian assumptlOJ_llS pervasxvely 
present; and here too it is ~losel~ c?nnected ~th the conce~
tion that the artist's task xs to xrmtate, not sxmply Natures 
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wo.rks, but h~r ':"ay of working, to enter into the spirit of the 
umverse by a1mmg, as it does, at fullness and variety without 
end. "~11 the sacre? play of art/' said Friedrich Schlegel. "is 
only a distant ~op'>?ng of the infinite play of the world, ·that 
work of art which IS eternally fashioning itself." 21 A special 
~.t~dent of t~e German. R,omantilcer has recently observed that 

JUst as Gods purpose m the things that are made' is nothing 
less than to reveal 'the invisible things of him, ... even his 
eternal power and Godhead,' thus Schlegel thought it was the 
pu~po~e of the. rom~ntic poet _likewise to show in his equally 
Objective creatiOn h1s o~. artistic power, glory, wisdom, and 
love fo: the product of his hterary genius"; and the same writer 
has pomted out how crucial in the history of the development 
of ~he xounger S~h1egel's aesthetic ideas was the suggestion 
~hich. came. to him from the field of religion," that" as God 
1~ to. h1s creatiOn, so is the artist to his own." 2s But the most 
szgmficant element for the young Romanticist in this ancient 
pa:allel was that the God whose artistic practice was to be both 
1m1tated and complemented by the human artist was a God 
who valued diversity above all else. 

But. there wa~ a radical and perilous ambiguity in this as
sumptiOn when It was applied as a rule of art or of conduct It 
could ?e co_nstrued in two ways; and they tended in practic~ .to 
be antithetiC ways.' though they were not wholly so in essence. 
~n the one ~an~; It suggested, as both an aesthetic and a moral 
~Im for t?e mdxvidual, the effort to enter as fully as possible 
mto the Immensely various range of thought a~d feeling in 
other men. It th.us ~ade. for. th_e cultivation, not merely of 
tolerance, _but of 1magmatxve msxght into the points of view 
the val~at10ns, the tastes, the subjective experiences, of others; 
~nd th~s not only as a means to the enrichment of one's own 
1~ner ~~~e, but also a~ a recognition of the objective validity of 
dxversitles of valuation. The Romantic imperative, so con
strued, was: _'Respect and. delight in - not merely, as with 
Kant, the umversal r:~son m w?ich all men uniformly partici
pat~ - but the quahtxes by whxch men, and all creatures, are 
~nhke one an?the:, and, in particular, are unlike yourself.' 
! almos! ~elu:ve - wrote Friedrich Schlegel - "that a 

WISe self-hmitatlon and moderation of the mind is not more 
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necessary to man than the inward, ever restless, almost vo
racious, participation in all life, and a certain feeling of the 
sanctity (Heiliglceit) of an abounding fullness." 29 And his own 
usual tendency, and that of the school whose ideas he so largely 
formulated, was to regard it as more necessary. The earlier 
Romantic writers accordingly became zealous preachers of 
catholicity in aesthetic appreciation. 

It is thus that Wackenroder praises Allgemeinheit, Tolerant 
und Menschenliebe in der Kunst: 

The Eternal Spirit knows that each man speaks the language which He 
has provided for him, that everyone expresses what is within him as he can 
and should. . . . [God] looks with satisfaction upon each and all, and re
joices in the variety of the mixture. . . . To him the Gothic church is as 
well-pleasing as the Grecian temple; and the rude war·music of the savage 
is a sound as dear to him as religious anthems and choruses composed with 
richest art. Yet when I turn my gaze back from Him, the Infinite, to earth, 
and look about upon my brothers- ahl how loudly must I lament that 
they so little strive to become like their great model in Heaven. [Men) 
always think of the point at which they stand as the centre of gravity of the 
universe; and similarly they regard their own feeling as the centre of all 
that is beautiful in art, pronouncing, as from the judge's seat, the final ver
dict upon all things, without remembering that no one has appointed them 
to be judges. . . . Why do you not condemn the Indian because he speaks 
his own language and not ours? And yet you would condemn the Middle 
Ages because they did not build the same kind of temples as Greece. . . . 
If you are unable to enter directly into the feelings of so many beings dif
ferent from yourself and, by penetrating to their hearts, feel their works, 
strive at least, by using the intellect as a connecting bond, to attain to such 
an understanding of them indirectly.30 

A. W. Schlegel, more than a decade later, was inculcating the 
same exacting and salutary aesthetic self-discipline. 

One cannot become a connoisseur without universality of mind, that is, 
without the flexibility which enables us, through the renunciation of per
sonal likings and blind preference for what we are accustomed to, to trans· 
pose ourselves into that which is peculiar to other peoples and times, and, 
so to say, to feel this from its centre outwards. Thus the despotism of good 
taste, by which [some critics) seek to enforce certain perhaps wholly arbi
trary rules which they have set up, is always an unwarranted presumption. 

And, recalling the disparagement both of Gothic architecture 
and of Shakespeare in the preceding period, Schlegel based 
upon this principle a condemnation of the narrowness of neo
classicism : 
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The Pantheon is not more different from Westminster Abbey than the 
structure of a ~agedy of Sophocles from that of a play of Shakespeare 
B~t d?o~dzruration for one of these really require of us depreciation ~f th~ 
ot er n we not grant that each is in its own way great and admirable 
even though .the one is utterly unlike the other? . . . The world is wide' 
and many thmgs can coexist in it side by side.n ' 

For the artist, as distinct from the appreciator of art, this ideal 
led t? .the program e~pressed in Friedrich Schlegel's famous 
d.efimtJOn of. Rom~ntlc poetry: "die romantische Poesie ist 
eme pro~re.sslVe Umversalpoesie." It must be universal, not in 
the re.stnctlVe sense of seeking uniformity of norms and uni
versahty o~ appeal, but in the expansive sense of aiming at the 
apprehens10~ and expression of every mode of human experi
ence. Nothmg should be too strange or too remote nothing 
too lofty or too lo~, to be included in its scope; no' nuance of 
chara.cter or emotiOn can be so delicate and elusive, or so 
pecuhar, that the ~oet o~ novelist ought not to attempt to seize 
lt and ~o co~vey 1ts umque quale to his readers. "From the 
rom~ntic pomt of view," wrote Schlegel, "the abnormal 
spec1es .(Aharten) of literature also have their value- even the 
eccen.tnc and .monst:ous - as materials and preparatory 
ex.erc~ses for umversal1ty- provided only that there is some
thmg m ther;n, th~t t~ey are really original., a2 

It .was ~ stram m Romanticism which was the more har
mo~tous. W1th tha~ note in it of which we observed some illus
trations m a previOus lecture - the demand for a perpetual 
~anscendence. of the already-attained, for unceasing expan
Sion. Romantic art must be progressive as well as universal 
because the universality of compreqension at which it aimed 
was assume~ to be never fully attainable by any individual or 
any generat10':. ~he Fiille des Lebens was inexhaustible; how::r m~~ of lt ~ght have been at any given time expressed 

oug e medtum of one or another art, there was alwa s 
more be.yond. The early Romanticists did not suffer from th~t 
fear whtch obsessed the young John Stuart Mill, during his 
fhase of somewhat belated adolescent melancholy- itself a 
ear wh~ch derived its poignancy from the same Romantic re

c.onception - the fear lest all the possible modes and combfna
tions m, for example, music had already been realized, that 
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there could be nothing really new in this art to look forward to. 
(This was, it need hardly be recalled incidentally, a rather 
comic cause for alarm in the third decade of the nineteenth 
century.) Nature and man, for the Romanticist, were various 
enough to afford the artist ever new material; and his task was 
indefatigably to appropriate and to embody it in equally vari
ous and changing aesthetic forms. And the moral consequence 
was the same; the good man, for the Romantic as for Goethe's 
God, was the man der immer strebend sich bemiiht. 

But the idealization of diversity, the program of consciously 
emulating and even adding to the plenitude of nature~ could, 
as I have said, be quite otherwise interpreted. And th1s alter
native interpretation is apparent in the same group of writers, 
and even in the same individuals. If the world is the better 
the more variety it contains, the more adequately it manifests 
the possibilities of differentness in human nature, the duty of 
the individual, it would seem, was to cherish and intensify his 
own differentness from other men. Diversitarianism thus led 
also to a conscious pursuit of idiosyncrasy, personal, racial, na
tional, and, so to say, chronological. "It is precisely individ
uality," wrote Friedrich Schlegel in the Athenaeum,33 "that is 
the original and eternal thing in men. . . . The cultivation 
and development of this individuality, as one's highest voca
tion, would be a divine egoism." "The more personal, local, 
peculiar (eigentiimlicher), of its own time (temporeller), a poem 
is the nearer it stands to the centre of poetry," declared 
Novalis.34 This, obviously, was the polar opposite of the funda
mental principle of the neo-classic aesthetic doctrine. This 
interpretation of the Romantic ideal suggested that the first 
and great commandment is: 'Be yourself, which is to say, be 
unique!' . 

Both of these highly dissimilar morals drawn from the prm
ciple of plenitude are especially well illustrated by Schleier
macher, in two of the chief manifestos of early German 
Romanticism, his Reden (r799) and Monologen (r8oo). The 
Reden may be called the first serious and deliberate attempt to 
formulate a distinctively "Romantic" ethics, to carry over 
into moral philosophy the same principle which had been 
given aesthetic application in the writings of the Schlegels, 
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especially in their contributions to the Athenaeu S hl . 
macher was obviously I . m. c eier-
the princi~les of plenitu:e~~~ :~~~:~~~ th:S dt~~~t~:~ ~om 
expressed m the argument for optimism- wh' h heen 
already in a · 1 tc we ave ' previous ecture, seen drawn by Leibniz: 

kin~hat;;:l~~~e ~~~~~::: r~petition of even the highest ideal be? Man-
h . Circumstances excepted ld b w ere Identical They would b h - wou e every-

efficient. What .would this be in c: t e s_ame f?rmula with a different co
humanity does manifest' Tak mlparison With the endless variety which 
• · 1 • e any e ement of human't d · 
It m a most every possible condition y .11 I .Y an you will find 
n~r quite combined with all other el~me~~ WI ~ot find It ~uite isolated, ... 
lnixtures between in eve ' · · · ut you Will find all possible 
could think of co~binatioZs ~~ ~nd unusual .combination. And if you 
revelation of the universe any. d' o n.ot see, thls gap would be a negative 
f h • m 1cat1on that in the o t e world this mixture is not possible.u present temperature 

Schleiermacher does not fi d h. 
"the often bewailed superfl~it; ~/:~umption overthrown by 
humanity, ever retur . ~ commonest forms of 
The explanation is fo~~ng _unchang_ed .m a thousand copies." 
Eternal M' d d m the prmciple of continuity: "the 

m commands that the forms· h" h · d' 
is most difficult to discern should sta d ~~ w Ic m Ividuality 
it is still true that "each ha h"n c o~est together." Yet 
are identical., s somet mg of Its own and no two 

From this, then, both in the R d 
~chleiermacher draws the ethical co e fin an~ t~; Afonol~gen, 
m tho~ght and character is the evil ~~i:~~/isa:nau'nlfiformtdty" 
to avo1d. n s rst uty 

Why, in the province of morals d h' .. 
~hich seeks to bring the highest hu:na oe;./ IS. Pl~lable uniformity prevail, 
hfeless formula~ How can th' h n I e Wlthm the compass of a single 

· IS ever ave come into . 
quence of a radical lack of feel' r. th vogue, except m conse-
living Nature, which everywh m~ or ~ fu~damental characteristic of 
nigjaltiglceit und Eigentiimlichlctit}?~s alms at dxverslty and· individuality (Man-

But here again the moral take 
the aim of the individual sh s ~~ ~wo shapes: the first, that 
understanding and s ath ou . e an. all-comprehending 
oneself through the _ymp. ~' an mcreasmg absorption into 
. ' Imagmat10n of the full f d' . 
m nature, and especially of th ' d ran~e o Iversity 

e mo es of expertence and the 
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types of character and of culture to be found among mankind 
in all periods of history and in all branches of the race. 

How can I help but rejoice in novelty and variety, which but confirms 
in new and ever different ways the truth of which I am possessect? • . . Am 
I so complete as not to welcome joy and sorrow alike, indeed whatever the 
world calls weal or woe, seeing that everything in its own way serves this 
purpose and further reveals to me the relationships of my own nature? If 
but this be accomplished, of what importance is it that I be happy? . . . 
My powers have long been striving to draw nearer to the All; when shall 
I embrace it in action and in contemplation, and achieve an inner union 
with the All which is within me? There are sciences without the knowledge 
of which my outlook on the world will never be complete. There are still 
many forms of humanity, ages and peoples, which I know no better than 
the average man does- ages and peoples into whose nature and manner of 
thought my imagination has not in its own way entered, which occupy no 

. definite place of their own in my picture of the development of the race. 
Many activities which have no place in my own nature I do not compre
hend, and I often lack an understanding of my own of their relations to that 
All which shows its greatness and beauty in humanity as a whole. Of that 
whole I shall, part by part and part with part, gain possession; the fairest of 
prospects spreads before me. How many noble natures, wholly different 
from mine, which humanity has fashioned as elements of itself, do I see 
close at hand! how many men rich in knowledge who generously or proudly 
hold out to me in noble vessels the golden fruits of their lives, and how many 
growths of distant times and regions have been transplanted to the fatherland 
through their faithful efforts! Can fate so enchain me that I shall not be 
able to draw nearer to this goal of mine? Can it refuse the means of self
development, withhold from me easy entrance into a fellowship with the 
activity of mankind as it is at present, and with the monuments of the past -
cast me out of the fair world in which I live into those barren wastes where it 
is vain to seek acquaintance with the rest of mankind, where what is merely 
common in Nature surrounds me on all sides with everlasting uniformity, 
and nothing fine, nothing distinctive, stands out in the thick and sodden 
atmosphere?37 • • • For me imagination supplies what reality withholds; 
through it I can put myself in any situation in which I observe another to 
be placed; his experience moves in my mind, changes it to accord with its 
own nature, and represents in my thought how 114 would act. Upon the 
common judgment of mankind about other men's existence and activity -
a judgment framed out of the dead letter of empty formulas - no reliance 
can, indeed, be placed. . . . But if - as must be the case where life is 
really present - an inner activity accompanies the play of the imagination, 
and the judgment is an explicit consciousness of this inner activity - then 
that which is apprehended as external to the mind of the beholder gives 
form to his mind, as if it were really his own, as if he had himself performed 
the outward action which he contemplates. Thus, in the future as in the 
past, by the power of this inner activity I shall take possession of the whole 
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world, and shall make bet.ter use of i~ a~ in quiet contemplation than if 1 
had to accompany each qu1cldy changmg 1mage with some outward action. at 

Such a grim determination, as Emerson said of Margaret Ful
ler, to eat this huge universe ! 

But the other interpretation of the diversitarian ideal is not 
less - on the. whole, it is rather more - ardently insisted 
up.on by Schle1ermacher; he presents it in the Monologen as the 
cht~f outcome of the ~ourse of reflection through which he had 
arnved at a new ethtcs. 

So there came to me what is now my highest insight. It became clear 
to.me that every man should exemplify humanity in his own way, in a unique 
mixture of elements, so that humanity may be manifested in all ways d 
~verything become actual which in the fullness of infinity can proceed r:m 
~~. womb. . .. . Yet ~nly slowly and with difficulty does a man attain full con
SCIO~snes~ of his umqueness. Often does he lack courage to look upon it, 
turm~g h1s gaz.: rather upon that which is the common possession of mankind, 
to wh1ch he so fo~dly and gratefully holds fast; often he is in doubt whether 
he should set h1mself apart, as a distinctive being, from that common 
character. . . . The most characteristic urge of Nature often goes unnoted 
and ev~n where her ou~ines show themselves most clearly, man's eye ali 
too ea~dy passes over therr sharp-cut edges, and fixes itself firmly only upon 
the umversal." 

By "individuals," Schleiermacher elsewhere explains, he 
does not mean solely persons; there are also collective individ
uals, such as races, nations, families, and sexes; each of these 
also, may and should have its distinctive character. And in th~ 
Re~en ~applying both of the two interpretations of diversi
tarlantsm - he reverses the fundamental assumption common 
~o th~ <?hurch ~d .to th~ deists, and declares that variety even 
m rehgtous behefs 1s desrrable and essential: 

:Oe diffe~ent manifestations of religion cannot be mere subdivisions, dif
fermg only m numbers and size, and forming, when united, a uniform 
~hole .. In that case every one by a natural progress would come to be like 
h1s neighbor. . . • I therefore find the multiplicity of religions to be 
grounded in the nature of religion. . . . This multiplicity is necessary 
for the complete manifestation of religion. It must seek for distinctive 
character, not only in the individual but in society. 

H~ admonishes with ~special severity those who seek for a 
umve;,sal creed expressmg the uniform reason of man. "You 
must, he says to the deists: 
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You must abandon the vain and foolish wish that there should be only 
one religion; you mwt lay aside all repugnance to its multiplicity; as can
didly as possible, you must approach everything that has ever, in the chang
ing forms of humanity, been developed in its advancing career from the 
ever fruitful bosom of the spiritual life. . . . You are wrong, therefore, with 
your universal religion that is supposed to be natural to all; for no one will 
have his own true and right religion if it is the same for all. As long as we 
each of us occupy a separate place, there must be in these relations of man 
to the universe a nearer and a farther, which will determine such feeling 
differently in every life. . . . Nur in der Totalitiit alter solcher miiglichen For
men kann die gan.te Religion wirklich gegeben werden. •o 

Christianity is, indeed, for Schleiermacher, the highest of 
the positive religions; but its superiority lies only in its freedom 
from exclusiveness. It does not claim " to be universal and to 
rule alone over mankind as the sole religion. It scorns such 
autocracy. . . . Not 'Mlly would it produce within itself va
riety to infinity, but it would willingly see realized even out
side of itself all that it is unable to produce from itself. ... As 
nothing is more irreligious than to demand general uniformity 
in mankind, so nothing is more unchristian than to seek uni
formity in religion." 41 Any man, in short, Schleiermacher 
conclu<;les, may, and it is well that every man should, have a 
religion of his own- one, that is, which has something unique 
in it which corresponds to what is unique in his own personal
ity and to his unduplicated position in the universe. 

If we should attempt, in the light of subsequent history, an 
appraisal of these two strains in the Romantic ideal, most of us 
would perhaps agree that both contributed to bring about 
some happy and some unhappy consequences in the next 
dozen decades. The first strain was the promulgation and 
the prophecy of an immense increase in the range - though 
not always in the excellence - of most of the arts, and of an 
unprecedented widening of men's gusto in the recognition and 
the enjoyment of what Akenside had called "the fair variety 
of things." The program of the early Romantic school was 
to be the deliberate program of the drama, much of the non
dramatic poetry, the novel, music', and painting in the nine
teenth century; and it is mere blindness not to see in this a vast 
enrichment of the sources of delight in life. And this was not 
merely an aesthetic gain. It tended - in so far as it was not 
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offset by an opposing tendency - to nothing less than an en
largeme;nt o! human nat:u'e itself- to an increase of men's, 
and nations , ~nderstandmg and appreciation of one another, 
not as a m_ultitude of samples of an identical model but as 
representativ~ <?f. a legitimate and welcome diversicy of cul
~res and of mdtvidual reactions to the world which we ha 
m common. Yet all this had its dangers. The Stojftrieh _ ve 
comes bac~ to Schiller's dualism - has tended to overwh~l: 
the. Formtneh. The revolt against the standardization of life 
eastly becomes a revolt against the whole conception of stand
ards. '!he ~ "':hose attribute of reasonableness was ex
pres~ed m the prmctple of plenitude was not selective; he gave 
reahty to all t~e essences. But there is in man a reason which 
demands sel~ct1o~, preferenc~, and negation, in conduct and in 
art. To say Yes to everythmg an~ everybody is manifestly to 
?ave no c?aracter at all. The dehcate and difficult art of life 
1s to find, m each new turn of experience, the via media between 
two extremes: to be catholic without being characterless. to 
have a;n? .apply standards, and yet to be on guard against their 
desens1t1z1?g a~~ stupefying influence, their tendency to blind 
us to t~e dtversitles of concrete situations and to previously un
recogmzed values; to know when to tolerate when to embrace 
and wh~n to fight. And in that art, since ~o fixed and com: 
prehensiv~ rule ca~ be laid down for it, we shall doubtless 
never attam perfectton. All this has now no doubt b t · b · . ' , ecome a 
ruiSm; . ut It IS also a paradox, since it demands a synthesis 
~f oppostte~. And to Schiller and some of the Romanticists 
1ts paradoxtcal aspect made it seem not less but more evident! 
true. y 

A similar bifurcati~n of tendencies may be seen in the other 
of the two elements m the Romantic ideal, as an influence in 
the s~bsequent centu~. It served to promote, in individuals 
and m peoples, a resistance to those forces, resultant larg-ely 
from th~ spread of der:nocracy and from technological pro • 
ress, which tend to obhterate the differences that make g 
and groups of men, interesting and therefore valuable ton::~ 
another .. It ~as t?e peq~etual enemy of das Gemeine. But it has 
also (bemg m thts prectsely opposite to the other Romantic 
tendency) promoted a great deal of sickly and sterile introver-
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sian in literature - a tiresome exhibition of the eccentricities 
of the individual Ego, these eccentricities being often, as is 
now notorious, merely conventions painfully turned inside out, 
since a man cannot by taking thought become more original or 
'unique' than Nature has made him. It has lent itself all too 
easily to the service of man's egotism, and especially - in the 
political and social sphere- of the kind of collective vanity 
which is nationalism or racialism. The belief in the sanctity of 
one's idiosyncrasy- especially if it be a group idiosyncrasy, 
and therefore sustained and intensified by mutual flattery
is rapidly converted into a belief in its superiority. More than 
one great people, in the course of the past century and a half, 
having first made a god of its own peculiarities, good or bad or 
both, presently began to suspect that there was no other god. 
A type of national culture valued at first because it was one's 
own, and because the conservation of differentness was recog· 
nized as a good for humanity as a whole, came in time to be 
conceived of as a thing which one had a mission to impose upon 
others, or to diffuse over as large a part of th: surface of the 
planet as possible. Thus the wheel came full Circle; what may 
be called a particularistic uniformitarianism, a tendency to 
seek to universalize things originally valued because they were 
not universal, found expression in poetry, in a sort of phi
losophy, in the policies of great states and the enthusiasms of 
their populations. The tragic outcome has been seen, and ex
perienced, by all of us in our own time. 

But - corruptio optimi pessima. The discovery of the intrinsic 
worth of diversity was, in both of its aspects, and with all of the 
perils latent in it, one of the great discoveries of the human 
mind; and the fact that it, like so many other of his discoveries, 
has been turned by man to ruinous uses, is no evidence that it 
is in itself without value. In so far as it was historically due to 
the age-long influence, culminating in the eighteenth century, 
of the principle of plenitude, we may set it down among the 
most important and potentially the most benign of the mani
fold consequences of that influence. I cannot forbear to add 
that there is perhaps a certain appositeness in this theme, at 
least, to the memory of the man whose name this lectureship 
bears. William james, whatever the verdict of the future upon 
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some of his more technical philosophic theses was in himself an 
em~iment, i~ a just and sane balance, of the two elements in 
the Ideal of which I have been speaking. In him were united 
as in few .men of our time, or perhaps of any time, distinctive~ 
ness of mmd, the gift of seeing familiar facts and old problems 
in fre~h and .highly p~rsonal.ways, and a rare degree of the sort 
of umversaltty of rrund which the Romantics in their more 
happily inspire~ utt~rances, pr~is~d. Temp~ramentally in
capa~l~ of holdmg his own convictiOns lightly or of any easy 
eclecticiSm, he nevertheless took delight in the rich diversity of 
the chara.ct~rs, the mental processes, and- within limits
of. t~e opimons of others. This was no superficial toleration 
ansm~, as most toleration arises, from indifference. He had -
what IS one of the least common of qualities - a constant 
sense that other people have, as he put it "insides of their 
~wn," often quite different from his; and h~ had an eager de
sire and an extraordinary power to get outside of what was 
peculi~ to himself and to understand, "from the centre out
wards, what was peculiar to any of his fellows. To intoler
a?ce, co~ventionality, and pedantry this imaginative sympathy 
did ~o~, m~eed, ext~nd. But any spark, or even seeming spark, 
of ?~Igmahty or u~1queness in his students, or in any man or 
~tmg, ho~ever httle ~es:arded by most of the professional 
philosophers, .aro:used hiS Instant interest, his sometimes too 
g~nerous adrruratlon, and a hope that there might be here the 
dts~losure o~ one of the many aspects of a happily very various 
umverse which an adequate philosophy could not neglect. 

r 

XI 

THE OUTCOME OF THE HISTORY AND ITS MORAL 

WE BEGAN our history with the formation of those conceptions 
of metaphysical theology which were to remain dominant ~ 
though not without rivals- in Western thou~ht for two rrul
lennia: the conceptions which first clearly manifest themselves 
in the Republic and the Timaeus of Plato and were developed 
and systematized by the Neoplatonists. And with a phase of 
the history· of metaphysical theology we may conclude. The 
most noteworthy consequence of the persistent influence of 
Platonism was, we have seen, that throughout the greater part 
of its history Western religion, in its more philosophic forms, has 
had two Gods (as, in its less philosophic forms, it has h~d m~re 
than two). The two were, indeed, identified as one bemg wtth 
two aspects. But the ideas corresponding to the 'aspects' were 
ideas of two antithetic kinds of being. The one was the Abso:
lute of otherworldliness-self-sufficient, out oftime, alien to the 
categories of ordinary human thought and experi~nce, .need
ing no world of lesser beings to supplement or enhance hiS own 
eternal self-contained perfection. The other was-a God who 
emphatically was not self-sufficient nor, in any philosophi~al 
sense,' absolute': one whose essential nature required the exiSt
ence of other beings, and not of one kind of these only, but of all 
kinds which could find a place in the descending scale of the 
possibilities of reality - a God whose prime attribut~ was 
generativeness, whose manifestation was to be found m the 
diversity of creatures and therefore in the temporal order a~d 
the manifold spectacle of nature's processes. The device 
which for centuries served to mask the incongruity of the two ' ' ..,.._. 
conceptions was the simple dictum of Plato in the . .1. ~maeus, 
elaborated into the fundamental axiom of emanatlomsm
that a "good" being must be free from "envy," that .that 
which is more perfect necessarily engenders, or overflows mto, 
that which is less perfect, and cannot "remain within itself." 
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The device, though it served its purpose, did not in fact over
com: the contrad~ction of the two ideas; but its effectiveness 
was mcreased by Its seeming. congruence with an assumption 
about the causal relation which, however gratuitous, seems 
natural to the human mind- that the' lower' must bed · • 
f fi h 'hi h , h enva . Ive rom t e . g er, t e cause be, at the least, not less than 
Its effects. With this theological dualism - since the idea of 
God was taken to be ~so t?e definition of the highest good -
there ran, as we have likeWISe seen, a dualism of values the one 
ot?erworldly (though often in a half-hearted way), the other 
~h~-w?rldly. If the good for man was the contemplation or the 
mutation of God, this required, on the one hand, a transcend
e!lce and ~uppression of the merely 'natural' interests and de
Sires, a ~thdrawal of the soul from ' the world' the better to 
prep~e It for the beatific vision of the divine perfection; and it 
requxred, on the ot~er han~, a :piety towards the God of things 
as t~ey are, an adormg dehght m the sensible universe in all its 
vanety, an endeavor on man's part ~o know and understand it 
eve; .more fully! and a conscious participation in the divine 
actiVIty of creation. 

Of the breaking apart of the two elements of this dualism we 
have already ~bserved sox_ne examples in the eighteenth cen
tury: The log1c o~ the prmciple of plenitude itself seemed to 
entad the conclu~10n that the imitation of an otherworldly 
God, even assummg such a God, could not be the good for 
man, or for any creature, since the reason or the goodness of 
~ dem~nd<:d . tha~ ea~h grade of imperfect being should 
eXlSt .after Its dlSti.nctive kmd. And meanwhile the idea of God 
was Itself ~eco~g predominantly this-worldly, tending to
war?s ~ fusio~ With .the conception of' Nature' infinitely vari
ous ~n I~ ma~Ifestations and endlessly active in the production 
of d1~er1?g kmds. of beings. Our present concern is with the 
cul~nation of this latter tendency. When the Chain of Being 
-I~ ?ther wor~s, the entire created universe- came to be 
exphci~Y conce1ved, no longer as complete once for all and 
everlastmgly the same in the kinds of its components b~t as 
gradually evolving from a less to a greater degree of,fullness 
and excellence, the question inevitably arose whether a God 
eternally complete and immutable could be supposed to be 
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manifested in such a universe. The question was not always, 
or at first, answered in the negative; there were numerous 
eighteenth-century attempts, some of which we have noted, to 
combine the belief in a Creator who, being always the same 
and always acting in accordance with the same necessities of 
absolute reason, could not generate a creation different at one 
time from what it is at another, with the conviction that the 
world, being expansive and progressive, is essentially different 
at one time from what it is at another, and that the general 
order of events in time is not a negligible feature of finite exist
ence, irrelevant to those eternal aspects of things with which 
metaphysics has to do, but is an aspect of reality of profound 
significance for philosophy. So long as the two beliefs were 
held together, the seeming axiom to which I have referred -
that the antecedent in a c.ausal process cannot contain less than 
the consequent, or a higher type of being come from a lower -
could still be precariously maintained. But with the end of that 
century and the opening decades of the nineteenth these as
sumptions of the traditional theology and metaphysics began 
to be reversed. God himself was temporalized - was, indeed, 
identified with the process by which the whole creation slowly 
and painfully ascends the scale of possibility; or, if the name is 
to be reserved for the summit of the scale, God was conceived 
as the not yet realized final term of the process. Thus for 
emanationism and creationism came to be substituted what 
may best be called radical or absolute evolutionism- the 
typically Romantic evolutionism of which Bergson's L' £volution 
creatrice is in great part a re-editing. The lower precedes the 
higher, not merely in the history of organic forms and func
tions, but universally; there is more in the effect than was con
tained, except as an abstract unrealized potentiality, in the 
cause. 

This development can best be seen in Schelling. In much of 
his philosophizing between 1800 and 1812, it is true, he has 
still two Gods and therefore two religions - the religion of 
a time-transcending and eternally complete Absolute, an 
"Identity of Identities," the One of Neoplatonism- and the 
religion of a struggling, temporally limited, gradually self
realizing World-Spirit or Life-Force. The latter is the aspect 
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~nder which the former manifests itself to us. In its manifesta~ 
t10n the prin.ciples. of plenitude and continuity rule. The tern~ 
poral order IS, as 1t were, a projection, a spread~out image of 
the Absolute Intelligence, and its concrete content consis~ of 
the su~cession of organisms and their states. And any such 
su~cesston must, says Schelling, constitute a progressive graded 
senes, for the following reason : 

. ~ucce~ion itself is gradual, i. e., it cannot in any single. moment be given 
m 1ts ~nnrety. But the farther succession proceeds, the more fully the uni
verse ~~unfolded. Co~seque?~ly, the organic world also, in proportion as 
success10n adv~nces, wJll attam to a fuller extension and represent a greater 
part of the umverse. . . . And on the other hand the farther we go back 
m ~e world of ?rganisms, the smaller becomes the part of the universe 
~hi.ch the orga~1sm. e'I?-braces within itself. The plant-world is the most 
bmlted of all, smce m 1t a great number of natural processes are lacking 
altogether,l 

But t?e new con.ception is set forth still more boldly- and 
clearly m the treat1se Ueber das Wesen der mmschlichen Freiheit 
(r8og). E~en here vestiges of the NeoplatonicAbsolute.remain; 
but Schellmg dwells with predilection upon the thesis that God 
never is, but is only coming to be, through nature and history. 

Has creation a final go~l? And if so, why was it not reached at once? 
Why .was the c~nsummation not realized from the beginning? To these 
qu~tions th~re 1s but one answer: Because God is Life, and not merely 
be.mg. All bfe has afatt! and is subje~t to suffering and to becoming. To 
this, then, God has of h1s own free wtll subiected himself Bei • 

'hl I · be · " · · · · ng 18 
~~~~~ eon Y m com.m~ .. In bein~ as such, it is true, there is no becoming; 
m the. latter, rather, 1t u Itself pos1ted as eternity. But in the actualization 
(of bem~) through opposition there is necessarily a becoming. Without the 
conception. of a humanly suffering God - a conception common to all 
th~ my~t~nes and spiritual religions of the past- history remains wholly 
unmtelhgtble.' 

.Yet. the principle of plenitude, with some qualification and 
W1~h 1t t~e cosmical determinism of Abelard, Bruno,' and 
Spmo~a, 1s o~e ~ore affirmed by Schelling. It is, says 
Schelhng - stlll usmg the phrases of Dionysius and the 
Schoolmen -.- because "the act of self-revelation in God is 
related to h1s Goodness and Love" that it is necessary. But 
none the less,. or rather, all the more, "the proposition is abso
lutely undemable that from the divine nature everything fol-
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lows with absolute necessity, that everything which is possible 
by means of it must also be actual, and what is not actual must 
also be morally impossible. The error of Spinozism did not at 
all consist in the assertion of such an inexorable necessity in 
God, but only in conceiving of this necessity as something life
less and impersonal." It recognizes only "a blind and me~ 
chanica! necessity." But" if God is essentially Love and Good
ness, then that which is morally necessary in him follows with a 
truly metaphysical necessity." Leibniz, on the other hand, was 
wholly wrong in attributing to God a choice between possible 
worlds, a sort of "consultation of God with himself" at the 
conclusion of which he decided upon the actualization of only 
one among a multitude of possibilities. a To assume such a free 
choice would be to imply "that God has chosen a less perfect 
world than, when all conditions are taken into account, was 
possible, and - as some, in fact, assert, since there is no ab
surdity which does not find some spokesmen - that God 
could, if he had wished, have created a world better than this 
one." (This, it will be remembered, had long since been de
clared by Abelard to be an absurdity.) There thus is not, and 
never was, a plurality of possible worlds. True, at the begin
ning of the world-process there was a chaotic condition, con
stituting the first movement of the Primal Ground (Grund), as 
"a matter still unformed, but capable of receiving all forms"; 
and there was therefore then "an infinity of possibilities" not 
yet realized. "But this Primal Ground is not to be assimilated 
to God; and God, given his perfection, could will only one 
thing." "There is only one possible world, because there is 
only one God." 4 But this one possible world cannot contain 
less than all that was really possible. 

The " God" even of this passage, it will be seen, still retains 
some otherworldly attributes, and the necessity of the produc
tion of all possible creatures is still deduced by arguments which 
are closely akin to the dialectic of emanationism. God is not 
the Urgrund, nor is he the final consummation of the process 
in which the Urgrund gives rise to increasingly various forms 
and eventually to self-consciousness in man; he remains, here, 
a perfection prior to the world and yet generative of it as a 
necessary logical consequence of his essential nature. Yet the 
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generatio~ is a ~adual and successive one; and if Schelling 
meant seriously hiS emphatic thesis that God is "a life" and 
ther~fore "subject to ~uffering and becoming,'' he could not 
consiStently hold to this conception of a transcendent Absolute 
wh~ dO:s not genuinely participate in the world-process in 
':hie? his sel~-revelation consists. The two theologies still sub
SISt side by stde; but one of them is a survivaJ the other is an 
innovati?g !dea. which is o~ t~e point of destro~ing the former. 

Schellmg s fnend and dtsciple, the naturalist Oken, simul
t~eously set fo.rt~ mu~h t~e same conceptions, with some ad
~ltions ~d vartations, m hiS .Lehrbuch der Naturphilosophie, x8xo. 

The phtlosophy of Nature IS the science of the eternal trans
formation of God into the world." 

.It has th~ taak of showing the phases of the world's evolution from the 
pnmal nothingness: ~ow the heavenly bodies and the elements arose, how 
these ad~anced to higher forms, how finally organisms appeared and in 
~an attamed ~o reason. These phases constitute the history of the genera
tion of ~he uruverse. . • . The philoeophy of nature is in the most com
preheJlllve sense cosmogony, or, as Moses called it, Ge111sis,6 

Oken, it will be observed, here speaks of a God in some sense 
:mtec~ent to t?e world, of an Absolute which metamorphoses 
Itself mto a umyerse. There are, in fact, in his metaphysical 
~erminolo~ also, residual traces of the language of emanation
~m. But 1n ?ken they are even more recessive than in Schel
lmg. For thiS antecedent Absolute is described in the most 
unequivocally negative terms. Except as self-evolving in time 
says Oken, God = zero, or pure nothingness. All number~ 
may, no do~bt, be said to be contained in zero, since they may 
all be described as determinations of zero; and so all beings 
may be said to pre-exist in God. But they so exist "not in a 
real but ~nl~ in an ideal manner, not actu but only'potentia." e 
The realz~at1on (Realwerden) of God, then, takes place only 
grad~ally,. through t~e history of the cosmos. Its primary 
~nifestatton and umversal condition is time. " Time is noth
mg but ~he Absol';lte .itself." "The Absolute is not in time, nor 
befor~ trme, but u tlme." Again, " time is simply the active 
t?inking of God." It ~ "the universal that includes all par
ti~ulars, hence ~11 particular things are in time, and created 
Ttme and creation are one." 7 This temporal Realwerdung of 
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the Absolute reaches its highest point in man, a being ca
pable of self-consciousness. "Man is the creation in which 
God fully becomes an object to himself. Man is God repre
sented by God. God is a man representing God in self-con
sciousness. . . . Man is God wholly manifested, der gan~ 
erschimene Gott." 8 

These early manifestations of an approximation to radical 
evolutionism in theology were not permitted to pass unchal
lenged. And the challenge came from the man who, two 
decades before, had been regarded with special admiration and 
piety by nearly all the young leaders of the German Romantic 
movement. F. H. Jacobi published in 1812 an essay, Von den 
gottlichen Dingen und ihrer Ojfenbarung, which was chiefly devoted 
to a vehement and (as Schelling afterwards described it) tear
ful attack upon this new way of thinking. In the issue which 
Schelling had raised, Jacobi saw the deepest-reaching an
tithesis in the entire philosophy of religion. "There can," he 
wrote, "be only two principal classes of philosophers: those 
who regard the more perfect (Vollkommnere) as derived from, 
as gradually developed out of, the less perfect, and those who 
affirm that the most perfect being was first, and that all things 
have their source in him; that the first principle of all things 
was a moral being, an intelligence willing and acting with 
wisdom-a Creator-God." Jacobi's reply is rambling and 
dogmatic; but he takes his stand finally upon what he regards 
as a self-evident and fundamental axiom of metaphysics: that 
something cannot "come from nothing " nor the superior be 
''produced by" the inferior. Such a philosophy as Schelling's, 
in fact, is, Jacobi asserts, a direct contradiction of a law of 
formal logic. For, as he observes- the observation is a com
monplace of Platonistic theology - the relation of God to the 
world may, among other things, be conceived as the relation of 
a logical prius, a Beweisgrund or reason, to its consequences, the 
implications deducible from it. But "always and necessarily a 
Beweisgrund must be above that which is to be proved by means 
of it, and must subsume the latter under it; it is from the 
Beweisgrund that truth and certitude are imparted to those 
things which are demonstrated by means of it; from it they 
borrow their reality." 
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To this attack Schelling replied in a piece of controversial 
writing celebrated for its ferocity and for the damage which it 
did, at least in the eyes of his contemporaries, to the philo
sophical reputation of his critic.' What is pertinent here is the 
fact that the attack caused Schelling, not to tone down his 
theological evolutionism, but to give it more radical and more 
nearly unqualified expression than before. He might conceiv
ably have met the criticism by pointing out the passages in his 
previous writings in which the infinity, timelessness, and self
sufficiency of the Absolute Identity had been recognized. So 
far is he from doing this that he now almost unequivocally 
repudiates such a conception, and quite expressly denies that 
such an Absolute can be the God of religion. From Jacobi's 
formulation of the issue, and his estimate of its philosophical 
significance, Schelling does not dissent; nor does he repudiate 
his critic's account of the essentials of his doctrine. It is, in
deed, Schelling observes, needful to make some distinctions, if 
the meaning of the doctrine is properly to be understood. 
Those who held it did not, for example, maintain that the 
"more perfect sprang from a less perfect being independent of 
and different from itself," but simply that "the more perfect 
has risen from its own less perfect condition." Nor, accord
ingly, did they deny that, in a sense, "the all-perfect being
that which has the perfections of all other things in itself -
must be before all things." But they did deny that it thus pre
existed as perfect actu and not merely potentia. "To believe 
that it did," says Schelling, "is difficult for many reasons, but 
first of all for the very simple one that, if it were in actual pos
session of the highest perfection {or completeness], it would 
have had no reason (Grund) for the creation and production of 
so many other things, through which it- being incapable of 
attaining a higher degree of perfection - could only fall to a 
lower one." 10 Here the central contradiction inherent in the 
logic of emanationism - but for so many centuries persist
ently disregarded- was pointed out with the utmost sharp· 
ness. The promise and potency, then, of all that evolution 
should unfold might, if one cared to insist on this, be said to 
pre-exist from the beginning; but it was a promise unfulfilled 
and a potency unrealized : 
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1 sit God (says Schelling] as the first.and the last, as th~ Alpha and th.e 

Om~; but as Alpha.he is not what he 18 as Omega, and m so far as he 11 

nl 
egth _God 'in an eminent sense' -he can not be the other God, 

0 y e one F · th 1 · · th me sense or in strictness, be calle<! God. or m at case, et 1t 
m e sa • • 1 ) God D · r· · ld 
be 1 a.d the unevolved (uruntfa tete , eus 1mp &CJtus, wou expressy s 1, . .• u 
already be what, as Omega, the Deus expl1CJtus 18. 

Upon what grounds, in the face of Jacobi's ?bjections, does 
Schelling justify this evolutionary theology? F1rst of all on the 

d that it accords with the actual character of the world 
groun . d' 1 d 

f Perience as that character 1s lSC ose to our every-
o our ex ' h · · · f 
d b ervation and to the more compre ens1ve V1SlOn o 

ay o s . ld. . 1 
natural science. On the face of 1t, the wor 1s, prec1se y, a sys-

t 
· which the higher habitually develops out of the lower, 

em m h'ld . fuller existence out of emptier. The c 1 gr~ws mto a man, 

h 
· nt become learned· "not to ment10n that nature t e 1gnora , . . . . 

itself, as all know who have the requ1S1te acquamt~nce Wlth the 

b. t has gradually risen from the product1on of more 
su ~ec , h od · f and inchoate creatures to t e pr uct1on o more 
meagre , 12 A h' h · " t d more finely formed ones. process w 1c 1s con-
per1ec an dl b h . . 
stantly going on before our eyes. can har Y e t e mco~celv-

b.l. h'ch Jacobi had made 1t out to be. The new ph1loso· a 1 1ty w 1 al , 1 · , f 
hy had simply interpreted the g~ner o; u tlmate nature o 

Ph. nd their order in being, m the hght of the known na-
t mgs, a h' 'th h' h ture and sequences of all particular,; mgs w1 w 1C v:e are 

· ted The" ordinary theism, defended by Jacobl, had, 
acquam · · 1' d 

h t ary given us " a God who 1s a 1en to nature an a 
on t e con r , . .. l' h G d · 
nature that is devoid of God - em unnatur zc er ott un eme 

ottlose Natur." 11 
• • • 

g A · s helling observes, the fact of eVll, the 1mperfect1on 
gam, c bel' f h h · 

f h ld is irreconcilable with the 1e t at t e umverse 
o t e wor , . 11' t b . . . Th 

roceeds from a being perfect and mte 1gen a mztzo. ose 
~ho hold this belief "have no answer "":hen they are ~ked 
h f m an intelligence so clear and luc1d, a whole so smgu
h~·7' ~~nfused (even when brought into some orde~) as the 

yld have arisen." In every way, then, Schellmg finds 
wor can d · h h f · h f the icture of reality which accor s Wlt t e acts 1s t at o a 

p 1 confused and troubled ascent towards fuller and 
more or ess · · h 
higher life; and the only admissible concept1on of God 1s t at 
which is in harmony witl-. this picture. Nor has the contrary 
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view, he declares, the religiously edifying and consoling char
acter to which it pretends. For it "derives the not-good from 
the Good, and makes God, not the source and potentiality of 
the g~d, but th~ source and potentiality of the not-good." 
ConcelVed - as m the theology of absolute becoming it is 
conceived- as a good in the making, als ein ins Gute Ver
wandelbares, evil or imperfection itself is not the hopeless and 
~enseless piec~ of reality which it must be if conceived as good 
m the unmakmg, as a lapse from a perfection already realized. 
The God of all the older theology, moreover, had been a God 
etern.ally complete, "ready-made once for all," as Schelling 
puts 1t. But no conception could be more barren and unprofit
able than this; for it is really the conception of" a dead God " 
not of the God that lives and strives in nature and in man. It

1

is 
inconceivable, Jacobi had declared, that life should arise out of 
death, being out of non-being, higher existences out of lower. 
Is it, then, asked Schelling, easier to conceive that death should 
arise out oflife? "What could move the God who is not a God 
of the dead but of the living, to produce death. Infinitely more 
conceivable is it that out of death - which cannot be an abso
lute death, but only the death which has life concealed within 
it - life should arise, than that life should pass over into 
should lose itself in, death." 14 ' 

Jacobi's error, however - Schelling observes -is a natural 
co~sequence of the logical doctrine of the older philosophy from 
wh1ch. he never fully emancipated himself; it is, indeed, the 
crowmng example of the pernicious results in metaphysics of 
the acceptance of the Wolffian theory of knowledge, which 
based everything upon the logical Principle of Identity, and 
re~ar?ed all certain j.udgments as "analytical." According to 
th1s Vlew, says Schellmg- not with entire historical accuracy 
- "all demonstration is merely a progression in identical 
propositions, there is no advance from one truth to a different 
one, but only from the same to the same. The tree of knowl
edge never comes to bloom or to fruitage; there is nowhere any 
development." But true philosophy and truly objective science 
are not a chanting of tautologies. Their object is always a con
crete and living thing; and their progress and evolution is a 
progress and evolution of the object itself. "The right method 
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of philosophy is an ascending, not a descending, one" · and its 
true axiom is precisely opposite to that pseudo-axio~ which 
Jacobi had enunciated: 

Always and necessarily that from which development proceeds (dtr 
Emwicklungsgrund) is lower than that which is developed; the former raises 
the latter above itself and subjects itself to it, inasmuch as it serves as the 
matter, the organ, the condition, for the other's development. 

It is - as has too little been noted by historians - in this 
introduction of a radical evolutionism into metaphysics and 
theology, and in the attempt to revise even the principles of 
logic to make them harmonize with an evolutional conception 
of reality, that the historical significance of Schelling chiefly 
consists. The question at issue in his controversy with jacobi is, 
indeed, as he clearly recognized and emphatically declared, 
one of the most fundamental and momentous of all philo
sophical questions, both by its relation to many other theoreti
cal problems, and also by its consequences for the religious 
consciousness. Schelling's thesis meant not only the discarding 
of a venerable and almost universally accepted axiom of ra
tional theology and metaphysics, but also the emergence of a 
new mood and temper of religious feeling. 

For Schelling himself, however, the implication of this doc
trine of a God-in-the-making could not be simply a blandly 
cheerful evolutionary meliorism. The progress of the world, 
the gradual manifestation or self-realization of God, is a strug
gle against opposition; since the full possibilities of being were 
not realized all at once, and are not yet realized, there must in 
the original nature of things be some impediment, some prin
ciple of retardation, destined to be triumphed over, indeed, 
but not without suffering and temporary defeats. The Life
Force advances - as Robinet had said - fumblingly, by trial 
and error. There is a tragic element in cosmic and in human 
history; the world-process is ein Wechselspiel von Hemmen und von 
Streben. This conception Schelling had already expressed in his 
youthful poem Das epikureische Glaubensbekenntnis Hein<. Wieder
porstens, well known through the felicitous translation of part of 
it by Royce in The Spirit of Modern Philosophy.l& 

Thus, at last, the Platonistic scheme of the universe is turned 
upside down. Not only had the originally complete and immu-
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tab~e Chain of Being been converted into a Becoming · 
whtch all genuine possibles are, indeed, destined to realiza~i~~ 
~ad~ after grade, ye~ only. through a vast, slow unfolding in 
tune, ~ut now God hunselflS placed in, or identified with, this 
B~co~mg. The. World of Ideas which defines the ran e of 
?1vemty of possxble existence has definitely been transfo~med 
mto a .realm of mere possibility awaiting actualization empty 
~nd Without value until it attains it; and even the Idea ~f Ideas 
1s no longer exempted from this status. The world-generating 
process s.tarts not ,at the top ~>Ut at the bottom, in those ultime 
poten(.e (m Dante s phrase) m which the infinite productive 
~ower .had been supposed to reach the limit of its capacity 

here 1s. no lo;flger a 'way down,' but there is still a 'way up ; 
But the mvers1on of the Platonistic scheme of things a d · 
dally f th · d ' n espe-. o . e .genetic or er assumed in the TimfUUs and by Plo-
tmus, whde 1t converts the Scale of Being into an abstract ideal 
schema~ does not alter its essential character. The elements of 
the a?cient co~plex of ~deas whose history we have reviewed 
~ema.m potent m Schelling's evolutionistic metaphysics The 
msatiable generativeness, the tendency to produce d' · · 
the ec 'ty f h 1. . Iversity, 

n. ess1 o t ere~ Izat10n of the greatest possible' fullness • 
of b~mg - these attnbutes of the Platonistic world are still the 
attnbut;s of th~ world of the Romantic philosopher. But the 
ge.neratiVene~s IS now that of an insufficiency striving uncon
sciously for ncher and more various being; and the fullness is 
no.t the permanent character but the flying goal of the whole of 
thmgs. 

Th~s hi.storic outcome of the long series of 'footnotes to 
Plato ~hich ~e h~ve been observing was also, so far as it went 
the lo~cally mevltable outcome. Whatever else be said of 
Schellmg's reasoning in this phase of his philosophy he at 1 t 
showe~ the ineluctability of a choice between the t~o stra' ea.s 
~atomsm, by making explicit their essential incompati~~~t~n 
f, e pdut b~fore the metaphysics of the succeeding century ~ 
orce ~pt~on - though many of his successors have failed to 

recogmze It or have ingeniously sought to evade it Th 
Gods of Plato and of Plotinus cannot both be belie~ed in~ .!.::~ 
the two schemes of values associated with these theological 
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conceptions cannot be reconciled, either in theory or in prac
tice. The otherworldly Idea of the Good must be the idea of a 
spurious good, if the existence of this world of temporal and 
imperfect creatures be assumed to be itself a genuine good; and 
an Absolute which is self-sufficient and forever perfect and 
complete cannot be identified with a God related to and mani
fested in a world of temporal becoming and alteration and 
creative advance. These propositions will seem to some in our 
own day evident and perhaps truistic, to others paradoxical 
and groundless. The reasons for their acceptance have not, 
assuredly, been completely set forth in these lectures, though 
some of them have repeatedly suggested themselves in our 
analysis of the phases of the history of thought which we have 
passed in review. But with these historical intimations of the 
argument I must here be content; one philosophic moral of the 
story which I have been relating is, I think, plainly suggested 
by the very course of the tale. 

It is not, however, the only moral suggested by our history of 
the fortunes of an idea. There is another which should not be 
left wholly unexpressed. The principles of plenitude and con
tinuity, as that history has shown, usually rested at bottom 
upon a faith, implicit or explicit, that the universe is a rational 
order, in the sense that there is nothing arbitrary, fortuitous, 
haphazard in its constitution. The first of these principles (to 
restate it once more and finally) presupposed that, not only for 
the existence of this world, but for every one of its character
istics, for every kind of beings which it contains- in strictness, 
indeed, for each particular being- there must be an ultimate 
reason, self-explanatory and 'sufficient.' And the second prin
ciple followed from the first and was like unto it: there are no 
sudden "leaps" in nature; infinitely various as things are, they 
form an absolutely smooth sequence, in which no break appears, 
to baffle the craving of our reason for continuity everywhere. 
Plato's question 'Why?' could, then, be legitimately asked and 
be satisfactorily answered; for though our intelligence is doubt
less too limited to give a specific answer to it with respect to 
every detail of existence, it is capable of recognizing the broad 
principles essential to any consistent answer. By this sort of 
faith in the rationality of the world we live in, a great part-
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pro?ably, in spite of the recurrent and powerful opposing tend
encies, the greater part- of Western philosophy and science 
~as, .for ~ score of centuries, animated and guided, though the 
1mphcations of such a faith were seldom fully apprehended and 
~ame only slowly to general recognition. The culmination of 
1t we have observed in the two great rationalistic ontologies of 
the sev~nteenth century and, in a more popular form, in the 
us~al e1ghteenth-century argument for optimism. A rigorously 
rational world, as these made clear must be in w·u· 
James's t "bl k l , , 1 lam . erm, a . oc -wor d" in the strict4"'-St sense, a scheme 
of things d~te~mmed throughout and once for all by 'neces
sary truths ; m final analysis there are no contingent facts 
th~re ~e n~t and never have been any open options; every: 
thi?g lS ~o r1goro~sly tied up with the existence of the neces
~aril~ ex~stent Bemg,, and that Being, in turn, is so rigorously 
1mpl~cat1ve of the ~XlStence of everything else, that the whole 
adrmts of no conce1vable additions or omissions or alterations. 

In so far as the world was conceived in this fashion it seemed 
a cohe~ent, .luminous! intellectually secure and d~pendable 
wor~d, m which the rmnd of man could go about its business of 
seek1.n~ an ~derst.andi~g of things in full confidence; and 
empmcal sctenc.e, ~mce 1t .was acquainted in advance with the 
fundamental prmctples w1th which the facts must in the e d 
accord, and was ~rovided with a sort of diagram of the gene~ai 
pattern of the. u.mverse, c~uld know in outline what to expect, 
~nd even an~1c1pate partlcular disclosures of actual observa
tion. And Wlth .no l~ss sweeping hypothesis could a belief in 
th~ c~mplete rat1o?ahty of what is have been reconciled. The 
prmc1ples of plemtude and continuity were legitimate con
sequenc~s of that belief. If, of two kinds of creature which 
were log1cally eq~ally possi?le, and possible together, one had 
been left out, or 1f the spat1al and numerical extent of nature 
was fixed at some one. finite magnitude or number, then there 
clearly was. so~e arb1trary and fortuitous factor in the ulti
mate. const1tut1on. of being - even though this factor were 
de~cr1?ed ~ the wlll of God, since such a will would be one, as 
Le1bmz s~d, not completely controlled by reason. And if it 
were adrmtt~d to. be not completely so controlled, the extent 
of such arb1trarmess and contingency was unpredictable. 
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Doubtless some existences are in some sense of more worth 
than others, as the principle of gradation implied; but, below 
the level of the one perfect being, a stoppage of the series at one 
point rather than another would be an act of caprice. And the 
same is true of the continuum jormarum; if nature "made leaps," 
they must be groundless leaps; if there were gaps, or really miss
ing links, in a sequence of existing forms, such that, for ex
ample, one kind of animal existed, but was separated from its 
most nearly similar actual species by a blank stretch of un
.realized possibilities of intermediate kinds, the cosmos must be 
admitted to be lacking in orderliness, to be characterized by a 
kind of incoherency and whimsicality. 

But the history of the idea of the Chain of Being - in so far 
as that idea presupposed such a complete rational intelligi
bility of the world - is the history of a failure; more precisely 
and more justly, it is the record of an experiment in thought 
carried on for many centuries by many great and lesser minds, 
which can now be seen to have had an instructive negative 
outcome. The experiment, taken as a whole, constitutes one 
of the most grandiose enterprises of the human intellect. But 
as the consequences of this most persistent and most compre
hensive of hypotheses became more and more explicit, the 
more apparent became its difficulties; and when they are fully 
drawn out, they show the hypothesis of the absolute rationality 
of the cosmos to be unbelievable. It conflicts, in the first place, 
with one immense fact, besides many particular facts, in the 
natural order - the fact that existence as we experience it is 
temporal. A world of time and change - this, at least, our 
history has shown - is a world which can neither be deduced 
from nor reconciled with the postulate that existence is the ex
pression and consequence of a system of ' eternal' and ' neces
sary' truths inherent in the very logic of being. Since such a 
system could manifest itself only in a static and constant world, 
and since empirical reality is not static and constant, the 
'image' (as Plato called it) does not correspond with the sup
posed 'model' and cannot be explained by it. Any change 
whereby nature at one time contains other things or more 
things than it contains at another time is fatal to the principle 
of sufficient reason, in the sense which we have seen it to have 
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?a~ for those philosophers who understood it best and believed 
1n ~~ m_ost deyoutly. A temporal succession, moreover, has a 
begmnmg or tt.h~ no beginning. If the process be supposed to 
have had a begmnmg, the date of its beginning and its temporal 
span a P~te ante are arbitrary facts; there could be no concei v
able rati?nal ground for ~he world's having popped into exist
ence - m however rudimentary a form - at one instant 
rathe~ than at an earlier one, or for its having one durational 
magmtud~ rather than anot~er. In its theological form, this 
was the difficulty wrestled Wtth by Augustine and many an
other metaphysician and divine: if it is God's n'ature or essence 
to be generat!ve, to create a world, such an eternal essence 
coul? n?t hegm to be, by commencing to create on a certain 
day m time -.whether the date were 4004 B.c. or vastly more 
~emote. Even tfthat.essence could be supposed to express itself 
m a. temporal successton at all, only an infinite succession could 
~e lts. t~mpo:ai counterpart. The struggles of the more ra
ttonahstic ~hllosophers and theologians who were committed, 
for dogm~ttc or other r~ason~, to the doctrine of a beginning of 
the creatiOn, to ~eal w~th th1s problem provide extraordinary 
examples of the m~enUity of the human mind; but they were 
struggles to reconcile two patently irreconcilable propositions. 
Per~aps t~e wo:l~ may suddenly. have burst into being one fine 
day, but 1f so, 1t 1s a world which just as logically might not 
have ~en, and it is in that sense a colossal accident with no 
neces~Ity of rea~on be.hind it. If the alternative, Ar~totelian 
doctrme of the etermty of the world,' i. e., of the infinity of 
the past temporal process, was adopted, difficulties of another 
sort arose: the paradox of a completed and told-off infinite 
sequence of events, and either the supposition- plainly con
~ary to experience- of an infinity of moments in which noth
mg ever ch~nges, or else of an infinite number of changes 
through whtch n~ commensurate realization of values seems 
t~ h~ve been atta1~ed. The latter difficulty was precisely and 
Wittily expressed m a parable by Royce many years since · 
" If y~u f?und a man shoveling sand on the sea-shore, and 
wheeh~g 1t .av:ay to make an embankment, and if you began 
to adnure his mdustry, seeing how considerable a mass of sand 
he had wheeled away, ... you might still check yourself to 
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ask him: 'how long, 0 friend, hast thou been at work?, And if 
he answered that he had been wheeling away there from all 
eternity, and was in fact an essential feature of the universe, 
you would not only inwardly marvel at his mendacity, but you 
would be moved to say: 'So be it, 0 friend, but thou must 
then have been from all eternity an infinitely lazy fellow.', lS 

Those whom we have seen expressly temporalizing the con
ception of the Chain of Being and converting it into a program 
of cosmic progress through the gradual increase of the fullness 
and diversity of being, thus have naturally - being doubtless 
more or less mindful of this difficulty - assumed, as a rule, 
an absolute beginning of the world's history. By doing so they 
could conceive of that history as having another sort of reason
ableness, since reality could then be supposed to be struggling, 
and to have already in an appreciable degree moved, towards a 
rational goal, to make for an enrichment of the total excellence 
or value of existence. But they at the same time tacitly denied 
its essential logicality in the sense in which it had so long been 
supposed to possess that attribute. Its getting started only a 
certain number of centuries or of millions of millennia ago, and 
the direction which its march was assumed to have taken, were 
by implication chance-happenings, even though the chance be 
considered a fortunate one. 

Yet this is only half of the second moral which our history 
suggests. The other half is that rationality, when conceived as 
complete, as excluding all arbitrariness, becomes itself a kihd 
of irrationality. · For, since it means the complete realization of 
all the possibles, in so far as they are compossible, it excludes 
any limiting and selective principle. The realm of possibles is 
infinite; and the principle of plenitude, as the implicate of 
the principle of sufficient reason, when its implications were 
thought through, ran on, in every province in which it was 
applied, into infinities - infinite space, infinite time, infinite 
worlds, an infinity of existent species, an infinity of individual 
existences, an infinity of kinds of beings between any two kinds 
of beings, however similar. When its consequences were thus 
fully drawn, it confronted the reason of man with a world by 
which it was not merely baffled but negated; for it was a world 
of impossible contradictions. Thus - to give only a single 
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ill?S.tration -.the as~umption of the continuity of forms, im
plictt though tt was m the rationalistic premises was at vari
ance with ~tself. As~de from the paradoxes of the ~ncept of the 
mathematical contmuum, which contemporary mathematics 
purports (unconvincingly, as I can't but think) to have re
s?lve?, a qualitative continuum, at all events, is a contradic
tion m terms. Wherever, in any series, there appears a new 
qU;tJle, a different kind of thing, and not merely a different mag
mtud~ and. degree of something common to the whole series, 
th~re.18 eo tpso a ~reach of continuity. And it follows that the 
prmctples of plemtude and continuity - though the latter was 
supposed to be implied by the former - were also at variance 
w.•t? .one another; A u~iverse that is "full," in the sense of ex
~tbttm~, the max~mal d1versity .of kinds, must be chiefly full of 
l~aps.. There 18 at every pomt an abrupt passage to some
t~~ dtfferent, and ther~ 18 ~o purely logical principle deter
~mmg-out of a~ the mfimtely various "possible" kinds of 
differentness - which shall come next. 

'!'he world of concrete existence, then, is no impartial tran
scrt.pt ~f the realm of essence; and it is no translation of pure 
logtc mto temporal terms - such terms being themsel 
· d d h · ves, m ee , t e negation of pure logic. It has the character and the 
ra~ge of conte_?t and of diversity which it happens to have. No 
rational ground predetermined from all eternity of what sort it 
should ?e .or ho~ ~uch of the world of possibility should be in
~luded m 1t. ~t u, m ~hort, ~contingent world; 11 its magnitude, 
Its pattern, tts. ~ab1ts, which we call laws, have something 
arbitrary ~nd Idiosyncratic about them. But if this were not 
the case, It would be a world without a character without 
power of preference or choice among the infinity of 

1

possibles. 
If we may employ the traditional anthropomorphic language 
of the theolog~a~s, we may say that in it Will is prior to In
tell~ct. .on .th18 lSSUe the late-medieval opponents of the strict 
rat1onahsts m_ theology, ~he seventeenth- and eighteenth-cen
tury adv~rsarte~ of Leib~Iz and Spinoza, and Voltaire and Dr. 
Jo~on m ~heir polerruc against the whole conception of the 
Cham of Bemg, must be admitted to have had the better of the 
a~gument. It. is to this conclusion that the history of the prin
ctples of plerutude and continuity, as metaphysical theorems, 
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and of the principle of sufficient reason from which they de
rived much of their persuasiveness, leads. In the course of the 
century of reflection since the period at which our historical 
survey has ended, that conclusion has become increasingly 
current, explicitly or tacitly - so much so that the sense of the 
significance of the issue, and of the historic r6le and motiva
tions of the contrary assumption, has been in great degree lost. 
One aspect of the outcome is well illustrated in a passage of 
Professor Whitehead's, which would, no doubt, have horrified 
Plotinus and Bruno and Spinoza and even Leibniz, since it 
gives the name of God, not to the Infinite Fecundity of emana
tionism, but to the "principle of limitation." "An element in 
the metaphysical situation," Mr. Whitehead writes, "is that 
such a principle is required." "Some particular how is nece~
sary and some particularization in the what of matter of fact 1s 
nec~ssary" · otherwise the "apparent irrational limitation" of 
the actual ~orld can only be taken as a proof of its pure illusori
ness. " If we reject this alternative, ... we must provide a 
ground for the limitation whi~h sta~ds amon~ the attr~b~tes 
of the substantial activity. Th18 attnbute prov1des the luruta
tion for which no reason can be given, for all reason flows from 
it. God is the ultimate limitation, and His existence is the ulti
mate irrationality." 18 In its contrast with, and yet its unin
tended confirmation of, such an assertion of the primacy of the 
non-rational, the history of the complex of ideas with which we 
have been occupied has at once its most pathetic interest, as a 
manifestation of a certain persistent craving of the philosophic 
mind and its permanent instructiveness for the philosophical 

'. . reflection of our own and later ttmes. 
Yet- as many historic examples show - the utility of a 

belief and its validity are independent variables; and errone
ous hypotheses are often avenues to truth. I may, .therefore, 
perhaps best bring these lectures to a close by a remmder that 
the idea of the Chain of Being, with its presuppositions and im
plications, has had many curiously happy consequence~ in the 
history of Western thought. This at least, I hope, 18 suffi
ciently evident from our long, yet inadequate, review of the 
part it has played in that history. 
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nn. • • 9• ' ' ' · · 11 F ller op Cit ing analysis of the Plotinian theodtcy, see espec1a Y u , · • 
Enn., III, 3, 7; Volkmann, I, 259· 
Enn., III, 2, 11; Volkmann, I, 239· 
Enn., III, 2, 14; Volkmann, I, 242. 
Enn., III, 2, 15; Volkmann, I, 243· 
Enn., III, 2, 16; Volkmann, I, 247· 
Enn., VI, 6, 17-x8; Volkmann, II, 42o-4~4. 

NOTES TO LECTURE Ill 

Comment. de div. nom., g; cited by Busn~lli, Cosmogonia e. Antropogenesi 
I· secondo Dante ..• e le sue fonte, 1g22, 14. The argument IS taken from 

De diu. nom., IV, 10 (Migne, Patr. graeca, Ill, col. 7o8). 
2. De div. nom., IV, 1; ib., col. 695· , . 

3
. Paradiso, VII, 64-66; in Longfellow s verston: 

Goodness divine, which from itself doth spurn 
All envy burning in itself so sparkles 
That th~ eternal beauties it unfolds. 

Paradiso XXIX, I3o-I45i Longfellow's tr. "Power" is, of course, .an 
4' inade ~ate rendering of valor: the term in such a context con~~ms 

also t~e idea of "excellence, or "that which is of ~upreme val~ e. 
5· Ibid., XIII, s6, s8-63, but rea~ing nuove for nove m 59· Atto m l. 6~:~ 

mc::ans the actualization of posstbles. 
6. Introd. ad Theologiam., Ill; in Migne, vol. 178, cols. 1093-1101. 
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7· The Spinozism of Abelard has it [III 

whose work I have not seen ' c:p~e~rs, been P?inted out by Fessier, 
Leibniz refers to Abelard's arg. · ~ mT.ann, Hzst. of Philos., I, 322 

I b ument m Modicle 17 d d · 
earnest y ut unconvincingly to diffi . . , '' an en eavors 
ing reason, from Abelard's "n ~re~~late hJs own theory of" inclin-

8 E . . ecesslty. 
. pttome Thtologtae Christianae, in Migne p, t La 

1727. ' a r. t., vol. 178, col. 1726-

g. Capitula haeresum Petri Abtlardi: Bernard' 0 . . 
col. 1 052 . 5 per a m M1gne, vol. 182, 

I o. Stntmtiarum libri quatuor I dist . . 
cism of the rationalisti~ a~d op. t~4·. 2: Cf. Wilham of Ockham's criti
s,.per IV lib. smt., Lib. I, dist. 43 ~~~:c narguments, in his commentary 

II. S~mma contra Gmtilts, I, 75· g e, Patr. Lat., vol. 192, col. 640. 
12. Rlckaby, OJ God and his Creatures 57 
13. Summa Theo/. I q 19 . h j · 

to Abelard. ' ' · ' a. 4, t e ast three words probably refer chiefly 

1 4· Summa contra Gmti/u I 8l . tr R!'ck b . 
15 " ' ' • · a y, op. ctt • ..,umma contra Gentiles, II, 45 ; tr. Rickaby. · 
16. Summa contra Gmtilu III 7,. and I ,.. t J · 

om · p · V ' ' • ..,m • uut XLIV q · 0 ~·ma, avia, (1855),355·Cf.Summa T~l I. ' . '• a.2, m. 'fJn'a 
'7· Gilson, u Thomzsme 1126 G'l d ., ,q.4?,a.1,2,andq.os,a.2. 

1 h ' . I son oes not of co fo '1 . 
e sew ere the other, or emanationist 'd f urse,. al to mdicate 

!8. Summa Theol., I, q. 25 a 6· cf also D' Sine 0 . the Thomlst doctrine. 
d · · · ' · • · e c-otmtza I 5 Th lCt1on u common in later write . f ~ • · e same contra-
glob!', I: ftrfutiorem mundum potuitf:;,~ De. g.'j ~lcolaus ?~san us, De ludo 
esse potuzt. Hoc tnim tst factus quodfi . ~>',us, teet factus srt tta ptrfectus sr'cut 

lg De . J'b L ,, rO est. . amma I us, ib. II; cited by K u~ 
Gmt~ der Kontinuitat bei Leibni~ ( '9;7) ~rmann, Untersuclrungm iiber das 

20. S~mma contra Gentiles, 11, 68. ' · 
2 I. Nicol~ us Cusanus, Dt docta ignorantia, III, 
22 · Cf. Gilson, Le Thomismt 128 I. 

23. Night Thoughts, VI. For' the s~me a 
J 2; Addison, Sputator, 5 I g. rgument, cf. Locke, Essay, III, ch. 6, 

24. Les Contemplations, II, Liv. VI, 26. 
25. Metap~ysics, tr. Horten, p. 200. 
26. Boethlus, De Consolationt IV 6· ,·n H R J , 

' • • · · ames s trans! t' 
Towards the Good do all things tend a !On; 
Many paths, but one the end ' 
For naught lasts unless it tur~s 
Backwards in its course, and yearns 
To that source to flow again 

F Whence its being first was ta'en 
or a seventeenth-century poetic h · 

"Beauty, in A Co/lution of Pi para(p rase, v. John Norris's poem 
27 s tees, etc. l7o6) 

. enc?urt.' Outjlying Philosophy, 303. . 
28. De dtversu quaestionibus LXXXIII . M' 
2g. lnftrno, XI, l04· 'm lgne, Patrol. Lat., vol. 40. 

m] 
30. 
31. 
32. 

33· 
34· 

35· 
36. 

37· 

sa. 
39· 

NOTES 343 
Bruno, Spaccio, II . 
Summa contra Gentiles, II, 45· 
A Collection of Pieces, etc. (1706), 257- 259 and 6g; all this is more 
lengthily set forth in prose by Norris in The Theory of the Ideal World; 
170t, I, pp. 255-263. 
A Collection, etc., p. 247. 
An interesting and rather elaborate example of this conception is to be 
seen in the Theologia Natura/is or Liber creaturarum (? 1480) of Raymond 
Sebond, which Montaigne translated, especially p. 3 ff. of the 1605 ed. 
of this translation. 
Op. cit., 27. 
Cf. e. g. Enneads, V, 7, 41: The One" is nothing to itself. . . . It is the 
Good, not for itself but for others. It does not behold itself; for from 
such beholding, something would exist and come into being for it. All 
such things it left to the inferior beings, and nothing that exists in them 
belongs to it, not even being."- Augustine, De Trinitate, V, 1, 2: 
(Deum esse) sine qualitate bonum, sine quantitate magnum, sine indi
gentia creatorem, sine situ praesidentem, sine habitu omnia continen
tem, sine loco ubique tatum, sine tempore sempiternum, sine ulla sui 
mutatione mutabilia facientem, nihilque patientem.- Dionysius Areop., 
Dt div. nom., VI, 3: "He is neither conceived nor expressed nor named. 
And he is not any of existing things, nor is he known in any one of exist
ing things. And he is all in all, and nothing in none. And he is known to 
all from all, and to nothing from none."- Joh. Scotus Erig., III , tg : God 
as" nothing."- Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theol ., I, q .13, a.12. Thomas 
endeavors, it is true, to show that positive affirmations which we can 
make about God can be true, but it can only be sensu eminentiori; the 
predicates which we use have for us only the meaning whereby they are 
applicable to creatures; but no predicate can be applied univocally to 
God and any other subject of discourse, since all the "perfections which 
in created things are distinct and multiple pre-exist in God indivisibly 
and simply." No distinctions between predicates are really pertinent to 
such a subject; though Thomas elsewhere seeks to reconcile this with the 
proposition that the divine attributes are not all synonymous. The 
notion that terms may, without ceasing to have any meaning, be em
ployed in a sensus eminentior, and the whole device of reasoning by a de
liberate attribution to God of contradictory predicates, whose contra
dictions are masked by that notion, still (as is usually overlooked) 
survives in Spinoza; cf. Eth., I, 17, sch.: lntellectus et voluntas, qui Dti 
essmtiam constituerent, a nostro intellectu et voluntate toto coelo di.fferre deberent, 
nee in ulla re, praeterquam in nomine, convenire pos,fent; non aliter scilicet quam 
inter se conveniunt canis, signum coeleste, et canis, animal latrans . Cf. also 
Cogitata Metaphysica, Cap. V. 
Mosaica/1 Philosophy (165g), 53- 54. The two principles Fludd most fre
quently terms the "volunty" and " nolunty " of God. 
Fludd, op. cit., p. '43· 
In the end Fludd is, of course, compelled by his premises to assert that 
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the two attributes are one, since the divine essence is indivisible and 
that both are good; in other words, he is still involved in the con~adic
tions ~nherent in all philosophy of this general type. 

40· MosauaJl Philosophy, 511. 
41. John Norris, "The Prospect," in A Collection, etc. (17o6), 97· 
411. cr. S~mm~ TMol., II, I' q. II, a. 8. "Impossibile est beatitudinem hominia 

esse m ali.q1:'o bono ~reato. . . . Objectum voluntatis, quae est appe
titua homm18, est umversale bonum, aicut objectum intellectus est uni
vers~l~ v~. Ex qu~ patet quod nihil potest quietare voluntatem 
hollUms ms1 bonum uruversale; quod non invenitur in aliquo creato 
~ solum in Deo." So far as concerns Neoplatonism the same conflic~ 
of 1deas has been pointed out with admirable penetration and lucidity 
by B. A. G. Fuller, TM Problem of Euil in Plotinus, pp. 8g-to2. I have 
treated th~ point the more briefly because Mr. Fuller has left so little to 
say about 1t. 

43· Cf. the Buddhist formula of the Ten Avydkatdni or "points not dis
cussed." 

44· I ~ the ter~ ~imism here in the only sense in which it has much his
~orical apph~ab1hty. Absolute pessimism, the teaching that this world 
IS wholly ~1. but. that there is no alternative, is a rare phenomenon; 
actual pessmmm IS usually merely the negative side of some religious 
system that offers a completely "other" -which is only accidentally 
a future- world as an alternative. · 

NOTES TO LECTURE IV 

I. Op. eit., Bk. III, chap. I 4· 
11. Opus Majus, ed. Bridges, I, 181; cf. also Dreyer, Planetary Systems 234 
3· Sylvester's The First Weeki, I605 ed., Third Day. ' · 
4· Cf. ~urtt, 'T_he Metaphysical Foundations of Modern Physical Science, 4-6. 
5· Whlie not hterall~ or physically tenanted, the other planets were, of 

course, the symbobcal or, so to say, official seats of various grades of the 
blessed, and were ruled by differing angelic Intelligences though the 
actual place of all of these was in the Empyrean. Thus th~ bodies did 
not, ~ has sometimes been said, "exist solely for man's enjoyment in-
struction or use." . ' 

6. Apologie de Raimond Sebond; Essais, II, 1!2. Montaigne added that there 
was no reason to suppose that life and thought are to be found on the 
earth alo?e. By this he did not mean that the other stars were inhabited 
by man·hke creatures; he protests agail18t the notion that the moon is a 
mere suburb ?f the e~~th with similar denizens. But the heavenly orbs 
themselves m1ght leg1nmately be believed to be animated with reason
able souls, "as much greater and nobler than man's as those globes 
themselves surpass earth." For the argument of Aristotle that "the 
m~t i~portant and precious part of the world" is not, as some had 
ma1ntamed, the centre, but rather the "limit" or periphery, v. De Caelo, 
II, 293a-b; cf. also Cicero, De nat, deorum, II, 6. 

NOTES 345 IV] 
7· Discovery of a New Planet, in Philosophical and Mathematical Works (t8o!l), 

I, 190. 
8. De revolutionibus orbium (1873 ed.), I, 28. Copernicus, however, did not 

definitely pronounce against the infinity of the world, but left that "to 
the discussion of philosophers," disputationi physiologorum (ibid., 2 1-22). 

9· William of Ock.ham and Buridan had also opposed this theory. 
10. The passage is cited in full in Burtt, op. cit., 47-49, where further illus· 

trations of Kepler's "sun-worship" are given. 
1 1. On the other hand Kepler still adhered to Platonic and Aristotelian 

principles in arguing that the universe as a whole must be a sphere. He 
admits that there are no strictly" astronomical" reasons for holding this 
view; but there are two good "metaphysical" reasons for it. The first 
is that the sphere is "the most capacious" of all figures, and therefore 
the most suitable shape for the whole of things sensible; second, that the 
archetype of the physical world is God himself, to whom, if any such 
comparison may be made, no shape is more like than the surface of a 
sphere (Epitome, I, ii; Op. omnia, VI, 140) -i.e., the traditional" per· 
fect" figure, emblem of self-sufficiency: 

En la forme ronde 
Glt la perfection qui toute en soi abonde, 

in the words of Ronsard . . 
12. Epitome astronomiae Copernicanae; Op. omnia, VI, no, 122, 143, 3IO. 
13. Mysterium cosmographicum, 1596; Op. omnia, I, 106; cf. 123. 
14. De revolutionibus orbium, I. Kepler similarly insists upon the indispensa

bility of the immobile envelope to render the motion of other things con· 
ceivable: jixarum regio praestat mobilibus locum et basin quandam, cui velut 
in:~itantur mobilia et cuius per se immobilis comparatione motus intelligatur fori 
(Epitome, 311). The sphere of the fixed stars had in the astronomy of the 
Copernieans one of the r6les sustained by the ether in immediately pre-

Einsteinian physics. 
15. Age of Reason, ch. 13. 
I6. Discovery of a New World, ed. cit., I, 102. . 
17. Descriptio globi intel/ectualis, in Philosophical Works, Ellis and Speddmg ed. 

( 1905), 683. 
18. Ibid., 685. 
xg. Anatomy of Melancholy, Boston (185g), II, 147· 
20. Cf. Newcomb, The Stars (1902), 140 f.; and D. L. Edwards in Science 

Progress (1925), 604. . , . . . 
11 I. Crescas' Critique of Aristotle: Problems of Anstotle s Phys~es &n JewiSh and 

Arabic Philosoplry (1929), Introd., 217, 117. 
22. De doct. ignor., II, ch. 11, 12. 
23. De venatione sapientiae (1463), ch. 28. 
24. De Ber.yllo (1458), ch. 29. 
25. De doct. ignor., II, ch. 12. . 
116. Zodiacus Vitae, ca. 1531, Bk. VII; 1557 ed. (Basle), 160. cr. also Jd,, 

PP· 156-157: 



NOTES 
Nam nisi fecisset meliora et nobiliora 
Quam m~rtale genus, fabricator maximus ille, 
Ntmpe ~deretur non magno dignus honore, 
Nempe lmperfectum imperium atque ignobile haberet. 

[tv 

27· Ibid., Bk. XI p. 294 Whethe th I' . be' . (below the E~pyrea.n). . r e tvmg mgs 10 the rest of the world 
are mcorporeal or have bodily membe l'k . 

!
own, P?lingenius is uncertain; but he inclines to and a rs rt e ohur 
atter vtew. • rgues ,or, t e 

28. A Perfil Description of the Caelestiall Orbe ~~~ion of~he Prognostica~ion Everlasting • . s~ ~f. hi; f~~~:; ~~~~~~dD~o his 

Co~~:n~~a~fs~h:~~~t ~~So~ant,~i~teenth-century English defe~~!e~f 
writers on. the 'history of scien~~ ina :~s~~~::l~ely ne~lec~~d by all 
cently redtscovered in the Huntington Lib e~ a; per~od, was re
and Sanford V. Larkey and has been . rary y ran~ts R. Johnson 
ton Library Bulletin No S Ap .

1 
publ~shhed by them tn The Hunting

and influence· it w~s un.k ' n ' 1934, wtt a study of its background 
. ' nown to me when the pr t 1 dehvered Th t D' esen ecture was orally 

and t~e d.iffusi~n 0/~~:s:~~~:~~g~:u~~ec:ic;s of the ~nfinity .of worlds 
Bruno had propounded them (i I I' m mte.space m Enghsh before 
conclusively show but as nhta tan and L~tm) Johnson and Larkey 

C 
. • • we ave seen thts was n t · h 

opermcan precedents; the novelt 1 . '. . ~ wtt out pre
nicanism Digges' d' d Y ay 10 tts combmattOn with Coper-
. . s tscoverers eclare that unlike th 1' 

stxteenth-century astronomers "in a •. . e genera tty of 
si~tently kept to the scientific p~int orer:~~;h~ng this r.roblem~ he co~
Dtgges's text to show this Wh'l h . " '. u~ there ts no evtdence m 
fence of the heliocentric tl~eor ~~e :nts sctenttfic •: enough in his de
gests- that cited above [' ffi If ground whtch he actually sug-
infinity of the celestial systemo~s ~f ;:e~~~u~fe Pnu_m~rical and spatial 
infinity of the universe was an . a n~n type. That "the 
discussion throughout the Mid~~er;ecurnng subJect o~ metaphysical 
marked by Johnson a d e . ges and the Renatssance" is re-

29. Ibid. n Larkey, wtth further illustrations (to4- IOS). 

go. De lmmenso, I, 9 (Op. lat I f) d ' . . (O'P italiant ed L d., ' 61, 2)42 . an Del mfimto universo e mondi III 
· , . agar e, 3 o . • 

31. De l'injinito universo e mondi: Lagarde 1 3 
3

2. lb "d ' ' 
1

4· I ., 312. 
33· De lmmenso, II, ch. 13. 
34· De l'infinito, etc.: Lagarde 1 6 B "hard determinist"; he 'o:s ~~ .to runo was, h~wev~r, not a perfectly 

entirely compatible withgindividua~~ser~ that thts umve_rsal necessity is 
ing to explain how, or in what sense.ree om, though wtthout attempt-

3S· De Ia Causa, V: Lagarde I 27 1 h paper on "The D' I . ' f' B 7-279· ave previously cited this in a 
ta ecttc o ruuo and Sp · n , []; . . 

Publications in Philosophy 1 ( 
190 

) ff 
1 

ohza, nwemty of Calijor.nio ' 4 • 141 ., w ere a fuller analysis of the · 

IV) 

g6. 
37· 

g8. 

39· 
40· 

NOTES 347 
parts of Bruno's system not especially pertinent to the present study is 

presented. 
De Ia Causa, V, passim. 
This view seems also to have been definitely defended at least as early as 
1585 by the astronomer G. B. Benedetti in Diversarum speculalionum mathe· 
maticarum et physicarum tiber, which I have not seen; cf. Dreyer, Planetary 

Systems, 3SO· Op., I, 399· Still more emphatically Galileo writes in a letter to lngoli, 
16114: "No man in the world knows or humanly can know what the 
shape of the firmament is, or that it has any shape" (II, 73) . 

Dialogue, etc., Ill. 
Op., I, 1 14. Kepler's belief in the existence of living beings in the moon 
is expressed in four passages in his writings (cf. Op. omnia, 11, 497), 
especially in his Somnium, seu opus posthumum de astronomia /unari, 1634 (ib., 
VIII, Pt. 1, 33 ff.). He perhaps did not hold it very seriously, since he 
says that in these writings in [hac] materia mihi post Pythagoram et Plu-

tarchum ludere placuit (ib., VIII, 497). 
Cf. the preface of 1664 to Le Monde, ou Traitl de Ia lumiere, by D. R.: 
"L'auteur savait que, si quelque part on defendait de parler du syst~me 
de Copernic comme d'une verite, ou encore comme d'une hypoth~se, 
on ne defendait pas d'en parler comme d'une fable. Mais c'est une 
fable qui, non plutque les autres apologues, ou profanes ou sacres, ne 
repugne pas aux choses qui sont par effet" (Oeui/Tes, ed. Adam et Tan· 
nery, XI ; cf. Principia, III, 15- 17). 

411· 
43· 
44· 
45· 
46. 

Letter to Chanut; Ep., I, 36; ed. Cousin, X, .j.6. 

Principia, Ill, 119. 
Principia, II I, t. 

Principia, III, 3· 
Oeuvres, IV, 1192. 
From the English translation of the oration, appended to the 17118 edi· 

47· 

49· 
so. 

tion of A Week's Conversation on the Plurality of Worlds, an English version 
of Fontenelle, on which see below. For an earlier English ascription of 
the credit for this widening of the world to Descartes, cf. H. Power, 
Experimmtal Philosophy ..• , 1664, Preface. 
Democritus Platonissans (1647), 47, so, 51. In a later writing More speaks 
of" that vastness of the universe which is more consonant to the sacred 
attributes of God, his Power and Goodness, if we consider the world as 
the effect of so omnipotent a cause," as a distinctive merit of Cartesian· 
ism (The Apology of Dr. Henry More, in a Modest Inquiry into the Mystery of 
Iniquity (1664), 486). More's opinions on the question of the conceiva
bility of the infinite were, however, subject to waverings, which there is 

not space to follow here. 
Lux Orienta/is (t68:z), 711. 
Letter to Pere Noel, cited by Brunschvicg in his edition of the Pensles, 

II, 131. Pensees, 711 (1, 70). In the phrase, "le vaste tour que decrit cet astre," 
"this star " means, it would appear, the sun, not the earth; i.e., Pascal 



52· 
53· 
54· 
55· 
56· 

57· 

58. 
59· 

6o. 
61. 
62. 
63. 

NOTES (IV 
is assuming the Ptolemaic system. He seems to conceive of the sphere of 
the fixed stars as also revolving, while for Copernicus and Kepler it wa. 
stationary. 
Pensles, 420. 
Ibid., 793, 348. 
Ibid., 365. 
Ibid., 72. 
In all this the affinity between Pascal and Cusanus is close, and one 
mar., I think, see in the De docta igtlorantia one probable source, direct or 
indirect, of the sceptical side of the Pensees. It will be observed that in 
one passage cited Pascal virtually quotes the famous phrase of Cusanus, 
applying it as did the latter to the infinity of the physical world. The 
fifteenth-century philosopher had also made much of the argument that 
"there is no proportionality between .the finite and the infinite" in his 
contention that all our knowledge reduces to a deeper assurance of our 
ignorance: quanto in hac ignorantia profundius docti fuerimus, tanto magis ad 
ipsam accedimus veritatem. Cusanus also (as Long has expressed it) found 
"not merely a definite number of antinomies, such as Kant was to set 
up, but as many of them as there were things that exist." The concep
tion of the nature of every part of the universe as organically involved 
in the nature of every other part (quodlibet in quo/ibet), so that none can 
be truly known unless all are known, was especially characteristic of the 
philosophy of the Cusan. Pascal's use of it in the interest of a similar 
devout agnosticism is indicated above. 
The earliest translation was by Mrs. Aphra Behn (1688, other editions, 
I 700, I 7 Is). the second by the Platonist Glanvill( 1688, 1695· third ed. by 
1702). That published in the name of W. Gardiner (1715, 1728, 1757, 
and numerous other editions) is a palpable plagiarism of Glanvill's. 
The book "was read with unexampled avidity, and was speedily ci-rcu
lated through every part of Europe. It was translated into all the lan
guages of the Continent, and was honored by annotations' from the pen 
of the celebrated astronomer Lalande, and of M. Gottsched, one of its 
German editors" (Sir D. Brewster, More Worlds than Om, 3). For an 
example of the influence of Fontenelle's (and similar) arguments, cf. 
W. Molyneux, Dioptrica Nova (1692), 278-279. 
Entr., V. 
Addison found this a convincing argument. "The author of the Plu
rality of Worlds draws a very good argument from this consideration, for 
the peopling of every planet; as indeed, it seems very probable from the 
analogy of reason, that if no part of matter we are acquainted with be 
waste and useless those great bodies which are at such a distance from 
us should not be waste and useless, but rather that they should be fur
nished with beings adapted to their respective stations" (Spectator, 519). 
Entr., VI. 
Op. cit., Preliminary Discourse, xxxviii- xlii. 
Ibid., 237. 
Ibid., 246. 

NOTES 349 

Op. cit., Bk. II. 
Ibid., Bk. III. 
Cosmologische Britfe (1761), 6g, to6. . , P 
Allgemtint Naturguchichtt. und Theorie des Himmels (1755), m Kant s opu-
/are Schriften, ed. P. Mwger (tgtt), 7· . . 
Ib 'd 8 Kant however thinks that 1t can Wlth more assurance be 

I ., 2 • ' ' • h b' ed ill be · tured "that celestial bodies which are not yet m a 1t w 
~~ hedl » hereafter, when their development (Bildung) has reac a ater stage. 

NOTES TO LECTURE V 

This was published in 1753 by Koenig in ~e course of the celebr~ted 1
' controversy with Maupertuis in which Volta1re t.ook the most con~p1CU· 

ous part. The authenticity of the letter was d~med by ~aupert~ts and 
b the Berlin Academy, of which he was Pres1dent, but 1~ genumen~s 
· y fficiently established by both external and internal eVIdence, and 11 
~::questioned by contemporary Leibniz s~ecialists. The letter ~as 
quoted at length by Flourens in his Analyse raiSonnie des tra~au~ de C~Vl~: 

8 The text may be found in Buchenau and Cass1rer s Ltlbnu:.. 
I 41• • . II 6-Hauptschriften ~r Grundlegung der Phliosophzt, . , 55 559· . 
For the derivation of the principle of continmty}rom that of plemtude, 2

' cf. Principes de la nature et de Ia grdce (1718), 3: Tout est pl~1~, dans la 
et " cause de la plenitude du monde, tout est he. nature,. . . a 

3 Philosophy of Ltlbni.t:, 34· , . · ( 8). 
· For a typical expression of this, cf. Fenelon, Del exutence de Dzeu 171 · 

4• "Mes idees sont superieures a mon esprit, puisqu'elles le redres~ent et le 
corrigent. Elles ont le caract~re de Ia Divinite, car elles sont umverselles 
et immuables, comme Dieu .... Si ce qui est c~angeant, P.assager et 
emprunte existe veritable~e~t, a plus for.te ra1SOn ce qm ne peut 
changer et qui est necessa1re. (Pt. II, ch. 1V).. . . 
The conception of the essences of things as con tamed m the mmd of.God 

5· oes back at least to Philo, and had been imposed upon ~ost medleval 
~ought by the influence of Augustine; hence the trans1t1on from. t~e 
Platonic to the modern sense of the term" idea." Cf. Webb, Stud~ts m 
the History of Natural Theolo~, 247· . . . . 

6. So Leibniz speaks of i/le transitus ab uno(cont1~gente ad al1u~~o;:~~f:g~nf'~~~ 
aut simplicius qui exitum habere non potest ut et1am revera un 
est causa alterius, etsi nobis videatur): Opuscules etfragments, ed. Co~~~t 
(x

9
o

3
), 19. Cf. also Philos. Schriften, ed. Gerhardt, VI.I, 303 ff. the 

reasons of the world lie in something extramundane, d!fferent.from e 
chain of states or series of things, of which the aggregate constitutes ~e 

ld We must therefore pass from physical or hypothetical necess~ty, 
wor . ld b . t somethmg which determines posterior states of the wor Y pr10r, o . 
which is of absolute or metaphysical necessity, the reason for wh1ch 

cannot be given." . h · 

7
. 1 have put the conception in these two alternative ways because t ere 11 
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much wavering in Leibniz and his contemporaries on the question 
whether necessary judgments are ultimately" analytic" or "synthetic." 
Usually Leibniz himself called them analytic; but he certainly did not 
mean by this that they were mere tautologies. Such a judgment, as he 
somewhere says, is not a coccysmus inutilis. It does not fall within the pur
pose of the present historical study to discuss the fundamental logical 
questions involved in this distinction. For further comment up6n it, see 
the writer's "Kant's Antithesis of Dogmatism and Criticism," Mind, 
N. S., 1go6. 

8. J. Jackson, The Existence and Unity of God (1734), 39· 
g. Philos. Schrifttn, ed. Gerhardt, III, 637. 

10. Clarke's Demonstration, etc. (17o6), 22-26. Eight editions of this work, 
usually with Clarke's Boyle Lectures of 1 705 added, were published by 
1717. For further expressions of the same argument, see J. Clarke, De
fence, etc. (1722), Jackson, op. cit. 

11. S. Clarke, op. cit., 2 7. 
12. ].Jackson, op. cit. (1734), 31. 
13. Among those who expressly took this extreme position were E. Law (in 

King, Origin of &il, 1 732 ed., I, 52-56) and Thomas Knowles, The 
Existence and Attributes of God (1746). Yet even such opponents of the 
"a priori theology" were unable to avoid occasional admissions of the 
proposition they elsewhere denied; e. g., Knowles (op. cit., 48-4g). It 
is to be noted that Law treats all the reasoning about God's necessary 
existence as" built upon the principle of sufficient reason" (op. cit., 77). 

14. Ethics, I, Prop. 8. 
15· Ibid., I, Prop. II. 
16. Ibid., I, Prop. 17, Scholium. 
17. Ibid., I, Prop. 35· 
18. Ibid. , I, Prop. 16; cf. Tschirnhausen's comment on this proposition, 

Spinoza's Opera (rags), II, 428. 
19. Ibid., I, Prop. 11, 
20. Ibid., I, Prop. r 7, Scholium. 
!U , Ibid. The dialectic of the principle of plenitude, in its most rigorous 

sense, is still more fully developed in the Short Treatise, I, chaps. 2 ( 14-
16), 6. 

22. De rerum principia, q. 4; cf. also Opus Oxoniense, I, d. 1, q. 2, n. 10. So 
Cusanus wrote that if you add the creation to God, you have added 
nothing, Creatura non habet etiam entitatis sicut accidens, sed est penitus nihil 
(De tioct. ignor., I). 

23. The fusion was, of course, made easier by the presence in Platonism, 
from the outset, of the last as well as the first of these conceptions. 

24. De civ. Dei, XII, 14-17; iv; De Genesi contra Manichaeos, I, 2. With the 
paradoxes of this doctrine Augustine in the former passage struggles 
painfully, ending in an amazing tangle of formal contradictions. 

25. De tiiversis paestionibus LXXXIII, 22. 
26. Rip. aux n'xiemu objtctions, par. 12, For another example of the same 

conjunction of ideas, cf. Malebranche, Entretiens, VI, 5: "La volont6 de 
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creer des corps n'est point necessairement renferi?ee dans le n?tion de 
l'~tre infiniment parfait, de l'~tre qui suffit ple~nement a lul-m~m~; 
Bien loin de cela, cette notion semble exclure de D1eu une telle volonte. 
Descartes, loc . cit . 
Op. cit., 1659 ed., 11 o; italics mine. 
H;,mnt dtl' Eternitl: Otuurts, ed. Marty-Laveaux (1ag1 ), IV, 159-163. ~or 
the reference to the "goddess Eternity" Rons~rd h~d good . theolog1ca~ 
authority ; cf. Nicolaus Cusanus, De ludo glob1, I: Aeternnas Mund1 
creatrix Deus est." . 
An Hymnt to the Fairest Faire: Poetical Works, ed. Kastner, II, 40; spellmg 
modernized. The passage may have been also partly inspired by the 
similar lines in Du Banas's Prtmiere Sepmmne ; cf. ~ylvester tr. ( 15~a) , 3· 
Dante, for example, could not refrain from se~kmg an e~planau?~ of 
this mystery from Beatrice; the answer, th.ough m acc?rd .w1th tradition, 
was scarcely illuminating, nor very well. m accord wnh ltself: 

Non per avere a s~ di bene acqu1sto, 
ch'esser non puo, rna perche suo splendore 
potesse, risplendendo, dir 'Subsi~to.' (Par. XXIX, 13-15.) 

John Norris, A Divine Hymn on the Creat10n ( 17o6). 
Tr. of Chr. Doctr., Sumner's tr., ch. III, 35· 
P.L., VII, 171-172. h 
Tr. of Chr. Doctr., ch. V, as. To the Arian Milton the Son was only t e 
greatest of created beings. 
P. L., VIII, 415 f., 427 ff.; cf. IV, 417- 419. 
The passage may be described as a summary of the chapter of the 
Eudemian Ethics already cited in Lecture II . (VI, 12) .. 
Yet it is in the thought of the divine self-sufficien~y- With ~me weak
enin of its meaning and a happily confused log1c- tha: Milton finds 

r ~ omfort and the theme for some famous though m part rather 
~e ~of.s C, in th~ sonnet "When I consider how my light is spent." It 
. eebe e me,: God doth not need either man's work or his own gifts, that 
1s cause d d · " 

11 • • equal and "they also serve who only stan an wa1t. a service IS , • 'ed h 1 · 
The notion of self-sufficiency, which properly tmph t e comp ete lm· 

assibility and indifference of deity, naturally tended tot>: tr~nsfor~ed 
p to the essentially different but religiously much more satufymg not1on 
~~the disinterestedness of the divine activity. Thus (1) Henry M?re 

that since God could not conceivably be benefited by anythmg 
argues • b d · nly at man's that man is, does, or suffers, he must e suppose to ~1m o. . 
· od. this of course tended to destroy the concepuon, sull potent m 

go • • ' 'al · · t t pon sub popular religion, of the jealous ce!estl autocrat, ms1s en u -
servience and compliments from his c~eat~res. 

All what he doth is for the creature s gam, 
Nought seeking from us for his own content : . . 
What is a drop unto the Ocean's main? (P•.,'f'hathanana~ III, 1v, 22.) 

This made for a sort of ethical utilitarianism ~pon theolog1cal grounds. 
The same argument occurs in Bruno's Spactro, ~I. (2) For the . s~me 
reason another Platonist, Norris of Bemerton, pomts out that rehgrous 
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ex~rcises are fo~ man's benefit, not to afford any gratification to the 
obJect of ~orsh1p. (A Collection of Miscellanies, 21 r .) (g) Henry More 
finds a cur1ous argument for immortality in the idea of a self-sufficient 
God. I_fthe ~ternal spectato~ of human life could be supposed to derive 
any satisfaction from ?eholdmg that moving scene, there would be (to 
use the phrase of a philosopher of our own time) a certain conservation 
of the values of each life, and the extinction of the individual would not 
be an absolute loss. 

:'But ~las! What doth the perpetual repetition of the same life or 
d~1form~1mage t_hroughout all ages add unto him that is at once infi
mtel~ himself, vr~: g~ and happy? So that there is nothing consider
able m the creation, 1f the rational creature be ·mortal. For neither is 
God at all profited by it, nor man considerably." (Complete Poems ed. 
Grosart, r6s.) ' 
. It should be borne in mind that More and Norris (with some incon

Slste.ncy) denied that the creation was arbitrary, while asserting it to be 
motiveless. 

39· Par. Lost, IV, 748-74g; VIII, 422-426. 
40. Tr. de /'existence de Dieu, II, v. 
41. Ibid., cf. King! Origin of Evil, 1732 ed., 295: "If God was moved by the 

goodness of thmgs _to create the world, he would be a necessary agent." 
42. Cla~~e, Dem.onstratron, et~; (1 ~o6), 7th ed., 65 ff. Clarke, it is true, speab 

of a n~cesslty of fitness, w?1ch means that" things could not have been 
otherwise than they are without diminishing the beauty order and 
~~11-bein~ of the wh_ole ~which would have been impos~ble, si~ce it 
IS Impossible for .a wue bemg to resolve to act foolishly." Clarke here 
seems to approxu~ate Leibniz's posi~on, but in the later controversy 
between them he IS a long way from lt. 

43· P. L., V, 472-479. 
44· P. L., V, 482-487. 
45· Tr. of Chr. Doctr., 1a4. 
46. Summa Thtol., I, q, 61, a.g; Paradiso, 29, 37· Of course Milton could 

hardly have made an epic out of a theodicy if he had not adopted this 
theory; there would have been no stirring tale of the wars in heaven to 
rela~e. But it is di~cult to. believe that John Milton framed his the
olog~cal creed to suit the eXIgencies of his literary ambitions. 

47· We h~ve~ however, ~oted elsewh~re some slight trace of the influence of 
the p~mc1ple ofplemtude upon Milton, when he is dealing with certain 
questions of cosmography. 

4a. Credtion, Bk. V; the lines appear to be a versification of a passage of 
S. Clarke's, cited in part above. 

49· Priru:ipu de/a nature et <U la grdee (1714), §§ 7-8; in Philos. Sahrijten, VI, 
s~g-{)o~; the same.co~nection of ideas in Wolff (1731). At this point, it 
will be seen, the pnnc1ple of sufficient reason and Leibniz's other" great 
p~nciple," th~t of contradiction, come to the same result. A necessary 
bemg .must eXISt because there would otherwise be no sufoienJ reason for 
anythmg; but also, a necessary being must exist because its essence in-
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volves existence, so that to conceive of it as non-existent would be self
contradictory; and again, unless the opposite were thus self-contradic
tory, it would not meet the requirements of a sufficient reason. The 
second proposition is simply the ontological argument. Some writers on 
Leibniz have made too much of his criticism of that argument. He ac· 
cepts it absolutely, but adds that, as usually stated, it omits a needful 
logical precaution. The "possibility" of the idea of God- i. e., its 
non-contradictoriness, should be shown before the necessity of existence 
is, through the principle of contradiction, inferred from it. Leibniz, 
however, had in fact no doubts about the "possibility" of the idea of 
God; so that the distinction does not affect his conclusions in any way, 
and remains only a logical refinement upon the Anselmic reasoning. 
Cf. Phi/os. Schrijten, IV, 294, 296, 359, 424. 
Rif. inJdite, etc. (1a54), 50. 
Philos. Schrijten, VII, ggo. 
Thlodide, in Philos. Schriften, VI, 386. 
Philosophical Poems, ed. Grosart, 1878; Psychathanasia, Bk. III, Canto 4, 
stanzas 1g-21, p. as. 
Philos. Schriften, VI, 401. 
Philos. Schriften, II, 420. As such a psychological generalization, Leibniz 
in substance points out, the principle of sufficient reason is equivalent to 
the proposition "accepted by everybody except some doctors too much 
wrapped up in their own subtleties," and approved by the greatest of 
the Schoolmen, that all volition is sub specie boni, a choice of what either 
is, or is by the chooser believed to be, a good. (Philos. Schrijten, VI, 
412-413.) 
Leibniz on occasion puts the case even for the principle of contradiction 
on pragmatic grounds -for those who will accept none other. Reason
ing with a correspondent who had evinced a leaning towards "the scep· 
ticism of the Academics," he points out that that principle can be suffi
ciently justified on the ground of its needfulness if we are to reason at all. 
"Without assuming it we should be obliged to give up all hope of dem
onstrations. One ought not to demand the impossible; to do so would 
be to give evidence that one was not seriously seeking for truth. I, there
fore, shall boldly assume (suppomai) that two contradictories cannot be 
true." (Philos. Schrijten, I, 382.) 
Philos. Schriften, VII, 37::1. 
Philos. Schriften, V, 2a6. 
Cf. Opuscules, etc. (ed. Couturat, 1903), 5::12. 
Russell, Phi/os. of Leibniz (I got), 66; the interpretation is based chiefly 
upon Philos. Schriften, II, 51. 
Spinoza did not include self-contradictory notions, or what were called 
"chimaeras," among the essences. A round square is merely an ens 
verbale - it cannot even be imagined, still less, of course, subsist in the 
order of Ideas. Cf. Spinoza, Opera, II, 468. Any incompossible world 
would have been for Spinoza merely one of the chimaeras. 
Philos. Schriften, VI, 21a, 31a, 413, 126; VII, sag. 
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6g. Philos. Schrijttn, VI, 386. 
64. Philos. Schrijten, VI, 423 (from the criticism of King's De Origine Ma/1), 

C:f·. also VI,? 1~; and VII~ ~ 11: Ratio veri tatum latet in rerum idtis quae ipsi 
dzvmae eutnllat mvolvuntur; 1t IS for this reason that it is an error to suppose 
rerum bonitatem a divina voluntate pendere. This would be similar to saying 
that " the truth of the divine existence depends upon the divine will " 

65. Philos. Schrijten, VII, 305. · 
66. Philos .. Schrijten, II, 56; cf. also VII, 2oo, 309, 311; and in Couturat's 

collectton.~f O~usculesetfragments (1903), 518 f. and 1-3. I cite part of 
the last: . Ventas est, messe praedicatum subjecto. Ostenditur red
~endo rauonem per. analysi~ terminorum in communes utrique no
tJones. Haec analysts vel fimta est, vel infinita . . . , Series infinita a 
Deo perfecte cognoscitur," etc. In this passage, however, Leibniz, pre
sumably to avert the charge of determinism, gives an unusual meaning 
to "necessa~,'' making it equivalent to "demonstrative," i.e., capa
ble of.reductJon to an intuited necessity by us. That it is an intuited 
necesstty to the perfect understanding, however, the passage plainly 
affirms. 

67. Ibid., II, 62 (from a letter to Arnauld, 1686) . 
68. ~is ~as been recognized and well expressed by Couturat (Logique de 

Lt1.bm~, 190 I, p. 2.1 4) ... Russell, on the other hand, has denied that 
Letbmz held the vtew that the difference between the necessary and 
the contingent has an essential reference to our human limitations and 
does not subsist for God." "Everything that is characteristic of Lelbniz 
depende~ upo~ the ultimately irreducible nature of the opposition be
tw~n. eXIstential and ~ecessary propositions" (op. cit., 1901, 61-62). 
Letbmz, ho~~ver, as. wtll be seen, enunciated categorically and repeat
edly the opm10n whtch Russell thinks he cannot have held. It is true 
t?at he ?fte.n said things which sound, and taken literally are, incon
SIStent wtth tt; and these are more" characteristic" in one sense namely 
that they make.his system ~ook more different from that or'spinoza: 
But ~e had obvtous non-phtlosophical reasons for employing such ex
presstonsi and they are ca~able of being construed in a Pickwickian 
sense whtch would harmo.mz~ them with the thesis cited above. The 
latter, on th~ cont~a'1', ~e~bmz had ~o conceivable motive for asserting 
unless he beheved It! 1t u, m ~act, p~am that he thought it both true and 
fun~ a mental; and hts expresston of tt cannot possibly be given any sense 
whtch wou~d ad~it the" ultimately irreducible nature of the opposition 
bet~een ~xtstenttal and necessary propositions." Russell is also in error 
I thmk, m asserting an ultimate distinction in Leibniz between th; 
necessary ~nd.~~ a priori (op. cit., :131). Cf. Opusculu, etc. (1gog), 518. 

6g. Moduta duquwtzo, 27-67. Cf. also the Latin essays of D. Straehler 
(1727) and Chr. Langhansen (1727}, both of which criticize Leibniz and 
~olff as" pseudo-defensores contingentiae." That the principle of suffi
ctent reason itsellmeant for Leibniz that every true proposition is and 
~~a pc;ne~~ intellig~nce is apprehended as, reducible to" primitiv~" or 

tdenttcal truths, 1s noted by Straehler (p. 37). 
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Art. Ltibnitdam'sme. 
Art. "Suffisante raison," passim. 
Philos. Schrijtm, VII, gog, 305, 310. 
For a denial of the idea that finite essences have of themselves a tendency 
to existence, cf. Spinoza's Tractatus Politicus, II, sec. 2. . 
An earlier seventeenth-century writer, Matthew Barker, had, mdeed, 
reversed the usual reasoning, deducing the existence ~f God ~rom the 
necessity of a full Chain of Being, rather than the Cham of Bemg from 
the necessary existence of God: "These degrees in nature are by learned 
men called the Scale of Nature· and we must come to some top in the 
Scale or Ladder, and not asce~d ad infinitum, though we must into in
finity, which is the Infinite God . .. where there are degrees of per
fection, there must needs be some greatest perfection, and what can t~at 
be but God who is Optimus et Maximus who is the most Excellent Bemg 
and the firs: Perfection" (]'{at ural Thtol~gy ( 1674), 27 ). Substantially the 
same argument has recently been independently advanced by Profes
sor W. H. Sheldon, Philos. Rtv. (1923), 355 ff, 
Philos. Schrijtm, VII, 304; cf. 303: "It is most evident that, ou.t of the 
infinite combinations of possibles and the infinite number ?f senes, .that 
one exists ptr quam plurimum essentiae uu possibilitatis produe~tur ad txrsten-
dum." Cf. also Couturat, op. cit. (1901), 226. . 
Philos. Schrijtm, VII, 2go; cf. also 304, and Couturat, op. e~t . , 224-2

2
5· 

Monadolog)', 54; Philos. Schnftm, VI, 616. 
Philos. Schriftm, VII, 195· 
Pllilos. Srhriftm, VII, 2go-291. 
Ibid., III, 573- .. 
Ibid., I, 331. Cf. VII, 289: "Dici potest omne posstbtle existiturire, 
prout scilicetfundatur in Ente necessario." 
Ibid., VII, 304. . . · 
An extreme example is the Tmtamm Anagogzcum (Phzlos . Schrijtm, VII, 

270 ff.). . . 
Russell seems curiously to miss the point when he writes: "Why Le1bmz 
holds that substances form a continuous series it is difficult to say. He 
never so far as I know, offers the shadow of a reason, except that such 
a wo;ld seems to him pleasanter than one with gaps." (1got, ~· 6.5.) 
The reason as indicated above is the same as the reason for behevtng 

' ' . ld that there is a reason for anything- namely, that the alternattv~ ~ou. 
be a world of chance. Leibniz's aversion from the latter supposttton ts, 
no doubt, as I have suggested, at bottom pragmatic, but it is not .unin
telligible nor merely whimsical. Let a single gap be supposed m the 
Chain of Being, and, according to his logic, the universe would by that 

8;. 

86. 

alone be shown to be non-rational, and therefore utterly untrustworthy. 
In his comment upon King's book Leibniz expressly approves this argu• 
ment. (Philos . Schrijtm, VI, 172- 173.) . 
One of the arguments against real space is itself derived from the P':n· 
ciple of sufficient reason; v. Leibniz's third letter to Clarke (Phzlos. 

Schrijtm, VII, 364). 
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87. He also argues against the vacuum on the ground of the identity of in· 

d~ernibles. Between two regions of empty space there would be no 
difference whatever, and therefore they would not be distinct regions. 
They are supposed (by vacuists) to differ" solo nunuro, which is absurd ... 
(Opuscules, etc., ed. Couturat, 1903, p. 51111.) 

88. Cf. Philos. ~chriftm, IV, 368; VII, 363; and A Collection of PafJtrs, 103. 
Sg. Math. Schnjtna, ed. Gerhardt, III, 565; tr. by Latta in The Mona®logy 

etc. (19~5), ~S7· ' 
go. Opuscules, etc. (1903), 5~~. 
91. Nou.vtaux Essais, III, 6, 1~. 

NOTES TO LECTURE VI 

1, Es~ay ~oncerni,;j Hu'!'a~ Undmtanding, III, chap. vi, § 111. Locke, unlike 
Le1b.mz! does , not ms~st upon the a priori necessity of the plenitude and 
con~nwty of the cham; the theory is merely "probable" (ibid.). 

2. Add1son quotes" Mr. Lock" in support of this. 
3· L~w.'s editi~n of King's Essay on the Origin of Eui/ ( 17311), 143 n. 
4· Llbr~ sentmtJarum, II, I, 8. 
5· De sapi~ntia vt~m in Wor~s, Ellis and Spedding ed., VI, 747· 
6. Abbad1e, Tra1U rk la viritl ill /a religion chrltienne, pub. I684; 7th ed. 

( 172 9), I, 95· 
7. " On ne trouverait plus d' animaux fbocts, que dans les jorlts recu/les et on /es 

~lserver_ait pour exer~er Ia hardiesse, Ia force et I' adresse du genre humain, par un 
Jeu. qu1 repr~sent~~all Ia !uerre, sa~ qu' on tt2t jamais hesoin de guerre vlritable 
entre us nations. Trtnti de r exes tenet de Dieu. I 2. 

8. Cited in Mornet, Les &iences de Ia nature e~ France au r(Je si~c/e (1911 ), 
149 ff., where numerous well-chosen examples of these fatuities may be 
found. 

9· Dialogo di due massimi systerm', III, 400. 
10. Antidote against Atheism, II, ch. 9, 8. 
I 1. Principia, III, 3· 
12. Leibniz, Philos. Schriften, I, 150. 
13. Fr?gments, etc., in Works (1809), VIII, 169. 
14. Ibtd., 232. Cf. ~!so Fragments, LVI, ibid., 288-289: "If the divine attri· 

butes ha? requtred that there should be no such thing as physical and 
moral eVll, man would have been visibly the final cause of a world made 
solely for his use, and to be the scene of his happiness. This world would 
have been visibly the final cause of the universe. All the planets would 
have rolled in subserviency to ours, and the fixed stars themselves would 
have served no other purpose, than to twinkle by night, and to adorn 
our canopy." The passage. is. amplified and versified by Pope, Essay on 
-!Jan, I,~· 131-140. The Wittiest attack upon anthropocentric teleology 
1n the e1ghteenth century is in the Sixth Discourse of Voltaire's Essai 
sur f homm1 (I 738). 

IS· Cf. also the poem by John Hawkesworth, "The Death of Arachne" in , 
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Pearch's Supplemmt to Dodsley's Collection of Poems, 4 vols., 1783, vol. III, 
183. 

r6. Locke, loc. cit. 
17. Addison, Spectator, loc. cit. Cf. also Bolingbroke, Fragments in Works 

(1809), VIII, Fragment 44, r86. 
18. The Pettyfapers, ed. by the Marquis of Lansdowne (1927), II, 24, 32. 

Petty's principal excursion into pure philosophy was a sketch of an 
essay on "The Scale of Creatures," which he left unpublished. He be
lieved himself to have hit upon the idea independently, which is ex· 
tremely unlikely. 

19. Essays upon Several Subjects in Prose and Verse Written by the Lady Chudleigh 
(1710) 123· 

20. Spectator, No. 621, Nov. 17, 1714. 
21. Philosophical Miscellanies, English tr. (1759), 107 ff. 
22. Fragments, etc.; Works, vol. VIII, 173; cf. id., 279· For the same idea 

in Young, v. above, p. 139· As has been noted in Lect. IV, this specu· 
lation had been anticipated by Cusanua. 

2g. Essay on Man, Ep. II, 11. 31-34. 
24. Allgemeine Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Himmels (1755), 133· It is not 

improbable that the suggestion of this theory actually cam~! to Kant from 
Bolingbroke through Pope, whom he quotes with admiration on the 
same page, and from whom he takes the mottoes prefixed to each of the 
lhree Parts of his disquisition on cosmology. It would be hardly exces· 
sive to say that much of Kant's cosmology is a prose amplification and 

. extension of the "philosophy" of the First Epistle of the Essay on Man. 
25. Ibid. 
26. Ibid., 12g-I33· 
27. Ibid., 134· Kant also thought it probable that "the same cause," i.e'., 

the superiority of their physical constitution, gives to the inhabitants of 
these planets a much longer life-span than man's; ibid., 136-137. 

28. Contemplation de Ia Nature, 2d ed. ( 1769), I, 23-24. Beyond even the high· 
est of the planetary worlds, Bonnet adds, there rise "the celestial hier
archies." Ibid., p. 84. 

119. Fragments, or Minutes of Essays in Works (1809), VIII, 168-169. Cf. 346: 
"When we look down on other animals, we discern a distance, but a 
very measurable distance, between us and them." 

30. Fragments, etc.; Works, VIII, 231. 
31. Essay on Man, I, 11. 207-210, 221-232. 
32. Ibid., III,11. 151-156. 
33· Soame Jenyns, Disquisitions on Several Subjects, I, "On the Chain of Uni-

versal Being," in Works, 1790 ed., 179-185. 
34· Ibid. 
35· Essay on Man, Ep. II, ll. g-to, 13-18. 
36. Gedanken iiber Vernunjt, Aberglauben und Unglauben. 
37· Ueber den Ursprung du Uebels, III. 
38. Essay on Man, I, II. 189-192. 
39· For further illustrations of this cf. the writer's" Pride in Eighteenth Cen-
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44· 
4:5· 
46. 
47· 
48. 

NOTES (VI 
turyThought," Mod. Lang. Nous (19::11), 31 ff. Montaigne had written 
in the Apologu. ~ Raimond Sebond: "La p~somption eat notre maladie 
naturelle et ortgmelle. La plus calamitewe et fragile de toutea lea cr6-
aturea, c'eat l'honune, ... et la plus orgueilleuse." The theme had 
been a favorit~ one of La Bruy~re and La Rochefoucauld, though they 
ha.d dwelt ch1efly upon the ubiquity of individual rather than racial 
r,nd~; and ~e nume~~us se?ea of seyenteenth- and eighteenth-century 

satires agamst man find m the prtde of man his crowning absurdity 
Nature and Origin of Eui/ (1757), 124-1::16. ' 
Ibid., 137. 
Ibid., 165-167. The argument is criticized by Dr. Johnson in his review 
of Jenyns's book, 1757. 
R. Shepherd, Letters to Soame Jen;yns, Esq. (1768), 14. 
Essay on Man, IV, U. 49 ff. 
ThJodiele, 246. 
Note to Ki?g'~ Origin of Evil, 173::1 ed., 156. 
A .Fret lnqutry Into the Nature and Origin of Evil (1757). 
R~chardson's Pamela; Everyman's Library ed., I, 235. Whether 
Rtchardson composed or quoted the linea is not clear. 

NOTES TO LECTURE VII 

1. See, for an example, the writer's paper "Rousseau's Pessimist " Mod 
Lang. Notes, XXXVIII (1923), 449; and for an earlier one' Prior'~ 
~olomon (I 718), a poetical elaboration of the thesis that" the ple~aurea of 
life do not compensate our miseries; age steals upon us unawares· and 
death, as t~e ~nly cure of our ills, ought to be expected, not fear~." 

2. A Free Inquiry Into the Natur~ and Origin of Evil (1757), 6o-62. Jenyns for 
th~ most .Pa~t merely puts Into clear and concise form the arguments of 
Kmg, ~Ibruz, ~nd .Pope; but he differs from these in unequivocally and 
e~phat~cally reJectmg the freedomist solution of the problem of moral 
evil. H1s book had a considerable vogue, went into m.imerous editions 
and was translated into French. : ' 

3· Ibid., I 04, where the curious reader ma~, if he will, find why this option 
was ".necessary," a;fld ho~ "Infinite Wisdom" made the best of it. 

4· ':'olta1re, however, ts argumg in the poem against two distinct and essen· 
tlalJy op~sed types of theodicy: the philosophical and necessitarian 
type, which endeavored to explain such a thing as the Lisbon earth· 
quake as 

l' effet des ~ternell"s lois 
Qui d'un Dieu libre et bon necessitent le choix 

and the theological and indeterminist type, which saw in ~uch catastro
phes special interpositions of deity in punishment of men's free choice of 
m?ral evil .. The reasonings aimed at these two opposite objectives Vol
taire confusmgly runs together. 

5· Etlu'cr, V, Prop. 6. 
6. An Essay on the Origin of Evil by Dr. William King, translaudfrom the Latin 

VII) NOTES 359 
with Notes and a Dissertation concerning the Pn'nciple and Criterion of Virtue and 
the Origin of the Passions; By Edmund Law, M.A., Fellow of Christ College in 
Cambridge. I quote from the second edition, Lond., 1732, here referred to 
as" Essay." 

7· The dates are 1731, 1732, 1739, 1758, I78t. 
8. Stephen, English Thought in the r8th Century, II, I 21. 
9· Bolingbroke in the Fragments quotes King frequently and with respect. 

I can see no sufficient reason for doubting that in the Fragments as 
printed we have, as Bolingbroke asserted, in a somewhat expanded 
form "the notes which were communicated to Mr. Pope in scraps, as 
they were written," and utilized by the latter in writing the Essay on 
Man; the numerous and exact verbal parallels between passages in the 
Fragments and the Essay are not susceptible of any other probable expla
nation (see Bolingbroke's Works, 1809 ed., VII, 278, and VIII, 356). 
Law wrote in the preface to the 178 I edition of the Essay on the Origin of 
Euil: "I had the satisfaction of seeing that those very principles which 
had been maintained by Archbishqp King were adopted by Mr. Pope 
in the Essay on Man." When this was challenged by a brother-bishop, 
Pope's truculent theological champion Warburton, Law replied by re
ferring to the testimony of Lord Bathurst, "who saw the very same sys
tem in Lord Bolingbroke's own hand, lying before Mr. Pope while he 
composed his Essay"; and added: "The point may also be cleared ef
fectually whenever any reader shall think it worth his while to compare 
the two pieces together, and observe how exactly they tally with one 
another" (op. cit., p. xvii). Such a comparison seems to me to give 
reason to believe that Pope made we of King's work directly, as well as 
of Bolingbroke's adaptation of a part of it. Since ~t was in 1730 that 
Pope and Bolingbroke were "deep in metaphysics," and since by I73I 
the first three Epistles seem to have been completed (cf. Courthope, V, 
242), it must have been from the Latin original, not Law's translation, 
that the poet and his philosophic mentor drew. Thus essentially the 
same theodicy appeared almost simultaneously in Law's English prose 
rendering and in Pope's verse. On the relation of King's work to Hal
ler's Ueber den Ursprung des Uebels ( 1734) cf. L. M. Price ih Publications of 
the Modern Language Assoc. of America, XLI (1926), 945-948. 

10. Essay, I, 208. 
1 r. Ibid., tog-113. 
12. Ibid., xix. This argument remained as the usual starting point of a nu

merous series of subsequent theodicies, some of which have a place in 
literature: e. g., Victor Hugo still thought it needful to devote a number 
oflines to the exposition ofit in Les Contemplations(" Ce que dit la Bouche 
d'Ombre," 1905 ed., 417 ff.). 

13. See the patristic authorities cited by Sumner in his tr. of Milton's Chris
tian Doctrine, 187, n. 4· The view adopted by Milton, however, was of 
dubious orthodoxy. It had been rejected by Thomas Aquinas, Summa 
Theol., I, q. 6I, a.3; and by Dante, Paradiso, XXIX, 37· 

14. King, op. cit., I, 116 f. For the same conception of the Scale of Being and 
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its necessary completeness in a well-ordered universe, cf. Bolingbroke, 
Fragments (Works, 18og, VIII, 173, 183, 186, 192, 218 f. 2311 363 364-365). ' ' ' 

15. Op. ci~., 137 f., .129-131 C.! 156. Both King and Law fell into curious 
w~venngs, and m the end mto self-contradiction, when the question was 
~a1se? whether t~e. n~mber of degrees in the scale of being is actually 
mfin1te. Into this It IS unnecessary to enter here. 

16. Essay, I, 131. The argument may already be found in Plotinus, Enn., 
III, 2, II. 

17. Op. cit., 137. 
18. For the same argument in Bolingbroke, see Fragments (Works, r8og, 

VIII, 233, !287, s6g, 364-365). 
19· Es~ayonMa.n, Ep. I, 11. 4~· 193-194,1141-244. For an exampleofthedif. 

~us10n of this argument mto writings dealing with the most various sub. 
J~~.ts~~f. George Tur~bull's A Treatise on Ancient Painting (London, 1 740), 
xm: If a~y one th1~ meanly of our Frame and Rank, let him seri
ously consider the Riches and Fullness that appears in Nature as far as 
w~ c~n extend our ~nquiries; and how every Being in the Scale of Life 
Within our Obser:-ation rises in due degree: Let him then consider how 
necessary the Existence of such a Species as Man is to the ascending 
Pleni~de of Natur~; t~ its Fullness and Cohnence; and let him impartially 
examme our Conatitut10n, and the Provision made for our Happiness· 
~he Excellence t~ which our natural Powen and Dispositions may ~ 
u~pr?ved and r~~ed by go_od Education and proper Diligence; or the 
D1gmty and Fehc.Ity t~ Which we may attain by the Study of Wisdom 
and VIrtue, especially m well·regulated Society; for he will plainly see, 
that t~10ugh ~ere ~ good reason to think that there are various Orders 
of ~at10nal Bemgs m the Scale of Existence, the lowest of which is SU· 

penour to Man, yet he is crowned with Glory and Honour, is well 
placed, and hath a very considerable Dominion allotted to him." 

20. Essay, I, 147-149: cf. Essay on Man, I,ll. 169-I70 
But all subsists by elemental strife 
And passions are the elements of llfe. 

111. Essay, I, 134. 
!211. Ibid., I, 176. The argument for the necessity of natural evils based upon 

the principle of plenitude is supplemented by that drawn from the in 
dispensability of uniform general laws; e. g., I, 15o-153, 196-197· cf~ 
Essay on Man, I, ll. 145 ff. ' 

23. Essay, I, x8g-x85. 
24. J. C~arke, Discourse concerning Natural Evil (1719); the same argument in 

~lotmu~, Enn., _III, 2, 15. Goldsmith, among others, was still repeating 
It later m th~ etght~enth ce~tury; v. his Essays (I767), 132, and an essay 
of I 760 repnnted m .<?rane s. Ne~ Essay.r by Oliver Goldsmith, 34· The 
mos~ elaborate exposltlon of 1t wtth which I am acquainted is A Philo. 
sophzcal Survey. of the Animal Creation, wherein The general Devastation and 
Car_nage th~t rt~grz among the different Classes of Animals are considered in a mw 
Pomt of Vzew; and the vast Increase of Life and Enjoyment derived to tlu Whol1 

vn] 

!26. 

so. 

NOTES 
from this Institution of Nature is clearly dem~>nstrated Translated from the 
French, Dublin, t 770. 
It is only fair to add that King is equally ready to view as "necessary," 
and consequently to approve and justify, specific evils less remote from 
archiepiscopal experience, such as "gout, one of the most tormenting 
diseases that attend us"- by which, in fact, this resolute optimist was 
cruelly harassed for nearly half a century, and from an attack of which, 
according to his biographer, he died (see Sir C. S. King's life of William 
King, I9o6, 14 and passim). Gout, the archbishop observes, in a 
sportsmanlike if not wholly edifying vein, has compensations which, on 
the whole, outweigh its pains: "Who would not rather endure it than 
lose the pleasure of feeling? Most men are sensible that eating certain 
meats, and indulging ourselves in the use of several drinks, will bring it; 
and yet we see this doth not deter us from them, and we think it more 
tolerable to endure the gout, than lose the pleasure that plentiful eating 
and drinking yields us" (I, 177). Why it was "necessary" a priori that 
these pleasures should be purchasable only at that price remains, in the 
end, somewhat obscure. 
Essay, I, I 76; cf. also I 48-149. Soame Jenyns struggles with the same 
difficulty in the preface to A Free Inquiry, etc., in Works (1790), II, 6: 
against the argument "but one material objection has been urged; 
which is this, that, in order to make room for this necessity of evil, the 
real existence of a paradisaical state is repfCsented as at all times im
possible; and consequently the Mosaic account of that state is utterly 
exploded." Jenyns's reply consists, first, in intimating some doubt 
whether "a literal belief in that account is essential to the true faith of 
a Christian"; and, second, in maintaining that the Mosaic history does 
not offer a description of a "primitive state of absolute perfection, void 
of all evil," since" the parent of all evil is one of the principal characters 
of that history." Jenyns elsewhere rejects the whole primitivistic as· 
sumption on the ground that it is inconsistent with the doctrine of the 
eternal necessity of all the evils we know. "That man came perfect, 
that is, endued with all possible perfections, out of the hands of his Cre
ator, is a false notion," possible only to men who were ignorant of the 
origin of evil, i. e., who did not understand that "in the scale of beings 
there must be," at all times, "such a creature as man, with all his in· 
firmities about him" (ibid., p. 71). 
Fragments or Minutes of Essays,§ XVI. 
Ethics, I, ad. fin. 
There is no question of any influence of King upon Leibniz or of Leibniz 
upon King. Though the Thlodicle was not published until J710, eight 
years after the De origine mali, the greater part of it was written between 
1697 and the beginning of 1705; and the ideas it contains had long been 
familiar to Leibniz. Cf. Gerhardt's preface to Leibniz's Philo.rophisclu 
Schriften, VI, 3-10. 
"Remarques sur le livre sur l'origine du mal publie depuis peu en 
Angleterre," appended to the Thlodicee, Philos. Schriften, VI, 400 ff. 
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Leibniz observes that he is in agreement with King "only in respect to 
half of the subject"; the disagreement relates chiefly to King's chapter 
on liberty and necessity, which (quite inconsistently with the implica
tions of his argument for optimism) asserts that God exercised a liberum 
arbitrium indijfermtiae in creating the world. 

3 TModicee, § 124. 
32. Ibid., § 118; cf. the remark of Thomas Aquinas, quoted in Lecture III, 

about the value of two angels as compared with that of one angel and 
one stone. Kant was stiJl enunciating the same principle, varying only 
the illustration, in I 755: lice "may in our eyes be as worthless as you 
like, nevertheless it is of more consequence to Nature to conserve this 
species as a whole than to conserve a small number of members of a su
perior species" (Allg. Naturgtsch., 127). 

33· Thlodiclt, §§ 120, 10, 124; cf. also § 213. 
34· For this sequel, see Lect. X. 

NOTES TO LECTURE VIII 

1. Several of the topics of this and the following lecture have been inter
estingly dealt with in an article by A. Thienemann, "Die Stufenfolge 
der Dinge, der Versuch eines naturlichen Systems der Naturkorper aus 
dem achtzehnten Jahrhundert," in :(,oologische Annalen, III (xgxo), xBs-
275· It includes the text of a previously unpublished and anonymous 
German writing of 1 78o, "Entwurf einer nach der mutmasslichen 
Stufen-Folge eingerichteten allgemeinen Naturgeschichte," in which 
the mineralogy, botany, zoology, and theology of the period are em
ployeci in the construction of a detailed Scale of Nature from the "ele
ment earth, to the Trinity. 

2. Op. cit., III, Ch. 6, §§ g, 6. "By this real essence I mean that real con
stitution of any thing, which is the foundation of all those properties that 
are combined in, and are constantly found to coexist with, the nominal 
essenee; and that particular constitution which everything has within 
itself, without any relation to anything without it. . . . As to the real 
essences of substances, we only suppose their being, without precisely 
knowing what they are; but that which annexes them still to the species, 
is the nominal essence, of which they are the supposed foundation and 
cause" ( § 6) . . The passage is one of those which bring out the fact about 
Locke which the historians of philosophy have in great part missed
that in his epistemology he was essentially a Platonist. In the case of 
material things, however, Locke confuses the logical distinction between 
the necessary and the merely contingent coinherence of attributes with 
the metaphysical distinction of primary and secondary qualities and the 
physical distinction of perceptible gross matter and the insensible mi
nute components of matter (Ibid., § 2). 

S· Ibid., § 20, 
4· Ibid., §§ 38, 27. 

VIII] NOTES 

5· Ibid., § 27. 
6. Ibid., § g6. 
7· Histoire naturelle, I (I749), I2, Ig, 20, g8. 
8. Ibid., XIII (I 765), I. . " · • • th t 
9

. Of the sterility of hybrids Buffon now wntes: Th1s pomt IS e mos 
fixed which we possess in natural history. All ~e ott:'er r~enltblances 
and differences which we can observe in comparmg bemgs w1th one an
other are neither so real nor so certain; these intervals, therefore, .are the 
only lines of demarcation which will be found in our work." HISt. nat., 

XIII, loc. cit. 
10. Contemplation de la Nature (2d ed., I769), I, 28. S if 

From Goldsmith's review of R. Brookes, A New and Accurate .ystem o 
I I. Natural History, in The Monthly Review, XXI:X (October, I 76g), 28g-284. 
I2. Thomas Sprat, The History of the Royal Socttty (I667), I IO. 

13 Encyclopldie, art. "Cosmologie." . . . 
,
4
: Sander, Ueber Natur und Religion (1779), II, 193, c1ted m Thienemann, 

op. cit., 235· · h h J h h nd I go Gunther, Die Wissenschaft vom Menschen ~m ac t.t;e ~ten a r u er, . · _ 15' Published by Lonnberg in his Carl von Lmnee und dze.Lehre von der W!rbel 
xG. tieren I gog. For my acquaintance with t~s I am m?ebted to ~1ene: 

' ,~> it 227 The use of the express10n "relat10ns of man can 
mann, 0r· c ·• · · f 'd · C descent but t 'th certainty be taken as an assertion o 1 entlty o • 
no WI f L' ' 1 guage that is the most natural meaning o mnaeus s an . . M nk) 
The Lay Monastery, by Blackmore and Hu~hes (2d ed. of The Lay o 

I 7. ( t7I ) 28. cr. the remark of Sir John Ovmgton, Voyageto Sur at ( I696). 
citelby R. W. Frantz in Modern Philology (Iggr), ~5-s7: ~he Hotte~.tots 
are" the very Reverse of Human kind, ... so that 1fthere s any me .xum 
between a Rational Animal and a Beast, the Hottentot lays the fa1r~t 
claim to that species." Sir William Petty had still ~arlier remarked, m 
treatin of the" Scale of Creatures," that" of man x~elf there seems to 
bee sev~rall species," and refers t~ the" Negros who hve about. t~e ~ape 
r Good Hope as the most beasthke of all the Sorts of Men wtt w o) 

~ur tra~ellers are well acquainted" (The Petty Papers, 1927, ~· 31. · 
Soame Jenyns in the middle of the century also cites, a~ong . e evl· 
dences of the continuity of the chain of beings, the w~y m which ~e 
attribute of reason" in the dog, the monkey and the ch1mpanz~ u~tte~ 
so closel with the lowest degree of that quality in man" - ex.emphfi~ 
here als~ by" the brutal Hottentot"-" that they cannot eastly be dts· 
tin uished one from another." , . 
Cf gthe writer's" The Supposed Primitivism of Rousseau s Dtscourse o?, 

t8. In~quality" Modern Philology (1923), and" Monboddo and .R:oussndeapu, 
' d D · te · Monboddo Oragm a ro· ibid. (1933); Rousseau, Secon 1sc., ;off J; • 

gress of Language, 2d ed., I (1774), 2 9 . dded as a 
xg. Contemplation de Ia Nature, III, ch. go. As the pbassage w:.s ga Rousseau 

footnote to the edition of I 781' Bonnet may have een rea m 
or Monboddo; the latter had ascribed similar mental and moral qual· 

ities to the orang-outang. 
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20. tcouchard-Le Brun, De Ia Naturt, chant troisieme. The homme des bois was, 

of course, the orang-outang, this being the accepted translation of his 
Malayan name. Fusil in his La polsil scientifique sees in these lines an ex
pression of" the great law of change and evolution"; here "for the first 
time poetry attempts to sing the epic of life as modem science conceives 
it." But, as is so often the case in writings of the period, it is impossible 
to be sure whether the poet is speaking of a temporal sequence of stages 
of evolution or merely of the consecutive "steps," i. e., grades, in the 
Scale of Beings; the latter seems here the more probable. Even if the 
French poet be credited with the former conception, he had been antici
pated by Akenside (v. below, Lect. IX). 

21. M. R. Werner, Barnum (1923), 59· 
22. Cf. Do bell, Antony van Leeuwenhoek and his 'Lillie Animals' ( 1932); P. 

de Kruif, The Microbe Hunters (Ig26); S. Wood, "Leeuwenhoek and his 
'Little Beasties,"' Quarterry Rev. (1933). 

23. Experimental Philosophy, in Three Books. • . . By Henry Power, D. of 
Physick. London, 1664. I am indebted for this passage to Dr. Marjorie 
Nicolson of Smith College, whose comprehensive study of this phase of 
the history of science and of its reper.cussions in literature will, it is to be 
hoped, soon become available to all students of these subjects. An ear
lier foreshadowing of microscopic discoveries not yet made, in all the 
"three kingdoms of the universal spirit (the Vegetable, Animal and 
Mineral)," is to be found in T. Mayerne's preface to The Theater of In
sects or Lesser Living Creatures by Thos. Moufett, 1634. The creatures not 
visible to the naked eye "all testifie the infinite Power of the Supreme 
Creator of all things." Cf. also Pascal on the infinitely little, Penseu, 72. 

24. Troisieme soir. The argument was repeated by King, Origin of Evil, I, 
I 57· 

25. It is, of course, beyond the scope of this history to deal with the relation 
of all this to the modem beginning, or renewal, and development of the 
germ-theory of disease. (It had been suggested~ in antiquity as an ex
planation of malaria by Varro, De re rustica, I, I2, 2.) But it is of some 
relevance to note that the theory was propounded by Sir William Petty 
in I677 to explain the manner of diffusion of the plague: "There is no 
better hypothesis whereby to make out the destructions of so many thou
sand men in a season by the disease called the plague, than by imagining 
the same to be done by Millions of invisible Animals, that travell from 
Country to Country, even out of Africa into England" (The Petty Papers, 
II, 29). To such a hypothesis Petty was naturally predisposed by his 
belief in the fullness of the "chain of creatures." 

26. Loc. eit. 
27. A number of other passages in the same strain may be found in later 

eighteenth-century writings: e. g., Henry Baker, The Microscope Made 
Easy ... (I 742), pp. 3o6-3og (partly borrowed from Addison and 
Locke) and his Employment for the Microscope (1753); An Account of Some 
New Microscopical Discoveries • •• (1745) (? by John Turberville Need
ham); George Adams, Micrographia Illustrata .,. • , 2d ed. (I747); John 
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Hill Essays in Natural History and Philosophy. Containing a Senes .o IS· 

cove:ies by the Assistance of Microscopes (17511); and Essays on the Ml.crosc~pe 
(1798), by the younger George Adams. To these also my attentton as 
been called by Dr. Nicolson. 

28. The Seasons: Summer (1727). 
2g. Kr. d. r. V., A. 654,.-668. 

NOTES TO LECTURE IX 

I. John Clarke, A Defence of Dr. (Samuel) Clarke's Demonstration of the Being 

and Attributes of God (1722), 56. , · if s 
2. Joseph Clarke, A Further Examination of Dr. Clarke s Notions o :pace, etc. 

(1734). t66. . 
Pluche Histoire du Ctel (1759 ed.), II, 391-392· dd that 3' Three Physico- Theological Discourses (3d ed., I713), 149· Ra~ a. 8 

4· this philosophical opinion is supported by Scripltudre: ·~rt ~~~~~~~~ 
l·n that it (Providence) was so careful to o ge an 

pears, 1 D 1 " in the Ark at the Time of the Genera e uge. 
The Universal Beauty, III, 98 ff. 

~: The Immortality of the Soul, II, chap. 17' 7; cf. also Ill, chap. I' 3• 5· 
7· Spectator, No. ttt,July 7• I7It. 
8. PhilosophischehScOhri.(t~n,ife~v~e(~h73a~d:d ri:261c_!!;211. On the same concep-
9 An Essay on I e ngm 0 • ' W ld ( 745) cf 

. tion in Law's later Considerations on the State of the or ' etc. t " 'od. 
R. S. Crane's "Anglican Apologetics and the Idea of Progress, M . 
Philology, XXI (1934), 349 ff. . 
The English is that of the t713 verston of Toland£ L ' last cited 

~~: Philos. Schrijten, VII, 309· .cr. a.lso the passages o aw s . 
In einem unaufliislichen unendltchfeznen Bande. 

12. Versuch iiber das erste Print:.ipium der Moral (t_772). , 
tg. · hil t d (I 764) art Chatnedesetrescrees. 
14· Dzct. ~ os.~ IS ~ • e objecclons more briefly in a note to his Poem on 
15. Voltatre ratses t e sam . . h rtl confuses- as Pope had 

the Lisbon Disaster, 1755• m wh~ch fe thpae chyain of causality (chaine des 
d b c h'm- the conceptiOn o 
~~:me=t~r~vi:h the chain of beings. But with respect to the latter he 

observes, in ?is .note of t75b6: l t plenum It is demonstrated that the 
"The cham ts not an a sou e · . Not 

heaven! bodies perform their revolutions in a ~on-res.tstant spa~e. 
11 y . filled There is not therefore, a senes (suite) of boches from 

:n ~~: :~ the n:ost remote of dte stars; there can theref?re be. immense 
'ble beings as well as between msenstble ones. 

intervals between senst ' 1 ed · of the 
cannot then be sure that man is necessarily p ac m one " 

:~ which are ;ttached one to another in an unbroken sequence. 

6 Iljaut prendre un parti, ch. IV. . . 'l (' f S e 1 • .., 1 · · t the Nature and Ongm of Ev1 I. e., o oam 
I 7. A Review of a r ree nqutry Jn o d . The Lit ry 

Jenyns's book), t757· The review originally appeare m era 
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Maga~ine, a~d was reprinted. in pamphlet form, n.p., n.d. Johnson was 
~pparently Ignorant of the history of the conception of the Chain of Be
mg; he refers to it as "The Arabian Scale of Existence" 

18. Ibid. . 
19. NouveaWI Essais, III, vi, § 12: "Qu'il y ait des creatures mitoyennes entre 

celles q~i sont eloignees, c'est quelque chose de conforme a cette meme 
harmome, quoyque ce ne soit pas tousjours dans un meme globe ou 
systeme." Philos. Schriften, V, 286. 

20. Oeuvres de Maupertuis, I (1752), 35-36. 
2 I. The a~ option by Leibniz of transformism "in a rudimentary form" is 

recogmzed by E. Radl, Geschichte der biologischen Theorien seit dem Ende 
des ~Jten Jahrhunderts, l, 72, by Buchenau and Cassirer, Leibni~: Haupt
schrifttn zur Grund/egung dtr Philosophie, II (19o6), 26, and by Thiene
mann, Zool. Annalen, III, 187. 
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52. Op. Cit., Pt. I, ch. 6. For a similar passage, cf. Delisle de Sales Philosophie 

de la Nature, 3d ed.~ I777, I, 2IS: it is reasonable to suppose dtat nature 
has parcouru succemvement tousles degrls de Ia grande lchtlle. 

53· Of the pe Ia Natur~,.vol. I appeared in I 76I; II in I 76s; III and IV in 
I766 ~1th new ed11ions of the first two volumes. A fifth volume was 
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Ia ~ra~atzon naturelle ~esformes de l'ltre, Les Essais de Ia Nature qui apprend a 
f~zre I homme. A S~l~ht work, Para/We {ie Ia condition et des facultls de 
I homme avec Ia cotufttton et les facultls des autres animailx, was published in 
I no as a translatiOn from the English; if it has an English original I 
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54· De Ia Nature, III, I82. 
55· Ibid., I83. 
s6. Ibid., .a3-Ia4. 

57· Essay concerning Huma? lf_nderstanding, .III, ch. 6, § I 2. The first great 
modern book .of ~escnptive natural history, Gesner's Historia animalium 
(I55I-IS87).' m 1ts fourth vol~me (in the German tr., Fischbuch (Isg8), 
I04 ff.) had mcluded homo marrnus among the recognized denizens of the 
deep, upon the testimony of trustworthy observers, and had presented 
woodcuts of these creatures, including an episcopus marinus- and the be
lief in them, supported as it seemed to be both by the prin~iple of pleni
tu~e and the ~~pposed testimony of many witnesses, could claim a cer
tam .respectabl11ty down to the late eighteenth century. Cf. De Maillet, 
Telllamed, I 748, Eng. tr., I 750, 23o-244; Delisle de Sales, Philos. de Ia 
Nature, sd ed., I 777. I. 

58. Origin a~d. Progress of. Language, 2d ed., I, 26g. This, as we have seen, 
was a mtsmterpretation of Aristotle. 

59· Op. cit., I, 25. 
6o. Ibid. 
61. /hid. 

62. lb~d. It w~ll be observed that for Robinet "perfectibility" does not en
tail ~!ely 1mprove~ent. He held at this time the doctrine, which much 
of h.'s first volume IS devoted to expounding, that every good is attended 
by tts complementary evil, and that the sum of goods and of evils is 
therefore equal and constant. 

63. De Ia Nature, III, I 42-I 43· 
64. Penslu sur l'interprltation de Ia Nature, § LVIII. 
65. De Ia Nature, V, I48. 
66. Ibid., IV, I-!2. 

67. Ibid., 4-5. 

68. I pr~posed this term, which seems to be a needed addition to the philo
sophical vocabulary, at the Sixth Intn-national Congress of Philosophy· 
se~ Journal of Philosophical Studies, II (I927). ' 

6g. Ihtd., IV, I I-I2. In this, and again "in including among the animals 
the fossils, the semi-metals, air, fire," etc., Robinet has, he grants (or 
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boasts) "ventured farther than any naturalist who has preceded" him; 
but he reiterates, quite justly, that in doing so he is but following out the 
same principles as the others. "lis ont etabli les premisses dont j'ai tir~ 
Ia consequence qui semble si surprenante; et de quoi pourrait-on me 
blamer, si elle est legitimement deduite?" (ibid., IV, 2I 1). 
Ibid., IV, q. 
Cf., e. g., IV, 78-79· 
Prnsies sur l'inttrprltation de Ia Naturt, §XII. 
Dt Ia Naturr, IV, 17-I8. 
Ibid., V, 6. 
ldeen -<;u tintr Philosophit dtr Geschichtt der Mtnschheit, I784-1791, Bk. V, 
chap. 1. Herder, however, finds the identity of fundamental form only 
in the animal kingdom. The same chapter is full of the idea of the Chain 
of Being as an "ascending series of forms." 
From the poem .\Opo~UJJOS (I8tg). For Goethe's elaboration of the con· 
ception cf. his Versuch iiber die Gestalt der Tim (1790) and Erster Entwurj 
einer allgemeinen Einltitung in die vergleichende Anatomit ( 1 795). In the latter 
work, for example, Goethe insists upon the all-importance for the zoolo· 
gist of recognizing "eine allgemeine Bilde, worin die Gestalten samt· 
licher Tiere, die Moglichkeit nach, enthalten wliren, und wonach man 
jedes Tier in einer gewissen Ordnung beschriebe ... Schon aus der 
allgemeinen Idee eines Typus folgt, dass kein einzelnes Tier, als ein 
solcher Vergleichungsform ausgestellt werden konne: kein Einzelnes 
kann Muster des Ganzen sein ... Betrachten wir nach jenem, erst im 
allgemeinsten aufgestellten Typus die verschiedenen Teile der vollkom· 
mensten, die wir Siiugetiere nennen, so finden wir, dass der Bildungs· 
kreis der Natur zwar eingeschriinkt ist dabei,jedoch, wegen der Menge 
der Teile und wegen der vielfachen Modificabilitlit, die Veranderungen 
der Gestalt in's Unendliche moglich werden." Goethe's excitement 
over the discovery of this idea, during his Italian journey, may be seen 
in his letter to Frau von Stein, July 1 o, 1 786: he wishes that he could 
"impart to everyone" his "vision" and his joy, but it is impossible. 
And it is no dream, no phantasy. "It is a discovery of the essential form 
with which Nature always plays, and in playing brings forth all the 
manifoldness of life. Had I time in the short span of a single life, I 
would devote myself to extending it to all the kingdoms of Nature- t? 
her entire domain." Cf. Elisabeth Rotten, Goethes Urphiinomtn und dte 
Platonische Idee, 19I3. 
This conception of the" fumbling" advance of nature is probably also 
derivative from Diderot's Ptnsies sur l'intnprltation de Ia Nature, §§XII, 
XXXVII. 
Op. cit., V (1768). 
E. g., vol. IV, Planche iv. 
Cf. the writer's Btrgson and Romantic Evolutionism, 19I4. 
Vue philosophique de Ia gradation naturelle des form.ts de l'l~re ( 176~) •. 8-I ?· 
Ibid., 12. Elsewhere Robinet slightly amphfies thts last mttmauon: 
"En.fin elle [Ia force active] se dematerialiserait mtierement, si }' ose ainsi m' ex-
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prim~r, _et pour dtrnitrt m_lt~morph~sr tilt st fran~formerail m pure intelligma." 
Ho\\e\er; ~e adds, th1s IS but a bold conjecture, which he gives onlv 
for ~,·hat It IS wo:th." This idea was adopted by Lord Monboddo in hi's 
-;lntltn/ M:tapkmcs (I 779-99), and it is not altogether without parallel 
m the ~h1l~sophy of Bergson; cf. the conclusion of chap. III of L'Ez·o· 
lut1on crtalrue. 
Palingenlsie, I, 22. 

Ibid., I, 212. 

Ibid., I, 89. 
Ibid., I, 216. 

Ibid., I, 158. 

fbi~. , .I? 1 ~1· Bonnet thinks it possible that there is no limit to the" per
fecti?Ihty of any animal whatever: " it may be that there will be a 
con~mual, more or less slow progress of all species towards a higher per
:ectlon; so ~hat all the grades of the scale will be continuously variable 
m a det~rmmate and constant ratio: I mean that the mutability of each 
grade _w1ll .a~ ways have its reason in the grade which immediately pre
cedes It" (1b1d.). 

NOTES TO LECTURE X 

I. EUments de Ia Phil. de .Newton, I, ch. 6. 
2. Tusc. Disp., I, go: "omni in re consensio omnium gentium lex naturae 

putanda est." 

3· Justiniani lnstitutiones, I, 2, 11. Cf. id., § 1: "Quod naturalis ratio 
mt~r .omnes ho~ines constituit, id apud omnes populos peraeque cus
toduur, ~ocat~r JUS ~entium, quasi quo jure omnes gentes utuntur." In the 
same article JUS gent1um and the human "Jaw of nature" are expressly 
used as synonyms. 

4· Fragmen~s, _ or Minutes of Essays, xvi, in Works, 1809, VII, 468. 
5· De ~ubl1mllate, § V~I ; tr. ~y W. Smith, 1770. I have thought it more 

pertment her~ to Cite _an eighteenth-century version, but add Professor 
Rhy.s Roberts mo;e literal rendering of the last sentence: "When men 
or different pursuits, lives, ambitions, ages, languages, hold identical 
VJews on one and the same subject, then that verdict which results so to 
s~ak, from a. co?cert of discordant elements makes our faith i~ the 
ObJect of adm1rat10n strong and unassailable" (Longinus on the Sublime 
I899, P· .57). Longinus, says a typical (because commonplace) write; 
of the m1dd~e o: the century, '.'might with equal justice have extended 
t~e ~~me cntenon to all the mferior excellencies of elegant composi
tion. _W. Melmoth, the younger, Fit~;,osborne' s Letters (1 746), 130. 

6. ~r. Samtsbury has, I think, stopped just short of the main point when 
a Pr?pos of the Essay on Criticism, he writes:" What [Pope) meant by' fol~ 
lowmg nature' and what we mean by it, are two quite different things. 
He, usually at least, means 'stick to the usual the ordinary the com
monplace'" (Hist. of Criticism, II (1902), 456).' This is true;' but Pope 
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enjoins "sticking to the usual" only because the poet cannot otherwise 
expect to reach all mankind. 

7· Lives of the Poets: Life of Dryden; ed. G. B. Hill, I, 433· 
8. "The poet does not number the streaks of the tulip, or describe the dif

ferent shades in the verdure of the forest; he is to exhibit in his portraits 
of nature such prominent and striking features as recall the original to 
every mind; and must neglect the minuter discriminations, which one 
may have remarked and another have neglected, for those characteris
tics which are alike obvious to vigilance and carelessness." 

g. W. Melmoth, Fit~;,osborne's Lett"s, 130. 
xo. Lucas de Ia Haye, La vie de M. Benott de Spino~;.a; cited by Brunschvicg, 

Spino~;a et ses contemporains, 333· 
I 1. A part of Milton's Areopagitica is the most remarkable seventeenth-cen· 

tury exception to this universalism. 
12. For numerous examples of this, cf. R. Bray, La Formation rk la doctriru 

classique en France, 1927, Pt. II, chapters iv-vi. 
13. Formey, "Essay on the Sc::tle of Beings" in Philosophical Miscellanies, 

1757, the English translation .of his Melanges philosophiques, 1 754· 
14. Disc. sur Ia metaphysique, IX. 
15. Monadolog;•, §§57-58; Philos. Schrijten, VI, 616. 
16. Spectator, 519, Oct. 25, 1712. I repeat the citation here because of its 

close similarity even in expression to that of Schiller given below (n. 19). 
1 7· From the unfinished Fourth Part of The Pleasures of Imagination, 1770. 
r8. P. Reiff in Euphorion (1912), 591 ff. In a letter to F. Schlegel in 1798 

Navalis wrote: "I do not know if I have already spoken to you of my 
beloved Plotinus. Through Tiedemann I have been initiated into this 
philosopher, born expressly for me, and I have been almost frightened 
by his resemblance to Kant and Fichte. He pleases me more than either 
of them" (cited in Spenle, Nova/is, 188 ff., where the nature of the 
Plotinian influence upon that writer is analyzed) . 

19. Op. cit., Cotta ed., XII, 189, r88. The Letters were first published in 
r 786 and (the last) 1 789; but the Theosophie des Julius, from which most 
of the citations here are taken, was certainly in part, and probably as a 
whole, written in 1781 or 1782. On the dates and probable sources of 
the Philosophische Brieje, cf. Ueberweg, Schiller als Historik" und als Philo• 
soph (1884), 72- 96; and on the significance of this early work for the 
understanding of Schiller's philosophical biography, v. ]. Goebel in 
Jour. of English and Germanic Philology, XXIII (1924), r61-172. That 
Schiller was at this time acquainted with the works of Leibniz at first 
hand appears improbable; but, as a pupil in the Karlsschule, he had 
early become familiar with the general principles of the Leibnitio
Wolffian system. On this cf. W. Iffert, D" junge Schill" (1926), 34-57. 

20. Philosophische Briefe, last Jetter; ibid., '93· 
21. Cf. Ueberweg, op. cit., 88. 
22. Briife ub" die authetische Er.~;iehung, Letter XI. 
23. Letter XV. 
24. Letter XIII; italics mine. 
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Gesprach iiber die Poesie, 1800. 
A. E. Lussky, Tieck's Romantic Irony (1932), 78, 68-6g. 
Ueber die Philosophie: an Dorotka; in Athenaeum, II, 1, 15-16. 
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"Vorlesungen iiber dramatische Kunst und Littratur, 18og; in Siimmtl. Werke, 
v, s. 15-16. 
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Fragmente (1798), in Atknaeum, I, 2, g6. 
Athenaeum, I II, 15. 
Schriften (1837), II, 224-225. 
Reden, II. 
Ibid. 
Monologen, ed. Schiele, 1914, pp. 72-74; some phrases of the translation 
have been taken from the English edition of H. L. Friess, Schleier· 
macher's Soliloquies (1926), 76-78. 
Op. cit., ed. Schiele, 77-78. 
Mono/ogen, ed. Schiele, 3o-31. Of any incongruity, logical or practical, 
between the cultivation of catholicity and uniqueness Schleiermacher 
seems to have been unaware; they were for him two aspects of the same 
program. 
Reden, V. 
Ibid. 

NOTES TO LECTURE XI 

1. System of Transcendental Idealism (18oo), SW, I, Abt. 3, 492; cf. also 
such formulations of the IdentiUitssystem as the dialogue Bruno and the 
Further Expositions, both of 18mr. Even in these the distinctive emphasis 
is upon the second conception. ' 

2. Op. cit., in Sckl/ings Werke, herausg. von A. Weiss (1907), III, 499· 
3· We have already seen that this was not Leibniz's real position, in spite 

of passages which seem to justify Schelling's interpretation. 
4· Op. cit., in Sckl/ings Werke, ed. Weiss, III, 493-494. 
5· That the metaphysical evolutionism of Oken implied for him the theory 

of the transformation of species through natural descent is not clear. 
6. Lthrbuch der Naturphilosophie, I, 4· 
7· Ibid., 22. Here, no doubt, is the original of the Bergsonian temps

createur. I do not, of course, mean by this to imply that M. Bergson 
directly derived the conception from Oken. 

8. Ibid., 26. 
g. Denkma/ der &hrift von den giitt/ichen Dingen, 1812. 

I o. Op. cit., sw, I, Abt. 8, 64. 
I I. Op. cit., 81. 
12. Ibid., 6g. 
13. Ibid., SW, I, Abt. 8, 70. 
14. Ibid.,77. 
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Op. cit. (1899), t87-189. 
Tk &ligious Aspect of Philosophy (1885), 248-249. . 
I use the word 'contingent' in its absolute sense, defined by Sp_moza: 
Res singulares voco contingentu, quatenus, du"! ad earum _so/am essent1am at
tmdimus, nihil invenimus, quod earum existent1am necessano ponat (Eth., IV, 

De£. 3). · · h ld b b d 
18. Science and the Modern World, 249· There Is, It s ou_ ~ o serv~ , ~ 

somewhat obscure intimation of the same conception m Schellmg s 
Denkmal der Schrift von den gottlickn Dingen, ed. cit., 65. 
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